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ABSTRACT

This Final Scientific Report describes research at the UTK Plasma Science

Laboratory which was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, contract

AFOSR #89-0319, with Dr. Robert J. Barker, Program Manager. Eight archival scientific

papers were published, 19 oral or poster conference papers were presented at the annual

APS and IEEE plasma meetings, and one patent was obtained and two additional patents

were filed for. This contract also supported three graduate theses, including partial support

for one Ph.D. dissertation, and two Master of Science in Electrical Engineering theses.

This contract additionally supported approximately eight person-years of half time GRA

research and training, and the preparation of nine routine reports to the Air Force. This

contract also supported Professor Shenggang Liu, UTK's first Visiting Distinguished

Professor, for a period of one year.

The contract has supported several major research activities. These include: 1)

The writing up for archival publication results from the previous Air Force contract,

relating to plasma turbulence and plasma heating by collisional magnetic pumping; 2)

Theoretical, computational, and experimental investigation of the interaction of microwave

radiation with cylindrical plasmas, particularly in the vicinity of the electron cyclotron

frequency; 3) investigation of cyclotron damping near the electron gyrofrequency of

magnetized plasmas, as a method for plasma cloaking of earth satellites and spacecr Jt; 4)

development of a parallel plate one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor, allowing the

production of a uniform plasma at one atmosphere; and 5) development of a method for

covering the surface of an aircraft or other body in the atmosphere with a thin layer of

plasma for cloaking or boundary layer control.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Final Scientific Report describes a recently completed five year program of research at

the University of Tennessee's Plasma Science Laboratory, which is located on the

Knoxville campus, and affiliated with the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department.

Our laboratory specializes in the experimental investigation of interactions between electro-

magnetic radiation and plasma; and in research on electric field dominated steady state

plasmas, both magnetized and unmagnetized. In the last three years covered by this report,

we have expanded our interest in the latter topic to include the generation and study of

unmagnetized uniform glow discharge plasmas operating at one atmosphere of pressure in

air and other gases. These electric field dominated plasmas exhibit several characteristics

which make them interesting for potential Air Force applications: very high levels of

plasma turbulence; broad-band radio frequency emission; ability to strongly absorb incident

electromagnetic radiation near the electron cyclotron frequency; and the ability to maintain a

uniform glow discharge plasma on the surface of an aircraft or other body in the

atmosphere with a power input density on the order of 10 milliwatts/cubic centimeter.

The research described in this report was supported entirely or in part by the Air

Force Office of Scientific Research, contract AFOSR 89-0319, of which Dr. Robert J.

Barker, AFOSR/NP, is the program manager. Also, one patent on magnetized plasma

cloaking of spacecraft and earth satellites was applied for, granted, and assigned to the

Secretary of the Air Force, and two additional patents have been disclosed and filed, which

the Air Force will have the right to use without the payment of royalties, as a result of its

support of the research. This contract also supported three graduate theses, and eight

person-years of half-time GRA research and training, which included one Ph.D.

dissertation and two Master's theses for the degree of Master of Science in Electrical
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Engineering. This contract also supported the preparation of 9 routine reports to the Air

Force.

e IThe technical accomplishments of this contract have included a patented method for

plasma cloaking of satellites and space vehicles, a method for generating a uniform glow

discharge plasma in one atmosphere of air, and a method to generate a thin layer of plasma

on the surface of aircraft at one atmosphere, also in air. The latter is a very recent

accomplishment. Since the end of this contract period, we have demonstrated that the thin

layer of plasma generated on the surface of a simulated aircraft fuselage will not blow away

under the action of an air jet of modest velocity from the laboratory air supply. These

accomplishments may have direct and far-ranging applications for the Air Force, including

plasma cloaking of military targets and drag reduction by electrostatic boundary layer

control. In addition, the one atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma is potentially

useful for a wide range of industrial plasma surface treatment processes which require

active species from a plasma, but are uneconomic when the surface treatment must be

accomplished in expensive vacuum systems at low pressure, and with batch processing.

There has been intense industrial interest in licensing related technologies made possible by

the one atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma, and the University of Tennessee's

Research Corporation (UTRC) is now negotiating with several Fortune-500 companies.



RESULTS OF RESEARCH PROGRAM

In this section we will briefly summarize, in the approximate order in which the

research was performed, the results of major research efforts made during the five year

duration of this research program. In each case, the results will not be described in detail,

but the reader wil be referred to the archival and conference abstracts, included in the

appendices, in which more detail can be found.

Previous Research Funded by AFOSR

Our previous contract AFOSR-86-0100 supported research on plasma turbulence

and collisional magnetic pumping, the winding-up and documentation phases of which

were carried over into the current research program. Some new and interesting results

were obtained from the application of a commercial software program based on chaos

theory to electrostatic plasma turbulence. This work formed the basis of Mr. Scott A.

Stafford's Master' thesis, and was published in paper #4 appearing in Appendix A, in the

Journal of Applied Physics. Some experimental results on plasma heating by collisional

magnetic pumping in a modified Penning discharge were presented at conferences, the

abstracts of which are in items #1 and 4 in Appendix B, and in two archival papers in fhe

Physics of Fluids which are papers #2 and 3 included in Appendix A. These papers both

indicated a measurable effect of collisional magnetic pumping in increasing the plasma

electron temperature by an amount predicted by .he theoretical and computational results

published in the Physics of Fluids.

Interaction of Electromagnetic Waves with Plasmas

During the first three years of this research program, our efforts were focused

primarily on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a magnetized plasma in the

vicinity of the electron cyclotron frequency. This regime was considered interesting

4



because of its potential application to magnetized plasma cloaking, in which a magnetized

plasma absorbs very strongly in the vicinity of the electron cyclotron frequency. Such

absorption can be used to protect a military target against radar interrogation or directed

microwave energy weapons. We used our microwave network analyzer, a very expensive

and specialized piece of equipment which was purchased in the mid 1980's with AFOSR

University Research Instrumentation funds, to measure the attenuation across the diameter

of a Penning discharge plasma. As expected, very strong absorption was observed. A

plasma about 12 centimeters in diameter, with number densities in the high 109 particles

per cubic centimeter range, was capable of providing up to 40 dB of attenuation near the

electron cyclotron frequency. Some computational and analytical studies of this interaction

were made by Dr. Mounir Larou.si, and published in papers #5 and 7 included in

Appendix A. Other analytical and computational work on this problem were reported in

conference presentations, the abstracts of which are included as items 10 and 13 in

Appendix B. Experimental measurements of the interaction of microwave radiation with

our magnetized plasma were reported in conference publications, the abstracts of which are

included in Appendix B as items #2, 5, 6, anti 13.

Magnetized Plasma Cloaking

The large attenuation observed near the electron cyclotron frequency in a

magnetized plasma indicated that this physical process could be used for plasma cloaking of

spacecraft and earth satellites, which operate in a vacuum, or in an environment in which a

magnetized plasma could be maintained around the target. A United States patent on this

concept was applied for, and granted in January, 1991. A copy of this patent is

included in Appendix C as item 1. This concept is based on the operation of a target

vehicle, whether a spacecraft or a earth satellite, in a vacuum environment. The vehicle

would carry on board a superconducting magnetic field coil capable of generating a dipolar
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magnetic field strong enough to trap a plasma. The electrons in the plasma would resonate

with the electromagnetic radiation incident on the target at the local electron cyclotron

frequency, and the radiation would be absorbed at that point. The magnitude of the dipolar

magnetic field would be adjusted in such a way that all likely probing frequencies would be

covered as electromagnetic radiation propagated toward the surface of the vehicle.

Development of a Notch Microwave Filter

While associated with the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory, Dr. Mounir Laroussi

independently conceived the idea of using electron cyclotron resonance in magnetized

plasmas as a basis for a tunable notch f-lter of microwave radiation. This invention was

described in a conference paper, the abstract of which is listed as item 15 in Appendix B,

and also in an archival journal article which appeared in the Journal of infrared and

Millimeter Waves, which is included as item 6 in Appendix A.

This concept is based on inserting a magnetized plasma in a microwave waveguide,

or in a microwave circuit, and adjusting the notched absorption frequency by altering the

parallel magnetic field in the plasma-filled microwave cavity. Absorption occurs at the

electron gyrofrequency. An attempt was made to apply for a patent for this idea, but the

University of Tennessee's Research Corporation declined to apoly for such a patent on

grounds that the concept did not appear to possess sufficient commercial licensing

potential.

Microwave Tube Theory

We were extremely fortunate to have Dr. Liu, Shenggang, President of the

University of Electronic Science and Technology in Chengdu, China as a Distinguished

Visiting Professor. While here, he gave an excellent graduate course on microwave tube

theory, and had time to write papers on microwave tube theory, including one with the

Principal Investigator. Abstracts of the four conference papers which Professor Liu gave
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3 while in the United States are included in Appendix B as items 7, 8, 11, 12. The abstract

of a fifth conference paper, which extended some previous work done for the Air Force by

Ithe Principal Investigator in the early 1980's, is included in item #9 in Appendix B. This

3 paper describes the relativistic theory of the two interpenetrating beam-plasma interaction.

This paper carried the previous work of Prof. Igor Alexeff and the Principal Investigator

5 into the relativistic charged particle regime.

5 Generation of a Uniform Glow Discharge Plasma at One Atmosphere

One of the limitations of the magnetized plasma cloaking concept described

3 previously is that there appears to be no obvious way in which that approach could be

applied to aircraft in the atmosphere. To have any kind of plasma cloaking in the

atmosphere, one must generate a uniform glow discharge plasma over the surface of the

5 aircraft in atmospheric air. The generation of corona discharges and filamentary

discharges at one atmosphere of pressure in air is well known, but there was no well-

I known way to generate a uniform glow discharge plasma under these conditions at the time

that we started our research program with this objective in the summer of 1991.

IFor reasons that are outlined in the ball lightning preprint which is included as item

S8 in Appendix A, (this paper has been accepted for publication in the Journal Fusion

Technology.), the Principal Investigator recognized that ball lightning was a real natural

3 phenomenon, even though no one has yet been able to understand it well enough to

reproducibly generate ball lightning in the laboratory for scientific study. Ball lightning,

I among other things, is a glow discharge plasma, which has been observed to last for

3 durations as long as 90 seconds in air at one atmosphere. This phenomenon gives some

encouraging indication that it should be possible to generate a uniform glow discharge

3 plasma at one atmosphere, and perhaps even on the surface of aircraft to provide plasma

cloaking.

!7



We began a research program with this objective in the summer of 1991, and in

January, 1992 achieved our first uniform glow discharge in helium gas at one atmosphere.

This plasma is shown in Figure 1. These results were reported at the IEEE and APS

3 plasma meetings, and the abstracts of these papers are included as items 14, 16, 17, and 18

of Appendix B. The industrial and military applications of this one atmosphere glow

5 discharge are so far-reaching that, while we have presented our results at meetings (after

filing patent applications), we have been too busy writing up patent disclosures to get these

results written up for the archival literature as yet. We intend to get them well-documented

3 in the archival literature in the future. Because of this delay in publication, I have included

more background on the uniform glow discharge plasma in this report than the other

5 accomplishments mentioned above which are represented only by their archival

publications and by their abstracts.

IThe generation of plasma at one atmosphere is not a recent development. Electrical

g arcs have been used at one atmosphere since the early 19th Century for various industrial

processes, as has the more recently developed plasma torch (ref. 6, 7). The generation of

3 low power density plasmas at one atmosphere also is not new. Filamentary discharges

between parallel plates in air at one atmosphere have been used in Europe to generate ozone

I in large quantities for the treatment of public water supplies since the late 19th century.

3 Such filamentary discharges, while useful for ozone production, are of limited utility

because of their nonuniformity, since the plasma filaments tend to puncture exposed

3 materials or the electrode surface insulation, or lead to arcs. The properties of a glow

discharge plasma at high pressures, including one atmosphere in air and hydrogen, was

I reported by von Engel et al. in 1933 (Ref. 8). These discharges were initiated at low

pressure (thus requiring a vacuum system), required temperature control of the electrodes,

and appear too unstable for routine industrial use. More recently, a group affiliated with

Sofia University in Japan (refs. 9-11) has reported the generation of both filamentary and
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U steady state glow discharge plasmas at one atmosphere of pressure in gases which includeu helium and argon with an admixture of acetone, but not atmospheric air. Similar work later

originated independently in the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory at the University of

3 Tennessee in Knoxville (refs. 1-5).

The "MOD-I" one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor was developed at the

3 UTK Plasma Science Laboratory with AFOSR support (refs. 1-3), and is shown in Figure

1. This reactor consists of two 25 cm square, water-cooled copper plates covered with

approximately 1 mm of the tough, rubberized material used on the walls of electroplating

3 baths. The approximately 2.0 liter helium plasma shown in Figure 1 was energized at 30

kHz.

A schematic of the "MOD-Ir" one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor

system developed at the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory is shown in Figure 2. The reactor

volume is bounded by two plane, parallel plates across which an RF electric field is

I imposed. This voltage has an amplitude of kilovolts per centimeter, and frequencies in the

kilohertz range. The electric fields must be strong enough to electrically break down the

3 gas used, and are much lower for helium and argon than for atmospheric air. The RF

frequency must be in the right range, discussed below, since if it is too low, the discharge

will not initiate, and if it is too high, the plasma forms filamentary discharges between the

3- plates. Only in a relatively limited frequency band will the atmospheric glow discharge

plasma reactor form a uniform plasma without filamentary discharges.

The parallel electrode plates consitituting the reactor are enclosed in a plexiglass

container, shown in the photographs of Figure 3. The principal function of this container

I is to control the composition of the operating gas used during operation at one atmosphere,

3 and to act as a barrier to toxic gases, such as ozone. As indicated in Figure 2, the reactor

has a metal median screen, which may be grounded through a current choke, located

5 midway between the two parallel electrode plates. The top and bottom half of the box in

3- 10
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I

I the MOD-II reactor are divided by a horizontal partition which supports the metal screen

3 and bisects the volume of space defined by the two parallel plates. The holes in the metal

screen provide the only route by which gas fed into the top half of the chamber can flow to

3 the bottom half. This flow of gas through the experimental volume is intended to enhance

the contact of active species from the plasma with the surface exposed on the midplane

I screen, and to make the plasma more stable and uniform.

The two parallel electrode plates shown on Figure 2 are driven by a power amplifier

capable of operation from 0 to 10 kilovolts RMS, over frequencies from less than one kHz

3 to 100 kHz. This amplifier is capable of producing 5 kW of RF power, far beyond the

requirements of the test plasma, which rarely exceed 100 watts. The supply gas is sampled

3 from the exhaust line and leaked into a vacuum system with a mass spectrometer. The two

copper electrode plates of the MOD-II reactor are 21.6 cm square, and the surfaces in

contact with the plasma are covered with a 3.2 mm thick Pyrex insulating plate. The

median screen is an uninsulated electrical conductor, and may be grounded or allowed to

float electrically. Operating the plasma reactor with the median screen grounded (either

3 directly or through a current choke) makes it possible to reduce the maximum voltage in the

plasma reactor chamber to half that which would otherwise be required if one of the two

I electrode plates were grounded. In addition, keeping the median screen at ground potential

3 also allows treated materials to remain at ground potential.

Figure 3a shows a photograph of the MOD-II one atmosphere glow discharge

3 plasma reactor system as it is currently set up in the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory. This

photograph shows, from left to right, the RF power amplifier and power supply; the chiller

I for the cold trap; the mass spectrometer system and vacuum system for analysis of the gas

3 composition in the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma; the gas flow monitoring and

control panel; and the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor. The equipment rack

3 containing the oscilloscope, signal generator, and other diagnostic equipment is out of sight

3 12
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beyond the RF power amplifier to the far left. Figure 3b shows a photograph of the plasma

reactor chamber, with the two electrodes occupying the center of the chamber volume to the

right, and the gas flow and monitoring panel on the left. The plexiglass cover nearest the

camera may be removed for installation and removal of individual samples of treated

materials. Figure 3c shows the back aspect of the plasma reactor chamber, with the

impedance matching network and current choke in the box to the lower right.

Figure 4 is a photograph of the glow discharge plasma reactor with the electrode

plates withdrawn to shown the Pyrex glass covers of the electrode plates, and the metal

screen in the median plane between the electrodes.

Figure 5a shows the uniform plasma created in the one atmosphere glow discharge

plasma reactor using one atmosphere of helium gas. The line running horizontally through

the center of the plasma is the plexiglass support in the median plane, which contains the

I metal screen. In this photograph, helium gas flows from the upper chamber downward

3 through the plasma and median plane, then to the lower chamber where it is drawn out by a

blower which maintains a slight negative pressure. The gas flow through the plasma is

driven by a pressure differential of a few hundred pascals (a few inches of water). The

plasma in Figure 5a was generated with an RF voltage of 3 kV RMS, an RF frequency of

1 3.0 kHz, and a plate separation of d = 1.27 cm, which produces a uniform plasma. Figure

3 5b shows a close-up of the plasma reactor operating with helium in the uniform discharge

regime under the same conditions as 5a, but with a voltage of 2.3 kV RMS.

I Figure 6 shows the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor operating at the

same voltage and other conditions as Figure. 5a, but at a higher frequency of 8.0 KHz,

I which produces a filamentary discharge. Such filamentary discharges are useful as

ozonizers and for other plasma-chemical applications, but they are not desirable for the

surface treatment of materials, since they treat the sample materials nonuniformly, and their

I
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I attachment points on the grounded screen in the median plane may produce small holes or

pits in or or the treated material.

The plasma diagnostics utilized thus far include a mass spectrometer, which draws

a sample from the exhaust gas of the plasma reactor through a needle valve and into a

vacuum system, where the gas composition is monitored by a quadrupole mass

I spectrometer. Additional diagnostics include monitoring the floating potential of the

median screen, the power and power density absorbed by the plasma, and monitoring the

voltage and current waveforms on the electrodes with a digital oscilloscope.

3 The electric fields normally employed in the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma

reactor are only a few kilovolts per centimeter, values usually too low to electrically break

down the background gas. Gases such as helium and argon will break down under such

low electric fields, however, if the positive ion population is trapped between the two

parallel plates, shown in Figure 7, while at the same time the electrons are free to travel to

3 the insulated electrode plates where they recombine or build up a surface charge. The most

desirable uniform one atmosphere glow discharge plasma is therefore created when the

3 applied frequency of the RF electric field is high enough to trap the ions between the

median screen and an electrode plate, but not so high that the electrons are also trapped.

I- If the RF frequency is so low that both the ions and the electrons can reach the

-- boundaries and recombine, the plasma will either not initiate or form a few coarse

filamentary discharges between the plates. If the applied frequency is in a narrow band in

-- which the ions oscillate between the median screen and an electrode plate, they do not have

time to reach either boundary during a half period of oscillation. If the more mobile

I electrons are still able to leave the plasma volume and impinge on the boundary surfaces,

-- then the desirable uniform plasma is produced. If the applied RF frequency is still higher

so that both electrons and ions are trapped in the discharge, then the discharge forms the

m- filamentary plasma illustrated in Figure 6. A patent disclosure for the one atmosphere

3I 21
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I uniform glow discharge plasma reactor has been written and filed with the U.S. Patent

Office. The original version of this patent filing is included as item 2 in Appendix C. That

patent disclosure contains a quantitative theory of the ion trapping mechanism discussed

above, and other information about the many possible variations of the parallel plate one

atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma reactor.

Generating a Plasma on The Surface of Aircraft

3 After producing a uniform one atmosphere glow discharge plasma in a parallel plate

configuration in gases ranging from helium to air, it was desirable to get from the parallel

plate configuration to one which could arguably be installed on the surface of aircraft. As

an intermediate step between these two configurations, we tested a number of geometrical

configurations, including the two parallel insulated rods shown in Figure 8. These two

rods generated a plasma between them in helium gas when the rods were energized with

several kilovolts rms of RF at frequencies of several kilohertz. The plasma generated

I between the two rods was approximately 14 centimeters long, and the gap between the rods

3 was approximately one centimeter. The experiment of Figure 8, and similar experiments,

led us to expect that if we installed a series of strip electrodes on the insulated surface of an

aircraft or solid body, that the ions might be trapped along the arched electric field lines

between the individual electrodes, thus generating a plasma above a planar surface. We

I tested this approach by wrapping two bifilar helical wires around a two inch diameter

cylinder, and energizing the adjacent wires with opposite RF phase. Figure 9 shows one

of our first experiments of this kind. A very thin layer of plasma is generated on the

surface of the cylinder covered with these wires. The blob of material running along the

axis is some epoxy that was used to hold the wire coil in place. The cylindrical plasma

I generated in Figure 9 was in helium gas at one atmosphere, with an excitation frequency of

2 kilohertz, and an excitation voltage of two to three kilovolts rms.
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Upon achieving the results photographed in Figure 9, the Principal Investigator

wrote up a patent disclosure for this method of generating a plasma on the surface of

aircraft or other bodies in the atmosphere, and that disclosure has been filed with the U.S.

9 Patent Office on June 6, 1994. A preliminary copy of this patent filing is included as item

3 in Appendix C of this report. This document has a great deal more information about

operating conditions and range of performance for this concept. This work also was

reported at a plasma conference in June, 1994. Item 19 of Appendix B contains the

I abstract of that poster paper.

Plasma-Based Boundary Layer Control and Drag Reduction for Aircraft

Once a plasma has been generated on the surface of an aircraft or other body in the

atmosphere using the RF electric field ion trapping mechanism discussed above, the

3 presence of an electrodynamic body force on the plasma provides a mechanism with which

one might achieve boundary layer control. It might be possible to achieve acceleration or

deceleration of the boundary layer, or to prevent the formation of turbulent vortices and

vortex shedding from the trailing edge of aerodynamic bodies. If one considers Figure 9,

and imagines that the surface of an aircraft is covered by a series of parallel electrode strips

I at right angles to the flow velocity, then perhaps instead of operating the alternate strips

exactly in phase with one another, one can arrange to sequence the application of the RF

electric fields in such a way that a peristaltic wave propagates normal to the electrode strips

along the surface of the plasma, much like the sequenced lights on a theater marquee. The

U velocity of this propagating wave can be adjusted by changing the relative phase of the

3 signal applied to alternate electrode strips; the propagating electric field should drag with it

the plasma layer and the fluid dynamic boundary layer with which it will interact on the

I surface of the body. This then may provide a mechanism by which the boundary layer can

be accelerated, decelerated, and maintained in a laminar state during the process.
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We have generated such a surface plasma not only in helium (shown in Figure 9),

but also in air. The plasma surrounding the cylinder in air has not been blown away by a

relatively low velocity jet of gas from the laboratory air supply. This method of

aerodynamic boundary layer control was put forward in a paper the abstract of which is

listed as item 19 in Appendix B, and it was also included in the patent filing which is

included as item 3 in Appendix C.

POTENTIAL UTILITY OF RESEARCH TO THE AIR FORCE

The research described in the previous section has several potential Air Force

applications, including the plasma cloaking of military radar targets, covering aircraft with

plasma in the atmosphere, and plasma-based boundary layer control and drag reduction for

aircraft. The range of some of these applications is discussed at length in the claims to the

5 three patents and patent filings included in Appendix C, but they will be reviewed briefly

"3 here.

Magnetized Plasma Cloaking

Magnetized plasma cloaking for military radar and directed microwave energy

targets was an outgrowth of our research on the interaction of electromagnetic radiation

with magnetized plasmas, which led to the concept described in U.S. Patent #4,989,006.

This concept will work only when it is possible to surround the target with a magnetized

plasma, such as a dipolar magnetic field. This would appear to rule out operation within

the atmosphere and restrict its application to protecting earth satellites and space vehicles

against radar probing, radar guided missiles, and possibly directed microwave energy

weapons. According to Mr. William Auton, the Air Force patent lawyer, he was not aware

of any patent like it in the entire field of electronic warfare, and, in the event, it went

through the U.S. Patent Office in less than 15 months, presumably because of its novelty.
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Covering Aircraft with A Plasma Layer

The technology disclosed in the patent application included as item #3 in Appendix

C may have stealth implications, if the plasma layer can be made thick enough, or have the

right properties to absorb incoming radar pulses. The disclosed method of generating a

plasma on the surface of an aircraft has a number of potential advantages. One is that the

required power density is not large. A uniform glow discharge plasma in air requires only

power inputs on the order of 10 to perhaps hundreds of milliwatts per cubic centimeter

under the conditions for which they have been operated in our laboratory. Secondly, the

method of generating the plasma with strip electrodes of various configurations is one that

might be retrofitted to existing aircraft, simply by coating them with an insulating layer, and

imbedding on the outer surface of this layer the strip electrodes which are required to

generate the plasma. One of our future research topics is going to be to irradiate this

plasma layer at one atmosphere and see what degree of attenuation is experienced by

electromagnetic radiation reflected off it. Its behavior will not be the same as that which

we observe at low pressures (in the experiments described above on the interaction of

electromagnetic radiation with low pressure plasmas) since, at one atmosphere, the electron

collision frequencies are on the order of gigahertz, and there is little opportunity for

cyclotron damping to occur near the electron cyclotron frequency. On the other hand, the

very high electron collision frequencies may lead to much higher levels of attenuation than

are experienced by low pressure, less collisional plasmas.

Plasma-Based Boundary Layer Control and Drag Reduction

If the electrodynamic body force on the plasma and on the boundary layer is

sufficiently strong, there is a good possibility that by phasing the voltage applied to strip

electrodes on the surface of an aircraft, one can accelerate, decelerate, and otherwise

manipulate the boundary layer flowing over the surface of an aircraft in flight. We have
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already observed in the laboratory that the plasma surface layer generated in the way

discussed above and shown in Figure 9 does not blow away when a gas jet of modest

velocity is directed on it from the laboratory air supply. We do not have a wind tunnel

available to us in the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory, and I hope to interest someone at

the NASA Lewis Research Center, Wright-Patterson AFB, or perhaps at the University of

Tennessee's Space Institute in Tullahoma, in collaborating with me on a series of

measurements to see whether a phased operation of these electric fields on the surface of an

aerodynamic body will alter the drag coefficient and permit boundary layer control.

One of the most exciting possibilities which such electrodynamic boundary layer

control opens up, is the possibility of imitating on the surface of aircraft the boundary layer

control which allows dolphins in the ocean to swim at velocities of more than 50 miles an

hour, while exerting no more than a few horsepower of power output. The ability of

dolphins and other marine mammals to swim so swiftly with so little power input has been

of interest to the U.S. Navy for a long time. Research on this phenomenon appears to

show that the dolphins do this by twitching their skin in such a way as to discourage the

formation of turbulent vortices and turbulence which leads to drag and power dissipation.

If something similar could be done to the plasma boundary layer surrounding an aircraft,

very large reductions in drag and motive power might be possible.

RESULTS OF OTHER CONTRACT ACTIVITIES

Development of The UTK Plasma Science Laboratory

During the five year period covered by this report, a major parallel contract with the

Office of Naval Research was terminated at the beginning of this five year period. The

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory began a transition from basic research oriented to the

Department of Defense, to the general field of industrial plasma engineering, and basic and

applied research in the field of industrial plasmas. In aid of this transition, the UTK
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Plasma Science Laboratory held a three and a half year research contract with the Army

Research Office, which terminated at the end of September, 1993 and which allowed us to

develop the UTK Microwave Plasma Facility, and the ability to implant metals with

nitrogen ions using plasma ion implantation. At present, the UTK Plasma Science

Laboratory is one of no more than four or five university laboratories in the United States

which can do plasma ion implantation, and it is probably the only one whose research

program in this area is aimed specifically at improving the corrosion resistance of metals,

rather than improving their hardness and wear characteristics, which is also an outcome of

plasma ion implantation.

The one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor is of interest to industrial

organizations within which the surface treatment of materials and other plasma processing

applications have been held back by the requirement for the purchase and operation of

vacuum systems, and the batch processing which vacuum systems make necessary. With a

uniform one atmosphere glow discharge plasma like that shown in Figure 1 or Figure 8, it

is possible to treat the surface of materials at one atmosphere in a continuous way, and

much more cheaply than processing applications that require vacuum systems.

SUPPORT OF GRADUATE STUDY AND RESEARCH AT UTK

During the five year history of this contract, 8 person-years of GRA time were

supported. Also during that five year period, three students received their degrees from

UTK, some of which were in the pipeline when the contract started. Abstracts of the

theses and dissertation of these students are included in Appendix E.
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PUBLICATIONS AND INTERACTIONS WITH
OTHER RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Archival Publications

During the five year history of this research program, eight archival papers were

published in journals, and reprints or preprints of these are included in Appendix A. These

cover the range of activities researched during this five year period, except for the one

atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma, which is sufficiently new that archival papers

have not yet been written and published.

Patents

The novelty and wide potential range of industrial applications of the uniform glow

discharge reactor technology has made it advisable to seek patents for the basic ideas

behind generating the one atmosphere glow discharge reactor plasma, and also for the basic

ideas behind the use of the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma for aerodynamic

boundary layer control and drag reduction. The patent disclosures on these topics have

been filed with the U.S. Patent Office, and copies of them are included in Appendix C.

The patent on the magnetized plasma cloaking concept for earth satellites and spacecraft

also has been written up, has been granted, and is included also in Appendix C.

Conference Presentations

During the five year history of this contract, we have had at least one paper at each

IEEE and APS plasma meeting, most of which have been progress reports on our work at

the time of the meeting. The abstracts for these conference presentations are included in

Appendix B, and copies of the poster materials to which these abstracts refer have been

included for the most part in previous annual reports that are listed in Table 1 of the

introduction. During the period covered by this contract, we have given eighteen
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conference presentations, many of which attracted a great deal of interest at the meetings

with, in some cases, more than fifty reprint requests for copies of our pos•:r materials.

Media Coverage

During the five year history of this contratct, the media have covered our activities

Most of this conference has been in the Knoxville area or the university community.

Clippings from the media coverage are included as Appendix D.

Support of Visiting Scholars

We have been very fortunate to have Prof. Liu, Shenggang with us during the

academic year 1990-1991. He was UTK's first Visiting Distinguished Professor, and

contributed substantially to the intellectual life of the University and the UTK Plasma

Science Laboratory. Prof. Igor Alexeff and the Principal Investigator as well as our

graduate students sat in on his two semester course on microwave tube theory, which was

a remarkably complete and clear coverage of the subject of microwave tubes, including a

number of configurations that were the invention of Prof. Liu and which are only now

under development at the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China in

Chengdu. In addition to his technical interactions, Prof. Liu gave some general seminars

attended by faculty from the School of Liberal Arts on the current state of higher education

in China, as well as other plasma seminars on microwave tube theory to our students.

Lectures

During the five year history of this research program, the Principal Investigator has

several times lectured at other Air Force related installations, including at least two lectures

at the Polytechnic University in Farmingdale, on some of our activities here. Prof. Spencer

Kuo from Polytechnic University also has been to the University of Tennessee to give

lectures at our plasma seminar.
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STAFFING

Faculty

The Principal Investigator was supported by this AFOSR contract for three months

per year during the initial years of this five year program. When funding constraints

became more stringent toward the end of the five year program, this support was reduced

to one month per academic year. In addition to supporting Prof Roth, this contract also

supported Prof. Liu, Shenggang who spent approximately one year at UTK on sabbatical

leave from the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China in Chengdu,

during academic year 1991-1992.

Postdoctoral Associates

During various times in this five year period, two postdoctoral associates were

supported for AFOSR-related work. One of these was Dr. Paul Spence, who did some

work on the interaction of microwaves with DC plasmas for plasma generation and heating,

and Dr. Mounir Laroussi, who made contributions to the development of our one

atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma and its power supply, and also to the

computational and analytical study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with

magnetized plasmas. An outgrowth of Dr. Laroussi's work on the latter subject was a new

concept for the tunable notch microwave filter discussed previously.

Graduate Research Assistants

During the five year history of this contract, eight graduate research assistants were

supported at some stage of their academic programs. Mr. Wu, Stafford, Ghannadian,

Crowley and Kamath all received their Master of Science degree in Electrical Engineering

from the ECE Department at UTK, although some of them were supported during this five

year perio, only for a few months after they received their Master's degree and so are not
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listed among those students who received their degrees during the five year period

supported by this contract. Mr. Combs withdrew from his graduate program at UTK

before completing his degree requirements; as did Mr. Jiang, a physics student who took a

job in private industry before completing his doctoral studies at UTK. Mr. Liu is still

affiliated with the AFOSR contract, and should complete his studies at UTK in a year to a

year and a half.
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When more than a few hundred kilowatts of Desirable characteristics of fusion reactors for space

steady-state power are required for space applications, include avoidance of tritium-fueled reactions; an oper-
the only feasible choices appear to be nuclear fission ation that is as nearly aneutronic as possible; a steady-
or nuclear fusion. Space application places different state operation; an operation at high beta, with a
and usually more stringent constraints on the choice of plasma stability index greater than 0 = 0.20; the use
fusion reactions and fusion confinement systems than of direct conversion or direct production of thrust toI do ground-based electric utility applications. In space, minimize the power flows that must be handled by
the dominant constraint is a minimum mass per unit heavy energy conversion equipment; and a value of the
of power output; for ground-based utilities, the cost system-specific mass below a = 5 kg/kW(electric), to
of electricity is the dominant constraint. Forseeable be competitive with fission systems for space applica-
applications of fusion reactors to space-related power tions. Only the deuterium-tritium reaction appears
and propulsion systems appear to require thermal feasible for magnetic fusion reactors having large recir-
power levels ranging from 10 MW up to I G W. There culating power flows; for reactors with little recirculat-
appears to be no mission for the multigigawatt reac- ing power, the best all-around fusion reaction for
tors currently of interest to the electrical utilities, space applications appears to be D3He.

.............. '.'I~~ ....... ..... .. ............
I. INTRODUCTION Sciences, under the sponsorship of the Air Force Stud-

ies Board.7 The data in this report indicate that fusion
It is very probable that only nuclear fission or power and propulsion systems may have a lower spe-

nuclear fusion energy will be capable of satisfying cific mass (kilograms per kilowatt of electrical power)
space-related requirements for more than a few hun- than that anticipated for fission electric systems.I dred kilowatts of steady-state electrical power. Early The above-mentioned studies"- described several
work at the National Aeronautics and Space Admin- ways in which fusion energy may be applied to space
istration (NASA) Lewis Research Center on fusion power and propulsion systems. Figure 1 shows a
propulsion systems between 1958 and 1978 (Refs. 1 fusion electric propulsion system with a heat cycle, in
and 2) examined the application of steady-state fusion which the fusion energy appears as the enthalpy of a
reactors, generating several hundred megawatts of working fluid, which is processed through a conven-
thermal power, to direct fusion rockets for manned tional energy conversion system characterized by very

S interplanetary missions. More recent design studies of large radiators. This system radiates the waste thermal
fission and fusion space electrical power systems 3-6  energy into space and produces electrical power from
have addressed the long-term needs of the strategic a generator driven by shaft horsepower. A modified
defense initiative (SDI) program, for which a require- fusion electric propulsion system may be possible, in
ment of 1 to 10 MW of steady-state electrical power which the energy of charged particles from the plasma
is anticipated, with a further possible requirement of is transformed into electrical power by a direct con-
up to several hundred megawatts of "burst" electrical verter, operating like an inverse Van de Graaff gener-J power for periods of hours. A preliminary report on ator. In either case, the electrical power can be used
advanced fusion power for space applications of for SDI applications, to supply the needs of an orbit-
interest to the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) has ing space station or as input into some form of elec-
recently been published by the National Academy of trical propulsion.
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Roth SPACE APPLICATIONS

ENERGY FORM: and reaction products is converted, by conservation of
HEAT MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL JET KINETIC the magnetic moment, into virtually unidirectional 3

FUSION REACTOR motion when the exhaust jet is expanded to weaker
magnetic fields.

Figure 4 shows one of many schemes suggested for
space propulsion using inertial fusion. In this concept,
a laser or charged-particle beam is fired at a deu- U

TURBIN GENERATOR -- terium-tritium (D-T) pellet that explodes, after whichthe propellant and some of the filler material bounce

COMPRESSOR PROPELLANT off a pusher plate, located at a sufficient distance so
RADIATOR that significant ablation does not occur. This pusher

plate is connected to the vehicle by springs and dash-
pots, which absorb and transmit momentum to the 5

Fig. 1. Fusion electric space propulsion system. spacecraft. Sometimes a magnetic field, which "catches"
the charged reaction products, replaces the pusher
plate in this concept. The repetitive explosion of these
fusion microbombs can yield high accelerations and

ENERGY FORM: short interplanetary round trip times. In most inertial
PARTICLE KINETIC JET KINETIC fusion schemes, 14-MeV neutrons, 3.5-MeV 4He ions,

radiation, and other materials are emitted isotropically
FUSIOGNATI MANETI (except those that intercept the pusher plate) into 5IFUSION REACTOR -- OZL spce

NOZZLEspace.
PROPELLANT I.A. Scope

This paper examines some of the constraints on
RADIATOR fusion reactions, plasma confinement systems, and

fusion reactors that are imposed by such space-related
missions as manned or unmanned operations in near

Fig. 2. Direct fusion rocket. earth orbit, interplanetary missions, or requirements

of the SDI program. The principal performance
parameter used to compare various power plant op-
tions for space application is the specific mass, the

The most effective propulsion system, which min- kilograms of power plant mass per unit of electrical or
imizes the size of the radiator required and the total thermal power generated by the power plant. Minimi-
mass, is the direct fusion rocket shown in Fig. 2. In zation of this parameter should reduce to a minimum a
this propulsion system, the escaping unreacted fuel the initial mass in earth orbit of the power plant and

and reaction products are expanded in a magnetic noz- also minimize the cost, to the extent that the cost of
zle, where they are mixed with cold propellant to the power plant is proportional to its mass. Fusion
achieve a unidirectional plasma jet with a spread of propulsion systems should, in addition, be capable of I
velocities, but an optimum mean exhaust velocity.8 If operating over a wide range of specific impulse (ex-
an aneutronic fusion reaction (one which produces few haust velocity), including the optimum for a particular
neutrons from all sources, including side reactions) is mission, but this appears to be relatively easy to ac- I
used, and if all the unburned reaction products appear complish with direct fusion rockets.
in the exhaust jet, relatively little heat energy remains Of the many constraints on space power and
on board the spacecraft to be disposed of by massive propulsion systems, those arising from safety and envi-
radiators. This direct propulsion system may either ronmental considerations are emphasized in this paper, I
require a very high burnup fraction or waste what since these considerations place severe constraints on
might be a scarce or expensive fuel. some fusion systems and have not been adequately

Design studies have been made of both magnetic treated in previous studies. This paper first examines I
and inertial fusion power plants for space applications. the literature of space applications of fission and
Figure 3 is a schematic of the major subsystems of a fusion energy to summarize the performance of such
direct fusion rocket based on a toroidal reactor with systems in tabular form. Then, the factors that affect
a magnetic nozzle consisting of a magnetic divertor. 2  the selection of fusionable fuels are discussed, fol- I
This magnetic nozzle removes the outwardly diffusing lowed by a consideration of factors that affect the

unburned fuel and reaction products from the plasma choice of confinement concept. Finally, some conclu-
and injects cold propellant to lower the average jet sions are drawn on the basis of currently available Uvelocity to values appropriate to the mission of in- information about the choice of fission versus fusionterest. The equipartitioned energy of the unburned fuel power for space applications, the choice of magnetic
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5 Fig. 3. Major subsystems of toroidal fusion rocket propulsion system.

I versus inertial fusion, the best apparent choice of reaction products and unburned fuel mixed with addi-
fusion reaction, and the constraints that magnetic con- tional propellant, in the case of direct fusion propul-
tainment concepts must satisfy for space applications. sion systems. The performance parameter relevant to

such direct propulsion applications is the thermal-

II. PERFORMANCE OF SPACE POWER AND specific mass, measured in kilograms per kilowatt of

PROPULSION SYSTEMS thermal power produced.

II.A. Performance of Fission Systems
Mission studies of space power and propulsion sys- for Space Applications

tems go back at least 30 yr. An early focus of such
effort was at the NASA Lewis Research Center, where Table I lists the specific masses of fission electric
fusion-related research and development totaling sev- and direct fission rocket propulsion systems taken

eral hundred person-years was conducted from 1958 to from selected studies made over the past 20 yr (Ref. 7).

1978. A present long-term concern of NASA, the Air These are consistent in predicting specific masses of 25

I Force, and the SDI program is the generation of elec- to 30 kg/kW(electric) for space systems operating at

trical power in space over extended periods of time a level of a few hundred kilowatts of electrical power

(>1 d&.) at the multimegawatt level. The performance and 4 to 9 kg/kW(electric) for multimegawatt systems.I param-.; er relevant to this application is the electrical- 11.0. Performance of Space Fusion Propulsion Systems
specific mass, measured in kilograms per kilowatt of
electrical power produced. A further long-term con- Figure 5 shows the distribution of specific mass in
cern of NASA, and possibly the Air Force, is direct a direct fusion rocket based on the concept illustrated
nuclear space propulsion systems in which thrust is in Fig. 3 (Ref. 2). This was a relatively detailed para-
provided either by heated hydrogen propellant, in the metric study in which the mass of the propulsion sys-
case of fission propulsion systems, or energetic fusion tem was obtained as a function of the strength of the
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Fig. 4. Inertial fusion propulsion system. g
TABLE 1

Specific Masses of Fission Power Systems

Direct Rocket Electrical Power Total Power
Item System [kg/kW(thermal)] [kg/kW(electric)] Level Reference

I Direct fission rocket 0.0025 --- 50 to 70 MW(thermal) 7
2 Fission electric system --- 4.0 7.5 to 15 MW(electric) 7
3 Fission electric system --- 5.0 5 to 10 MW(electric) 5 I
4 Goal of DOD fission electric

system 30.0 100 kW(electric) 7

5 NASA SNAP studies 1965
through 1970 fission
electric systems --- 7.0 to 9.0 10 MW(electric) I and 2

6 Small fission electric systems --- 25.0 0. 1 to 1.0 MW(electric) 6
7 Large fission electric systems 5.0 1.0 to 10 MW(electric) 6

1.5- RADIATOR 7 magnetic induction in the plasma. This direct fusion 5
JET POWER, 200 MW rocket employed the D3He reaction and had a plasma
R =1 REFRIGERATION radius of 1 m. As is evident, the largest contribution

W Uto the mass of the overall system is shielding, and, at
higher magnetic inductions, structure required to bear

:i 1.0 -
1.W 0 -the magnetic forces.

U) STRUCTURE The distribution of specific mass in Fig. 5 is char-
acteristic of direct fusion rockets in that the radiator U
is a small fraction of the overall mass. In aneutronic

0.5 -MAGNET direct fusion rockets, it is possible to "dump over-
SECONDARY SHIELD board" thermal energy in the form of reaction prod-

ucts and unburned fusion fuel with the propellant,
PRIMARY SHIELD rather than having to dispose of this thermal energy

I I I I through massive energy conversion systems and racf-f
4 8 12 16 20 24 ators. In design studies of fusion electric systems, like

MAGNETIC FIELD (T) those shown schematically in Fig. 1, the overall con-
tribution of the radiators to the system mass is much

Fig. 5. Distribution of the system-specific mass in a D3He larger because of the necessity of handling large 3
direct fusion rocket in which 200 MW appears in amounts of thermal energy with massive energy con- U
charged-particle energy. 2  version systems.
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II.C. Relative Performance of Fission tric utility power plants. The thermal-specific mass, in
and Fusion Systems kilograms per kilowatt of thermal power produced,

Table I1 lists the specific masses of fusion power quoted in DOE 1 and 2, is for the "fusion island" only

systems quoted in Ref. 7. Projections of this nature and is already at the level of 6 to 7 kg/kW(thermal).
must be viewed with caution because the depth of the If the mass of steam generators, turbines, generators,
mustudbes variewgredwth, c ,tin bcaue intheir dept of t and all other balance of plant (BOP) equipment are3 studies varies greatly, e.g., they range in their level of neglected, the electrical specific mass of these mainline

effort from a few person-weeks to several person- react d be a m inimum of to 2ainle
years. The specific masses in Table 11 can be grouped reactors would be a minimum of 13 to 21 kg/kW(elec-
in three broad categories: tric). Realistically, specific masses at least double or

triple these values can be expected if the BOP is ac-

1. those from recent design studies done under counted for. This is illustrated by DOE 3 in Table II
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) auspices for the D-T STARFIRE study, which arrived at an

(DOE 1 through 7) electrical specific mass of 53 kg/kW(electric) even
without the massive radiators that would be required2. those from recent non-DOE-supported design for space applications.

studies (non-DOE 1 through 7) Entries DOE 4, 5, and 6 in Table 1I are DOE-

3. detailed NASA mission studies from 1958-1978 sponsored design studies based on advanced fuels
and a recent design of a laser fusion rocket (DOE 4) or alternate confinement concepts (DOE 5

(NASA 1, 2, and 3). and 6), which are not currently a mainline objective of
the DOE program. These indicate some improvement

The design studies quoted as DOE 1, 2, and 3 were in specific mass, but even DOE 4, at 16 kg/kW(elec-
"mainline" D-T tokamak or D-T tandem mirror elec- tric), is not competitive with the 4 to 9 kg/kW(electric)

TABLE II

Specific Masses of Fusion Power Systems
Direct Rocket Electrical Power Total Power

Item System [kg/kW(thermal)] [kg/kW(electric)j Level Reference

DOE I STARFIRE fusion islanda 7.2 21a 3.51 GW(thermal) 9
DOE 2 Mirror Advanced Reactor Study fusion

island' 5.7 I3V 3.5 GW(thermal) 13
DOE 3 D-T STARFIRE power plant --- 53 1.2 GW(electric) 12b

DOE 4 D3He STARFIRE power plant --- 16 =1.2 GW(electric) 12 b
DOE 5 Reversed-field pinch reactor fusion

island" 4.0 16" -3 GW(electric) 7
DOE 6 Elmo Bumpy Torus Reactor fusion

island" 11.0 368 -4 GW(thermal) 7
DOE 7 Target recommended to DOE for

fusion power plants --- 10 Unspecified 10

Non-DOE I Migma fusion electric --- 2 to 3 1 MW(electric) 15,16
Non-DOE 2 Migma fusion electric --- 1.0 >8 MW(electric) 15,16
Non-DOE 3 D3He SAFFIRE field-reversed mirror

reactor 5.0 5.5c 800 MW(thermal) 11
Non-DOE 4 Ohmically Heated Toroidal Experiment/

compact reversed-field pinch reactor
fusion island"d 0.33 --- I GW(thermal) 14,18,19

Non-DOE 5 D3He tandem mirror reactor 0.5 !.0c I GW(thermal) 4b

Non-DOE 6 CANDOR fusion island' 8.2 --- 61 MW(thermal) 7
Non-DOE 7 Solar-assisted reactor SDI burst power --- 0.50 1 GW(electric) 3

NASA I D3 He direct rocket lower limit NASA
studies 0.5 1.0c 200 MW(thermal) 1,2

NASA 2 D3He direct rocket upper limit NASA
studies 3.0 3.5c 200 MW(thermal) 1,2

NASA 3 Laser fusion rocket 0.009 --- 54 GW(thermal) 17

"Reactor only -no energy conversion equipment. Kilograms per kilowatt(electric) were found by dividing reactor mass by power plant
net electrical power.

'See Ref. 20.
cHore, 0.5 kg/kW(electric) is added to D3He fusion systems for direct converter mass.
FThis work was partially supported by Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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expected of the fission electric space power systems TABLE 111
listed in Table I. Fission and D-T Fusion Radiological

Not only are these DOE mainline and alternate Hazard Comparison
confinement concepts not competitive with fission
electric systems for space applications by a large fac- Chernobyl STARFIRE
tor, but also there is concern within the fusion coin- Reactor Characteristic Accident D-T Tokamak j
munity that the fusion reactors represented by DOE 1 I
through 6 have such high specific masses that they Biologically inert (noble) gas

may not be competitive for the ground-based electrical release (MCi) -50 ---
Biologically active radiationutility power plants for which they are intended. Ac- release (MCi) -50 ---

cordingly, in 1984, the DOE charged panel 10 of its Tritium inventory (11.6 kg)
Magnetic Fusion Advisory Committee to survey fu- (MCi) --- -111
sion and fission primary energy sources and recom- Core/blanket inventory
mend a long-term target for future fusion reactors. (MCi) -1500 6140
Their recommendation, 10 kg/kW(electric), is listed as
DOE 7.

The second group of design studies, non-DOE 1 I
through 7, produced specific masses ranging from 1.0 with the radioactive inventories associated with the U
to 5.5 kg/kW(electric) for power levels ranging from STARFIRE D-T tokamak reactor, 9 a gigawatt level
1 MW(c -Ay' )) to I GW(thermal). The third group of power plant fusion reactor. The STARFIRE reactor t
NASA ,Jesigr studies includes early (1958 to 1978) mis- had a total tritium inventory of 11.6 kg, which is -110 3
sion studies in which many person-years were invested MCi of volatile radioactive material. This is more
(NASA I and 2). These produced specific masses in than twice as great as the biologically significant (non-
the range from I to 3.5 kg/kW(electric). noble gas) radioactivity released during the Chernobyl

All of the NASA and non-DOE design studies, accident.W
which use alternate confinement systems and/or ad- By comparing inventories and source terms in
vanced fuels, are consistent with specific masses of 2 curies, it is intended to provide an indication of rela-
to 3 kg/kW(electric) for multimegawatt systems as a tive public acceptability, public perception of relative
reasonable expectation. Such values not only represent risk, and relative immediate consequences of an acci-
a factor of 2 to 3 improvement over projected fission dent. Such immediate consequences include exposure
electric systems but also are significantly less than the of operating staff and emergency crews, the necessity
target suggested by DOE's panel 10 of the Magnetic of evacuating large areas, and other emergency mea-
Fusion Advisory Committee. sures taken for public safety. Long-term consequences

such as genetic or somatic damage to individuals or m

III. FACTORS AFFECTING FUSION FUEL SELECTION populations would require, in addition, consideration 5
of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of each

IA. Tritium in Space species released, along with its environmental pathway
and source term. While the RBE may be useful for

Whatever the merits of the D-T reaction for elec- assessing the long-term consequences of a particular U
tric utility power plant reactors, the constraints of the accident, it probably has little impact on the social
space environment, discussed below, make it desirable acceptance of a nuclear *technology prior to its intro-
to consider other fusion reactions. Utilization of the duction. 5
D-T, deuterium-deuterium (D-D), or catalyzed D-D If a D-T reactor were used in space, the penalties
reactions would necessitate the use ( f radiologically associated with a lithium-breeding blanket for the tri-
significant amounts of tritium in space, and one must tium would probably be so great that tritium fuel
ask whether the risks of doing so can be reduced to would be supplied from ground-based sources. In a II
acceptable levels, direct fusion rocket, or in a fusion electric system

A benchmark for large-scale radiological accidents based on a direct converter, it will be very difficult to
was established by the Chernobyl nuclear accident of recover the unburned tritium, and it is therefore pru- i
April 1986 (Refs. 21 and 22). The approximate radio- dent to assume that all unburned tritium is lost to S
active source terms and inventories associated with this space and unavailable for reinjection into the reactor.
accident are listed in the first column of Table III. As Since the burnup fraction of tritium will likely be inii
a consequence of this accident, -50 MCi of biologi- the 5 to 30% range for D-T reactors, much more tri- 3
cally inert noble gases, mostly krypton and xenon, tium will be required to fuel a reactor than is actually
were released into the atmosphere. An additional 50 burned to produce electrical power or propulsion.
MCi of biologically active fission products were re- Depending on the power level, from 10 MW(thermal) i
leased and spread over a large portion of the Eurasian to 1 GW(thermal), a space power or propulsion system P
continent. It is instructive to compare these inventories might use from -0.03 to 3 kg of tritium per day.
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Safety considerations make it necessary to be con- sider a bare, unshielded fusion reactor, and focus on
cerned both about lifting this tritium fuel into orbit in the consequences of an unshielded flux of neutrons
the first place and then assuring that it does not from such a reactor. The flux of neutrons I'L from a
reenter the atmosphere. point source of S neutrons per second at a distance of

The particles trapped in the earth's magnetosphere RL is given by
are supplied by the solar wind and consist mostly of S 2

hydrogen with a small admixture of helium and other 4't - R2 nm s
elements. If all of the hydrogen trapped in the mag-

netosphere was liquified, the liquid hydrogen would The relationship among the power lost in the form of
approximately fill an olympic-sized swimming pool. neutrons PN, the total fusion power PF, and the frac-
Thus, the total amount of matter in the magneto- tion of the power in neutrons fN is given by
sphere is not very great, and one must be seriously PN = fNPF , (2)
concerned about the effects of adding charged parti- while the power in charged particles pc is given in
cles or significant amounts of additional matter to that te the total in cha r prticed by
already present in the magnetosphere. The amount of terms of the total fusion power produced by
matter in the magnetosphere is comparable to the Pc = (1 -f')PF (3)
propellant exhausted by many propulsion systems as Combining Eqs. (2) and (3), the relation among the
they move through it. Since most particles trapped in
the magnetosphere eventually find their way into the neutron power, the power in charged particles, and theeart's tmopher, oe mst b cocered aoutthe fraction of the power in the form of neutrons is givenearth's atmosphere, one must be concerned about the by
possible effects of injecting tritium ions in the mag-
netosphere, which are later precipitated into the atmo- =fNP"
sphere by magnetohydrodynamic instabilities. I 1 - (4)

If tritium or any other radioactive nuclear fuel is The source term from an unshielded fusion reac-
used in space, the following accident scenarios must be tor generating neutrons is given in terms of the total
addressed: (a) a Challenger-type accident in which the neutron power PN in megawatts, the electronic charge
space shuttle ferrying the tritium into orbit blows up e = 1.60 x 10-19 C, and the energy EA, of the individ-
in the atmosphere and releases the tritium inventory, ual neutron in mega-electron-volts as follows:
(b) reentry of the fuel inventory into the atmosphere
as a result of atmospheric drag or an unintended = PN (MW) !NPC (MW)
change in the orbital elements of a spacecraft with a S eEN (MeV) ( -f.eEN (MeV)s (5)
fusion reactor on board, or (c) leakage of unburned
fusionable fuel into the atmosphere by such routes as where Eq. (4) has been substituted for the neutron
trapping of its ions in the magnetosphere, followed by power in Eq. (5). By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (1)
auroral precipitation in the earth's atmosphere. and solving for the standoff distance RL, one obtains

I1l.B. Neutron Fluxes in Space RL = [ICN (-MW) •-2 ( ) (6)
Probably the single most important factor in op- R 4 we4 L(I -A)EN (MeV) (

timizing a space power or propulsion system is to nin- It is of interest to calculate the standoff distance
imize the initial mass that must be placed in earth's based on radiological safety considerations for a typi-
orbit, since transportation into orbit is very expensive. cal fusion propulsion system. The design studies of
In consequence, there is a strong temptation to omit Refs. 1 and 2 indicate that a propulsion system utiliz-
shielding to the maximum extent possible to conserve ing a direct fusion rocket might require -200 MW of
mass. The 14-MeV neutrons produced by the D-T charged-particle power in the exhaust jet. For pure
reaction require at least I m of shielding to be slowed D-T fusion, the fraction of the energy released in the
down. A spectrum of blanket designs is possible, ranging form of neutrons is fv = 0.80, and the neutron energy
from full shielding to a bare reactor. In very unusual EN = 14.1 MeV. The occupationally acceptable safe
circumstances, a partially or fully shielded neutronic dose for 40 h/week exposure to mega-electron-volt
reactor might be lighter than a bare aneutronic reactor, neutrons is -10 n/cm2 .s-I or 10 5 n/m 2 .s-I (Ref. 23).
but this appears unlikely in view of the mass penalty Since such a fusion propulsion system would start out
of radiators and energy-handling equipment required orbiting the earth, the natural unit of length used to
to deal with the thermal energy deposited in the shield. measure the standoff distance is the earth radius, R =

Here, we assess the environmental consequences of the 6378 km.
limiting case, a bare reactor. The neutron fraction, neutron energy, and safe

It has not always been realized that unshielded standoff distance under the above assumptions are
fluxes of neutrons, charged particles, and X rays can shown for an unshielded fusion reactor with isotropic
pose a serious environmental hazard over surprisingly neutron production in Table IV for five fusion reac-
large distances from an unshielded source. Let us con- tions. The safe distances, beyond which the neutron
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fluxes are below the occupational standard, are also both unshielded magnetic and inertial fusion reactors,
given in earth radii. Clearly, an unshielded fusion reac- since the average of 200 MW for an unshielded pro-
tor will generate such a large neutron flux that no pulsion system is based on the average power required i
unshielded person or thing can approach safely within for interplanetary missions.
a very large distance of it. If a more demanding stan- Some of the environmental hazards posed by an
dard was used, for example, 10% of the background unshielded fusion reactor in space are summarized in
radiation level, these standoff distances would be still Fig. 6. These hazards could include the effects of neu- 5
larger. Note that the same consideration applies to trons, energetic reaction products, unburned fuel ions, I

TABLE IV

Safe Distance from Unshielded Fusion Reactor with Isotropic Neutron Production* 3
Neutron Safe

Neutron Energy, E. Distance, R
Reaction Fraction, fN (MeV) (kin) R/Ro 5

D-T 0.80 14.07 16800 2.6
D-D 0.336 2.45 14300 2.2
Catalyzed D-D 0.38 8.26 8600 1.4
D'He 0.02 2.45 2900 0.45 I
p6Li 0.05 1.75 5500 0.86

*In this table we assume that (a) there is 200 MW of charged-particle power, (b) a radiologically safe dose for continu-
ous exposure to mega-electron-volt neutrons is 10 n/cm 2 -s, and (c) the earth radius Ro = 6378 km. I

DAMAGE TO UNMANNED - -- i
SATELLITES

ATMOSPHERE . INDIVIDUALS r-LOADING UP VAN ALLEN BELTS

AT SEA LEVEL , - WITH ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES

"• INDIVIDUALS LNING • •VING NEUTRONS,
INDIVIDUALSTIVN' MEGA-ELECTRON-VOLT"•, AT HIGH ALTITUDE "---'~-:.- ALPHA PARTICLES, ELECTRONS

1_. RADIOACTIVATION OF
J\ ATMOSPHERIC GASES FUSION ROCKET

RADIOACTIVATION OF
SURFACE: LOSS OF
SCIENTIFIC DATA

~ L ~OTHER VEHICLES AS IN
INDIVIDUALS IN HIGH- AN EXPLORATORY FLEET

MANNED SCIENTIFIC
STATION OR COLONY

INDIVIDUALS IN EARTH-
ORBITING SATELLITES /

Fig. 6. Potential environmental hazards of fusion propulsion systems.
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electrons, and X-ray radiation. At least some of these likely to become a serious radiological safety hazard
hazards would result from the use of a bare reactor, upon reentry into the atmosphere.
regardless of the fusion reaction used. These forms of In low earth orbit, there is a narrow band of orbital
radiation could load up the magnetosphere with ener- altitudes within which manned operations are possible.
getic charged particles; cause damage to unmanned Below -300 km, atmospheric drag is so large that the
satellites in earth orbit; damage other spacecraft, as in orbit of a space station would decay in a relatively
an exploratory fleet or a space shuttle; affect individ- short period of time; above -500 kin, radiation fluxes
uals in earth-orbiting satellites or in high flying air- from particles trapped in the magnetosphere are suffi-
craft; activate atmospheric gases by direct interaction; ciently high so that sustained manned operations are
and affect, at optical frequencies, the work of individ- not possible. Parenthetically, it is not generally real-
uals such as astronomers at high altitudes or even at ized that the Apollo astronauts acquired a whole-body
sea level. radiation dose of 50 rads during one round trip

The detrimental environmental effects of an un- through the earth's magnetosphere. This is - 10 of the
shielded fusion reactor are not limited to low earth L-50 fatal dose.
orbit. If such an unshielded fusion reactor or propul- Because of the hazard of the radioactive inventory
sion system were to approach another planet or satel- of fission or fusion reactors, these reactors should be
lite, the unshielded radiation could lead to activation parked, after use, in a "nuclear safe orbit"; that is, an
of the surface and loss of scientific data. It could af- orbit that is sufficiently high above the earth's surface
fect a manned scientific station or colony. Unshielded that atmospheric drag will not cause the reactor to
radiation on a target planet or satellite surface could reenter the atmosphere until the longest lived radionu-
alter or erase the cumulative effect of aeons of inte- clide of any significance decays. For fission reactors,
grated information from the solar wind, cosmic rays, the lowest nuclear-safe orbit is -700 kin, thus placing
or other long-term surface interaction processes. the parking orbit for nuclear fission reactors beyond

The above considerations make it clear that neu- the 500-mile limit where manned operations are pos-
trons should be shielded and not allowed to escape sible. The radionuclides in activated D-T tokamak
directly into space. Consequently, their thermal energy fusion reactors are, in most blanket designs, not as
must be disposed of. In space, the only way in which long lived as those of fission reactors and their nuclear-
an isolated spacecraft can dispose of waste heat is safe orbit may be somewhat lower than the 700 km
by radiation, and the necessary radiators then repre- appropriate for fission reactors.
sent a significant mass penalty that must be paid to The fact that the nuclear-safe orbit is likely to be
accommodate the presence of neutrons. These con- above the altitude band where manned operations are
siderations suggest strongly that the best way of avoid- possible leaves open the possibility that a fission or
ing what must be either a safety hazard or a mass fusion reactor associated with a manned space station
penalty is to use fusion reactions that generate the might reenter the atmosphere. If it did so, the last line
minimum possible amount of neutron, radiant, or of Table III implies that an amount, in curies, of
thermal energy. radioactive material could be released into the atmo-

sphere by the reentry process, which would be -30
times the Chernobyl release for a gigawatt fission reac-
tor, and - 120 times the Chernobyl release for a D-T

Both fission and fusion reactors will activate their fusion reactor comparable to the STARFIRE to-
shielding and structure to some extent. In fission reac- kamak.
tors, activation arises from fission products and the
interaction of low energy (below I-MeV) neutrons with 1I1.0. Performance of Fusion Fuels
the core and shielding materials; in fusion reactors, the
activation arises from 14.1- or 2.45-MeV neutrons, The choice of a fusion reaction for space power
which activate the material of the first wall and blan- and propulsion purposes depends on its performance
ket. The magnitude of this activation is evident in the in a burning plasma. Consider the idealized fusion
last line of Table III, where the nonvolatile core or power plant shown in Fig. 7 (Ref. 24, Chap. 8). In this
blanket inventory is listed for the Chernobyl reactor at power flow diagram, the plasma heating power needed
the time of the accident on April 26, 1986 (Refs. 21 to maintain the plasma in the steady state pH and the
and 22) and for the STARFIRE D-T tokamak after fusion power PF appears as thermal energy and is con-
1 yr of operation. 9 These inventories were the result verted by an energy conversion system with efficiency
of about a year of full-power operation at 1 GW of i? into a gross electrical power Po. A fraction F of this
electrical power output in each case. These inventories gross electrical power is returned as recirculating elec-
are -30 and 120 times, respectively, the radioactive trical power PR to keep the reactor operating. This
release of the Chernobyl accident and are clearly much recirculating electrical power is converted into plasma
too large to dump into the atmosphere. Thus, any fis- heating power with an efficiency ii,. Recirculating
sion or D-T fusion reactor, once operated in space, is power required for purposes other than plasma heating
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Fig. 7. Power flows in an idealized fusion power plant. 5
(such as cryogenic refrigerators or resistive coil losses) and the heating power fraction Ftipi is given by
can be accounted for in this model by decreasing i, 5
below its true value to cover such requirements. plasma heating power

It can be shown (Ref. 24, p. 261) that the Lawson gross thermal output power
parameter ni7e, the product of number density and
ion containment time, for the idealized fusion power Equation (7) is a generalization of the Lawson crite-
plant shown in Fig. 7 is given by rion, which, in its original form, applied only to fu-

sion power plants with 1000%o efficient plasma heating
SeT'G(,VZ) - I equipment (i7i = 1.00) and which also had no net

nc= 2 1i power output (PNET = 0). The parameter M in the
iC= (1I denominator of Eq. (7) is the blanket multiplication

ME12g, 2(av) 1 2 - S(T')"'2H(3y,Z) - 1 factor, which accounts for additional energy generatedkF-qrn / in the blanket by, for example, neutron-induced reac-

tions.
(7) The power flow diagram in Fig. 7 demonstrates

for a plasma with two fuels of mixture ratio -f and that the relationship among the heating power frac- 5
atomic numbers ZI and Z2 , where the ion and elec- tion, the power produced by fusion reactions PF, and
tron kinetic temperatures are assumed to be equal, e the required plasma heating power PH is given by
is the electronic charge, 1.602 x 10-1 9 C, the brems- (Ref. 24, p. 259)
strahlung constant is S = 1.625 x 10-38, T' is FM W (PH + PF) = PH • (12) b
expressed in electron volts, the parameter G(-,,Z) is

given by Because of the mass and reliability penalties associated
with recirculating power flows in a magnetic fusion

G(3y,Z) = [1 + -yZI + (1 - -y)Z 2 ] , (8) reactor, it is normally desirable that a fusion power U
plant for space application be self-sustaining (Ref. 24,

the parameter H(3y, Z) is given by p. 269), which means that the cold incoming fuel is
H(y,,Z) - [-yZI + (I - y)Z 2 ] heated to the reaction temperature by the charged 1

reaction products. This condition for a self-sustaining W
X [iZ1 + (1 - 3')Z2] (9) fusion reaction can be stated as

the parameter 912 is given by CPF =PH • (13)

912 = y'(I - y) unlike fuels (00a) That is, the plasma heating power is supplied by the

and energy of the charged reaction products, where f, is
the fraction of the fusion energy released in the form

912 = I like fuels (10b) of charged particles. I
2 By substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), one obtains
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an expression for the heating power fraction in terms fuels that might be used and also from uncertainties in
of the fraction of charged particles, the cross sections and branching ratios of the side reac-

f= tions involved. The subsequent calculations were done
Fn1, - I-+ (14) with a common set of input assumptions, including: all

I + fc fuel species are Maxwellian; equal ion and electron ki-
At the heating power fraction given by Eq. (14), the netic temperatures for all but the last two lines of the
idealized fusion power plant described by Eq. (7) will table; a 50:50 mixture ratio for unlike fuels; complete
operate in a self-sustaining mode. If Eq. (14) is sub- loss of the reaction product tritium and 3He for the
stituted into Eq. (7), one obtains the Lawson param- D-D reaction, and complete burning of these reaction
eter nirc, given by products for the catalyzed D-D reaction; no synchro-

3 tron radiation; no reaction product buildup; no impu-
- kTG(,y, Z) rities in the plasma; a self-sustaining fusion reaction in

= (15) the sense of satisfying Eq. (13), for lines 7 through 15;
fLME12g 1 2(Ov> 12 - S(T' )1/2 H (-y, Z) and a zero-dimensional "point" plasma model with no

This equation describes the position on the Lawson profile or boundary effects.
Tisgram eqatio descrbes mth porimetion fson th eLawn The ideal ignition temperature in row 4 is the tern-
diagram that must be met for a magnetic fusion reac- perature above which more fusion energy is deposited
tor to be self-sustaining. in charged particles in the plasma than is radiated

In subsequent discussions, it will be assumed that away as bremsstrahlung. A steady-state, self-sustained
fusion power plants consider'fd for space application burn is impossible below this kinetic temperature if the

are self-sustaining in the sense of satisfying the mod- ion and electron kinetic temperatures are equal. Two

ified Lawson criterion of Eq. (15). The Lawson diagram reactions- the p 6 Li and the p " B- are not ignitable
for self-sustaining fusion burns is shown in Fig. 8. at any temperature, by a factor given in row 5. These
Also shown are the Lawson parameter nr and ion ki- reactions could be operated in the steady state only if
netic temperature T,, which will allow a self-sustaining the electron temperature could somehow be kept well
fusion reaction to take place for the D-T, D3He, cata- below the ion kinetic temperature.
lyzed D-D, and uncatalyzed D-D reactions. The reactivity is a parameter that is proportional

Table V lists the characteristics of seven fusion to the fusion power density in a plasma that operates
reactions that have been considered for space and with a fixed plasma stability index 0 and a fixed mag-
ground-based applications. Rows 1, 2, and 3 are fun- netic field (Ref. 24, p. 27s). The reactivity is
damental physical properties of the reactions. The
ranges shown for the energy of neutrons in the second R2 2 (V) 12g 1 2  (16)
line result from the different mixture ratios for the 4[1 + "yZI + (1 -"fZ2 2(T,) (

and has a maximum at the kinetic temperature listed

1023 in row 6. The ratio of this maximum reactivity temper-

UNCATALYZED D-D Note that four fusion reactions need operate only at
temperatures from 1.23 to 6.15 times that of the D-T

_, reaction to achieve their maximum power density.
E• The value of the Lawson parameter n- at the max-
.- 1022 CATALYZED D-0 imum reactivity for a self-sustaining magnetic fusion
_ | reactor is shown in row 8, and its ratio to that of the

" 3 He D-T reaction is shown in row 9. Only relatively small
D-T factors of improvement in nr over D-T are required.

< 3 In the case of the D-D reaction, the reactivity maximum
a.• is below the ideal ignition temperature, the Lawson
Z 1021 parameter cannot be calculated for a self-sustaining

reactor if the reactor is not ignitable, and not enough
CATALYZED D-D cross-section data on the 3He reaction is available

above 1 MeV to allow the Lawson parameter to be cal-
culated for this reaction.

The ion kinetic temperature at the minimum of the
1020 1 , Lawson curve for a self-sustaining reactor is shown in

10 100 1000 row 10, and the ratio of this temperature to that of the
ION KINETIC TEMPERATURE, T, (keV) D-T reaction is shown in row 11. The kinetic temper-

Fig. 8. Lawson diagram for self-sustaining fusion reactors atures required to burn catalyzed D-D and D3He are
utilizing the D-T, catalyzed D-D, D3He, and un- only a factor of -4 above that of D-T. Rows 12 and
catalyzed D-D reactions. 13 show that the Lawson parameters required to burn
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TABLE V

Fusion Fuel Characteristics* F

1 _____________Fusion Reaction

Reaction Catalyzed I
Characteristics D-T D-D D-D DWHe p'Li p01B 'He'He

I. Fractional energy to neutrons, basic reaction (W7e) 80 33.6 38 0 0 0 0

2. Fractional energy to neutrons, basic + side
react;i s (17) 80+ 33.6 38 2 to 15 -5 1 0 I

3. Eneiy released per reaction (MeV) 17.6 3.65 14.4 18.3 4.0 8.7 12r9

4. Ideal ignition kinetic temperature (keV) 4.2 42 18 32 1 820
5. Factor away from idea, ignition, PR/PF ... .........- - 4.6 3.0 ---
6. Temperature of maximum reactivity (keY) 13 16 35 55 80 550 >I MeV

7. Ratio of maximum reactivity temperature to
that of D-T 1.0 1.23 2.69 4.23 6.15 42.3 >-' I

8. nr at maximum reactiity (S.mr' X 1020) 2.4 t, 14 9.0 4

9. Ratio of nr at maximum reactivit. to that of D-T 1.00 --- 5.83 3.15 ...-

10. Temperature of minimum Lawson parameter
nr (keV) 26 240 90 110

II. Ratio of temperature at nr minimum to that
of D-T 1.00 9.23 3.46 4.23 --- --

12. Minimum nr for self-susiaining burn(Siml x 1020) 1.60 84 7.4 6.0 d

13. Ratio of minimum nT in (12) above to that
of D-T 1.00 52.5 4.63 3.75 --- ... ...--

14. Cold electron nT at maximum reactivity temper-
ature (s/mi3 x 1021) for self-sustaining burn 2.12 120 11.2 6.06 384 51 >56

15. Ratio of cold nr to that of D-T 1.0 56.6 5.28 2.86 18i 24 26.4

In this table we assume that all fuel species are Maxwellian; T, = T, for all but data in last two rows; 50:50 mixture ratio for unlike
fuels; no synchrotron radiation; no reaction product buildup; no impurities in plasma; zero-dimensional, "point" plasma model; and
lines 8 through 15 for a self-sustaining reactor. S

"Not ignitable under assumptions above.
bldeal ignition temperature is above temperature of maximum reactivity.
'Undefined for a nonignitable reaction.
dCross-section data not available above I MeV.

these reactions in a self-sustaining reactor are only a D-T are small compared to the many orders of mag- 5
factor of -4 above that of D-T. The Lawson curves nitude in these quantities that have been achieved over
for a self-sustaining fusion reactor are shown in Fig. 8 the past two decades by the fusion community. These
for the first four reactions listed in Table V. relatively small factors suggest that, at least for mag-

Rows 14 and 15 show the Lawson parameter that netic fusion, reactions other than D-T can be consid- U
could be achieved at the maximum reactivity temper- ered for space applications.
ature in row 6 if, somehow, the electrons could be Figure 9 shows the D3He reaction for unequal
kept cold enough for the bremsstrahlung radiation to electron and ion temperatures. The upper curve is 3
be negligible. Here again, only modest increases above the D3He self-sustaining Lawson curve also shown in
the Lawson parameter ni required for the D-T reac- Fig. 7. The curves below it show the effects of cool-
tion are needei for the catalyzed D-D and D3He reac- ing the electron population to temperatures below that
tions. The information in rows 6 through 15 indicates of the ion kinetic temperature. It is not clear what *
that, at least for magnetic fusion, the distance on the physical proces could accomplish this result, but if the
Lawson diagram from the D-T to the advanced fuel electron temperatures were made negligibly small, the
conditions is not as great as commonly supposed. The minimum nr of the D3He curve on the Lawson dia- 3
factors of 3 to 5 needed in kinetic temperature and the gram would be comparable to that of the D-T reac-
Lawson parameter to burn advanced fuels rather than tion. Depressed electron kinetic temperatures could
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I0- ,---,- electric utility power plants, should make it possible to
12 ' ,increase the tritium breeding ratio of ground-based

power plants to an extent that will produce enough
additional tritium for space missions.

"E * Because of its extremely low isotopic abundance,
very little 3 He will be available from natural sources
on the earth's surface. Another source 3 He is the
decay of tritium, according to Eq. (17), which is used
for weapons and other purposes. It is likely that theW T .- T , o

r total amount of 3He that will be available early in the
c Te= 2 , twenty-first century will be no more than a few hun-
Z 102 T Tdred kilograms, an amount barely adequate for one or

10- 1 two space missions.

- Other potential sources of 3 He include the decay
-]• of tritium specially produced by fission reactors for

space missions, and semicatalyzed D-D reactors, fol-
D3He REACTION T_ 0 TE 1T, - lowing the suggestion of Miley et al.,25 which are part

1020• . I , . I , I I I I I of a ground-based fusion economy using D-D reac-
1 10 100 1000 tions. The most promising source of large amounts

of 3 He appears to be heating regolith on the lunar
ION KINETIC TEMPERATURE. T, (keV) surface, which has been implanted with 3He over geo-

Fig. 9. Lawson diagram for the D'He reaction with unequal logical ages by the solar wind.7'2 6 It appears that es-
electron and ion kinetic temperatures. sentially unlimited amounts of 3He would be available

for space missions from sources on the lunar surface
or the atmospheres of the outer planets or their satellites

also make such reactions as p 1 1B and p'Li ignitable that have retained light elements in their atmospheres.

I and greatly improve their attractiveness for reactor
applications. IV. FACTORS AFFECTING CONFINEMENT CONCEPT

III.E. Availability of Fusionable Fuels In this section, some of the factors that affect the

Most of the fusionable fuels listed in Table V are choice of confinement concept are examined. This
available for space applications in unlimited quantities. includes the choice both between inertial and magnetic
The only two fusionable fuels that may be in short fusion energy and among magnetic containment con-S supply are tritium and 3 He. Tritium has a half-life for cepts.
decay into 3He of 12.3 yr,

T --* 12.3 yr 3He + e (17) IV.A. Thermal Energy Radiation in Space

i and is not found to any significant extent in nature. The disposal of unwanted thermal energy imposes
Helium-3 is a stable isotope of helium but is found a serious mass penalty on any power-generating system
with an isotopic abundance of only about one part in used for space missions. Radiators are a significant
106 on the surface of the earth. fraction of the total mass of fission or fusion power

Only a very limited number of fusion reactors will plants used for space applications, particularly if the
ever be required for space applications, and their fuel- power plant is used for generating electrical powerI ing requirements will be far smaller than, for example, rather than direct thrust. Direct fusion rockets can dis-
a ground-based fusion economy for electric utilities, pose of most of their thermal energy in the exhaust jet
Thus, for space applications, it becomes possible to without having to process the energy through a Car-
consider sources of tritium and 'He that would not be not cycle containing energy conversion equipment and
feasible for ground-based eiectric utility applications, radiators; when electrical power is required, large

In space, severe mass penalties will probably be blocks of thermal power must be processed to gener-
associated with the recovery of unburned tritium fuel ate the electrical requirements.' for reinjection into the plasma or with any attempt to It is not generally appreciated by individuals who
breed tritiuni on a space vehicle by the neutron-lithium are accustomed to ground-based power plants that the
breeding reactions (Ref. 24, p. 202) that have been mass penalty associated with radiators in space places
proposed for ground-based electric utility D-T power a constraint on the ratio of the radiator temperatureS plant reactors. The relatively small amount of tritium to the operating temperature in the core or blanket of
required for space missions, compared to the much the reactor. To see this, consider the Stefan-Boltzmann
larger amounts that might be needed in ground-based law, which gives the amount of power radiated PRAD

I FUSION TECHNOLOGY VOL. 15 MAY 1989
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by a radiator of temperature TR with a total area AR temperature is substituted into Eq. (20) for the Carnot
and emissivity e, where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann radi- efficiency, one obtains a Carnot efficiency of
ation constant: n, = 0.25 (24)

PW = PRAD = EOTRAR . (18)

Consideration of the power flow diagram of the ideal- IV.B. Engineering Constraints on Fusion Reactors
ized fusion power plant in Fig. 7 shows that the waste Space-related fusion systems will have to operate W
heat Pw is related to the gross electrical power PG and under constraints on reasonable size, magnetic induc-
the power plant efficiency n by the expression tion, wall loading, and power density no less stringent

1 - -q than those of ground-based fusion power plants. It has
s = •Po ,(19) been shown that magnetic fusion reactors, in order to

17 be of reasonable size and total power output and to be
where the efficiency of the power plant can be written within currently understood thermal or neutron wall- I
in terms of the Carnot efficiency i? and the efficiency loading limits, will have fusion power densities in the
factor i/o, which represents the achievable fraction of range between 1 and 10 MW/m 3 (Ref. 24, Chap. 9).
the Carnot efficiency, If the fusion power density is much below I MW/mr, ,

I _ LR the power plants are too large to justify the required 5
Pw = 0 (20) blanket and reactor structure that surround them;TH ) above 10 MW/m 3, thermal or neutron wall-loading

The cold temperature is the radiator temperature TR, limits come into play. If anything, the thermal or neu- I
and the high temperature is the core or blanket cool- tron wall-loading limits for space systems will be more U
ant temperature TH. severely constrained than for ground-based applica-

If Eqs. (19) and (20) are substituted into Eq. (18), tions of fusion reactors because of the difficulty of
one can obtain an expression for the area of the radi- replacing activated first-wall materials in space.
ator AR in terms of the temperature of the radiator The fusion power density in a plasma with two
and coolant TH as follows: species of fuel is given by

I - TH + TR pFE,2 g, 2 n<(Gv),2 W/m3 (25) 5
AR = 1 (21) Equation (25) makes it possible to relate a given fusion

(TH - TR)EoTR power density to the total ion number density ni and 3

the kinetic temperature of a particular fusion reaction 1Thermal radiators for space applications will be very between two fuel species. The plasma stability index

large two-dimensional structures, the mass of which beta is given by

can be approximated by a mass density per unit area, b

PR, kilograms per square metre. The mass of a radi- 2oeTniG(_y,Z) (
ator can then be written in terms of its area as follows: B3 = B22, (26)

PRpG H- TH + TR where the parameter G (-y,Z) is given by Eq. (8), and 5
MR PRAR 1 1 ( B is the magnetic induction in the plasma, in tesla. For

4(TH - TR)ET2 a given plasma stability index (, the ion kinetic tem-perature and the ion number density are constrained 3
In space-related systems, the designer has the op- by the relationship q

tion of varying the radiator temperature to minimize
the radiator mass. If the minimum mass is calculated T/ni = B2( (27) 0
as a function of the coolant and radiator temperature 2,uoeG (-y,Z) 5
for the limiting case of the Carnot efficiency, 70o = Figures 10 and 11 show the operating regimes for
1.0, a derivative of Eq. (22) yields three fusion reactions of potential interest for space

aMR 3 applications, plotted on the ion number density-kinetic
-TR 0 TR = 4 TH • (23) temperature plane. Figure 10 shows the operating re-

gime for hydrogenic reactions. The cross-hatched re-
Thus, for the Carnot efficiency, the radiator mass is gions show the operating regimes for the D-T and
minimized when the radiator temperature is three- catalyzed D-D reactions, subject to limits on power 5
fourths of the coolant temperature of the reactor. The density between I and 10 MW/m 3. The lower bound
ratio in Eq. (23) is a general result for the minimi:za- on kinetic temperature is determined by the ideal igni-
tion of the radiator mass in space-related systems and tion temperature, on the assumption that the electron 3

is independent of whether it is a fission or fusion sys- and ion kinetic temperatures are equal. These regimes
tem. If the ratio of 0.75 for the radiator-to-coolant are determined, for the reactions indicated, by Eq. (25).
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Fig. 10. Operating regime for (he D-T and catalyzed D-D Fig. I1I. Operating regime for the D3He reaction in a 13 =3 reactions in a 13 = 0.20 confinement system. 0.20 confinement system.

. The straight lines running from the upper left to the tion curves move to the upper right, and it becomes
lower right are defined by Eq. (27), for 2 _< B _< 8 T, possible to burn the D3He reaction at power densities
and for a plasma stability index beta of 20°%. up to 10 MW/in in magnetic inductions well below

S~For the D-T reaction, Fig. 10 indicates that mag- 8 T, within reach of the current state of the art.
netic inductions in the plasma between 2 and 4 T The results of a detailed study (Ref. 24, Chap. 9)
should be sufficient to maintain power densities be- indicate that the D 3 He and catalyzed D-D reactionsItween 1 and 10 MW/mn3. It also indicates, however, can achieve power densities up to 10 MW/ma3 under

S that the catalyzed D-D reaction requires magnetic in- existing engineering constraints, second in this respect

ductions between 6 and 8 T to maintain fusion power only to the D-T reaction. The D-T reaction can achieve
densities between l and 5 MW/in 3 . As has been power densities between 1 and 10 MW/in 3 at inag-i shown elsewhere (Ref. 24, Chap. 9), for values of 13 netic inductions below 8 T for values of the plasma
lower than the 0.20 illustrated in Fig. 10, magnetic stability index as low as a few percent. The catalyzed
inductions stronger than those shown are required; for D-D and D3 He reactions require a beta of at least
values of/13 above 0.20, the catalyzed D-D reaction ca 0.20 to bring their operating regime down into theI be burned in plasmas with weaker magnetic fields than range of feasible magnetic inductions, here taken to be
those shown in Fig. 10. below 8 T in the plasma. This value of beta is approx-

Figure 11 shows the operating regime for the D3 He imately three times the best values achieved to date inrn reaction in a magnetic confinement system with a plasma tokainak experiments, such as the D III-D. It is there-
stability index of 0.20. At this beta, burning the D3 He fore unlikely that these advanced fuels can be burned
reaction is marginal in terms of its demanding engi- in the classical tokamak confinement configuration.
neering requirements. Such a D3 He reactor could

S operate at a power density of only 2 or 3 MW/in 3 by IV.C. Limits on Nonseif-Sustaining ReactorsI using a magnetic induction in the plasma of -8 T. At It is intuitively obvious that a fusion power plant
higher values of beta, above 0.4, the magnetic induc- that requires a large recirculating power fraction toS FUSION TECHNOLOGY VOL. 15 MAY 1989
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maintain the plasma will pay a severe penalty in mass netic temperature for the fusion reactions listed in
and reliability, compared with a self-sustaining fusion Table V. All magnetic fusion power plants with recircu-
reactor in which cold incoming fuel is heated to the lating power flows and power flow diagrams given by r
operating temperature by charged reaction products Fig. 7 must operate above the curves shown in Fig. 12.
and in which only small amounts of power are needed Since steady-state magnetic fusion reactors will oper-
to operate the reactor. It is desirable to make this ate between ion kinetic temperatures of 10 and 100 keV,
intuitive picture more quantitative, and this can be one must ask whether the heating power fraction re-
done by placing constraints on the heating power frac- quired can be obtained in proposed power plant reac-
tion, defined in Eq. (11), and then determining whether tor concepts containing recirculating power flows. In
these constraints result in engineering parameters that this kinetic temperature range, there is quite a bit of
might reasonably be achieved by proposed magnetic margin for the D-T reaction to operate, but even the
confinement systems requiring recirculating power catalyzed D-D and D3He reactions may not be able to
flows. simultaneously achieve the engineering parameters

A constraint on the heating power fraction Fyqqi required to raise the heating power fraction above the I
can be obtained from the generalized Lawson criterion values shown on this curve. These considerations re-

of Eq. (7) by noticing that Eq. (7) has a denominator quire use of the D-T reaction in magnetic fusion power
consisting of the difference of two terms. When this plants requiring large recirculating power flows.
denominator is zero, infinite values of the Lawson It has been shown above that the Carnot effi-
parameter ni are implied. By setting the denominator ciency, which minimizes the mass of the radiator in
of Eq. (7) equal to zero and solving for the heating space-related fusion or fission systems, is 0.25; this is
power fraction, one can obtain the minimum possible probably a reasonable guess for space-related power I
heating power fraction that will lead to steady-state plant energy conversion systems in any case, since even

operation of a generalized fusion power plant, ground-based technologies seldom reach values of 1 =
S ( Ti'} )/2 H(-y, Z) 0.40. If we adopt a thermal efficiency of q = 0.25, then

(r1im" = Mg 12 Ej2<U0v12 + S(Tj')'j 2H(-y,Z) (F 7i)min = 4 (FiP,)mn . (29)

(28) The product of the recirculating power fraction F(2) and the efficiency of the plasma heating equipment •, 3
Equation (28) places a limit on the power plant en- is called the plasma heating power fraction and is

gineering parameters, which are on the left side of

Eq. (28), and expresses this limit in terms of the kinetic plasma heating power (
temperature of the plasma and the characteristics of (Fossel),cnt (30)gross electrical output power
particular fusion reactions that appear in the terms on
the right side of the equation. The plasma heating power fraction of Eq. (30)

The minimum heating power fraction given by is plotted as a function of ion kinetic temperature in I
Eq. (28) is plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of ion ki- Fig. 13. Since magnetic fusion reactors will operate

I
1.0-- ,.\.0 \ . .
1.He 3

-e LL D-D

I• Z. ,
3
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Fig. 12. The power plant heating power fraction F•, as a Fig. 13. The plasma heating power fraction F•, for several I
function of ion kinetic temperature for several fusion reactions, based on optimization of mini- l
fusion reactions. mum power plant mass.
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betw een 10 and 100 keV , it is clear that the D -T reac- 1 1.o0 . .. . . . ..

tion offers a substantial margin above the curve in Z T T,
which D-T fusion power plants with recirculating P-
power can operate, even if the recirculating power cc
fraction is relatively low and the plasma heating equip- ,, "Tr =
ment rather inefficient. The plasma heating power
fraction required for the catalyzed D-D and D3He 0. 10 Te=4T,
reactions, however, is so demanding that it is almost Z T 6Te= 4T,
possible on these grounds alone to state that only the .4
D-T reaction will be capable of operating a space-re- • Te = 6 T,
lated fusion power plant requiring significant recir- D3 He, T, t Te
culating power flows to maintain the plasma. 0 .1 - - - . . ..Figures 12 and 13 were both drawn on the assump- C- 101 102 103 104

tion that the plasma would have approximately equal ION KINETIC TEMPERATURE, T, ikeY)
ion and electron kinetic temperatures, consistent with
current literature on D'He and other advanced fuels. Fig. 14. The plasma heating power fraction for the D'He
Figure 14 shows the limit on the plasma heating power reaction with ion kinetic temperatures greater than
fraction for the D'He reaction, under conditions the electron kinetic temperature.
where the electron temperature is lower than the ion
kinetic temperature. At the present state of develop-
ment of fusion research, it is not clear what physical
processes could bring about a severe depression of the Another problem with inertial fusion space propul-
electron kinetic temperature relative to the ion kinetic sion systems is that investigations of burn dynamics
temperature. However, Fig. 14 indicates that if this with classified computer codes indicate that the energy
became possible, then the plasma heating power frac- gains of advanced fuels are insufficient to marginal
tion requirements might be sufficiently low, and that for a pellet burn.7 Two unclassified papers27

.28 on ad-
D3He reactors employing significant recirculating en- vanced fuel inertial confinement show that a special
ergy flows to sustain the plasma might be possible. pellet design (AFLINT) may be capable of burning the
Except for this (perhaps rather unlikely) possibility of D-D reaction, although with very high recirculating
depressed electron kinetic temperatures, it appears that power flows.28 For reasons such as these, published
only the D-T reaction can be used in magnetic fusion design studies assume the D-T reaction, the very high
power plants with large recirculating power flows, and reactivity of which assures an adequate pellet burn. If
that in all cases one should attempt to achieve fusion inertial fusion systems in space are limited to the D-T
power plants for space applications that are self- reaction, the implications of this are rather serious for
sustaining and for which the energy flows are internal- the overall propulsion system. One must be concerned
ized within the plasma. about the risk inherent in the tritium fuel, as described

previously, and one must avoid contaminating either
IV.D. Inertial Fusion in Space the atmosphere or the magnetosphere with radioactive

Over the past 20 yr, numerous design studies have tritium in the event of an accident or escape of the tri-
bec done on space propulsion systems using inertial tium as unburned propellant from the reactor.
fus! ;t. Most of these studies are of direct fusion
rockets of the type indicated schematically in Fig. 4 in V. CONCLUSIONS
which the initiating energy pulse is provided by lasers
or particle beams. There have been few, if any, stud- V.A. Fission Versus Fusion Power in Space
ies of inertial fusion systems for the primary purpose

of generating electrical power in space. The large recir- If both are feasible, the choice between fission or
culating power flows usually required for inertial fusion, fusion reactors for generating electrical power in space
and the resulting mass penalties, may have discouraged depends on the relative electrical-specific mass in kilo-
detailed studies of inertial fusion for such applications, grams per kilowatt(electric), which can be achieved by

Another characteristic of most engineering design the two systems and also on their reliability, relative
studies of inertial fusion propulsion systems is that, as safety, and environmental impacts. The total mass of
indicated in Fig. 4, the neutrons and much of the radi- a fusion propulsion system generating only a few
ant energy are unshielded and escape freely into the megawatts is likely to be small enough that a large rel-
space environment. There appear to be few, if any, ative mass penalty of one type of system over the other
engineering design studies of inertial fusion space pro- might be acceptable if that system offered significant
pulsion systems that fully shield the neutron, charged advantages in safety, reliability, or environmental
particle, and radiant energy fluxes produced by the impact. Interplanetary propulsion systems using fission
explosion of the pellets. or fusion energy are likely to be so heavy, however,
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that the specific mass will be a dominant factor in the explosion of the pellets without paying a large
choosing between them. Figure 15 shows the result of mass penalty for D-T inertial fusion systems. It ap-
some engineering design studies of fission and fusion pears difficult to burn advanced fuels with reduced
systems, combined with a mission study for a manned neutron production in inertial fusion systems because
round trip from Earth's orbit to Mars' orbit." 2 In the of the relatively low reactivity of advanced fuels rel-
engineering design studies, the same data base was ative to the D-T reaction. Unclassified studies of U
used for the mass of radiators, electrical generators, advanced fuel inertial confinement 27' 28 have demon-
shielding, etc. for both the fission and fusion systems. strated the feasibility of a fusion burn, although with
The implied comparison in Fig. 15 is somewhat better high recirculating powers.28 Further research is needed
founded than the comparison of Tables I and II, be- to demonstrate really attractive inertial confinement
cause it used this common data base for similar com- fusion performance with advanced fuels. With the cur- -
prinents of these propulsion systems. rent evidence, it appears that safety and environmental

These studies indicated that the nuclear fission considerations make inertial fusion systems a relatively 3
electric propulsion system would have a specific mass more difficult prospect for space applications than U
of 7 to 9 kg/kW(electric), and that the direct fusion magnetic fusion reactors, which, if they have low recir-
rockets would have a specific mass between 0.5 and 3 culating power flows, can burn advanced fuels.
kg/kW(electric). The consequences of these different
specific masses for a round trip to Mars are shown by V.C. Choice of Fusion Reaction for Space Applications I
the two curves, which indicate the round trip time for
a one or two stage vehicle. These data show that a Figure 8 for the generalized Lawson criterion of
round trip to Mars might be made in as few as 90 to various fusion reactions, and Figs. 10 and II, which
240 days with a fusion propulsion system, but that the outline the physics and engineering constraints on
same trip might require from 290 days to more than hydrogenic and D 3He reactions, indicate that at kinetic
I yr if the fission electric propulsion system, with its temperatures below 100 keV, only the D-T, catalyzed I
higher mass, were used. D-D, and D3 He reactions are capable of producing

power densities in the I to 10 MW/rm 3 range at number
V.B. Magnetic Versus Inertial Fusion in Space densities, confinement times, and kinetic temperatures n

that are modest extensions of current D-T tokamak 3
For environmental and safety reasons discussed in research.

Sec. V.A, it appears that inertial fusion is at a disad- If it is desired to minimize the transportation, han-
vantage with respect to magnetic fusion for application dling, and leakage of tritium into the environment, U
to space power and propulsion systems. Inertial fusion only the catalyzed D-D and D3He reactions are avail- 5
systems may be restricted to the D-T reaction, raising able. If it is further desired to minimize the radioac-
the possibility of contamination of the atmosphere tivation and shielding mass associated with high levels -
and/or the magnetosphere with radioactive tritium; it of neutron production, that leaves only the D3He '
appears difficult to shield the neutron, the charged reaction. With the current evidence, it appears that the
particle, and the radiant energy fluxes that result from D3He reaction is the all-around best choice for space

applications of magnetic fusion energy. 5
V.D. Space.Related Constreints on

Confinement Concepts 5
10-- If magnetically confined advanced fuel fusion re-
- FISSION iactors are used in space, some general constraints can

SELECTRIC 8 be placed on the confinement concepts that are re-
S ... quired to burn advanced fusion fuels. Figures 10 and

S6 PAYLOAD RATIO I I imply that a plasma stability index , > 0.20 will be
10-2, TWO-STAGE -- required to burn advanced fuels in magnetic fusion

u 4- 10-, ONE-STAGE -- reactors with useful power densities in the I to 10 3
. MW/mi3 range and with a magnetic induction in the

j 2 ; THERMONUCLEAR plasma below 8 T. Figure 13 indicates that such ad-
FUSION ROCKET
S•,\\\\\\\. \ ~vanced fuel magnetic fusion reactors should be self-

- 0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 sustaining, since the requirements on the plasma power
fraction for the D 3He reaction would be very hard to

ROUND TRIP TIME (days) satisfy in a propulsion system with significant recir-

Fig. 15. Comparison of fission and fusion propulsion sys- culating power flows. Finally, reliability considerations £
tems for a manned Mars expedition. 2 Type II pro- will almost certainly bias the technology toward steady
pulsion-Earth orbit to Mars orbit and back. state rather than pulsed magnetic fusion concepts.
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Theory of first-order plasma heating by collisional magnetic pumping
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Plasma heating by collisional magnetic pumping is investigated theoretically. This treatment
yields solutions to the energy transfer equations in the form of an energy increase rate, which
gives quantitatively the amount of energy increase per rf driving cycle. The energy increase
rates (or heating rates) proportional to the first and second powers of the field modulation
factor 6 (defined as the ratio of the change in the magnitude of the magnetic field to its
background dc value) are derived for an arbitrary rf waveform of the pumping magnetic field.
Special cases are examined, including the sinusoidal and sawtooth pumping waveforms. The
energy increase rate in the case of a sawtooth waveform was found to be proportional to the
first power of 6 (first-order heating). This heating rate is many orders of magnitude larger
than heating for the sinusoidal case: The latter is proportional to the squ kre ,f 6 and is strongly
dependent on the collisionality of the plasma. The use of a sawtooth pumpitig waveform
improves the efficiency of collisional magnetic pumping and heating rates comparable to those
possible with ion or electron cyclotron resonance heating methods may be achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION pumping" as a result of the existence of a compressional

Collisional magnetic pumping" is achieved by wrap- wave propagating perpendicular to the background magnet-
ping an exciter coil around a cylindrical plasma and perturb- ic field and causing the plasma to be cyclically compressed
ing the confining magnetic field B = B, [I + 8f( t) 1, where and relaxed by an alternating E XB force. This is illustrated
B, is the uniform steady-state background magnetic field, 8 in Fig. 2. The compressive wave is a magnetosonic wave (or
is the field modulation factor defined as6 = AB1Bo, andf(t) magnetoacoustic wave). The magnetosonic wave is an ex-
is a periodic function of time. Figure 1 illustrates such a traordinary electromagnetic mode with a frequency well be-
situation. The origins of collisional magnetic pumping date low the gyrofrequency. Contrary to Alfven waves, which
to the beginnings of fusion research in 1953,' when Spitzer travel along B, magnetosonic waves travel across B, at the
and Witten proposed to heat a plasma with a sinusoidally Alfven speed VA = B0 ( l/pnomi) /2, where no is the
perturbed magnetic field. The theory of collisional magnetic charged particle density, m, is the ion mass, and j is the
pumping with a sinusoidal magnetic perturbation was first permeability of the plasma.
published in the unclassified literature by Schluter in 1957.2 To achieve collisional heating the following inequalities
Early theoretical research by Berger and others at the have to be satisfied3:
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, following the work of
Spitzer and Witten,' was summarized by Berger el al.- These ' • 1" • T,
authors, in agreement with Schluter,2 quoted a heating rate where r,-y, r,, rf , and ",, are, respectively, the gyration peri-
proportional to the square of the magnetic field perturba- od, the collision time, the period of the oscillating field, and
tion, which was also a strong function of the collision fre- the transit time of the particles through the heating region.
quency of the plasma. The work of Berger et aL." appeared in The particles suffer many collisions while crossing the heat-
subsequent textsg4 "without embellishment. No further work ing region, but since the period of the oscillating field is
on collisional magnetic pumping appears to have been done much larger than the gyration period, the magnetic moment
until recently," 9 possibly because the low heating rates re- of the particles is a constant of motion between collisions.
suiting from a sinusoidal magnetic perturbation were of sec- The magnetic field assumes the form B = B, [I + bf(t)],
ond order and orders of magnitude smaller than that of com- where 65( 1, so that the external oscillator provides a small
petitive heating methods such as ion or electron cyclotron perturbation on the original static magnetic field. If the heat-
resonance heating. ing region is of length L and the parallel velocity of the parti-

Contrary to ohmic heating, where the electric field is cles is viu, the above inequalities can also be written as
parallel to the confining axial magnetic field, the oscillating v/ IL 4 V' W Oý,,
electric field in collisional magnetic pumping is produced by where v, w, and w, are, respectively, the collision frequen-
variation of the axial magnetic field and thus is perpendicu- cy, the driv ing frequency, and the gyrofrequency.
lar to the field. This type of heating is called "magnetic

I. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

"* Present address: Department of Electrical Engineering. Technical Uni- In the absence of collisions, the constancy of the mag-
vermity, Sfax, Tunisia. netic moment makes it possible to obtain a relationship
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a
L The net energy transfer can be obtained by taking the

__ _ second derivative of Eqs. (6) and then using Eqs. (4) and
) ASMA (5) to eliminate the first derivative of the parallel and per-

pendicular components of the energy. Further, using Eq.
(6) to eliminate the perpendicular component of energy one 3
obtainsI

81,•d'E [ 3 v,+d2B/dB" ]dE v, dB E=o0.

FIG. I. Exciter coil around a cylindrcal plasma. d I + d J di B di

between the time rate of change of the perpendicular compo- (7) U
nent of the energy and the time rate of change of the magnet- Substituting the expression B= B,,[ + 6f(t) ] for 8 into
ic field. Thus by taking the derivative of the magnetic mo- Eq. (7) yields
ment u= E 1/B withrespect totimeweobtain d2 E '3 f'(t) dE 6f'( E=0. (8)

_ = dE1  E, dB (!) d, 2 2 f'(:) dt + Tf()
dt B dr B 2 di Let

from which we obtain A(t) = v,- - f' (t)/f'(1), (9) 1
dEý = E1 dB (2) g(t)= - v{f'(t)/[l +6fft). (10)

dt B dt Equation (8) can be written as
The total energy E of the ions is given by d lE dE +-E+ A(t)-+6diE 0.()

E= E, + E,, (3) d-t d(
where E,, is the ion energy along the magnetic field lines and Equation ( I I ) is a homogeneous linear differential equation 3
E, is the ion energy perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, of second order with periodic coefficients; it describes the
with two degrees of freedom. change in the total energy of the particles due to collisional

If no collisions occur, the perpendicular component of magnetic pumping. Examples of such equations are the
the ion energy E, oscillates with the frequency w and no net Mathieu and Hill equations which appear in astronomical I
heating occurs. However, if collisions do occur, some of the and other applications, where the stability and perturbation
energy in the perpendicular component is transferred to the of periodic systems are at issue. The general solutions of
parallel component EH . In kinetic equilibrium, the parallel these equations have been given by Floquet. "' Floquet's the- l
component of the energy will be equal to one-half the per- ory predicts a solution of the following form:
pendicular component as a result of equipartition. When the E( 1) = a, eA "P, (t) + a,e 'PA (t). (12)
perpendicular component is driven by magnetic pumping, a
periodic departure from equipartition occurs and energy can The parameters A, and A•2 are called the characteristic expo- I
be transferred between the parallel and perpendicular com- nents and can be calculated from the characteristic equation

ponents. This may be expressed mathematically by adding a associated with the differential equation; P, (i) and P. (t) are

collisional term to Eq. (2)": periodic functions with a period equal to that of the coeffi- 'I
cients of the differential equation. Since 6 = AB/B, is a

dE( EL d E , (4) small quantity, Eq. (I I) can be solved using a perturbation
d B di 2 'treatment around the parameter 6. The characteristic expo-

dE(5 nents A, and A. can be represented by the series7 ." '
S= 2 -A, = - v, + 61. + 61, + 6 --+ , (13)

Now summing Eqs. (4) and (5) and using Eq. (3) one ob- A 2 = 611 + 6212 +.... (14)
tains The solution associated with A, is damped in time sinc- I

dE E, dB dB the first term dominates the series and therefore does not
d- -- =/ d-s" (6) represent steady-state heating. For this reason, only the solu-

Thus the rate of change of the total ion energy is proportion- tion associated with A,, with positive coefficients I4, will be 1
al to the magnetic moment and the time rate of change of the retained and used. The solution representing heating is then

magnetic field, expressed as

SE(t) = e Ap,(t). (15)
Now PA(i) can be expanded as a series of the powers of 6 as -

P_, () = Pýo + 6P_, I(t) + 6-P (t) + -- -" , (16)

where P., (t) are periodic functions. The initial value is P2o
(a) (b) and is set equal to I for the sake of simplicity. Now, by using a

FIG. 2. Particle orbits in a sinusoidally perturbed magnetic field. (a) Plas- the solution predicted by Floquet's theory' "along with the
ma compressed during the positive half-cycle, (b) plasma relaxed during above perturbation treatment, Eq. (11) can be solved for the
the negative half-cycle, different powers of the parameter 6.
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Solving for the first power of 6, g(t) can be expressed as Substituting (2"7) in conditions (28) leads to

g(t)= - v'(t), (17) C T e- e.. du + e du K(u)e•'du

E(t) = it + P,1(t). (18) U )U)

Equation (I I ) is then reduced to - eT "(e ef Adu) K(slds = 0, (29)
d 2P2'-(t) + A(t) dP21(1) K(t), (19) 0 0

dt2  dt C 2(e-0(n -- e -o") + e-•0a( o K(s)ea- ds =0. (30)
where J

K(t) = -g(t) - 1A(t). (20) Note that e - '(0) = I. Equation (30) gives

The homogeneous solution associated with Eq. (19) can be C2 = K(s)ee' - ds. (31)

obtained by multiplying by the integrating factor 1- e- J()

, Substituting (31) into (29) and letting
exl3f(, A (~du. Ql--=ea-,°( ,aT)I e A •d- fe - "Ju~u

The homogeneous equation can then be written as (2 -- 0)
(32)

Sexp A (u)du)P2j =0, (21) leads to the condition

11 U ) dtr

which leads to the solution fK(s)Q(s)ds = 0. (33)

P21 (t) C, + C2 I e - ds, (22) Substituting K(t) = -g(t) - 1,A(t) into Eq. (33) gives
$ g(s)Q(s)ds

where 1, = SrA(s)Q(s)ds (34)
0ST A (s)Q(s)ds

a(t) = A(u)du. (23) SubstitutingA(t) from Eq. (9) and Q(s) from Eq. (32) into

The general solution of Eq. (19) is calculated as follows. the denominator and integrating by parts gives

Multiplying Eq. (19) by the integrating factor e"-" and inte- r A(s) Q(s)ds T,
grating once, we find the expression Io

so that
P;1 (t) = C 2e-°") + e-°' JK(s)e-(s ds. (24) T

Integrating (24) gives T I g(s)Q(s)ds.
fo' Knowing that

P,1 (t) = C, + C2  e- a•)ds 
g tha t

9(t)= - vJ'(t),

+ ea a() ( K(u)ea"" )ds. (25) andA(t) v, -f'(t)f'(t

The second integral in Eq. (25) is integrated by parts and is a(t) = v~t - ln(f'(t)/f'(0)),

f e -"'(f K(u)ea(" )ds the final expression for 1, is-L ex[ , C
= e a(.) du)K(u)e"`d A T 1 X(-2)[ -exp( -- v, T)

U.~~ IforO XTexp( - 3 Vuf'(u du

- f(fe "
1' du )K(s)e"a') ds. (26)

Equation (25) becomes -- - v '(dujds (36)

P2,(t) = C, + C2 e - ds + e- The term representing heating in Floquet's' 0 solution, Eq.
(15), is, after expanding e'4!,

x e°•"•K(u)du E(t) = E, + 6[IltEO + P2, (1)] + higher order terms. (37)

The energy increase in a period T = 21r/rl is

-- e°"" e - ON) du K(s)ds. (27) AE = 61, (21rt/w)E, (38)

Go 'where P2, (1T) and P,1 (0) cancel each other as a result of the

The fact that P2, (t) is a periodic function gives the condi- periodicity of P2, (t). Here Eo is the initial value of the total

tions particle energy. The energy increase rate is given by

P2t(T)-P 2,(0)=0, P21 (T)-P 2 (0)=0. (28) AE/T=61E,. (39)

Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 1, No. 5, May 199 g-- 23 M. Laroussi and J. R. Roth



I
IlL SECOND-ORDER HEATING WITH A SINE WAVE As previously, the interesting part of the solution is the par-
PERTURBATION ticular solution and the important part of the particular solu-

Let us now assume, as previously,'" that the back- tion is the part containing the secular term P . The latter is I
ground magnetic field has a sinusoidal perturbation super- found to be

imposed on it according to the expression P., = (J 12v, b + al2w - ! v, wa )t. (50)

B = Be( I + 6 cos wt). (40) Setting term (50) equal to zero and solving for 1, we obtain

Substituting f(t) = cos wt in Eq. (36) for 1,, it is easily 12 = vw 2 /6(w 2 +•). ( 51 )
shown that 1, = 0. In this case, the energy increase is propor- To calculate the energy increase per cycle, the expression for
tional to a higher power of 6 than the first. Another way of the energy has to be expanded asfo
checking the result (40) and at the same time calculating the
next coefficient 12 in the expansion is to return to the initial E(M) = eA"P 2(t)
differential equation (8) and substitute cos wt forft). In I ( + 622t + ")P 2 0 + 6P 2 1(t)

doing this, Eq. ( 1I) becomes

d2 E_( 3 +wcoswi dE+ 6vc sin + 62 P22 (1) + •. (52)
t 2 23 v sin.. _. "w d I +6cos E--. Retaining only up to the second-order terms in 6, E(M) can(41) be expressed as

Since 6 4 1, the term ( I + 6 cos ot) 'can be expanded in a E(t) = P20 + 6P2 .(t) + 62 [ P22 (t) + 12tP 20 1
Taylor series: + higher order terms in 6. (53)

(1 + 6 cos wit) -' 1- 6 cos wt + higher order terms. At t = 2mr/a, the energy has increased by

Substituting Eq. (42) into Eq. (41 ) one obtains AE=6'l2(21r/w)E,. (54) 1
Inserting the expression for 12 in Eq. (54) givesd2 E ( 3 +cocoscot~dE

dt2  V, + sin wt di AE 62E=(w/3) [vwl(I v' + c2) ]joules/cycle. (55)

+ 6vw sin wt(l - 6 cos wt)E = 0. (43) The energy increase rate is found by dividing AE by

Using Eq. (15) for the part of Floquet's solution"' that rep- At = 21r/cw sec/cycle and taking the differential limit

resents heating and solving for the first power of 6, Eq. (43) dE 62 wV• Iesbcms---- ý o Joules/sec. (56)
becomes dt 6 IV+ (52

d p.+ (LI -w cot wt dP-
2 /• dt The result (56) agrees with the one found by Schluter2 and
3 Berger et alW Equation (56) can be written as

2 dE= E-..=aE(,, (57)
where P20 is set equal to 1 for the sake of simplicity. dt -r,

The homogeneous solution of Eq. (44) is where r,, is the heating time defined as

P21(t) = C,e.'1/ 2 "{acos ot+ bsin wt) + C,, (45) r,--6[ ( v. + (
2)/6 2w 2v,] (58)

where and a -- /r-, is the heating rate coefficient. The optimum 5
a = - w/(w 2 + 9 n), (46) frequency at which the heating rate coefficient is maximum

b = -- i5 (47) 9) 9
The particular solution of Eq. (44) is WC, = • v(5

and the value of a at this frequency is
P2, (t) = - /t:+ v a sin wt - vb cos wt + I,a cot wIt a,., = 6 2v,/12. (60) i

+ ( -/ 1,sin wot - i w) (a cos cwt + b sin wt). For a highly collisional plasma, v,. ).w and the heating
(48) rate can be approximated by

Now setting the secular term equal to zero [since P 2, (1) is dE 2 6
2W2 (

periodic I one obtains the result 1, = 0. This is in agreement -tit 27 v(
with- what was previously predicted. Solving for the second
power of 6, Eq. (43) becomes On the other hand, for a relatively collisionless plasma,

v, 4w and the heating rate can be expressed as I
d 2P22  (3 \dc t 0 dE 62v , E

+ I -VYcti _7t_ 6
c 2  2"_ id--ioo di -• .•= 6~ (62)

I - 2 v, + 12wa cot cwt + v~w sin w't cos wit As seen in the above analysis, the heating rate is propor- I
-- v, sin wtP2 , (t). (49) tional to v, in the low collisionality case and to v,- I in the

Phys. Flku e. Vol. 1. No. 5, May 19e9 A-24 M. I arousl and J. R. Roth 3



I
ghly collisional case. Figure 3 is a schematic plot of the 80)
ating rate coefficient a, the inverse of Eq. (58), versus the
llision frequency. The fact that the collision magnetic 8o t0+6) .........
imping heating rate for a sinusoidal excitation has a maxi-
um at v, = 2w/3 can be used as a diagnostic for the effec- 80 o " ->

fe collision frequency; the maximum energy coupling to
e plasma occurs here and can be measured with standard if

:hniques.
To get a feeling for how different the rates of energy

crease are in the above two cases, let us consider a plasma T t
fusion interest operating at the following parameters: FIG
= 2 keV, A = 2, n = 10'/m 3, L = 0.5 m, and Bo = 2.0 . 4. Magneic field waveform for a sawtooth perurbation

The binary particle collision frequency in this case is
= I /r,, 313 Hz, leading to a heating rate coeffi- disadvantage for the application of a sine wave perturbation:

This is because 6 is a small number, which makes 62 even
a = 62%,/6 = 52 62/sec. (63) smaller; therefore, a relatively small energy increase is

ow if anomalous resistivity is present in the plasma, the achieved. In Ref. 9 it was shown that a triangular waveform,
)ilision frequency due to turbulence, etc. can be on the or- with a ramp down that is adiabatic in the sense of preserving
:r of 5 MHz," leading to a maximum heating rate coeffi- the magnetic moment of the particles, also leads to second-
ent of order heating by collisional magnetic pumping. A heating

rate coefficient proportional to the first power of the field
=6v/12 =4modulation factor would be an improvement. To accom-

rom the examples (63) and (64) it can be seen that the plish this, a perturbation function satisfying Eq. (33) has to
)ilisionality of the plasma can make a big difference to the be found. Various modulation waveforms for B(i) have been
ficiency of this heating method. If the plasma is turbulent, tried: The choice of these had the physical basis that a undi-
articles not only collide among themselves (binary or Cou- rectional flow of energy had to be maintained, in contrast
omb collisions), but also scatter off the fluctuating electric with the sinusoidal case, where the magnetic field in the
dd associated with the turbulence: As a result of this latter heating region is cyclically above and below the background
rocess, an anomalous momentum loss occurs, which en- value. This leads to a gain of perpendicular energy in the
ances the collision frequency. These enhanced total colli- positive half-cycle and a loss of energy in the negative-half
on frequencies have been observed in our laboratory using cycle. Any heating is therefore a second-order effect result-
method based on broadening of the electron cyclotron ab- ing from small differences of large numbers. Also important
)rption resonance." These anomalous momentum losses in the choice of the perturbation function is the ability to
om the electron population should be equivalent in ever y pump the plasma adiabatically and repeatedly for periods of
ay to those arising from binary coulomb (or electron neu- time separated by very short durations during which the
al) collisions. This enhanced collision frequency, called plasma is not allowed to relax. A sawtooth perturbation has
ie "effective collision frequency," is found to be 10-20 been found to be an answer to the above requirements.
mes higher than the binary collision frequency." If a sawtooth perturbation is applied, the total magnetic

field expression takes the form
F. FIRST-ORDER HEA rING WITH A SAWTOOTH
ERTURBATION B=Bo(l +6t/T), for nT<t<(n+ 1)T. (65)

The dependence of the heating rate coefficient on the
iuare of the field modulation factor 6 constitutes a major For the remainder of this section, the time t = T - is defined

as the time just before the magnetic field sharply decreases
[B( T- ) = Bo( I + 6) J and the time t = T ' isdefinedasthe
time at which the magnetic field is equal to its background
value Bo. Figure 4 shows the waveform assumed for the mag-

2- netic field. The perturbation function is a repetitive ramp
"X a with a period equal to T = T '. Since an instantaneous drop

of the current generating this perturbation of the magnetic
field is not feasible, an appropriate assumption would be that
the fall time of the current is shorter than the collision time
and is nonadiabatic in the sense that the magnetic moment is

a -not conserved during the drop of the magnetic field.
The differential equation describing the change of ener-

gy during the time interval [0,71 is given by
VC

d 2E 3 dE 6/T E=0. (66)
IG. 3. Heating rate coefficient versus collision frequency. dt +2 dtV - I + 6t IT
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The term ( I + 6t/T) 'can be expanded as Since no collisions occur between T - and T ", we have

( I +t/IT)-' = I - t/IT+ " --(67) dE, (84)

Substituting Eq. (67) into Eq. (66) one obtains dt (

d 2E 3 dE 6( 6t Summing Eqs. (83) and (84), we obtain
_V I+L+ E=0.(68)3

dt-2-•t - T- T (8dE dB+ B d (85)
Retaining only the terms to first order in 6 in order to solve dt di di
for first-order heating, Eq. (68) becomes Equation (85) can also be written as

_.E 3 dE _ E=O. (69) AE + A BA (86)
d ' T At A

The solution of Eq. (69) is or

E(t) + C,e"' + C2e'", (70) AE = MAB + BAp. (87)

where r, and r2 are given by The change in magnetic moment Ap is given by

r, = •v{ - I [+ [ +(6/v, T)] /2), (71) Ay = (T)__/(T), (88) 5
r2 = J {-- I -- [I + V(6/VT) ]12). (72) with

The term ( + V 6/v, T)" 2 can be expanded as (T - E, (T -.>/B 0 (! + 6), (89)

[I+ V,(6/vnT) ] t2 = I + &(6/v.T) u(T+) =E,(T*)/Bo. (90)

+ higher order terms. (73) Since no collisions occur between T - and T *, we assume

Substituting Eq. (73) into the expressions for r, and r2 and that no appreciable change in the perpendicular energy oc-

retaining only the first-order terms in 6, we obtain curs. Thus we have
r (6/ T), (74) E, ( T +)=E, ( T - =( I + M)E, (0). (91)

r2 = -- _ v [ 2 + 7l/, )f]. (75) As a result of equipartition we have 5
The initial conditions are given by E1 (0) = • E,.

E(0) = E,. (76) which yields

Alu = 6(EI/B0 ). (92)dEj 2 E, (77) Inserting Eq. (92) into Eq. (87) and substituting AB by

d, o T 3 ( - 6B,,) we obtain

Applying the initial conditions (77) to the expression of

E(i) and solving for C, and C, yields Using the facts that

C. = E,. (78a) .u(T - ) = (E,/B,,), (94) 3
C2 =0. (78b) B(T-)= ( + 6)B,, (95)

The solution of Eq. (69) subject to the initial conditions Eq. (93) becomes

(78a) and (78b) is AE = • 62E". (96) I
E(t) = Ee(2/•)AID/t) (79) Summing Eqs. (96) and (81) the energy increase per cycle is

This solution is only good in the time interval 0< < T and found to be

ror•6/v, T.1. At t = T -, the energy is AE = . b6(i + 6)E4 1 . (97) I
E- E4 ,e 2/3)h•-•Eg( I + 16), (80) Since 6< 1, Eq. (97) can be approximated as

which yields AE =6E... (98) 5
AE= E(T) - E(O) = 2,6E,. (81) The heating ratedE/dt isgiven by

Now let us examine what happens to the energy during dE -o_ E (99)
the sharp fall of the magnetic field between T - and T +. d(9 9 )-
During this time, the assumption of the constancy of the where the period of the sawtooth is taken as T = 2r/wo.
idiabatic invariant may be violated; thus we have Equation (99) suggests that first-order heating is achie-

d1A I dE, E, dB (82) vable with a sawtooth perturbation and that the heating rate I
dt B di B2 dt is independent of the collision frequency.' This is an interest-

Equation (82) can be written as ing result and of key importance for fusion machines, where
the mean free path is larger than the plasma length.

"dB + dp (83) To check this result, the generalized theory for first-
di di d- order heating already presented is applied.' Substituting
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f'(t) by its value for a sawtooth perturbation in Eq. (36) 0la = 6/in5. (107)
yields the value of the coefficient ,: Equation (107) is still a number greater than 1. For a field

1, = wl/31r. (100) modulation factor of I%, we have

i Using Eq. (39), the heating rate is found to be f= 191 a. (108)

dE = 61,E,. & E, =#tEE (101) It therefore appears that in all cases first-order heating is an

dt 31r improvement on second-order heating. First-order heating

Swhere f is the heating rate coefficient given by provides a heating rate coefficient at least one order of mag-
.(102) nitude larger than otherwise possible with second-order

=6w/3. (10) heating.

Equation (102) is in agreement with the result of Eq. (99).9 Ion or electron cyclotron resonant heating is one of the
The independence of Eq. (102) of the collision frequency is a most efficient and widely used heating methods in fusion
consequence of the collisionless "resetting" of the magnetic experiments: The maximum energy increase per cyclotron
induction during the sudden drop on the trailing edge of the period obtained by this method is given by'
sawtooth in Fig. 4. This effect allows the perpendicular ener-
gy to increase linearly in time without a decrease associated AE, = 7rE(2mE, ) `&2/B, (109)

with the decreasing magnetic field. This perpendicular ener- where E is the electric field amplitude of the wave, B, is the
gy will be carried to the parallel compohents as long as there background magnetic field, and E, is the perpendicularSare any collisions at all. Thus the drop at the trailing edge of component of the energy whose equipartitioned value is
the sawtooth need not be so fast as to be nonadiabatic in the equal to 2/3 of the total energy. The energy increase rate is
sense of violating the constancy of u; the drop-off time can be given by

i any duration shorter than the collision time. y = AE,/r, = qE(E1 /2m), 2, (110)

where ,r is the cyclotron period given by

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN FIRST-ORDER r,. = 21rm/qB. (111)
COLLISIONAL MAGNETIC PUMPING AND OTHER To compare the energy increase rate (110) to the one
PLASMA HEATING METHODS obtained by first-order heating with collisional magnetic

In order to have a quantitative idea of how beneficial it is pumping, their ratio is taken to be
to achieve first-order heating by collisional magnetic pump-
ing, we have to answer the following question: How does this 6E(/,I= [6to(2m)-/37rqE I (EE/2). (112)

heating rate compare to other plasma heating methods? To acquire a quantitative idea of the ratio (112), consider
* First, let us compare the two heating rate coefficients the following characteristic values of the plasma parameters:

obtained when sinusoidal and sawtooth perturbations are Let w = 21r10' rad/sec, 6 = 10- , E = 100 V/cm, E, = I
applied to collisional magnetic pumping. For this, the ratio keV, and the plasma consists of helium ions. The value ofI of the two coefficients given by Eq. (102) and the inverse of PEo/y is
(58) is taken to be

6la = (&/37) [6(9v-, 2  (103) Keeping in mind that the ratio (112) is taken for the maxi-
where,6 and a are, respectively, the heating rate coefficients mum value that the ICRH (ion cyclotron resonance heat-
for a sawtooth and a sinusoidal perturbation. Assuming that ing) rate y can reach, it can be concluded that first-order
the rfdriving frequency and the field modulation factor 6 are collisional magnetic pumping is a heating method that may
the same for both cases the ratio (103) becomes be competitive with other widely used methods such as

0 la = ( 9 , + 2W2)/ml~rb . (104) ICRH.

If the plasma is highly collisional, we have v, >wa and
Eq. (104) becomes

6f/a = (9/2ir)(vc/6w). (105) VI. CONCLUSION

The ratio (105) is much larger than unity. For a small 6 and The equations describing the rate of change of the ener-

a large collision frequency to driving frequency ratio, fican gy of the particles in a plasma adiabatically pumped with

be as much as three orders of magnitude larger than a. collisional magnetic pumping are presented. A general solu-

If the plasma is "collisionless," we have w > v, and Eq. tion for first-order heating along with particular solutions to

(104) becomes the energy increase rate for two specific magnetic field per-
turbations are derived.3 f/a = (2/ir) (t6v,). (106) When a sinusoidal perturbation is superimposed on the

As in case (105) the ratio (106) is much larger than unity; background magnetic field, a heating rate proportional toSfor a small value of 6 and a large o/lv, ,6 can be t ao or three the second power of the field modulation factor 6 is obtained.
orders of magnitude larger than a. This is in agreement with the results of Schluter2 and Berger

The ratio# /a is minimum when w, = (3/2) v,., and it is et ai. This heating rate is also strongly dependent on the
given by collisionality of the plasma. A maximum heating rate is
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Computational treatment of collisional magnetic pumping
M. Laroussia) and J. Reece Roth
The University of Tennessee. Knoxville. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Knoxville.
Tennessee 37996-2100

(Received 22 December 1988, accepted 8 March 1989)When collisional magnetic pumping is applied to a plasma, the heating rate depends strongly

on the nature of the waveform of the magnetic perturbation, whether sinusoidal, triangular, or

sawtoothed in time. Numerical solutions to the energy transfer problem are obtained when
these waveforms are applied to heat a plasma, and compared with previously obtained
analytical results using small perturbation theory where these results are available. A specially
written FORTRAN program computes the numerical values of the parallel, perpendicular, and
total energy at each time increment. The plasma heating rates and optimum heating conditions
derived from this study are in good agreement with analytical limiting cases and available
experimental data, except when the perturbation amplitude becomes large el

analytical results no longer hold.

I. INTRODUCTION of a classified project, and later was neglected due to the

Magnetic pumping is achieved by wrapping an exciter attention given to other more promising heating methods,

coil around a cylindrical plasma and perturbing the confin- such as ion-cyclotron resonance heating. After a fallow peri-
ing magnetic fieh!, B = BJ[ I + b~f(t) 1, where B,, is the uni- od of nearly 30 years, there has been a revival of interest in

form steady-statý ackground magnetic field, 6 is the field this heating method.4 - This interest is a result of the demon-

modulation factor defined as 6 = AB/B,,, andf(t) is a peri- stration that heating proportional to the field modulation

odic function of time. Contrary to Ohmic heating, where the factor 6 rather than its square is possible. This enhanced

electric field is parallel to the confining axial magnetic field, heating rate can be comparable with other rf-based methods,

in magnetic pumping the oscillating electric field is pro- such as ion- or electron-cyclotron resonance heating.4"'

duced by variation of the axial magnetic field and thus is
perpendicular to it. This type of heating was called "magnet- II. AVAILABLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS
ic pumping" due to the existence of a compressional wave
perpendicular to the background magnetic field, causing the The process of energy transfer between the rf field and
plasma to be cyclically compressed and relaxed by an alter- the charged particles has been studied analy ly, starting

nating E X B force. Under favorable conditions, the mechan- from the assumption that for a magnetic field slowly varying
ical energy exerted by the compressing force would ultimate- in time and space, the magnetic moment (defined as the ratio
ly be absorbed by the plasma and lead to heating of the of the perpendicular component of the kinetic energy to the
charged particles, magnetic field) is a constant of the motion. It can be

Depending on how plasma parameters and the driving shown -7 that a general equation relating the change in the
force relate to each other, different heating regimes are ob- total energy of a particle to the change of the magnetic field
tained. In the case of collisional magnetic pumping, which is can be derived. This equation is
the main interest of this paper, the collisions are the media- d 2E [ 3 d dB) ]dEVdBEO(1)
tor between the rf field and the charged particles. To achieve dt - [ 2 -d-2 dtI] di B dt
heating by collisional magnetic pumping, the charged parti- This homogeneous, linear, second-order differential equa-
cles should collide before leaving the heating region. Math- tion has periodic coefficients that can go to infinity periodi-
ematically, the following inequalities have to be satisfied: cally. Such equations usually appear in astronomical studies,

W," 4< v,. -•W to t, , and their general solution was given by the French mathe-
where to,,, v,, w, and wey are, respectively, the transit fre- matician Floquet. "' Using Floquet's theory and a perturba-
quency through the heating region, the collision frequency, tion treatment, Schluter 2 and Berger et al.3 derived the ener-

the rf field frequency, and the particle gyrofrequency. gy increase rate when a sinusoidal perturbation is applied.

Magnetic pumping was first suggested as a heating The energy can be written in terms of the collisionality pa-
"method (for the Stellarator) by Spitzer and Witten in 1953.' rameter v, T, where T = 2ir/tw is the period of the periodic
A theoretical analysis was published by Schluter,- and also perturbation, and v, T itself is the number of collisions per
by Berger et al.' a few years later. These papers constitute field period. The energy increase rate for a sinusoidal pertur-
most of the very limited early literature on this subject. This
was so because heating by magnetic pumping was first part AE = 62E,, [ 21r2v, T/3 (,v2 T 2 + 41r) I eV/cycle, (2)

"Preset: ddress: Department of Electincal Engineering. Technical Uni- where 6 is the field modulation factor and E, is the initial
versify. Sfax. Tunisia. energy in electron-volts. The analytical heating rates are all a
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I
function of the initial energy E, because Eq. (1) is a state- dE (E
ment about the thermally adiabatic heating rate, and not d = v, - Ell (8)

about a complete energy balance of the plasma. In a steady- and
state complete energy balance, the plasma particles would
lose the "memory" of their initial energy, in favor of the dE, Eý dB E 1 (9)
prevailing kinetic temperature. dt B dt 2. 2

The optimum collisionality parameter, at which the en- Since the total energy is the sum of El and E1, we also have
ergy increase rate is a maximum, is dE dE1 l dE,i

v, T = 41r/3 collisions/cycle, (3) dt dt dt (10)
and the value of this maximum energy increase rate is The magnetic field is given by

(AE)mn. = 62E,,(r/9) eV/cycle. (4) B=B,[I + bf(t)], (II)
For a highly collisional plasma, v, T ). 1and the energy which givesI

increase rate can be approximated, I T 'a teg h i
AE=62 E,,(81r2/27)x( /v,T) eV/cycle. (5) B dt I + bf(•) (12)

while for a relatively collisionless plasma, v, T4 1, and the Let
energy increase rate becomes

AE =62E, (v, T/6) eV/cycle. (6) E,1 =x.

These energy increase rates are valid for small magnetic field
perturbations 6,< 1. The upper limit of the validity of these and
expressions can best be determined by computational inves- F(t) = 6f'(t) I + 6f( t) 1.
tigation of Eq. ( I ) with a sinusoidal magnetic perturbation. Equations (8) and (9) can be written as 3

Equation (I) has recently been solved for the general

case in which an arbitrary periodic perturbation function dx+ (13)
f(t) is assumed.'--7 A condition for the achievement of a d-
heating rate proportional to thefirst power of the field mod- and
ulation factor b has been derived) 7 It is found that a saw- dy
tooth perturbation satisfies the condition for first-order d = _ vx - 0.5vy +yF(t). (14)
heating, and the energy increase rate for this case is dt I

For a given value of the collision frequency v,., a pertur-AE = tE,, eV/cycle. (7) bation functionf(it), and initial values x, andy 0 , numerical

For this case, the energy increase rate for 6 4 1 is indepen- values of x and y are computed and tabulated for each time
dent of the collisionality parameter, and is two or three or- step. A plotting routine furnishes the plots ofx vs t andy vs t.
ders of magnitude larger than the energy increase rate of the The total energy is also plotted as z = x + y. The FORTRAN
sinusoidal perturbation giving rise to Eq. (2). Over what program used has the flexibility of entering the values of the
range of 6 this improved heating might prove valid is, again, collision frequency v,, the period of the rf waveform T, the
best determined with a computational investigation of a saw- field modulation factor 6, the initial values of the energy
tooth waveform in Eq. ( I). components, the total energy of the particles in electron-

volts, and the time step size. They axis of the plots represents I
energy in Jlectron-volts and the x axis represents time in
units of the period of the rf waveform T. The number of

Ill. COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS periods plotted can be changed, allowing one to follow the

The theoretical treatment ofcollisional magnetic pump- evolution of the energy far enough in time to observe any
ing'-" provides us with small perturbation solutions to the transient period, along with any steady state reached. This
energy increase rate and how it relates to the collisionality of program is available as an appendix to Ref. 7, or from the
the plasma. However, this approach fails to give a quantita- authors. I
tive picture of the evolution of the energy with time from the Three waveforms have been studied, the sinusoidal,
instant that collisional magnetic pumping is turned on, and triangular, and sawtooth waveform. These waveforms can
also fails to give insight into the conditions for which this be, or have been, implemented experimentally.7 " This not
small perturbation solution is no longer valid. For this pur- only allows a comparison between theory and experiment, I
pose, a numerical solution to the energy transfer equation is but also gives a sense of practicality to this work. Since the
sought. This solution provides us with numerical values of collision frequency and how it relates to the rf frequency is
the energy for each time increment. This series of numbers an important parameter that affects the heating rate, we de- 3
can be plotted on an energy-time diagram. The energy in- fine a collisionality parameter, v, T, given by the product of
crease rate can be easily extracted from such a diagram and the collision frequency and the period of the rf wave. The
compared with the analytical prediction discussed above. collisionality parameter is a dimensionless number that indi-

The equations describing the variations of the parallel cates how many collisions occur during one rf period. By
and perpendicular components of the energy are given by"'7  varying v, T, different regimes are obtained and the resulting
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FIG. I. Magnetic field waveform for a sinusoidal perturbation.

6 4T 12T , iT , ZT

T IME (sac)

heating rates are computed from the plots of the energy ver-time.FIG. 3. Total energy versus time for. = 0- .1, v, T-- 0.2. E,, = 300 eV. anda
sUS time. sinusoidal perturbation.

i IV. APPLICATION TO A SINE WAVE

When a sine wave perturbation is applied, results similar o060-
to those first considered by Schluter2 and Berger et aL.3

should be obtained. Figure I shows the waveform of the
magnetic field assumed. For a "collisionless" plasma
(v, T = 0.2), shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the total energy of a 3
particle oscillates with the field with only a very small in-
crease in its average value. This is consistent with the lack of 9s.s
energy transfer between the parallel and perpendicular com-
ponents of the energy. For this case, the values of the field
modulation factor 6, and of the initial energy Eo, are chosen
to be, respectively, 0. 1 and 300eV. Figure 2 shows that after
a transient period of about 12 T, where Tis the period of the
driving rf waveform, the parallel component of the energy 5.o

reaches a plateau at a level less than its initial value. This is a 0 4T ST i2T MT 2oT

phase-dependent effect, and averages out to the initial value TIME (se)

over all initial phase angles forf(t). For a collisional plasma
(v, T = 6), Figs. 4 and 5 show that the average value of the
energy increases with time at a rate of about 0.85 eV/cycle, if FIG. 4. Parallel component of the energy versus time for 6=0.1,

E,, = 300 eV and 6 = 0.10. v, T = 6, E,, = 300 eV, and a sinusoidal perturbation.

330.0"3 101ý0

Wc c 290.0-t 96.5-.

2500

920•0 4,T S' iT 216T 20T
0 4T ST 12T i6T 20T TIME (see)

TIME (see)

FIG. 2. Parallel component of the energy versus time for 8=0.1, FIG. 5. Total energy versus time fort = 0.1, v, T =6. ,= 300eV, and a

v, T = 0.2. E, = 300 eV, and a sinusoidal perturbation, sinusoidal perturbation.
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FIG. 8. Magnetic field waveform for a triangular perturbation.

010 CLIS ALTo PRM 0 value of the energy of 300 eV. A slope of 2 indicates that the
COLLISIONALITY PARAMTER energy increase rate is proportional to the second power of

FIG. 6. Energy increaw rate versus colliaionaldiy parameter for 6 0. 1. the field modulation factor 62, which is also in agreement

F,, = 300 eV, and a sinusoidal perturbation. with Eq. (2). The small perturbation approximation repre-
sented by Eq. (2) is good out to at least a field modulation 1
factor of 6 = 0.40.

In Fig. 6, the energy increase rate is plotted against the V. APPLICATION TO A TRIANGULAR WAVEFORM

collisionality parameter v, T at a field modulation factor of A
5 = 0. 1 and an initial vaiue of energy of 300 eV. The solid A triangular waveform of adjustable shape was selected

dots represent analytical results from Eq. (2), while the tri- to study collisional magnetic pumping computationally be-

angle, represent the computational r ýsults obtained from en- cause it is a general case, one limit of which is a sawtooth

ergy plots similar to Figs. 2-5. The r -sults show good agree- waveform. Figure 8 shows the magnetic field when a trian-

ment with the analytical prediction.''he energy increase rate gular perturbation is applied. If the ramping down time,

is peaked, with a maximum at an opi imum value of the colli- ( T - L), is gradually reduced until it becomes zero, a transi-

sionality parameter ofabout 4.2, in a greement with Eq. (3). tion to a sawtooth waveform is achieved. 1 his allows one to

Figure 7 is a plot on a log-log scale of the energy in- write a simple algorithm capable of showing the change in

crease rate as a function of the field modulation factor for the energy waveform when the transition between triangular

several values of the collisionality par, meter, and an initial and sawtooth waveforms occurs.
First, a symmetrical triangular waveform with L = T/2

and a collisional case is applied by setting the collisionality

parameter v,. T equal to 10. This implies ten collisionz per

field period. A field modulation factor of 6 = 0.1 is chosen.

JA6 A seen in Figs. 9-11. the parallel, perpendicular, and total
/

SLOPE" 2 LINE / 108.0

_, I
>" / 06.4.

104S/U

I

St03.2-

//* 3
101 100.0 ST 42T 1T 24T 30T

FIELD MOOULATION r 6CTOR, 6 TIME (see)

FIG. 7. Energy increaae rate ver~u, field modulat ion factor for P;, -. 1) FIG. 9. Parallel component of the energy ver, . for 6 - 0. 1,

eV. several collisionality parameters, and a stinuuidal perturbation. I, I "= 10, •,, - 300 eV, and a triangular perturbation
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FIG. 17. Magnetic field waveform for a sawtooth perturbation.
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COLLISIONALITY PARAMETER, ucT optimum value of the collisionality parameter. Figure 15

shows a plot of the energy increase rate versus collisionality
FIG. i5. Energy increase rate versus collisionality parameter for 6 = 0. 1, para-.eter at a field modulation factor of 6 = 0.1, and an
E, = 300 eV, and a triangular perturbation. initial value of the energy of Eo = 300 eV. The maximum

energy increase rate is very close to the collisionality param-eter of v, T = 47r/3 predicted by Eq. (3) for the sinusoidal
perturbation case; the maximum value of the energy increase

which results in zero energy gain. For the sinusoidal pertur- rate in Fig. 15, AE=0.17 eV/cycle, is well below the maxi-
bation, Eq. (2) predicts a small heating rate of 0.05 eV/ mum value of AE = 1.05 eV/cycle predicted by Eq. (4) for
cycle, which may be too small to be apparent in Fig. 14. the sinusoidal driving waveform.

Setting the collisionality parameter equal to 20, an ener- The energy increase rate has been plotted in Fig. 16
gy increase is also obtained, but of smaller magnitude than against the field modulation factor on a log-log scale for
the v, T = 10 case. This, with the data in Figs. 9-14, indi- several values of the collisionality parameter. For all values

cates that the energy increase rate has a maximum at some of the collisionality parameter, it has been found from solu-

tions similar to Figs. 9-14, that the energy increase rate is
proportional to the second power of the field modulationfactor. This dependence holds at least up to 6 . 0.50. The

10 above analysis has been done for several nonzero ramping
down times but no quantitative effects on the energy increase

/ rate have been observed.
/ Vcr'C

T
'

/ ,r,20 VI. APPLICATION TO A SAWTOOTH WAVEFORM
IWhen a sawtooth perturbation is applied to collisional

- L /I magneth. pumping, the magnetic field assumes the wave-" S fLE form shown in Fig. 17. Many collisionality regimes have

/ *114.0Oi g
/

/ 107.0O

i0.

,0-2
Iva 1 100.0 . .. . . ..

FIELD d=XATION FACTOR, 6 0 4T &TIZT 4T TZT
TIME (see)

FIG. 16. Energy increase rate versus field modulation factor for E,, = 300 FIG. 18. Parallel component of the energy versus time for 6 = 0.01,
eV, several collisionality parameters, and a triangular perturbation. v, T = 0.2. F, = 300 eV, and a sawtooth perturbation.
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FIG. 10. Perpendicular component of the energy versus time for 6 = 01. 1
v, T= 10. E= , 300eV. and a triangular perturbation. FIG. 12. Parallel component of the energy versus time for 6 01,,

v T = 0. 1, E,, 300 eV. and a triangular perturbation. I
energy oscillate with the field but their average values in- 220

crease with time. The total energy increase per cycle for a
particle with an initial energy of 300 eV is about 0.12 eV. 2

This compares with about 0.75 eV/cycle, predicted by Eq.
(2) for the sinusoidal case.

Now ifthe collisionality parameter is equal toO. !, a low- 5 210

collisionality case is obtained for which one collision occurs
each ten field periods (see Figs. 12-14). As shown in Fig. 14,
the total energy oscillates with the field, but its average value 205.

does not increase significantly with time. The explanation of I
this can be seen in Fig. 12, which shows the parallel compo- -__

nent of the energy as a function of time. For a transient peri-
od lasting approximately 15 T, where T is the period of the
driving rf waveform, the parallel energy increases, but soon 195
reaches a saturation plateau. As the field pumps the plasma 0 6T IT 2 ST ;24T 30T

further, no energy transfer between the perpendicular com- TIME (see)

ponent of the energy and its parallel component occurs, 1
FIG. 13. Perpendicular component of the energy versus time for 6 = 0. I,

v, T = 0.I. = 300 eV, and a triangular perturbation.

319.2 321.0 1
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TIME (sac) TIME t•se)

FIG. II.Totalenergyversustimefor b = 0.l,v, T= 10, &= 300eV, anda FIG. 14. Total energy versus time for 6 0.1. v, T= 0.1, &= 300eV, and I
triangular perturbation. a triangular perturbation.
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FIG. 19. Perpendicular component of the energy versus time for 6 = 0.0 1. FIG. 21. Total energy versus time for 6 = 0.01, t,, T = 6, E,, = 300eV. and a
,v, T= 0.2, &, = 300 eV, and a sawtooth perturbation. sawtooth perturbation.

been tried but the energy increase rate was independent of
the collisionality parameter, as predicted by Eq. (7). Con- e, , ANALYTICAL
trary to the triangular and sinusoidal waveform cases, the t 2.5 &COMPUTATIONAL

energy does not oscillate, but keeps increasing with time, at a 2

rate of 20 eV/cycle when a particle of 300 eV initial energy o S~620.01
and a field modulation factor of 6 = 0.10 are assumed. This • 1.5 Eo= 300ev
linear increase is a consequence of a lack of thermal equilibri-

,to
um during the sharp drop-off at the trailing edge of the wave- o
form.-' 7 Figures 18-20 show the behavior with time of the 0.50.

parallel, perpendicular, and total energy for a collisionless
plasma (v, T = 0.2). Figure 21 shows the total energy versus 1 0 100
time for a collisionless plasma (v, T= 6). COLLISIONALITY PARAMETER, ueT

The energy increase rate versus the collisionality param-
eter is plotted in Fig. 22, for a field modulation factor of 0.01 FIG. 22. Energy increase rate versus collisionality parameter for = 0 01,

and an initial energy of 300 eV. The solid dots represent the E,& = 300 eV. and a sawtooth perturbation.

analytical results predicted by Eq. (7), and the triangles rep-
resent computational results obtained from the energy plots.
These results are in excellent agreement, and confirm the IO __

fact that the energy increase rate is independent of the plas-
ma collisionality for the sawtooth driving waveform.

I

>0SLOPE 2.27StO/
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~ 3200
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FIELD MODULATION FACTOR, 6

FIG. 20. Total energy versus time for 6 = 0.01, v, T = 0.2. Eo = 300 eV, FIG. 23. Energy increase rate versus field modulation factor for & = 300

and a sawtooth perturbation. eV and a sawtooth perturbation.
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a
A log-log plot of the energy increase rate versus the field The computational analysis shows that the energy in-

modulation factor 6 is shown in Fig. 23. It shows that for crease rate is indeed independent of the collisionality param-
6<0.20, the relationship is linear with a slope near I, but for eter when a sawtooth perturbation is applied. It also con- I
6 > 0.20 the slope is no longer unity (it is about 2.27). This is firms that first-order heating is achievable for small values of
consistent with the analytical result of Eq. (7), which pre- the field modulation factor, less than 0.20. The energy in-
dicts first-order heating only for small field modulation fac- crease rate in this case is many orders of magnitude larger I
tors. Figure 23 indicates that the small perturbation assump- than the one obtained when a sinusoidal perturbation is

tion on which Eq. (7) is based breaks down above 6 = 0.20. used. Experimental implementation of heating with the saw-
Figure 23 also indicates that for large field modulation fac- toothed waveform is described elsewhere.7-!

tors, 6 > 0.20, the heating rate reverts to the second-order
(62) dependence characteristic of a sinusoidal perturbation, ACKNOWLEDGMENT
but with an amplitude about 15 times that predicted by Eq. This work was supported by the Air Force Office of
(4), the highest possible heating rate for small sinusoidal Scientific Research under Contract No. AFOSR 86-0100
perturbations. (Roth).

VII. CONCLUSIONS 5
The above analysis shows that the plasma collisionality

plays an important role in the viability of collisional magnet- L. Spitzer, Jr. and L. Witten. .4EC Rewarch and &,iAelpmerne Reporl.

ic pumping as a plasma heating method if sine wave or trian- ' Princeton. 1953.
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the heating rate is proportional to the square of the field Kulrud, and A. Lenard, Phy%. Fluid,, i. 301 (1958).
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In this paper, a number of the methods of nonlinear dynamics are applied to the study of
electrostatic turbulence in a magnetized, steady-state, partially ionized plasma. Electrostatic I
potential fluctuations were obtained by using a capacitative probe. These signals were
captured, digitized, and recorded with a LeCroy transient recorder system interfaced to an
IBM-AT personal computer. A commercially available software program was used to calculate
power spectra, to reconstruct and plot phase portraits, take Poincare sections, compute I
correlation dimensions and Lyapunov exponents, and to perform other manipulations of the
time series of electrostatic potential fluctuations obtained from the plasma. Evidence of low-
dimensional chaos was sought, and trends were investigated which related the state of the
turbulence to such plasma parameters as the anode voltage (rms electrostatic potential),
background gas pressure (collisionality), and magnetic induction. These variables were found
to have a significant effect on the nonlinear dynamics of the plasma. 3

TRODUCTION actually an infinite number of them. This is a principal moti- I
In the past 25 years, research in nonlinear dynamics has vation to look for chaotic behavior in a plasma.
rished, and new concepts have been developed to quanti- The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

taotic behavior. Many of these concepts had their origin tion II reviews some concepts of nonlinear dynamics which I
ie work of Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist interested in we have found useful in describing our data. Section III de-
behavior of a simplified set of equations which model scribes prior literature on the application of nonlinear dy-
,ection in the atmosphere.' Since then these concepts namics to plasma experiments, Sec. IV the experimental ap- I
: been applied to fluid flow, 2 chemical reactions,3 the paratus, and Sec. V the application of the concepts of Sec. II
ading of diseases,4 and biological rhythms.5  to a characteristic plasma signal. Section VI describes the
The purpose of this research is to apply the various tools effects of varying the plasma parameters on the nonlinear

)nlinear dynamics to electrostatic potential fluctuations dynamical characteristics of the plasma. Finally, we draw
sured in a steady-state, magnetized plasma in order to some conclusions from our studies, and make recommenda-
for evidence of low-dimensional chaos, and to look for tions for further work.

Is in the parameters which describe the state of the tur- I
nce. Chaos-related concepts which were used in this II. CONCEPTS OF NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
y were reconstructed phase portraits, Poincafe sections, In characterizing our experimental data, we have found
elation dimensions, and Lyapunov exponents. the following concepts from nonlinear dynamics to be use-
There are several reasons why these concepts are useful ful.
ie study plasma turbulence. In plasmas, turbulence im-
quasirandom fluctuations of the electric field and parti- A. Phase space
umber densities. The issue of turbulence is important in Ta
usion community. It is generally suspected that turbu- The dynamics of a system may be represented most con-

Sis the cause of anomalous particle and energy losses veniently in a phase space or state space of its dependentare an important obstacle to the success of the tokamak variables. The state of the system at any particular instantanement concept. These transport losses across the con- may be represented as a point in this multidimensionalg magnetic-field lines are much higher than that pro- space, and the time evolution of the system appears as angd by neoclassical transport theory. It is the usual as- orbit or trajectory in the space. For simple mechanical sys-ption that turbulence consists of infinitely many degrees tems, the dependent variables are often the position and ve- 4.tedom, each corresponding to an independent oscillator. locity for each degree of freedom. If the simple mechanical
n determining the effects of turbulence on particle or system is dissipative, orbits typically tend toward some sort

gy transport in plasma, it is important to know whether of simple attractor (e.g., equilibria, limit cycles, etc.) orafew frequency components dominate or if there is strange attractor.
The use of a phase space presupposes that one can actu-

sent Affiliation: General Dynamics, Inc., Fort Worth, Texas. ally measure all of the dependent variables simultaneously.
sent Affiliation: Department of Applied Mathematics, University of This is, in fact, seldom the case for real experimental sys- I
shington, Seattle, Washington. tems. Indeed, an experimentalist working with a complex
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I
system may not even know the nature of all the dependent and H(x) = 0 for x less than or equal to zero.
variables. Fortunately, Packard et al.' suggested and Ta- Obviously, CQr) increases from zero, for very small val-
kens7 has shown that one can reconstruct certain important ues of r, to one, for very large r. The main argument by
dynamical properties of the true attractor from the time se- Grassberger and Procaccia" is that for small r
ries of a single dependent variable. The method of recon- C(r) ( rl. (2)
struction is straightforward; given the time series for a single
dependent variable X(t), an embedding dimension m, and a If this is true. the correlation dimension is defined as
time delay r, one constructs a time series of vectors [X(t), L
X(U + r), X(t + 2r),...,X(t + (m - 0 )r]. If the true at- iog
tractor is contained in a d-dimensional manifold, the choice
of an embedding dimension m > 2d + I will, for almost every D. Lyapunov exponents
choice of coordinate and time delay, yield an embedding of Chaotic systems exhibit a sensitive depndence on ii-
the original manifold. The resulting reconstructed attractor yiaotionsystem s that a initive depend e the r
may not look exactly like the original, but it will, neverthe- ti cnions;traj tor that re itally e xto
less, share the same fractal dimension and Lyapunov expo- separat expon tal t For thistreason cyaot expo
nents. nents play an important role in the study of chaotic systems r

Roughly speaking, Lyapunov exponents characterize the

B. Poincar6 sections mean rate of convergence or divergence of trajectories that
neighbor a given trajectory or attractor. The plural is used

The idea of reducing a continuous time system (or flow because there is a spectrum of Lyapunov exponents, each
in phase space) to a discrete time system (or map) of lower exponent characterizing orbital divergence in a particular
dimension first appeared in Poincards' study of the three- direction. For example, let X, be the distance between two
body problený of celestial mechanics. Any such discrete time starting points. A short period of time later the distance will
system of reduced dimension is, as a result, almost invariably be
referred to as a Poincare map. The usual strategy in con-
structing a Poincare map is to take a cross section or Poin- x(t) = Xoe` t , (4)
care section of an orbit in a phase space. In three dimensions, where A is the Lyapunov exponent. One can imagine begin-
one takes a plane of suitable orientation (transverse to the ning with an infinitesimal m sphere centered on some point
flow) and looks at only those points where the orbit hits the of an attractor. Under the flow of the dynamical system, the
plane. The Poincare section is the plane and the points of sphere is transformed into an m ellipsoid. Each Lyapunov
intersection; the Poincare map is the rule that takes one from exponent defines the rate of growth or decay of an axis of the
one point of intersection to the next. ellipsoid.1 2 An attractor with a positive Lyapunov exponent

is chaotic. There is a close relationship between the Lya-
C. Correlation dimension punov exponents of an attractor and its dimension.

Physicists have recently become interested in fractal di- III. PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS OF NONLINEAR
mensions as a means of characterizing dynamical systems, DYNAMICS TO PLASMA EXPERIMENTS
(see Farmer, Ott, and Yorke'). An early attempt to estimate
one such fractal dimension, capacity, by box counting was Since the development of nonlinear dynamics, most ap-
confounded by slowly converging sequences obtained at plications have been in the field of fluid dynamics, particu-
high computational cost, prompting investigators such as larly fluid turbulence. Since fluid and plasma turbulence are
Greenside et al.'0 to characterize box counting as impracti- strongly related, it was just a matter of time before the con-
cal. Correlation dimension was subsequently introduced by cepts of nonlinear dynamics were utilized by plasma re-
Grassberger and Procaccia" as a lower bound on capacity, searchers. Around 1980 publications on this subject began to
and has since gained wide acceptance. appear. The first articles reported on the study of sets of

The correlation dimension is, in effect, a scaling expo- differential equations. -2 2

nent that describes how the number of points in an m-dimen- By the mid 1980s researchers began looking for experi-
sional sphere changes with the radius of the sphere. One gets mental evidence of deterministic chaos in plasmas. Held and
a handle on this scaling exponent via a correlation integral. Jeffries23 produced interesting results from their experiment
Consider, for example, the set of points on an attractor. If the on electron-hole plasmas generated in steady-state electric
system is chaotic, sensitive dependence on initial conditions and magnetic fields in germanium crystals. A second experi-
will guarantee that points far apart in time will be spatially ment performed on a solid-state plasma was conducted by
uncorrelated. Points close together in time will. in turn, Martin, Leber, and Martienssen." They studied the electri-
show spatial correlation. The correlation integral is defined cal conduction characteristics of barium sodium niobate
as' ' (Ba.,NaNbO, 5 ) crystals.

C i 1 N The nonlinear behavior of electron beam oscillations
r) H(r - Ix, - x)1 ), (1) has been studied by Boswell. 2' Braun et al. conducted ex-

N(N - I) periments on a variety of electrical discharge tubes.-6 I and
where C(r) is a measure of this spatial correlation. The pa- Wu have attempted to compute the correlation dimension
rameter N is the total number of points, and H is the Heavi- for density fluctuations of an rf-generated plasma.27 Chaotic
side function, which is defined as H(x) = 1 for positive x behavior has been observed in a pulsed plasma discharge by
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14
g and Wong.2" This experiment was performed on a technique was employed by Barkley et al. to measure density
inmagnetized plasma device. Cheung, Donovan, and fluctuations on Tokamak Fontenay-aux-Roses (TFR) plas-
ilso reported observing chaos in a steady-state plasma mas."' This experiment produced interesting results. The U
1ge." 2.correlation dimension was obtained, and was shown to de-
the past several years researchers have applied the pend upon the wave number of the measured signal. The
,t of correlation dimension to some of the major toka- dimension was 2.6 and 3.2 for wave numbers of 6 and 18 I
Lperiments. A few of these appear to exhibit low-di- cm 1, respectively.
inal chaos, while others do not. Arter and Edwards The characteristic experiment described above consist- "1
ned a study on the Divertor and Injection Tokamak ed of exhaustively analyzing data from a single or a very few
ment's (DITE) Mirno% oscillations.'" In this experi- experimental runs. Almost no information is available on the
magnetic-field fluctuations were observed with eight functional dependence of the nonlinear dynamical charac-
v coils. These were equally spaced in poloidal angle teristics of plasma on such parameters as collisionality. elec-
:he tokamak. Their data resulted in a correlation di- tric field strength, magnetic induction, number densities. I
in of approximately 2.1. Low-frequency magnetic- etc. This investigation therefore is devoted to investigating

ictuations were measured on the TOSCA device by the functional dependence of these characteristics on the
ral.' This study yielded a correlation dimension of plasma parameters.
,imately 2.4. Cote et al. also examined the Joint Euro-
orus' (JET) MHD activity. These data were acquired
ickup coils located inside the vacuum vessel. For co- IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA

modes, the correlation dimension fell between 2.4 and HANDLING SYSTEM I
.wley, Simm, and Pochelon studied the broadband The experimental data for this study were obtained on a
tic and density fluctuations in the Tokamak Chauf- Penning discharge plasma. The conventional Penning dis-
Iven (TCA) plasma. ' Data were obtained with mag- charge was developed by F. M. Penning in the late 1930's..'
)robes and a CO, laser phase contrast diagnostic. The original design was modified by Roth in such a way that
discharges were analyzed, but no saturation in slope a Penning discharge could be used to generate t large vol-
served. Zweben et al. examined edge turbulence in the ume, steady-state plasma in a magnetic mirror field.3" This
iak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR)." They attempted configuration is called a "modified Penning discharge," and I
pute the correlation dimension from floating poten- has been used in plasma physics research to produce highly
ctuations. Their results were unclear because of an turbulent, hot ion plasmas.
.iently large scaling region. A CO, laser scattering The vacuum vessel of the Penning discharge used in this I
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3 .,i Ma",tC F 10,d P,o1,I4 number density measured with a Langmuir probe is charac-

09 teristically 2.5 X 10' cm -. The electron kinetic tempera-
ture tends to range between 40 and 100 eV, while the ion

ow kinetic temperature is an order of magnitude or more higher.
A Penning discharge plasma tends to be quite turbulent.o085

This is because a variety of instabilities are active. These
E()900 90O8 ,instabilities can be excited by density gradients, temperature

07i5 gradients, and E XB drift waves." For this experiment, it
was desired to drive a coherent E X B drift mode in the plas-

-60 -40 -20 0 2'0 40 ma. This was accomplished with two major modifications to
axial d,stanc, (c,) the classical Penning discharge arrangement. As illustrated

in Fig. 1, a long cylindrical anode is used in place of an anode
ring. A coaxial cathode is used along with two cathode

FIG. 2. Normalized axial magnetic field, plates. This arrangement produces a radial electric field
G 2which is independent of distance along the axis of the anode

region. This radial electric field creates an E X B drift wave at
the outer edge of the plasma. By observing a radial profile of rI experiment is a cylindrical section of 15-cm Pyrex pipe. As the potential fluctuations, it was determined that the E X Bexpeimet i a clinricl sctio of15-m Pyex ipe As mode was of significant amplitude only at the plasma edge.

shown in Fig. 1, the vessel is surrounded by confining mag- mode was of sg if mpde on t teplasmiede.
netic-field coils. The sixteen water-cooled coils are arranged Also, the frequency of this mode was seen to depend inverse-
to produce a magnetic mirror. The normalized axial magnet- pon the magnetic-field strength and to be directly pro-
ic field is shown in Fig. 2. The region of constant field portional to the anode voltage: qs
strength is approximately 95 cm in axial length. The mirror A blok d igra of The d istioneand handling
ratio, BIn, /Bm.", is about 0.77. The maximum field at the system is shown in Figure 3. The first element of the system
midplane is approximately 0.2 T. is a capacitive probe. The probe is constructed of semirigid

The gas to be ionized is fed into the system ' hrough a coaxial cable. The outer conductor and insulation has been

leak valve located at one end of the vacuum vessel. Helium removed and a small sphere soldered to the tip to allow the

was used for all data runs in this experiment. The vacuum center conductor to pick up the potential fluctuations. The

pump is at the other end of the vessel. This consists of a signal detected by the capacitive probe is fed into a Tektronix

mechanical pump in series with a turbomolecular pump. 1121 amplifier. The signal is then band-pass filtered through

Pressure is monitored by two ion gauges, one at each end of the use of two Krohn-Hite 3200 filters. The high pass filter is

the experimental volume. The base pressure of the system is set at 1.0 kHz in order to remove any 60-Hz line noise. The

in tmass low pass filter is set at I MHz to avoid aliasing effects.

spectrometer, which is used to monitor the composition of The filtered signal is digitized by a LeCroy 8210 wave-
the gas inside the vacuum vessel, form analyzer. This analog-to-digital converter can process -

A Penning discharge employs an anode ring and two up to four signals simultaneously. The maximum sampling

cathodes. The anode is situated at the midplane with the rate is 1 MHz for each channel and the data have ten bits of

cathodes placed at each end. The anode consists of a ring of resolution. The transient recorder is housed in a LeCroy

copper tubing which is water cooled. The cathodes are 8013A CAMAC benchtop mainframe, which is controlled

grounded, water-cooled circular tungsten disks. The back- with an IBM-AT personal computer. Once the fluctuatiens

ground gas is ionized by applying a dc voltage to the anode, were digitized and stored on the hard disk drive, they were

thus trapping electrons bound to magnetic field lines in an then processed using a commercial software package. This

axial electrostatic potential well. The electrons remain package is entitled "Dynamical Software" and is available
trapped in this potential well until they ionize the neutral from Dynamical Systems, Inc. 9

background gas. This process cascades until the electron
production and loss processes are in balance. The applied
voltage is generally a few kilovolts, with the current being V. CHARACTERISTIC PLASMA SIGNAL

several tens to several hundreds of milliamperes. The anode The time history of a relatively coherent plasma signal is
supply can provide up to 40 kV and I A. shown in Fig. 4. One can easily see that the signal contains a

The arrangement of the Penning discharge allows easy dominant frequency, and there also appears to be evidence of
access to the plasma for diagnostics. Diagnostics that have a beat frequency. Though the lower frequency contains very
been applied previously to characterize this plasma include little power, both can be observed in the signal's auto power
capacitive probes, Langmuir probes, a retarding potential spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 5. The reconstructed phase
energy analyzer, a microwave scattering system, a micro- portrait is shown in Fig. 6. Upon first observation, the attrac-
wave interferometer, and microwave equipment used to tor appears possibly to be chaotic; but after taking a PoincarE
study electron cyclotron resonance absorption. Instruments section, shown in Fig. 7, this does not appear to be the case.
used in this investigation include a radial capacitive probe The next step is to estimate the correlation dimension of
and a radial Langmuir probe. This Penning discharge pro- the signal. Fig. 8 shows the correlation integral plots. Cer-
duces a steady-state, weakly ionized plasma. The electron tain features of these plots should be discussed. First, there
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c onstise 3200 Filter 3200 Filter

FIG. 3. Block diagram of data acquisi-
tion system.

GPIB-PC2 Analu er In terfate

are the "stair steps" that appear at small scale sizes. These son, only 2000 data points were used throughout this study.

are due to the discrete intervals in the data which result from According to Smith, 2000 points should be sufficient to ac-
the digitizing process. This effect also appears in the deriva- curately estimate correlation dimensions less than three."
tive plots. At the small-scale sizes the derivative values One other characteristic of these curves that should be
bounce up and down. This is a result of the "stair steps" in mentioned is related to the dynamical noise of the system.

conjunction with the differencing method used to calculate Noisy data create two separate regions in the correlation
the derivatives. integral plots."' At scale sizes below the noise level, the noise

Another feature of the correlation integral plots is the dominates and the slope increases with embedding dimen-
distinct knee that appears in midrange for higher embedding sion. Above the noise level, low-dimensional behavior will
4imensions. This effect has been observed in other data, and emerge, if it exists. This effect can be seen in Fig. 8, especially
., sad to be due to spurious correlations.' These spurious in the derivative plot. At most scale sizes the noise domi-

correlations greatly restrict the extent of the scaling region. nates, but there is a narrow region where the slope appears to
This problem can be avoided by using many more than our saturate. Between the noise and the outer bounds of the at-
2000 data points. Unfortunately, this is impractical because tractor itself, the scaling region is very limited. The only
of the required computation time; especially when using a

P erso nal ct ompt ers uc aso r0o po esn .Fo0hsr

4.0 93

02.0.-

812.0 ---

6. - - - -1 1
4.0 --

0 1. 2.0 3.0 4. 0.0 116.6

"de, .lllauoid FequeW (k•) 5
FIG. 4. Time history of plasma fluctuation signal FIG. 5. Fourier power spectrum associated with the signal in Fig. 4.
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It + 15.0 13"" 0.4- 60.4 LN 6Iz£"~D to. .

IFIG. b. Reconstructed phase portrait of the plasma signal in Fig. 4. .6 0
4.6 6.6 ID l0 .

I available scaling region in this case yields a correlation di- FIG. 8. Correlation integral plots for the plasma signal in Fig. 4

mension of approximately 1.9.
Attempts were also made to estimate the largest Lya-

punov exponent of this signal. Unfortunately, the standardU method of measuring the Lyapunov exponents from a single
time series is not suitable for noisy data. for the different runs is shown in Fig. 9. The effects of the
FI.pressure on the power spectra of the fluctuations can be seen 4

a VI. EFFECTS OF VARYING PLASMA PARAMETERS in Fig. 10. For the first four runs, the signal is quite coherent

and the peak frequency is 25 to 30 dBm above the noise floor.This section consists of data for which plasma param- Once the pressure reaches 1200ieT,the signal strength drops
Ateters were changed in order to study their effects on the state considerably.I of the plasma turbulence. Three sets of data ere examined, The reconstructed phase portraits, all with the same axis

each describing the functional depnentsce of a different
t variable. The three plasma parameters were the gas pressure,

anode voltage, and magnetic-field strength.

A. Variation of gas pressure 6.0 te f uVro c be /

For this set of data, the helium gas pressure was varied th p 5.3eak f

from 260 tO 1670pT in five increments. The variation of the of a0ifern
electron number density, electron kinetic temperature, and 5.0 ERROR: 10%5 plasma floating potential measured with a Langmuir probe

6J 4.0

wC
_NS ..-.- •. 3.0

. . .. ' . 2.0':. "

1.0

fro 26"o17,Ti ieiceet. TevrainothNo1. 1 x 10"9/ l

SI 2 3 4 5 6

S~FIG. 9. Variation of plasma parameters with helium gas pressure. The pa-
rameters are as follows: - pressure ... electron kinetic temperature

FIG. 7. Poincare section taken from the attractor in Fig. 6 ... ; floating potential; and -m.-'--, electron number density.
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FIG. II. Reconstructed phase portraits for varying helium gas pressure.
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TABLE 1. Correlation dimension for varying gas pressure. VAO - 580V

2.0 VFo 305V
Run number Pressure (tuTorr) Dimension To - 55.3eV

No - 1.91 K O.9/cm36
s 257 2.5 Pin 1516 utorr1Tefa scrb t
2 321 2.2 e d n a 0o068T / "3 395 2.0 ERROR: 10% P."

4 548 1.95
5 1214 N.C. tW

0 ~1667 N. C. 1.

W

scales, are shown in Fig. 11. Their features corroborate the z...

power spectra. The signal starts out fairly coherent and re- 1.2 -

mains so until the fifth run. The drop in amplitude of the•'"l/ ,/
power spectrum corresponds to the decrease in size of the
attractor• By the time the pressure reaches its highest value, Lo

he motion has become considerably less coherent. The cor-
relation dimension was estimated for each run. The first four
runs showed evidence of a narrow scaling region where a U2 3 4 5 6

dimension could be inferred, as well as a region where the

noise dominated. By Run 5, the scaling region began to dis-
appear, and by Run 6, the slope was steadily increasing with FIG. 13. Variation of plasma parameters with anode voltage. The param-

embedding dimension, which implies that the fluctuations eters are as follows: -. anode voltage; ..... electron kinetic temperature;

had become totally random. Table I lists the correlation di- . .. . floating potential: and .-. - -...- electron number density.

mensions that were obtained for each run. These values are
plotted as a function of pressure in Fig. 12.

B. Variation of anode voltage

For the second set of data, the voltage applied to the After increasing the applied voltage by a factor of 2, the peak

anode was varied. This voltage controls the dc radial electric frequency is approximately 25 dBm above the noise. The

field acting on the plasma. The variation of plasma param- power spectra show a steady increase in frequency and am-

eters measured with a Langmuir probe is plotted for the dif- plitude as the anode voltage is increased.

ferent run conditions in Fig. 13. Figure 14 shows the effect of Figure 15 shows the reconstructed phase portrait for
the anode voltage on the Fourier power spectra. The pak each run, with all of them drawn to the same axis scale. Thefrequency is originally about 15 dBm above the noise floor. principal difference is that the size of the attractor increases

with anode voltage. This is explained by the increasing am-
plitude of the fluctuations with voltage. Also, the phase por-

traits become slightly more coherent as the voltage is in-
creased.

Again, the correlation dimension was computed for
each run. By closely observing the correlation integral and

2.6 -derivative graphs, it is evident that the plots for each run

z ,exhibit two distinct regions. Similar to the previous cases,
o) there exists a very small scaling region in which the dimen-
Z 2.4 sion could be determined. Table II lists the values for each

run. They are also plotted as a function of the anode voltage

o in Fig. 16.
2.2

, C. Variation of magnetic fieldICc
20, The control parameter for the third set of data was the
"2.0 "- magnetic field strength, which was varied over a range of

0.034-0.182 T. The plasma parameters measured with a
Langmuir probe are plotted in Fig. 17. Figure 18 shows the

1. " effect of the magnetic-field strength on the fluctuations'
300 40o 500 600 power spectra. For B = 0.034 T. there is a small peak in the

PRESSURE (utorr) spectrum. This peak becomes much more prominent for the

next two runs, but is then damped somewhat when the mag-
FIG. 12. Plot ofcorrelation dimension as a function ofhelium gas pressure. netic field is increased to 0.084 T. As the field is increased
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FIG. 15. Reconstructed phase portraits for varying anode voltage.
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I
TABLU Correlation dimension for varying anode voltage. Bo z 0 034T

VFO V 410V

Run. er Anode voltage (V) Dimension 5.0 To 71 3eV

1 580 2.14 P -617 utorr
2 810 2.05 ERROR 10%

3 920 ! .9

4 1010 1.68 4.0
5 to0o 1.86
6 1140 2.20

a

L 3.0
_J

further, the relative signal strength of the peak continues to z20/0decrease. 20 i-' '"'"

The reconstructed phase portraits are shown in Fig. 19.
The first run exhibits a slight hint of periodicity. The trajec-/. r
tory becomes much more coherent over the next two runs, , . . . - -

but this is lost as the magnetic field is increased further. By 10 •7* - . .

Run 6, the trajectory is filling up a volume in phase space, -

which is characteristic of random signals. All of these obser- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

vations are consistent with what was learned from the power RUN NUMBER

spectra.
When correlation dimensions were computed, conver-

gence was seen only for Run 3. For this case, the correlation FIG. 17. Variation of plasma parameters with magnetic-field strength. The
integral and derivative curves exhibited two distinct regions, parameters are as follows: -, magnetic field strength; . , electron kinetic

and once again. tie correlation dimension was found to be temperature: ..- -, floating potential; and -.... -, electron number density.

approximately 2.0. In all of the other runs of this set, the
slope continued to increase with embedding dimension, im-
plying that the fluctuations were random.

VII. CONCLUSIONS millitorr they become random. The magnetic-field strength
yielded coherent oscillations only for small and midrange

In this research, it was possible to observe two states of values; perhaps surprisingly, the fluctuation amplitudes be-
plasma turbulence, one quasiperiodic and one random. The came smaller and more random as the magnetic induction
transition between the two states is not well defined or sud- was increased above 0. 1 T.
den. It was also found that the neutral gas pressure, closely In those cases in which the correlation dimension could
related to electron collisionality in this plasma, and the mag- be obtained, it was found to be approximately 2.0. This im-
netic induction have a strong effect on the nature of the tur- plies that another oscillation besides the E B drift is present.
bulence, while the anode voltage appears to affect only the The dynamical noise was sufficiently large in our experi-
amplitude of the turbulence. For lower pressures, the fluctu- ments that accurately measuring the correlation dimension
ations were relatively coherent, but for pressures above a was difficult, and it was practically impossible to measure

the largest Lyapunov exponent.
For future research along these lines, it became appar-

ent that more than 2000 data samples (possibly 8000 or
more) are needed to accurately determine the correlation

z 2.2 - dimension of our plasma data, and this will require the much
Y higher speed of a mainframe computer.

It also would be interesting to induce another oscillation
S 02.0 into the system. This could be accomplished by periodically
z varying either the applied electric or magnetic fields. The

< electric field would be the most likely candidate, since it can
"8 be varied rather easily. This has been done previously in our

laboratory by applying a high-voltage rf signal to an effector
probe.

4 3
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ABSORPTION AND REFLECTION OF MICROWAVES
BY A NON-UNIFORM PLASMA NEAR THE IELECTRON CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY*

M. Laroussi, C. Liu, and J. R. Roth
Plasma Science LaboratoryUniversity of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-2100

ABSTRACT I
In this paper, we report experimental measurements and numerical computations

on the absorption and reflection of microwave radiation near the electron cyclotron U
frequency. In our model the wave is launched in the extraordinary mode into a cold,
steady state, weakly ionized, nonuniform two-dimensional plasma slab with a uniform
background magnetic field parallel to the surface. We compare computational and
experimentally measured values of the absorption and reflection for selected values of the
plasma number density, and collision frequency. These parametric dependences are
investigated for normal incidence by computer simulations using cold plasma theory 1,2
and compared with recent experimental measurements2 made at normal incidence on a I
plasma generated by a classical Penning discharge.

INTRODUCTION 3
We have recently taken experimental measurements on the attenuation of

microwaves by a magnetized cylindrical plasma column. The wave is launched at normal
incidence in the extraordinary mode. The plasma through which the wave travels is a
cylindrical column with a uniform axial magnetic field, generated by a classical Penning
discharge3 . The attenuation of the wave is measured by an S-parameter test set of an HP
8510 network analyzer. A computer simulation program is used to computationally
calculate the attenuation, absorption, and reflection for the same experimental plasma
conditions under which the attenuation measurements are taken. A detailed description of
this program is published elsewhere. This program is based on cold plasma theory1 . I
The plasma is modeled as a series of uniform plasma slabs. The wave is partly absorbed
and partly reflected at each slab boundary. The simulation results are then compared to
the experimental measurements. The plasma conditions are changed from one run to the I
other so as to cover a wide variations of number density and collision frequency.

DISCUSSION

The Classical Penning discharge on which the experimental measurements are
taken is shown in Fig. I. 3

U

*Work suppoted by contract AFOSR 89-0319 3
A-50 3
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I
I
I

Table I Experimental plasma conditions
Units PCL-11 PCL-12 PCL-14

He Gas Pressure pTorr 75 I5 110

Anode Voltage KV 1.45 1.5 1.05

Anode Current mA 26.1 47.0 14.7

magnetic Field Teoos 0.129 0.128 0.13

Electron Gyrofr. GHN 3.63 3.6 3.655

Collision rF*q. NH: 20 30 15

The plasma conditions are chosen so as to have different number density and collision I
frequency from one experimental run to the other. The experimental runs are labeled
PCL-#

Fig.3 shows the radial profiles of the number density, electron kinetic temperature I
and plasma potential for experimental run PCL 11. These profiles are measured by a
radially inserted Langmuir probe. The zero on the x-axis represents the center of the
plasma and the six is the edge of the plasma located at 6 cm from the center. We assume
that these profiles an symmetric with respect to the plasma axis.

RUN PCL II

To, aIOeV,------- -
ft., XlOI15=m"3

V, VOLTS,

WI
S1300

W I1200

_j 3 1100

z 4 I
.jW 000

'L L '1800

RADIAL DISTANCE (cm)

Fig. 3 Radial profiles of the number density, electron temperature,and plasma potential
forrn PCL 11. 3
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The measured density profile is then inserted in the computer simulation and the
corresponding attenuation is computed and compared to the experimentally measured one.
Fig. 4 shows the number density radial profile used in the simulation. Fig. 5 shows the
measured and computed attenuation versus frequency curves. A relatively good
agreement between the two curves is noted.

1.2.1015

I-"

z 0

-6 0 6
RADIAL DISTANCE (cm)

Fig. 4 Radial number density profile used in computation.

0 -- ý r

V (a)

z
2-2"I-

-20oI
3.3625 412

WAVE FREQUENCY (GHz)

Fig. 5 Attenuation vs. frequency for run PCL 11
(a) experimental, (b) computational

Fig. 6 shows the absorption, Ab(wo), and reflection, R(ca), versus frequency curves.
Ab(w) and R(ca are the ratios of the total absorbed power and the total reflected power by
the incident power. These curves are computational results. It can be noted that the peak
absorbed power is about 80% of the incident power. The peak reflected power is a little
over 10% of the incident power.
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Fig. 6 Absorption (1) and reflection (2) vs. frequency for run PCL 11..

Fig. 7 through Fig. 10, and Fig. 11 through Fig. 14 show respectively the results for
runs PCL 12 and PCL 14. One can clearly notice that for the case of run PCL 12, where
the number density and the collision frequency are high, we get more attenuation and a I
higher peak of the absorption curve than for the other two runs. On the other hand, run
PCL 14 which has the lowest number density and collision frequency, displays a smaller
attenuation and a lower peak of the absorption curve than for the other runs. This leads to
the conclusion that the attenuation and absorption of microwaves by a plasma are directly
dependent on the plasma number density and the plasma collisionality. The higher the
number density the more the attenuation, and the higher the collision frequency the morethe absorption. The reflection is also dependent on these plasma parameters. One can I
note that the R(co) curve is broader for higher collision frequencies.
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5 1300

SFig. 7 Radial profile of the
4 - 1200 number density, electron

T- temperature, and plasma
,- 10 z potential for run PCL 12.
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I Fig. 8 Radial number density profile used in computation.
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Fig. 9 Attenuation vs. frequency for run PCL 12
(a) experimental, (b) computational.
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CONCLUSION

A study of the attenuation, absorption, and reflection of microwaves by a plasma I
has been presented. The attenuation is both measured experimentally and calculated
computationally. A good agreement is obtained. The absorption and reflection are
calculated computationally. It is found that the plasma number density and the collision
frequency have a direct effect on the amount of absorbed and reflected power, and thus on
the total power attenuation. Although the above study is a preliminary one it gives a good
insight on the effects of the plasma properties on the propagation of microwaves through
a magnetized plasma.
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Abstract

In monostatic radar applications it is the signal back to the source

that is responsible for target detection. The back-scattering cross-section

allows one to calculate the amount of power reflected back in the

i direction of incidence. In this paper, we develop theoretically and

calculate computationally the back-scattering cross-section of a

cylindrical column of magnetized plasma with a uniform number density.

The effect of the plasma number density and of the collision frequency

are investigated.
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I. Introduction

In this paper, we calculate theoretically and computationally the m

back-scattering cross-section of a uniform cylindrical plasma column

with a background uniform axial magnetic field. An electromagnetic

wave in the microwave range is assumed to be incident on the plasma U
column with an arbitrary angle of incidence. The wavelength of the

wave is assumed to be comparable to the plasma diameter. The plasma 3
is modeled as a lossy dielectric [1 ]. The wave is partly refracted inside

the plasma and partly scattered at different angles of reflection (See Fig. 3
I). BACK- SCATTEREDWAVE

INCIDENT WAVE SCATTERED 3

WAAVEz Bo
Y :PLASMA5 3

REFRACTED
WAVEI

Fig. 1. Incident wave scattered by a lossy cylindrical plasma column.
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Back-Scattering Cross-Section

It is the wave reflected back in the direction of incidence that is of

interest. The back-scattering cross-section is a measure of how much

power is reflected back to the source [21-151. An investigation on the

effects of plasma parameters on the back-scattering cross-section is

presented. This discussion is based on a computer simulation in which

the dielectric constant of the plasma is calculated from cold plasma theory

[61-[71, and parametric variations can be entered independently. The

simulation results are presented in the form of plots of the back-

scattering cross-section versus the wave frequency.

II. Back-Scattering Cross-Section

In monostatic radar detection applications, it is the signal back to

the source that determines the detectability of a target. For this reason,

the back-scattering cross-section, 0(co), is of practical interest. The

back-scattering cross-section is defined as the ratio of the scattered

power per unit length, PS, at an angle 0 = nt with respect to the incident

direction of propagation, divided by the scalar magnitude of the incident

poynting vector, Si, at the location of the scatterer [2]-[41.

0(0) = Ps(0 = n) (1)
SSi

This section presents the calculation of the back-scattering cross-

section of a cylindrical plasma which has a uniform number density and

a uniform axial magnetic field. The dielectric constant, Er, for a wave of

A
I
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frequency co propagating through a magnetized plasma at an angle 0 with

respect to the background magnetic field is given by [61 1
2

1/2'

02 "sin2" I4sin40 0 2 2v (0 2sin04
l-j-- 2o Cos)

~2 ( O22

I-O-v 4(,---.j v cs

(2) i

where 0op, fl, and v are respectively the plasma frequency, the I
gyrofrequency, and the collision frequency. The - sign is for right

handed polarization and the + sign is for a left handed polarization. Er is

also expressed as a
Er = £r - J (3)

where a is the plasma conductivity, given by

n2 1
o = •.(4)

mv

The parameters n, e and m are respectively the number density, the I
electron charge, and the electron mass. For a collisional plasma with

number densities ranging from 1014 m- 3 to 1017 m- 3 the conductivity

I3
I-
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ranges from few mho/m to few tens of mho/m. The plasma in this case

can be considered as a lossy medium.

The electric field of a sinusoidal plane wave incident on a

cylindrical plasma column and traveling in the x-direction (see Fig. 1), is

expressed as

Ei = Eo exp(j(klx- ot)), (5)

where k 1 is the wave number in free space. In cylindrical coordinates

ejklx can be expanded as

ejklx = En (j)n Jn(kIr)cos(nO). (6)

0

where

1•1 n =o
2 n>l

and Jn(klr) is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order n. In

cylindrical coordinates the electric field of the incident wave is expressed

as

CO

Ei = Eo e-JiOt n (j)n Jn(klr)cos(nO)" (7)

0

Similarily, the electric field of the scattered wave is given by
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E E, e-JX XAnrn (j)n Hn)(klr)cos(no), (8)

where H(1(k1) is the Hankel function of the first kind, representing a

wave propagating outward from the plasma column. i

At the surface of the plasma the wave has to satisfy the I
appropriate boundary conditions. The electric field on the outside of the

surface is the sum of the incident and the scattered fields. This is

expressed as

E = Ei + Es ,

or

E = E° e'Jit(X n (J)n Jn (klr)cos(n•) + LAnEn (J)n H(nl)(klr)cos(no)}!o

0 0

(9) 1
The electric field inside the plasma surface is the transmitted field, 5
expressed as

Et = Eo e Xt IBn En (j)n Jn(k 2r)cos(no), (10)o 1
where k2 is the wave number in the plasma. At the plasma radius, r=a,

we have the following boundary conditions

N
I
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+ Es = E,

and

a(Ei+Es) _ __

which leads to the following equations

Jn(kja) + AnH(l)(kla) = Bn Jn(k-,a), (11)

and

kl JIn(kla) + Ankl HO1)(kia) = k2Bn Jn(k2a). (12)

Solving for the expression An yields

An= k2Jn(kla)Jn(kla)-kl Jn(k2a)Jn(kla)
klJn(k2a)H(l)'(kla) k2 JIn (k2a)H(')(kla) (13)

Thus the scattered wave field is given by

Es = Eo e'J tX n(j)n An H(l)(klr)cos(no).

0

The ratio of the scattered power by the incident power is given by
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S(O) 2 T- () An Hnl(klricos(nO 1  (14)I

For back-scattering we have 4=--, which yields 3

S(nt) = XEn (j)n An H(l)(klr) (_-)n (15)

0

When r becomes large, as it is the case in radar applications, H(nI(klr)

can be approximated as

Hfl)(klr) ( 2 1/2 exp(j(klr -n2 klr -*0 1I
Inserting into Equation (15) yields

2I
S(R) = 2 (-1)n En An (16)71klr

The total back-scattered power is obtainee by integrating over the entire i
plasma outer surface. Thus, the back-scattering cross-section is given

byI

I
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0(D) = (n) rrd ,

which yields

4 _ 
2

0((0) I()n cn An, (17)

where the coefficients An are given by Equation (13). The wave

I numbers kland k2 are given by

' k= )o
c

3 and

k2 )-Re (r7) •

Re represents the real part and gr is the complex dielectric constant

1 III. Numerical Results

In the following calculations, the plasma is modeled as a

cylindrical lossy dielectric. These calculations are based on the results

presented in section II. The computer simulation program is structured

as shown in Fig. 2. First the plasma number density, the magnetic field

strength, the plasma radius, the effective collision frequency, the angle

A
I
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kl, k2

An 
1

0 ((a

I

Fig. 2. Block diagram showing the main steps in the calculation ofI

the back-scantering cross-secgion.

I
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3 of propagation with respect to the magnetic fieldand the wave frequency

range are entered. Next, the program calculates the dielectric constant of

£ the plasma column for each frequency step. Once this is done, the free

space and the plasma wave numbers are computed and the coefficients
An are deduced. Finally the backscattering cross-section is calculated

using Equation (17). Only the first ten terms in the summation are used.
This has been shown to be a good approximation3 for kla _5 10.

The simulation results are presented as plots of the back-

scattering cross-section, 0(co), versus frequency. Various plasma

conditions are achieved by changing the number density and the collision

frequency. The backscattering cross-section dependence on each

parameter is investigated by varying the value of that parametr' while

keeping the others constant. O(c) has the dimension of length since it is3 the ratio of outward flowing power per unit length divided by the

incident power per unit area. This is also shown in Equation (17) where3 kI has the dimension of inverse length. To find the back-scattered

power per unit length of the cylindrical plasma, one has to multiply O(w)
I by the incident power per unit area. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show

respectively O(W) Vs. frequency for a center density of No = 1015 m- 3

and 5 1015 m- 3 , and for three values of the collision frequency v = 20

MHz, 10 MHz, and 5 MHz. One can note that the higher the number

denstiy the broader O(w) is, and the lower the collision frequency the

more numerous are the sharp peaks. This is further illustrated in figure 5

I
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Back-Scattering Cross-Section

which shows O(w)) Vs. frequency for a collision frequency of v = 20

MHz and for three values of the center density No = 1015 mn3 , 5 x

1015 m-3 and 1016 m- 3. This figure shows clearly that for increasing

number densities the back-scattering cross-section curve has more

structure and displays a broader range with an increasing number of

peaks. This result leads to the following conclusion: To keep the signal

reflected back to the source small, a low density but collisional plasma is

needed.

IV. Conclusion

The back-scattering cross-section is an important parameter in

monostatic radar applications, it gives a measure of how much power is

3 reflected back to the source. In this paper, we developed theoretically

the expression of the back-scattering cross-section of a magnetized

cylindrical plasma column, modeled as a lossy dielectric. The effects of

the plasma number density and the effective collision frequency have

3 been studied computationally. It is found that low density but highly

collisional plasma are low back-scatterers. The weakly ionized but

3 highly turbulent plasma generated by Penning discharges satisfy such

requirements [8]. Experimental results taken on such a plasma will be

U published elsewhere.
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A TUNABLE MICROWAVE 3

NOTCH ABSORBER FILTER

Mounir Laroussi

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory i
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering

University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996-2100

U

A magnetized plasma column is found to be a notch absorber of
microwave radiation propagating in the extraordinary mode. Based on
this fact, a compact tunable microwave filter is designed and tested
successfully. The center frequency of the absorbed band can be varied by
adjusting the background magnetic field stength. The 3dB bandwidth and
amount of attenuation are functions of the plasma current. These
characteristics offer a great tunability, often sought after in microwave
devices. This filter can find applications in microwave measurement
systems where filtering of unwanted harmonics and spurious signals can
directly affect the accuracy and resolution of the measurements.

U
i
I

M. Laroussi: "A Tunable Microwave Notch Absorber Filter", L.Qf
Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Vol. 13, No. 10, (1992). I
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Introducin

In many microwave measurement systems filtering of unwanted
harmonics and spurious signals affect the quality of the measurements. A
tunable filter would be an attractive and versatile device, which could be
used in combination with cheaper signal sources. In this paper, we
propose a cheap, easy to design and construct, tunable microwave notch
absorber filter. This filter is based on the fact that for the x-mode of
propagation, the dielectric constant of a magnetized plasma shows a
resonant behavior near the electron cyclotron frequency. Thus, the wave
attenuation factor due to the presence of the plasma is maximum at that
frequency. Since the cyclotron frequency depends on the magnetic field
strength, it follows that the frequency of maximum attenuation can be
tuned by adjusting the background magnetic field. It is also found that for
a plasma generated by a DC glow discharge, the 3dB bandwidth and
amount of attenuation are functions of the discharge current. Hence, the
filter presented here, is tunable both in frequency range and magnitude. A
prototype of this device was designed and tested successfully.

Theoretical Background

Based on cold plasma theory, it has been shown both theoretically
and experimentally [ 11 - [5] that an electromagnetic wave polarized in the
extraordinary mode and propagating through a magnetized plasma
undergoes a power attenuation of several tens of dBs. This power
attenuation occurs only in a small frequency band the center of which is
near the electron cyclotron frequency given by

eB
me

where e, me, and B are respectively the electronic charge, mass, and the
background magnetic field. This attenuation is due to a resonant behavior
of the complex dielectric constant, near the electron cyclotron frequency.
The complex dielectric constant for the x-mode of propogation is given by
Appleton [5]

20pe

CO 2-'ex 22 2(2)

1-j-
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where (0, (Ope and v are respectively the wave frequency, the electron
plasma frequency, and the collision frequency.
The propagation coefficient of a wave having expowt- z) as a phase I
factor is given by

S, (3) 1
C

where o) is the wave frequency and c is the speed of light. ? is also
expressed as U

S= a + jfJ (4) 3
where a is the attenuation coefficient and 03 is the phase coefficient.
Using equations (3) and (4), the attenuation coefficient can be expressed
as

a - -. Im(V') (5) 3
C

where Im stands for imaginary part. Near the electron cyclotron
frequency, a is maximum for a wave polarized in the x-mode. Since R I
is function of both the collision frequency, v, and the plasma frequency,
(Ope, the width and amount of attenuation are functions of both the
collision frequency and the number density. This leads to a very I
interesting development: A magnetized plasma column, through which an
electromagnetic wave is propagating in the x-mode, is in fact a microwave
notch absorber filter. The absorbed band can be preselected by adjusting I
the background magnetic field strength, and the bandwidth and attenuation
can be adjusted by changing the plasma collision frequency and number
density. Therefore, a filter with unique features could be designed, based
on the above principle. This filter would be tunable since its center
frequency, bandwidth and amount of attenuation can be selected by
respectively adjusting the background magnetic dield, the collision
frequency, and the plasma number density.

Exnerimental Setun

In this section, the design of the filter is presented. The plasma is
generated inside a pyrex glass vacuum vessel by means of a glow
discharge established between two disc-shaped electrodes. The
dimensions of the vessel and electrodes are shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Vacuum vessel with disc-shaped electrodes

Two permanent magnets are placed on the outside of the vacuum vessel.
The magnets are placed such that one has its south pole and the other its
north pole facing the glass. This way, magnetic field lines are established
between the two electrodes. Figure 2 shows such an arrangement.

MAGNETS

,L.EAK PYREX GLASS
VALVE Ii VESSEL

WATE---.--•-• . \ ) WAT ER
COIN COOLING

CATHODE ANOD

STO
PUMP

Fig. 2 Experimental arrangement with magnets

Magnetic field strength up to 1100 Gauss was established between the two
electrodes. The system is pumped down by a mechanical pump.
Working pressures in the 30-80 m Torr range were used. Air was used as
the background gas, but a leak valve could be used to introduce a different
working gas.
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Two S-band microwave horns are placed across the vessel, facing
each cther. One horn is the transmitter, and the other is the receiver. The
wave is launched such that the E-field is perpendicular to the magnetic
field lines. An HP 8510 network analyzer, equipped with an S-
parameters test set, is used to measure the power attenuation. This
network ai. .zer is capable of swept measurements between 40 MHz and
18 GHz with a dynamic range of 80dB. Figure 3 shows the experimental
setup. 1

"-QANSMI T T IN( I
-ORN

NjOTCT ASSORBER I
CILTER I

N~woRK
Z •ANALYZER

S-PaRAMETER
/ T7EST SET

REUEIVING HORN

,-)GH VOLTAGE
=OWER SUPPLY I

Fig. 3 Experimental setup for attenuation measurements

Experimental',eut

In this section, experimental measurements of the power I
attenuation and its dependence on the magnetic field strength and the
discharge current, are presented. The discharge is operated at a regime
where the current can be changed over a wide range without a substantial U
change in the voltage between the two electrodes. The attenuation date are
all normalized with respect to the plasma-off case. Figure 4 shows the
normalized attenuation when the plasma is off. A 0 dB flat curve is seen
between 2.2 GHz and 3 GHz.
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Fig. 4 Normalized attenuation with plasma off

I Figures 5 through 7 show the attenuation versus frequency for increasing
discharge current, a constant magnetic held strength of 950 Gauss, a
pressure of 70 m Torr, and a voltage of 700 V. It is seen that with
increasing discharge current the peak of the attenuated band increases, and
its width gets narrower. Figures 8 and 9 show respectively the peak
attenuation and the 3dB bandwidth versus discharge current. The peak of
the attenuation is an increasing function of the current with an increase rate
of about 1.17 dB per 10 mA. The 3dB bandwidth is a decreasing function
with two different rates, one at low current discharge, 41.53 MHz per 10
mA current increase, another at high current, 1.33 MHz per 10 mA current
increase.

Figure 10 shows the attenuation versus wave frequency for almost
similar plasma conditions but for two different magnetic field strengths,
950 Gauss and 970 Gauss. It is clearly seen that for this small variation in
the magnetic field strength, a change of the band center frequency occurs.
The two respective center frequencies, actually corresponds to the two
different values of the electron cyclotron frequency. This proves the
tunability of the filter with respect to the applied magnetic field.

A tunable notch absorber microwave filter operating in the S-band
has been designed, constructed, and tested successfully. The magnetic
field strength and discharge current are the control parameters. The
magnetic field controls the center frequency of the attenuated band, and the
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discharge current controls the amount of attenuation and the bandwidth of I
the frequency band. These two parameters are adjusted externally, which
gives the operator easy controllability. This filter is easy to to design and
to construct at minimal costs. Its applications are numerous in microwave I
measurements systems where unwanted harmonics and spurious signals
affect the accuracy and resolution of the measurements. It also could be
used in Radar Cross Section measurement systems to remove images and
spurs from the I. F. Depending on its switching speed, it could also be
used in microwave systems with cheap signal sources.
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* Numerical Calculation of the Reflection,
Absorption, and Transmission of

Microwaves by a Nonuniform Plasma Slab
U Mounir Laroussi, Member, IEEE, and J. Reece Roth, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract-in this paper we study the reflection, absorption, and TRANSM;T-NG REC:E!VNG

transmission of microwaves by a magnetized, steady-state, two- H NRN

of various plasma parameters on the reflected power, absorbed

power, and transmitted power is presented. The nonuniform
plasma slab is modeled by a series of subslabs. Even though PLASM%E we assume that the number density is constant in each subslab,
the overall number density profile across the whole slab follows NE'CRK

a parabolic function. The partial reflection coefficient at each NE,.CrK

subslab boundary is computed along with the absorption at each
subslab. The total reflected, absorbed, and transmitted powers -

are then deduced and their functional dependence on the number
density, collision frequency, and angle of propagation is studied.

1. ITFig. 1. Experimental setup for attenuation measurement.
ll I. INTRODUCTION

'N this paper, we investigate computationally the reflection, vary slowly along the wave propagation path [16]. The partial
absorption, and transmission of microwaves by a magne- reflection coefficients at each slab boundary are computed

tized steady-state plasma slab. This paper is motivated by a along with the total power reflected out of the plasma. The
recent interest in using plasmas as absorbers or reflectors of total absorbed and transmitted powers are also computed. The
microwave energy, depending on the particular application dependence of the reflected, absorbed, and transmitted power

S [1-[81. In our paper we are mainly concerned with find- on the plasma number density, the collision frequency, and the
i ng the appropriate parameter regimes of a plasma which angle of propagation is investigated.

either minimizes reflection and/or maximizes absorption. The at
Il incident wave is assumed to be a plane wave launched at

an arbitrary angle of incidence to the slab, with a vertical II. POWER CALCULATION

polarization. The plasma is cold, weakly ionized, steady- A plane wave with oscillatory field having a time depen-
state, nonuniform, and collisional. A parabolic plasma density dence ei", propagating in a lossy medium, such as a plasma,
profile is assumed across the slab thickness. The background obeys the following Maxwell's equations
magnetic field is uniform and parallel to the surface. This
geometry approximates a cylindrical plasma column used in V x E = -juLrIzoH, (1)

an ongoing experimental investigation. In this experiment the V x H = (a + jWvr€o)E (2)
plasma column is generated by a classical Penning discharge
[5]. The density profile in this configuration could be parabolic where J = aE is used. Defining the complex dielectricE or hollow, depending on the design of the electrodes. Fig. 1 constant as

shows a cross section of the plasma with the experimental or

setup used to measure the power attenuation. The plasma is W(3
modeled as a series of two-dimensional partial slabs with Equation (2) can be written as
the wave being absorbed in each slab and reflected at each
slab boundary [9]-[15]. This model is acceptable as a first V x H = jWurEoE. (4)
approximation under the assumption that the plasma properties

The resulting wave equation is
Manuscript received October 1, 1991; revised April 12, 1993. This work

was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Contract V 2  4irr 0 2 E
AFOSR 89-0319. E - c2 qt2 (5)

The authors are with the Plasma Science Laboratory, Electrical and Com-
puter Engineering Department, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-100. where c is the speed of light. A plane wave propagating in2100.

IEEE Log Number 9210758. the x-direction with a phase dependence exp (jwt - -x) is a

0093-3813/93$03.00 C 1993 IEEE
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solution to (5). ' is the complex propagation constant given by 3
2

2-2.. -Af2 (6)n

or Ior PL.ASMA

-= (/Ar i)1 . (7) _____________

C

Sis generally expressed as [16]

y = a +j,3 (8)

where a is the attenuation coefficient and 13 is the phase Fig. 2. Microwaves incident on a nonuniform plasma.

coefficient. The complex refractive index is expressed in terms
of j or in terms of 4r as follows /belowdisplayskipl6pt

INCIDENT WAVE REFLECTED WAVE

CI--- (9)

=(,I,-)(/2 (10)

The complex dielectric constant ir for a plane wave propagat- , :. , 'C2 s

ing through a cold plasma at an arbitrary angle of incidence ., ,.
was derived by Appleton [161. 4, is given by (11) below V I
where wp, Q, v,8 are, respectively, the plasma frequency, the ,i
gyrofrequency, the effective collision frequency, and the angle V

of propagation with respect to the static background magnetic I
field. The - sign is for a right-hand polarization, and the +

sign is for a left-hand polarization. The expression of i, has TRANSMITTED WAVE

a t resonant behavior around the electron cyclotron frequency. Fig. 3. Reflection and refraction from successive plasma slabs, n2 > na. I,onsequently, the attenuation of a wave propagating through a

cold plasma is maximum around the cyclotron frequency [5],
[7], [8J, and [16].

In this section Appleton's result is used in the calculation choice of 12 slabs is motivated by experimental considera-
of the amount of reflection, absorption, and transmission of a tions: Experimentally, the number density profile is measured

of heamontof efecton abortio, nd rasmisin oaby introducing a Langmuir probe at 12 radial poitions.plane wave by a stratified plasma slab, the total thickness of by intredumg a dgenir is t u2 asl posiut ino
which is equal to the diameter of a cylindrical plasma column The measured number density is then used as input in our
used for experimental comparison. This plasma column is model and a direct comparison between experiment and con-
considered to have 12 cm in width, with a parabolic density putation is performed 181. The complex dielectric function
profile and a maximum at the center (see Fig. 2). The incident is calculated for each slab and the reflection coefficient at

wave travels at an angle of incidence Oi and crosses the plasma each interface is deduced. The total transmitted, reflected, I
at an angle 0 with respect to the axial magnetic field, and absorbed powers are then computed. The total reflected

The plasma column is modeled as 12 adjacent, homoge- power is computed neglecting multiple reflections between

neous, and two-dimensional plasma slabs, 1 cm wide. The slab interfaces. I
first 6 layers are of increasing density, and the 6 remaining The reflection coefficient of a wave traveling from a slab
layers are of decreasing density, and they approximate a located at Xi with a complex dielectric constant ,(W,,Xi)
parabolic distribution. The wave travels from one slab to to a slab located at Xi+I with a complex dielectric constant
the other with a reflection at each interface (see Figs. 3 Z.(wX,.+1 ) is calculated from the condition of continuity of
and 4). Only 3 of the 12 layers are shown in Fig. 3. The the wave impedance at the boundary [17H191. For a vertical

2

=1- 1/2
[ 2 ]4

1 -j 72 _ji- 0 94 i, 0 n2

2 2
ws-2- -9 J 04V J- ,
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Fig. 5. Approximate parabolic density profile.i2
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,,'• • multiplying together the attenuation factors due to each slab.
The attenuation factor co:'- buted by slab i is given by

Fig. 4. Reflection and refraction of a wave by two adjacent slabs. F, -- e- ,-d, sin 0 (17)

extraordinary mode polarization, the reflection coefficient is where ai and d are, respectively, the attenuation coefficient of
found to be slab i and the slab width. The total attenuation factor is thus

ir(w , X++) 1si /2 FT = r F,. (18)
i(;, Xi+,I) cos 9 , sin-2 I

,-(W, Xi) c i,(W, Xi) I1/2' (12) The transmitted power Ptr is equal to the incident power
(U), Xi+) Cos(0i+ (w, X+) sin2 oP i ,, multiplied by the total attenuation factor. The total

os(W, Xi) 4, (w, XJ) absorbed power Pabs can then be deduced by subtracting the

Equation (12) represents Fresnel's formula in the plane of sum of the total reflected power P, and the total transmitted

incidence. The total reflection coefficient, rT(W), is given by power from the incident power

the sum of the partial reflection coefficients at each boundary, Pabs = P,., - Pr - Ptr. (19)
weighed by their respective attenuation factors. This attenua-
tion is due to the damping of the wave as it travels through III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

the plasma slabs. The wave damping represents a power
absorption in the plasma. Thus rFT(W) is given % In this section, the computer simulation results are presented

and discussed. The reflected, absorbed, and transmitted power

12 calculations for the plasma model described in Section 1I

rT(W) = ((r , Xi)(q(w, Xi))2 (13) are presented, and their dependence on plasma parameters is
1=1 investigated.

Il To calculate the total reflected power, the plasma is divided
where q(w, Xi) is into 12 slabs with sharp boundaries separating them. The

number density is constant in each slab, but the overall density
profile follows a parabolic curve. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

q(,X)=1-exp - , X(14) Fig. 6 shows the steps taken in the calculation of the reflected
sin 0 po' :r. First, the distance step size, the frequency range and

step size, the magnetic field, the collision frequency, the angle
a(w, Xi) is the attenuation coefficient at the location Xi. The of propagation, and the density profile function, f(xi), are
square of q(w, XJ) is used because the wave has to travel entered. Once this is done, the program calculates the number
twice the distance between the plasma surface and the slabs' density and the dielectric constant of each slab. Then, the
interfaces before it is reflected back out of the plasma. The partial reflection coefficients at each slab interface, (W, xe),
total reflected power is given by are determined. Finally, the total power reflected by the plasma

is deduced. The results are presented as plots of the ratio of the

PR = Pin1rT(W)J2  (15) reflected power by the incident power, against wave frequency
in the vicinity of the upper hybrid frequency. The Y-axis is
a semilogarithmic scale with a maximum of 1 (all incident

or power is reflected).

i= " .FT(w)j2 . (16) The transmitted power and the absorbed power are com-
TInc puted as explained in Section 1I. The absorption results are

The total transmitted power is calculated by first computing presented as plots of the ratio of the absorbed power by the in-
the attenuation coefficient ai of each slab, and then by cident power against wave frequency. The transmission results
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Fig. 6. Block diagram showing the main steps in the calculation of the U o
reflected power. .O.

are presented as plots of the transmitted power, normalized 's,.4

with respect to the incident power, against wave frequency. WAvE FREQUENCY• (Ga,)
In the following discussion the choice of the values of the Fig. 8. Reflected power per unit incident power versus wave frequency,

plasma parameters is based on the availability of numerous o = 0° = 4 0Hz; a, = 20 Mtiz: (1) N_ - 10Osm-•, (2) No, =I
measurements taken on our experimental setup. A direct s. 10 ~m-,(3) N, = 101 m-3 . I.
comparison between experiment and simulation allowed us
to test the validity of our model 181. The magnetic iield collision frequency, seem hard to achieve simultaneously. The
is assumed constant throughout the plasma with a value of weakly ionized b~t turbulent plasma generated by Penning U
B = 0.143 T. This corresponds to a resonance near 4 GHz. discharges achie, : uch conditions [20]. Binary collisions are
The angle of propagation is arbitrarily chosen equal to 600°. not dominant in ti,' plasmas, but rather effective collisions
The plasma number density is chosen in the 1015 m-3 range which transfer momentum between the turbulent waves and theI
which is typical of our experimental plasma. Fig. 7 shows particles 116],[201,1211. Experimental results taken on such aI
the reflected power fraction versus frequency for a center plasma will be published elsewhere.
density of No = 1015 m-3~ and for three values of the Fig. 9 shows the absorbed power fraction versus frequency
collision frequency, ii = 20 MHz, 10 MHz, and 5 MHz. for a center number density No = 10Is m-s and for three II
Experimentally, these collision frequencies are achieved by a values of the collision frequency, ii = 20 MHz, 10 MHz, and
careful adjustment of the background pressure and the anode 5 MHz. It is seen that the peak absorbed power decreases
voltage of the penning discharge. Various pressure and voltage with increasing collision frequency. This is a counter intuitive I
ranges are possible. In [5J a pressure range from 600 to 800 result. Physically, this can be explained on the basis that for
p•torr was used. The corresponding anode voltage range was infrequent collisions, the particles spiral out to large gyroradli
from 900 to 1300 V. where they fall through a large potential difference, andn

From Fig. 7 it is seen that the peak reflected power decreases therefore absorb more energy from the wave [5J. This can II
for increasing collision frequency. Fig. 8 shot the reflected also be seen by the approximate solution of (11) for w fl, and
power fraction versus frequency for a collision frequency for the simple case where 8 = 900. For • (,1f and 6 = 900 •

of 20 MHz and three values of the center number density, (11) becomes
No = 101Sm-3 ,5 x 1015 m-3 , and 1016m-n3 . It is clear •
that the reflected power greatly increases with increasing 4 1 - 2 (20)
number density. it can be concluded that a low density fl2 

- pfl-______
but highly collisional plasma greatly reduces the amount of i
reflection. The two requirements, namely, low density and high1- -A-92 2
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For wp/lf < I and v/1 < 1, (20) can be expressed as _ =

IZ
Er = _ L-j- (21) -

SThe propagation constant -j is given by (7) and (8) as

= j r (7)
* M

and _ _ _ _ _ _

WAVE RýEZ.AEN-' ,5•z

S= 0 + jf (8) Fig. 9. Absorbed power per unit incident power versus wave frequency.
0 = 60:Q. = 4 GHz; N = 101'm-

3
: (1)f = 20 MHz, (2) v 10

where a is the attenuation coefficient. For w fQ and by using MHz. (3) v = . MHz.

(7) and (8), a is given by

a =- Im (22) -
C

where Im stands for imaginary part. ir can be expressed as a2

-• IZ, l" (23)

where 41 represents the module of i, and (p represents its 4

argument, given by 0 L-
398 - -

WAVE REZE\'E Gm:

2Q2 (24) Fig. 10. Absorbed power per unit incident power versus wave frequency.
0 = 600: 0 = 4 GHz; v = 20 MHz: ()N 0 = 10t, M-

3
.'(2) N.V = 5

and m-
3 . (3) N. 10

1
6 m-

3
.

_WP2 0

4)=Arctan . (25)
I 1 "

The square root of ,- is given by % Q .

I 1= I1/ 2eo/ 2. (26)

I The imaginary part of %r/r is given by % -2i , , I*398 4144
9 WAVE FRE0LUENCY (GHz 4

4 1/4 Fig. 11. Transmitted power versus wave frequency, 0 =60*: Q 4 GHz;
V/•) sinf . (27) N lo=llMm

3 :()v= 20 MHz. (2) v = 10 MHz, (3) v = 5MHz.

Thus, the attenuation coefficient a is given by densities more collisions occur, which tends to decrease the
amount of absorbed power.

U 1/4 The previously reached results can be seen on the trans-

S+ sin . (28) mitted power versus frequency graphs. Fig. 11 shows the
C 22 transmitted power normalized with respect to the incident

power versus frequency for a center number density No, =

Equation (28) shows that a is a decreasing function of the 1015 m-3, and for three values of the collision frequency v =

collision frequency and an increasing function of the number 20 MHz, 10 MHz, and 5 MHz. The peak transmitted power

density. Fig. 10 shows the absorbed power fraction versus greatly increases with increasing collision frequency. Fig. 12

frequency for a collision frequency v = 20 MHz, and for which represents the transmitted power versus frequency for

three values of center number density N. = 101l m- 3 , 5 x a collision frequency v = 20 MHz, and three values of the

1015 m-3 , and 1016 m- 3 . It is clearly seen that the amount of center number density N., = 1015 m- 3, 5 x 1015 m-3, and

absorbed power increases with number density. This increase 1016 m- 3 , shows that the transmitted power greatly decreases
eventually reaches a saturation value since for high number with increasing number density.
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0I
2 00.

3 Y2

-20 -8,3 96 4 14 414

WAVE FREQUENCY (GHz) WVE FREQUENCI (Ghz)

Fig. 12. Transmitted power versus wave fiency, a = 600;f = 4 Fig. 15. Transmitted power versus wave fequen-y, Q= 4 GHz;,o = 10's
G-z: r, = 20 MHz: (1) -. = 10'sm-3,(2)N = 510Sm- , r-3:v= 10 MHz; (1)6= 90*,(2)9 = 72',(3)8 = 60*.=S(3) No - 10' 6 m-3 .

I ,hand, a high density but less collisional plasma greatly reflects
and absorbs microwaves. These results chow that in practice a

,o-, magnetized plasma could be tailored to act either as a reflector
- or absorber of microwave radiation. Enhanced reflection and

S'o'2 absorption has direct applications in communications [22).
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BALL LIGHTNING: WHAT NATURE IS TRYING TO TELL THE I
PLASMA RESEARCH COMMUNITY I

J. Reece Roth, Fellow, IEEE
UTK Plasma Science Laboratory

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2100 3
ABSTRACT

Ball lightning has been extensively observed in atmospheric air, usually in association with

thunderstorms, by untrained observers who were not in a position to make careful I
observations. These chance sightings have been documented by polling observers, who

constitute perhaps five percent of the adult U.S. population. Unfortunately ball lightning is

not accessible to scientific analysis, because it cannot be reproduced in the laboratory under

controlled conditions. Natural ball lightning has been observed to last longer than 90

seconds, and to have diameters from one centimeter to several meters. The energy density I
of a few lightning balls has been observed to be as high as 20,000 joules per cubic

centimeter, well above the limit of chemical energy storage of, for example, TNT at 2000

joules per cubic centimeter. Such observations suggest a plasma-related phenomenon with 3
significant magnetic energy storage. If this is the case, ball lightning should have very

interesting implications for fusion research, industrial plasma engineering, and military I
applications, as well as being of great theoretical and practical interest to the plasma

research community.

INTRODUCTION I

In the closing years of the 20th Century, there remain very tew natural phenomena 3
on the human scale which remain inaccessible to scientific analysis. Ball lightning is such a
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U phenomenon. Although the existence of ball lightning has been generally acknowledged by

3 the scientific community since the death of Richmann, who was killed by ball lightning in

the summer of 1753 in St. Petersberg, Russia during an attempt to extend Benjamin

3 Franklin's kite experiment, no one has yet been able to reproducibily create ball lightning

in the laboratory. As a result, the scientific study of ball lightning under controlled,

I reproducible conditions has not been possible.

Ball lightning is defined as a glowing, self-luminous sphere moving slowly or

floating in the atmosphere, and is usually associated with lightning strokes or thunderstorm

3 activity. Ball lightning is much more rare than a lightning stroke, and its occurrence at

random times and places has made its scientific study very difficult. In the United States,

I ball lightning has been observed by approximately 5% of the adult U.S. population at some

time in their lives. What is now known about the characteristics of ball lightning is the

product of a large body of random observations by untrained observers, many of whom

U were participants in a frightening experience. This data base is useful, however, because it

provides important constraints on theoretical models of ball lightning.

I Perhaps because the phenomenon of ball lightning is a scientific mystery, the

literature of ball lightning is voluminous. Ball lightning has been placed in the context of

ordinary atmospheric electrical and lightning discharges by Uman (ref. 1) and by Golde

3 (ref. 2). Two additional books, entirely on the subject of ball lightning, have been written

by Singer (ref. 3) and by Barry (ref. 4). These latter two books contain some of the better

I documented sightings of ball lightning, summarize information on its characteristics,

discuss inconclusively various theoretical models for ball lightning, and report attempts to

reproduce ball lightning artifically under controlled conditions.

3 The characteristic observation of ball lightning occurs approximately 80% of the

time after a lightning stroke or during a thunderstorm. The lightning ball can be from a

3 centimeter to 1.5 meters in diameter, almost all colors of the visible spectrum have been
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reported; their durations have been from a few seconds to longer than 150 seconds; they

appear to have neutral buoyancy, and either sink very slowly to the ground, or float above 3
the ground at a constant height; they rarely make noise until they suddenly disappear, with

a noise that ranges from a barely audible popping sound, to a major explosion. An ozone- 3
like or sulfurous odor is sometimes associated with ball lightning, and when they

terminate, their behavior ranges from simply winking out of existence, to a major explosion 1

which can do more damage than a hand grenade. In those cases in which lightning balls

have come in contact with human observers, the results range from a barely perceptible

tingling sensation, through stunning, to death. 3
Attempts have been made to obtain quantitative information about ball lightning by

detailed polling of adult members of the public who have seen ball lightning at some time in 1

their lives. Typically, such a poll will consist of a first round in which the staff of a major 3
national laboratory or other institution will be asked whether they have ever seen ball

lightning. Those who reply affirmatively are asked to fill out a more detailed questionnaire, 3
designed to elicit every type of qualitative or quantitative information which might be

available from an untrained observer without scientific instruments. The results of several 1

of these polls are cited in refs. 3 and 4. During the 1960's, surveys of the staff at two

national laboratories in the United States provided a large database of ball lightning

observations. At the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, J. R.

McNally, Jr. circulated questionnaires to 15,923 staff members, which elicited 498 reports

of ball lightning observations (ref. 5). Also in the 1960's, W. D. Rayle surveyed 4,400 1

staff members at the NASA Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio, and obtained 180

reports of ball lightning observations (ref. 6).

Attempts have been made for at least a century to create ball lightning in the 3
laboratory. Barry (ref. 4) describes an experiment conducted Cira 1910 in Norway which

involved shorting the terminals of a 10 MW DC generator, which produced long-lived, 1
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I free-floating electrical discharges which were photographed and had characteristics similar

to those of ball lightning. In references 3 and 4 it is reported that many observations of a

ball lightning phenomenon were made in World War 11 submarines. In these submarines,

switching an inductive load (an electric motor which drove the propellers) connected to a

large battery bank, which typically involved 200 VDC and currents of 15,000 amperes,

I produced electrical arcs in the switchgear that occasionally generated small luminous

5 spheres a few centimeters in diameter. The properties of these spheres were

indistinguishable from those of ball lightning. Such ball lightning also was generated in

5 experiments at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. More recently, Alexeff and Rader (ref. 7)

have reported looped electrical sparks in the Holifield National Accelerator at the Oak Ridge

SI National Laboratory, which may be a predecessor to the formation of a ball lightning-like

electrical discharge. In none of these experiments on ball lightning-like phenomena were

quantitative observations made, beyond attempts at photography.

3 In relatively recent experiments involving RF excitation, Powell and Finkelstein

(see ref. 3 and 4) were able to generate a glowing, steady-state ball of plasma at, or slightly

5 below atmospheric pressure in laboratory experiments, but only with steady-state RF

energy input. More recently, Ohtsuki and Ofuruton (ref. 8) have reported the generation of

plasma fireballs formed by microwave interference in air. The frequency was 2.45 GHz, at

3 power levels from 1 to 5 kw. These microwave-generated fireballs at 1 atmosphere lasted

several minutes, and were reported to have lasted from one to two seconds after the

3 microwave power was turned off. These microwave generated atmospheric plasmas are

hard to understand in terms of known dissociation processes in air, but the requirement for

steady state RF energy input makes the relevence of these experiments to ball lightning

3 unclear.

I
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CHARACTERISTICS OF BALL LIGHTNING I

In this section we review the properties of ball lightning as revealed by a large data I
base of observations documented in references 1 to 6, and in reference 9. In this section

we also summarize material that has been used elsewhere in a different context (ref. 10).

Apsnarance of Ball Lightning - In approximately 80% of cases, ball lightning 3
is observed after a lightning stroke or in association with thunderstorm activity. There

apparently are no observations of the formation of lightning balls, which is unfortunate I
because such observations might provide important clues to the physical mechanisms of

their formation and structure. Usually, ball lightning is observed singly, but there are

isolated reports of three or more lightning balls being observed simultaneously. Ball

lightning is sometimes seen to sink relatively slowly through the atmosphere before striking

the ground, but most frequently it appears to float, descending very slowly toward the I
ground, or even suspended at a constant distance above the ground. Ball lightning is

usually observed to be spherical, hence its name, but isolated instances of oval or spindle

shapes have also been reported. 3
There appear to be very few if any reports of structure within ball lightning, most

observers reporting simply a luminous, featureless, spherical ball. Ball lightning has been I
observed to have a wide range of luminosity, ranging from barely visible above ambient

light levels, to being intensely and dazzlingly luminous. The colors reported have ranged

across the entire visible spectrum, with some bright blue, and others yellow, orange, or red

in color. Observers are usually unaware of any sound being emitted by ball lightning,

although most observations are made at a significant distance from it. Several observers I
have reported the sudden termination of ball lightning. Sometimes this occurs with no -

visible effects, and silently, or with a barely audible popping sound. On other occasions,

the disappearance of ball lightning is accompanied by a loud explosion. 3
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I Ball lightning has been observed to move against the prevailing wind, to follow

U electrical wires or electrical conductors, and sometimes to hover in one place for many

seconds. A significant observation has been repeated independently by a number of

observers, and is very difficult to reconcile with many ball lightning models. Ball lightning

has moved toward a glass window, disappeared on one side, reappeared on the other side,

I and has continued on its way by moving away from the other side of the window. A

related observation are the several occasions on which ball lightning has been observed

moving down the aisle of a passenger airplane in flight, after the plane had been struck by

* lightning.

Diameter of Ball Lightning - A distribution function of ball lightning diameter,

in centit.Aeters, is shown on Figure 1, taken from Singer (ref. 3). These data were

provided by four surveys of large populations, each containing the number of cases

indicated in the upper portion of the figure. These distributions start out with a very low

frequency of occurrence at small diameters, rise through a maximum, and then decrease for

large diameters. The fall-off of observations at small diameters is probably due to observer

I bias, since small objects are less likely to be noticed than large ones, particularly as the

distance between the observer and ball lightning increases. These data indicate that the

most probable diameters are somewhere between 15 and 50 centimeters, and diameters of a

meter or more have been observed. Indeed, individual reports exist of ball lightning more

than two meters in diameter.

When the cumulative distribution function of these data is plotted as a function of

the ball lightning diameter, an interesting log-normal relationship emerges. Figure 2, taken

from Rayle (ref. 6), shows that the cumulative distribution of ball lightning diameters

3 observed in his and in the McNally surveys both have a log-normal distribution, with a

median diameter of about 30 centimeters. The cumulative distribution of charge transferred

by lightning strokes is also plotted on Figure 2. This also obeys a log-normal distribution,
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but with a different slope, suggesting a different standard deviation and a different U
underlying physical mechanism. Here, the defects of observer bias apparently do not come

into play until one gets below a diameter of 5 centimeters or so; at the high end, the data

remain log-normal until ball lightning diameters of approximately 1.5 meters. I
Ball Lightning Lifetime - The questionnaire distributed in connection with the

major bali lightning surveys discussed in refs. 3 and 4 attempted to establish a lifetime for

the ball lightning. These lifetime data were very likely to have been subject to observer 3
bias, since ball lightning which existed for a few seconds or less hardly allowed time to

identify the phenomenon as ball lightning, and was probably less likely to come to the

attention of an observer in any case. In addition, most observers were frightned by the ball

lightning, and this disturbed their normal ability to estimate elasped time accurately, and in I
many cases caused them to leave the scene before the ball lightning disappeared. On the 3
ordinate of Figure 3, taken from Rayle (ref. 6), is plotted the cumulative distribution

function of reports of ball lightning durations less than a given duration T, and on the

abscissa is plotted the duration of the ball lightning in seconds. Data from both the

McNally (ref. 5) and Rayle (ref. 6) database are plotted. The median duration, 0.5 on the I
ordinate, is about 3 to 5 seconds; in both surveys a few durations in excess of 36 seconds

were observed. Some ball lightning has been observed to last for several minutes. These

rel, tdvely long lifetimes (by fusion confinement standards) are one of the most intriguing 3
features of ball lightning, and motivated several of the surveys including those in references

5 and6. I
Ball Lightning Energy Content - The database of ball lightning observations 3

has been carefully worked over in an attempt to determine the energy content of ball

lightning. In some cases observers reported information on effects or damage resulting 3
from the final disappearance or explosion of ball lightning. In a few cases, trained

observers, including military munitions experts, were able to observe this damage at first 3
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I hand after the event, and to make more refined estimates of the amount of energy required

3 to produce the observed damage. Such investigations are described by Singer and Barry

(refs. 3 and 4). These investigations have shown that ball lightning may have a total

energy content ranging from 0.01 joule, to values greater than 10 megajoules. The energy

content of a hand grenade is approximately 1 megajoule, for comparison. A characteristic

value for the energy content of ball lightning is approximately 10 to 100 joules. This

5 energy content is dangerous, since it takes only about 1 joule of electrical energy to kill a

human being. Indeed, there are several reports in the literature of individuals being injured

3 or killed by ball lightning, including the classic case of Richmann.

Ball Lightning Energy Density - In about 13 cases, discussed by Barry (ref.

4), enough information was available to estimate not only the energy content of the ball

lightning, but also its energy density. A log-normal cumulative probability distribution for

these data are plotted in Figure 4, from Barry (ref. 4). These data fall along a straight line,

3 indicating a log-normal distribution, with a median energy density of approximately 5

joules per cubic centimeter, and extreme values ranging from less than 10-3 joules per

I cubic centimeter, to values higher than 105 joules per cubic centimeter.

The very high value of the energy density at the upper end of the distribution is

significant, both in its implications for fusion and military applications, and as a constraint

on possible models for ball lightning. For example, fully ionized and dissociated

atmospheric air would have an energy content of about 170 joules per cubic centimeter, far

3 below the upper range of the data shown. The more energetic forms of ball lightning are

therefore inconsistent with a model based on a ball of ionized plasma which recombines

during the lifetime of the ball lightning. Energy densities in excess of 104 joules per cubic

3 centimeter also appear to rule out a chemical origih, for the more energetic forms of ball

lightning. For example, the energy density of TNT, which has one of the highest energy

3 contents of any solid explosive, is about 2000 joules per cubic centimeter, far below the
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maximum observed for ball lightning. Almost the only energy storage mechanism for

energy densities above 1000 joules per cubic centimeter is stored magnetic energy,

probably an important clue to the physics of ball lightning.

Ball Lightning Mass Densitv - The mass density of ball lightning can be I
estimated from the fact that it usually appears to float above the surface of the earth at a

constant height as though it were a bubble of hot gas, with neutral buoyancy. This

characteristic suggests that the mass density of ball lightning is close to that of atmospheric

air, about 1.3 x 10-3 grams per cubic centimeter.

Ball Lightning Kinetic Pressure - Ball lightning is observed to maintain an 3
approximately constant diameter during its entire lifetime, thus suggesting a balance

between the external atmospheric pressure, and the net kinetic pressure of the I
plasma/magnetic field configuration inside the ball lightning. Since the external pressure on

ball lightning is 1 atmosphere, this places an upper bound on the net kinetic pressure inside

the ball lightning of no more than 105 newtons per square meter.

The characteristics of ball lightning discussed above are summarized in Table 1.

The low and high values reported in this Table are near the extreme wings of the observed I
distribution of properties; the characteristic values are the most probable or median values

reported in the literature, such as references 2 to 6.

BALL LIGHTNING MODELS I

The intriguing characteristics of ball lightning have elicited a wide variety of I
proposed models to explain the phenomenon. Here we divide ball lightning models into

three principal groups: The older models of ball lightning formation, which are discussed

in the books by Singer (ref. 3) and Barry (ref. 4); Fusion-related models, in which ball

lightning has been identified with I or more successful magnetic containment

configurations used in fusion research; and finally, the Koloc model, put forward by Paul I
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M. Koloc, which seems best to incorporate extensive ball lightning observations with

physical processes familiar as part of the world-wide magnetic fusion program.

Older Ball Lightning Models

In this section we discuss some ball lightning models from the older literature on

the subject.

Psychogenic Models - It is sometimes suggested, even in recent times, that ball

lightning has no physical existence, and is psychogenic in origin, being the result of after-

images of lightning strokes, reflections, optical illusions, hallucinations, or mass hysteria.

,1 This school of thought puts ball lightning in a class with aliens from outer space

descending from unidentified flying objects, and the appearance of religious icons in the

sky. The present consensus of ball lightning investigators is that these psychogenic

explanations are inconsistent with a large body of observations, including many cases in

which several observers saw the same phenomenon. Another factor inspiring confidence

I in the observations is the log-normal distribution functions which have emerged from large

numbers of reported observations, such as those in Figures 2 and 4 above. It may be

particularly significant that the log-normal distribution for ball lightning diameter in Figure

2 was observed at two different sites, at different times, in different parts of the United

States, and that the same type of log-normal distribution function is also known to describe

I the physics of the total charge contained in lightning strokes.

Chemical Models - Chemical models for ball lightning are still taken very

seriously, particularly in Japan (ref. 9). In these models, ball lightning is explained as the

result of chemical reactions in the atmosphere, the origin of which might be chemically

active species generated by a lightning stroke, or the ignition of gaseous fuels such as

swamp gas or methane by atmospheric electricity. The chemical model is consistent with

the significant minority of ball lightning observations that have been made in the absence of
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thunderstorms or lightning strokes, and the relatively low energy density of many examples I
of ball lightning which can be explained by the energy provided by chemical reactions.

However, the chemical model is inconsistent with a significant number of observations of

extreme damage done by ball lightning, and the high energy densities at the upper end of

the range shown in Figure 4. The chemical model of ball lightning has enough currency

that some ball lightning investigators suggest that ball lightning may consist of two I
different types, one having a chemical origin, and the other not.

RF Energy Models - A third model for ball lightning formation originated in

Russia, and is sometimes called the Kapitza model after its originator, the physicist Peter

Kapitza. This model sees ball lightning as an atmospheric plasma generated by intense

radio frequency power created by lightning strokes or atmospheric electricity. Indeed, the I
RF experiments of Powell and Finkelstein (see ref. 4) and the similar experiments of

Ohtsuki and Ofuruton (ref. 8) have generated self-luminous plasma balls which resemble

ball lightning in many respects. This RF-generated "ball lightning", however, requires a

large continuous input of radio frequency power, and such steady state sources of RF

energy are known to be inconsistent with the natural phenomenon, where radio frequency I
interference, for example, is rarely observed in association with ball lightning. 3

The Vortex Plasmoid - Finally, a model based on a self-contained magnetically

confined plasma, the "vortex plasmoid", has been discussed by Singer (ref. 3) and is

illustrated in Figure 5, taken from Reference 3. This model sees ball lightning as a

luminous, self-contained toroidal plasma configuration having a large toroidal current ring, I
the magnetic field of which interacts with the earth's magnetic field. One difficulty with

this model is that the observed motion of ball lightning appears to be independent of the

local direction of the earth's magnetic field at the point of observation. This model has

inspired more recent attempts to understand the physics of ball lightning, such as that

Witalis (ref. 11), for example. I
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Fusion-Related Ball Lightning Models

Ball lightning differs from the plasmas used in magnetic fusion research in several

significant ways. First, there is no analog in fusion research to the existence of a confined

plasma at one atmosphere. Fusion experiments start out at a moderately good vacuum, and

operate at pressures well below one torr. In fusion experiments, variation of the

surrounding neutral background gas pressure has little effect on the equilibrium or stability

of the plasma, beyond the possible introduction of impurities. Also in fusion research,

there is no analog to the free-floating plasma bubble which is the characteristic feature of

ball lightning. All magnetic fusion experiments at present are tied down to external

confining magnetic field coils, even though in some fusion confinement configurations,

such magnetic fields play relatively a minor role in confining the plasma.

Several dozen alternate magnetic containment configurations have been discussed in

reference 12, and a few of these have characteristics which tempt one to draw an analogy to

ball lightning, even though the most similar of the known magnetic containment

configurations differ from ball lightning in the ways described in the previous paragraph.

First is the Astron or Field Reversed Mirror, illustrated in Figure 6, in which a torus of

plasma containing a large axisymmetric circulating current is confined in the midplane of a

magnetic mirror geometry. The plasma current flows in a sense opposite to that in the coils

which generate the mirror magnetic field, thereby generating a diamagnetic field, reducing

the magnetic field on the axis. If one eliminated the external field coils, and allowed the

torus of plasma to form an insulating blanket against the surrounding neutral gas, the result

would look very similar to ball lightning. A field reversed, highly diamagnetic ring of

I plasma which can be moved from place to place and manipulated by guiding magnetic

fields has been described recently by Sudan (ref. 13).
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A similar fusion-related magnetic confinement geometry which resembles ball n

lightning is generated by the Field-Reversed Theta Pinch (ref. 12), which is illustrated in

Figure 7. In this configuration, an elongated torus of plasma with large diamagnetic

currents is confined by a magnetic mirror field generated by a theta pinch. The plasma 3
configuration and magnetic field geometry look very similar to that of the Field Reversed

Mirror, although they are arrived at by very different means. The Field Reversed Theta I
Pinch relies on transient means of plasma production, and is transient itself (see Ref. 14). n

Finally, the Spherornak configuration (ref. 12) illustrated in Figure 8 probably

resembles ball lightning more closely than any other fusion-related magnetic containment

configuration, partly because of its efficient confinement by the self-generated magnetic

field produced by currents inside the toroidal plasma, and partly because of the relatively I
weak external magnetic field necessary to stably restrain the Spheromak plasma. The

Spheromaks also have a "separatrix", which separates the externally produced magnetic

field from those generated by the current flowing in the toroidal plasma. The site of this j
separatrix would be a natural place to expect a gas blanket or mantle to form, if it were

surrounded by dense neutral gas. Some interesting experimental observations on the n

current profiles and other characteristics of a Spheromak plasma have been reported by al-

Karkhy, et al (ref. 15), and these provide a database against which eventual measu -ments

on ball lightning might be compared. Some theoretical aspects of self-confined plasmas

from an MHD point of view have been reported by Witalis (ref. 16).

All three of the fusion-related magnetic containment geometries discussed above are 3
similar, consisting of a toroidal plasma with a large current, strong enough to generate a

poloidal magnetic field which keeps the plasma contained. They all possess a separatrix,

and require external magnetic field coils, the strength of which differs from one

configuration to the next, to provide plasma equilibrium. In ball lightning, the pressure of

the surrounding atmosphere may take the place of the magnetic pressure provided by the
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I external magnetic field required to stabilize these geometries. The theory of these three

magnetic containment configurations will probably form a useful basis for understanding

the physical processes in ball lightning, especially the fundamental work of Witalis (ref.

11, 16).

£ THE KOLOC MODEL FOR BALL LIGHTNING FORMATION

I A recent model for ball lightning formation is due to P. M. Koloc (refs. 17, 18).

Koloc's model is considerably more detailed than the older models, is better grounded in

advances recently made in fusion research, and describes in detail the formation process as

well as the ultimate ball lightning product. This model has resulted in a United States

I patent (ref. 19).

According to the Koloc model, the physical processes which produce ball lightning

begin with a lightning stroke, and end with ball lightning after proceeding through a series

3 of sequential steps listed in Table 2. In this model, the first step in the formation of ball

lightning is the creation of a linear Z-pinch by the ionized channel associated with an

I ordinary lightning stroke, illustrated in Figure 9. The large currents in the plasma channel

squeeze the plasma, due to the azimuthal field generated by the high axial current flowing in

the lightning stroke. The plasma forms a Bennett-pinch like equilibrium (ref. 12), between

3 the outward kinetic pressure of the plasma, and the inward force of the poloidal field. This

balance is unstable, and will lead to the growth of kink and sausage instabilities. In the

1 kink instability, illustrated in Figure 10, the initially axisymmetric cylindrical channel will

tend to bend into a helical spiral, which looks much like a single strand of a multi-strand

rope. It is this stage of the Koloc model that may have been observed in the high voltage

g sparks reported in reference 7. This unstable equilibrium worsens as a result of the

poloidal magnetic field being stronger on the inside of the curred plasma than it is on the

3 outside.
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The Koloc model develops as the kink instability grows in a nonlinear manner,

resulting in an extreme distortion of the cylindrical channel into a series of helical turns, i
looking like a helical spring, illustrated on Figure 11. The current in adjacent turns of the

coil illustrated in Figure 11 flows in the same direction, and tend to attract each other, 9
leading to collapse and the formation of a single torus, in the manner indicated in Figure

12. The result is a torus of plasma with a circulating current greater than that in the original

lightning channel by a factor equal to the number of turns in the helix that formed it. After i
the torus forms, the main lightning channel can be pinched off by the "sausage" or pinch

instability (ref. 12), illustrated in Figure 13. In the sausage. instability, a small perturbation n

in the diameter of the plasma leads to a change in the current density, and a corresponding I[
change in the azimuthal magnetic field. A small constriction tends to grow as the current

density and azimuthal magnetic field increase, and this instability can lead to pinching off 3
the plasma channel above and below the torus shown in Figure 12.

Thus far, the Koloc model depends on well understood plasma phenomena which I
have been repeatedly observed in the laboratory. However, if a bare torus of highly

ionized plasma were to exist in the atmosphere without some form of shielding from neutral

atmospheric gases, the electron-neutral scattering and energy dissipation would quench the

plasma on a time scale measured in milliseconds. To deal with this objection, the Koloc

model assumes that the torus of Figure 12 forms a thin shell of very hot electrons, as 3
indicated schematically in Figures 12 and 14, which insulates the plasma torus from the

surrounding neutral gas. This thin layer is called the "mantle" in the Koloc model. These I
hot electrons are maintained by currents flowing along lines of longitude from one pole of i
the dipole to the other, which heat the electrons in the thin shell to relativistic energies, high

enough to have scattering cross sections consistent with the long lifetimes observed in ball 5
lightning. The energy required to maintain this thin shell of relativistic electrons is supplied

I
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I by the slow collapse of the dipolar magnetic field and by the stored magnetic energy in the

U circulating current of the torus.

The outcome of the processes described above is a torus of plasma, containing a

5 large circulating current, which generates a dipolar magnetic field confined within a shell of

hot electrons. Immediately outside the hot electron boundary is a partially ionized gas

which fades off into the surrounding neutral atmosphere. In the Koloc model, illustrated in

Figure 14, ball lightning is thought of as a plasma bubble, with number densities lower

than that of the atmosphere surrounding it, but with kinetic temperatures and magnetic

pressures which provide an expansionary force to keep the plasma bubble inflated against

the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere. Detailed models have been developed by

Koloc for the hot electron boundary, and for the physical processes in the mantle which

allow ball lightning to maintain itself in the atmosphere for long periods of time (refs. 17,

18).

5 The magnetic containment configuration described by the Koloc model is very

similar to that of the Spheromak, the Field Reversed Mirror, or the Astron, except that it

£ does not require an external magnetic field for confinement. The ultimate confinement

mechanism in the case of ball lightning would be the surrounding neutral atmosphere. If

the Koloc model is correct, the ball lightning plasma could be compressed or rarefied by

p increasing or decreasing the pressure of the surrounding neutral gas. A similar magnetic

mechanism for high current diamagnetic ion rings has been suggested by Sudan (ref. 13).

The requirement for a relativistic shell of electrons surrounding the plasma torus is

probably the least satisfactory aspect of the Koloc model, and the one that thus far has no

precedent in laboratory plasma physics. The presence of significant numbers of relativistic

electrons as an essential feature of a ball lightning model would seem to be inconsistent

with the very low energy content implied by some ball lightning observations. This aspect
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of the Koloc model was formulated to deal with the very long lifetime which ball lightning

is observed to have in atmospheric air. I
Another mechanism than relativistic energies by which the electrons could have a

very long confinement time and low scattering cross section is if they were scattering in a 3
Ramsauer gas. The Ramsauer gases are those gases which, due to quantum mechanical I
effects, have very low electron neutral scattering cross sections at low electron energies.

Figure 15 shows electron-neutral scattering cross sections for several gases taken from g
reference 20. Of the gases shown, argon is a Ramsauer gas, with an electron-neutral

scattering cross section far lower than that of other common gases. Until recently, there 3
was no reason to think that ball lightning could reasonably contain a Ramsauer gas, and

thus have a long electron-neutral scattering time. It has become known however (ref. 11)

that some nitrogen oxides are Ramsauer gases. It is possible that during the intense plasma i
chemistry associated with a lightning stroke, the oxygen and nitrogen of the atmosphere

may combine to form nitrogen oxides, which may be Ramsauer gases. These Ramsauer

gases may then permit the electron population to remain energetic for far longer than would

be the case if the electrons were to scatter against ordinary oxygen or nitrogen molecules.

IMPLICATIONS OF BALL LIGHTNING OBSERVATIONS 3
The large body of ball lightning observations indicate very strongly that it is a real g

phenomenon, the physics of which should be explainable in terms of known physical

processes. If we are willing to grant the reality of ball lightning, then what are the

implications of interest to the plasma research community? One feature of ball lightning £
which motivated several of the surveys cited previously (refs. 5 and 6) is the long duration

of ball lightning, ranging from less than a second, up to more than 130 seconds. These U
times are much longer than the containment time required for a net power producing fusion

plasma, and so the existence of ball lightning suggests a plasma confinement method which I
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may be of fusion relevance, if only because of its ability to confine plasma for periods of

SI time far longer than those required for fusion applications. The physical processes

responsible for the long lifetime of ball lightning may be of interest in fusion research, for

3 the additional reason that it might tell us with what gases we might surround the fusion

plasma in order to minimize charge exchange and electron-neutral scattering losses.

Another feature of ball lightning observations is the large energy density and energy

3 content associated with some ball lightning observations. Energy densities of greater than

lO4 joules per cubic centimeter indicate a magnetic ener: , storage mechanism in ball

3 lightning, and total energies up to 10 megajoules indicate plas -as energetic enough to be of

fusion relevance. The magnetic containment method responsible for ball lightning would

be of interest to fusion research because of the MIlD stability of ball lightning over many of

* tens of seconds.

In addition to suggesting that there are new and previously unknown physical

3 mechanisms for magnetic containment of plasmas and the long duration, stable confinement

of plasma in atmospheric air, ball lightning has potential applications in at least three areas

£ in which the plasma research community has been active. These potential areas of

application include ball lightning as a military weapon, potential fusion applications of ball

lightning, and the implications of ball lightning for industrial plasma processing at one

3 atmosphere.

5 !BALL LIGHTNING AS A MILITARY WEAPON

Suppose it were possible to generate ball lightning with an apparatus which was

small and light enough to be mobile, but not small enough to be portable, like small arms.

3 In order to do much damage, a lightning ball would have to store at least 1 megajoule of

energy, and a capacitor bank large enough to store this energy would be too large to be

easily portable.
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Effects on Troops U
Perhaps the most significant effect of ball lightning on troops might be

psychological. If no simple countermeasures to ball lightning could be developed, the sight

of a lightning ball approaching an individual would probably inspire fear and panic, and 3
cause very significant distraction. The ball lightning literature contains many reports of V
individuals who were stunned by ball lightning and a few, like Richmann, who died from

contact with ball lightning. It is not clear whether this spectrum of effects on humans is the

result of a range of stored energy, or some other factor associated with ball lightning, but it

is moderately clear that if ball lightning could be formed at will, it should be possible to I
achieve an effect on humans that ranges from stunning to death.

Ball lightning would have a number of advantages over kinetic weapons based on

ordinary firearms, in that the operator of a ball lightning projector should be able to adjust a
the ball lightning to acheive a spectrum of effects ranging from brief stunning to death. A

ball lightning weapon could therefore be used in police work at a setting which was known

not to be fatal, or adjusted for lethal effect when used in warfare. Another potential

advantage of ball lightning over kinetic weapons is that there appear to be no reports of ball J

lightning stunning people and then leaving them maimed. Thus, ball lightning would

probably disable troops without permanently injuring or maiming them, one of the ancient

disadvantages of kinetic weapons. 5
Effects on Equipment

For reasons outlined above, including the observation of very high energy

densities, ball light,,ng appears to be energized by stored magnetic energy, which in 3
natural ball lightning can reach levels of at least 10 megajoules. The lightning balls can be

thought of as a form of portable electromagnetic pulse. If a lightning ball were to come into

contact with antennas or any solid state electronic system, the high voltages and high 5
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currents associated with sudden decay of the stored magnetic energy would probably

damage or destroy any electromagnetic receiver. A ball lightning projector could probably

irreversibly damage most sophisticated weapons used on the modern battlefield which

3 contain solid state electronic components.

It is also likely that, if ball lightning can be accurately aimed, it should be possible

I to trigger munitions with the sudden and rapid decay of its stored magnetic energy, and to

5 effect other forms of physical destruction. The literature of ball lightning contains

numerous descriptions of severe damage done by the explosion of a lightning ball. In a

Sfew cases, explosives experts have identified the energy content of the source as being

greater than 10 megajoules. Many cases have been reported of large trees or substantial

5 masonry structures being demolished. These observations indicate that ball lightning

g should have a substantial capacity for physical destruction, but the potential drawback of

this is that the capacitor banks which would be needed to supply such a ball lightning

3 projector are relatively heavy and cumbersome at the level of multi-megajoules of stored

energy.

APPLICATION OF BALL LIGHTNING
TO FUSION REACTORS

Suppose that it became possible to generate ball lightning in the laboratory and that

the plasma parameters of ball lightning could be made to include the densities, kinetic

3 temperatures, and containment times required to meet the Lawson criterion. As a stimulus

to ball lightning research for fusion applications, it is useful to consider the fusion-relevant

5 characteristics of ball lightning, and the potential advantages of ball lightning fusion

reactors.

i
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Fusion-Relevant Characteristics of Ball Lightning U
Some of the fusion-relevant characteristics of ball lightning are listed in Table 3. In i

column 1 are listed characteristics which are relevant to fusion applications, and on which

information is available from the existing ball lightning data base. In the second column is 3
the range of parameters from the available ball lightning observations for the characteristics if
in the first column, and in the third column are shown the approximate requirements for a

net power producing, self-sustaining DT fusion reactor. It is evident that the duration of 3
ball lightning is longer than the particle containment time needed for a net power producing

fusion reactor. I
The second row of Table 3 indicates that the energy density of ball lightning can be

far higher than the one joule per cubic centimeter characteristic of a self-sustaining DT

fusion reaction. The third line of Table 3 indicates that ball lightning can be of a size large I
enough to provide significant amounts of fusion power, if fusion energy densities of I to

10 megawatts per cubic meter could be maintained in a ball lightning fusion reactor. The 3
fourth row indicates that the kinetic pressure of ball lightning, approximately 1 atmosphere,

is comparable to the kinetic pressure, p = nkT, of a magnetic fusion reactor, which would

range from 1.6 to 10 atmospheres for DT and advanced fuels, respectively.

The ion and electron number density in ball lightning is very poorly known and

would have to be somewhere below 2.7 x 1019 particles per cubic centimeter, the particle

number density of the neutral atmosphere. In a net power producing DT fusion reactor, an

ion number density of about 1014 per cubic centimeter would be required, and advanced I
fuel reactors would require densities of perhaps two or three times this value (ref. 12).

Finally, in the last line of Table 3 the kinetic temperature of ball lightning is very poorly

known but must be more than the temperature of atmospheric air. For a self sustaining DT 3
fusion reactor, the kinetic temperature of the ions must be about 10 keV, with values of 3 to

5 times this value required to bum advanced fuels.
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U Potential Advantages of Ball Lightning Reactors

j The first potential advantage of ball lightning reactors might be small size and

power output. Existing studies of DT Tokamak fusion power plants (ref. 12) suggest that

such reactors must produce several gigawatts of thermal power and be so costly and large

in size that they cannot be ,is-d for anything other than central station electric utility

I powerplants. The observed size of ball lightning is an encouraging indication that a fusion

5 reactor based on ball lightning might be small enough to be used in mobile applications and

of small enough power output that applications of considerably smaller scale than electric

5 utility powerplants could be considered.

The ability of ball lightning to exist in stable equilibrium at one atmosphere suggests

U that, if desired, a ball lightning fusion reactor could be operated at one atmosphere, like

3 ordinary fossil fuel boilers, or at least without the necessity of an expensive vacuum

system. This also implies that a knowledge of the physical processes which allow ball

5 lightning to exist at one atmosphere might have implications for the selection of the gas

which should surround a fusion plasma in order to minimize charge exchange or scattering

3 losses. On a more speculative note, the capability of ball lightning to operate at one

atmosphere also suggests that more exotic applications of ball lightning fusion

powerplants, such as rocket engines for earth takeoff, or fusion powered turbojets, may be

5 possible.

The fact that nature produces ball lightning without costly or complicated equipment

3 is an encouraging indication that, once we understand how ball lightning is formed, the

equipment needed to produce a ball lightning fusion plasma will itself be simple and require

only relatively simple containment equipment, by current standards of magnetic fusion

S research.

Another potential advantage of ball lightning fusion reactors is that the balance

I between the external atmospheric pressure, and the kinetic pressure of the plasma should
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allow the plasma number density, temperature, and fusion power output to be controlled by

compression or expansion of the neutral gas surrounding the ball lightning plasma. If one i
compresses the surrounding neutral gas, it is reasonable to expect that an adiabatic

compression of the confining magnetic field and its associated plasma will occur, leading to I
a hotter, denser plasma and greater power output. Thus, while the ball of plasma is

undergoing fusion reactions, the power output should be capable of being adjusted on

demand. This type of reaction control was contemplated by Koloc, in his U.S. patent (ref.

19).

Finally, the ball lightning literature contains reports of ball lightning which lasted I
for durations of well over 100 seconds. There apparently is a slight tendency for small ball

lightning to last for somewhat shorter times than large diameter ball lightning, but on the

basis of existing observations, it seems reasonable to expect that ball lightning reactor 3
plasmas, once formed, should last at least 10 to 100 Lawson containment times, and allow

a virtually complete fusion bum without refueling. It is not possible to say at this time I
whether a refueling mechanism could be found which would allow the magnetic field in a

ball lightning reactor to regenerate itself and maintain the plasma in the steady state; most I
likely, a ball lightning fusion reactor will be a repetitively pulsed device, similar to that

suggested by Koloc (ref. 19).

Ball Lightning Fusion Reactor Concepts I
The potential small size and ability of a ball lightning fusion reactor to operate in the 3

atmosphere open up a large variety of potential applications which are not possible to most

other magnetic fusion containment concepts, because of their unavoidably large size (ref. f
12). Such potential applications include space power and propulsion systems, where

power outputs ranging from 100 kilowatts to 200 megawatts are required, a range not I
easily supplied by the DT Tokamak or other mainline magnetic fusion concepts. The
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I possibility of a ball lightning fusion reactor operating in the atmosphere may open up, for

the first time, a realistic possibility of a fusion rocket capable of operating from the surface

of the earth to low earth orbit. Prior to the emergence of this concept, fusion power and

propulsion systems for space applications were restricted to the vacuum of outer space.

The potential small size and simplicity of ball lightning generation and confinement

I equipment would open up a wide range of mobile applications of fusion reactors for land,

5 sea, and air transportation. It is intriguing that ball lightning as small as 1 or 2 centimeters

in diameter has been observed. If something this small were capable of fusion reactions,

5 fusion engines for automobiles, trains and trucks would not be out of the question. Even if

a ball lightning fusion powerplant required plasmas with dimensions of several meters,

5 applications to submarines and surface ships might be possible. The capability of ball

5 lightning to operate in the atmosphere raises the possibility of a fusion energy source for

aircraft, with a turbojet engine or fanjet engine using fusion rather than chemical fuel in the

5 combustor. Another application which will follow from the potential small size and

simplicity of a ball lightning fusion reactor is that distributed, household primary energy

mI sources might be possible, in which every individual household and apartment building

could have its own fusion reactor to provide heating, air conditioning, water purification,

and electrical power.

I IMPLICATIONS OF BALL LIGHTNING FOR
INDUSTRIAL PLASMA PROCESSING1

In the field of industrial plasma engineering, nearly all industrial plasma processing

except that done with thermal plasmas is accomplished at low pressures inside elaborate

3 and expensive vacuum systems. The cost of vacuum systems and the energy cost of

vacuum pumping tend to dominate the cost of nearly all products made below atmospheric

5 pressure by industrial plasma processing methods. From the above discussion, it is
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reasonably clear that one implication of the existence of ball lightning is that steady state,

low power glow discharges in atmospheric air should be possible. These glow discharges U
probably will involve a Ramsauer-effect gas, such as argon or a nitrogen oxide. The

production of such atmospheric glow discharges should be possible with a minimal U

investment in capital equipment, and without the requirement of a vacuum system.

Potential Features of Ball Lightning Industrial Plasmas

Since ball lightning is observed to occur at one atmosphere and in atmospheric air, n

it seems a reasonable implication that steady state glow discharges which are to be used for g
industrial plasma processing should also be possible at one atmosphere and without the

requirement of expensive vacuum systems. The relatively long lifetime and relatively low n

levels of energy dissipation associated with ball lightning observations imply that a one

atmosphere glow discharge based on ball lightning physics not only can be of a relatively I
small size, but also of a relatively small power consumption. This is especially important

by comparison with the vacuum systems required for low pressure plasma processing.

Not only are the vacuum systems a very expensive capital investment, but a great deal of 3
power is needed to drive the required vacuum pumps to run such systems.

Potential Industrial Applications of Ball Lightning Plasmas

The production of a steady state glow discharge at one atmosphere of pressure 5
would make possible under ambient conditions a number of industrial plasma processing

operations which now must be done in vacuum sysems. These processes include theI

antistatic surface treatment of plastic films; plasma chemical surface reactions, in which

active chemical species produced by the plasma will react with the surface to produce a

desired effect; and plasma surface treatment to improve the wettability, dyeability or

printability of textiles and other fabrics. In addition a one atmosphere glow discharge

plasma could provide synthetic or destructive plasma chemistry at one atmosphere, without n
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the necessity to operate in a vacuum system. By using the proper heterogeneous surface

chemical reactions, the deposition of thin films or their etching at 1 atmosphere may also be

possible.

Perhaps one of the most extensive and significant potential applications of

atmospheric glow discharge plasmas might be the deposition and etching of microelectronic

circuits at one atmosphere, rather than at low pressures in a vacuum system. Naturally, the

approach would have to be substantially different than the deposition and etching

techniques currently used at low pressures. For example, one would probably have to rely

on heterogeneous surface chemical reactions to lay down thin films, and one would have to

rely on the plasma-chemical equivalent of placer mining to etch patterns on surfaces under a

mask. These atmospheric placer mining techniques would consist of blowing air or

background gas laden with active species from the plasma downward on the mask, and

etching away the substrate by heterogeneous chemical reactions with the film.

SUMMARY

If the potential of ball lightning plasmas for military applications, fusion reactors,

and industrial plasma processing is to be realized, a beginning needs to be made on the

basic research and developmental work needed to provide the necessary information about

ball lightning physics. One of the principal reasons that ball lightning is not better

understood is that, as a random natural event which cannot yet be duplicated in the

laboratory, it is not accessible to scientific investigation, and it has not been possible,

except in rare chance encounters, to apply scientific instruments to make measurements of

its characteristics. Clearly, a major task is to reliably and reproducibly generate ball

lightning in the laboratory. When this is done, ball lightning should be accessible to

scientific investigation, and to the application of modem plasma diagnostic methods. These
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I
methods should provide information which will either confirm, modify, or replace the

Koloc and other models discussed above. I
Once information becomes available from experimental investigation of laboratory

created ball lightning, then theoretical modeling of ball lightning can proceed. This I

modeling will probably proceed rapidly, in view of the large body of knowledge already

available in the fusion community relating to the Spheromak and other similar plasma

containment configurations, This theoretical understanding should also allow one to 5
generate ball lightning in the steady state, and to determine scaling laws that relate ball

lightning number densities, kinetic temperatures, and containment times so that some I
indication will become available concerning the region of plasma parameter space that ball

lightning is capable of covering.
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I Figure Captions

Figure 1 - Distribution function of ball lightning diameters from four surveys,

g incorporating the number of repo L_ .- servations shown at the top of the Figure. From

Singer (ref. 3).

I Figure 2 - Cumulative distribution of ball lightning diameters from two surveys (squares

I and diamonds), and the charge transferred by lightning strokes (circles), from Rayle (ref.

6).

i Figure 3 - Cumulative distribution function of reported ball lightning durations from the

3 McNally (ref. 5) and the Rayle (ref. 6) surveys, from reference 6.

Figure 4 - Log-normal cumulative distribution of the energy density of ball lightning, in

joules per cubic centimeter (Barry (ref. 4)).

I Figure 5 - The vortex plasmoid model for ball lightning, from Singer (ref. 3).

3 Figure 6 - A compact torus generated in an axisymmetric magnetic mirror. A high beta,

diamagnetic plasma is formed in the midplane which reverses the magnetic field, on the

axis and forms a region of minimum magnetic field, from Roth (ref. 12).

I Figure 7 - The field reversed theta pinch, from Roth (ref. 12).

Figure 8 - The spheromak configuration. A weak vertical magnetic field stabilizes aa toroidal current carrying plasma, from Roth (ref. 12).

Figure 9 - A cylindrical current carrying plasma corresponding to a lightning channel in

I Bennett pinch equilibrium. From Roth (ref. 12).
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Figure 10 - Development of the kink instability in the lightning channel of Figure 9. The

helically twisted plasma looks like a single strand of multistrand rope, and the instability is 3
driven by the stronger magnetic field on the inside radius of curvature, from Roth (ref. 12). B
Figure 11 - Nonlinear evolution of the kink instability prior to torus formation. Illustration

from Koloc (ref. 19). 9
Figure 12 - Torus formation in the Koloc model, from Koloc (ref. 19). 5
Figure 13 - Development of the sausage or pinch instability due to axial perturbations in the 9
plasma column diameter. Such perturbations can cut the plasma torus off from the main

lightning stroke after the torus formation shown on Figure 11, from Roth (ref. 12). 1
Figure 14 - The end point of the Koloc model, showing a toroidal, plasma insulated from 3
the surrounding neutral gas by a high energy electron shell. The "kernel" forms a plasma-

like bubble, which is maintained by a combination of magnetic and plasma pressure against 1
the pressure of the surrounding atmosphere. g
Figure 15 - Total electron-neutral collision frequencies for four gases, from reference 20,

showing the Ramsauer minimum for argon gas. I
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Table I

Properties of Ball Lightning

Low Characteristic High
Property Value Value Value

Diameter, cm I cm. 10-15 cm. 150 cm

Duration, sec. 1 sec. 3-6 sec. 100 sec.

5Energy content, J 0.01J 10-100 107

Energy density, J/cm 3  10-3 5J/cm 3  105

i Mass density, grams/cm 3 1.0xl0-3  1.3x1 3  1.5x1-3

3 Kinetic pressure, n/m 2  lxl0 5  1.016x10 5

A
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table II

THE KOLOC MODEL FOR I
BALL LIGHTNING FORMATION U

I. The Z-Pinch

2. Bennett Pinch Equilibrium

3. The Kink Instability 5
4. Nonlinear Growth of the Kink Instability

5. Torus Formation

o. The Sausage Instability

7. Mantle Formation

IU
I
I
I
I
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3 Table III

3 Fusion-Relevant Characteristics of Ball Lightning

Ball Lightning Self-Sustaining DT
Characteristics Observations Fusion Requirements

Duration 1 sec to > 100 sec 1 to 10 sec.

Energy Density 10-3 to 105 J/cm 3  1 J/cm3

SDiameter - 1 cm to 2 meters > 1 meter

Kinetic Pressure - 1 atm. 1.6 to 10 atm.

SNumber Density Poorly known - 1014 /cm 3

Kinetic Temperature Poorly known, 104 eV

> 0.025 eV
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Table Captions i

Table 1 - Properties of ball lightning. I
Table 2 - The Koloc model for ball lightning formation. 3
Table 3 - Fusion-relevant characteristics of ball lightning, compared with self-sustaining
DT fusion requirements. g
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a
Plasma Heating by Collisional Magnetic Pumping

in a Steady-State Modified Penning Discharge"

Min Wu and J. Reece Roth

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory -
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering I

University of TennesseeKnoxville. Tennessee 37996-2100

This paper describes the experimental application of U
collisional magnetic pumping to heat a plasma by a sawtooth
magnetic perturbation'. and provides new results relating to
the energy transfer process between the perturbed magnetic
field and the parallel and perpendicular energy components I
of the heated species in a steady-state modified Penning
discharge apparatus with a magnetic mirror configuration.

The general equation relating the change in total U
energy of a particle to the change of the magnetic field is

d2E 3 dB dB,-, dE dBt 2 2 v c E = -d 0

2t-d2 dt-' !dt B dt

Using Floquet's theory and a perturbation treatment.
Burger" et al. derived the energy increase rate when a
sinusoidal perturbation is applied. The energy increase rate
(or heating rate) is

dE 82  c- ~E°
dt 69 7-- E

4 
c

In later work.3 it was found that a sawtooth perturbation
satisfies the condition for first order (in 8) heating, and the
heating rate for this case sawtooth) is

dE Sw
-= - E

dt 3n

This can be an improvement of two or three orders of 3
magnitude on the sinusoidal case. Small values of 8 are also
easier to achieve experimentally.

Experimental data, including such plasma
characteristics as P, T, T, n, and type of gas will be
discussed, and heating of ions and electrons as functions of
magnetic induction, electron number density, and neutral
gas pressure will be presented. The detailed design of the
above apparatus will also be presented and discussed. I
1. Min Wu, L. Jiang and J. R. Roth, "Experimental

Results on Collisional Magnetic Pumping in a Modified
Penning Discharge with Magnetic Mirror
Configuration", APS Bulletin Vol. 33, No. 9, p2019
(1988).

2. J. M. Berger. et al.. "Heating of a Confined Plasma by
Oscillating Electromagnetic Fields", Phys Fluids, Vol.
1, No. 4. pp 301-307, (1958).

3. M. Laroussi and J. R. Roth. "Analytical,
Computational. and Experimental Results on Plasma
Heating by Collisional Magnetic Pumping", AP3.oS9
Bulletin 32, No. 9. p. 1950,.(1987).

*Supported by AFOSR contract 86-0100 (Roth)

Wu, M. and Roth, J. R.: "Plasma Heating by Collisional Magneric
Pumping in a Steady-State Modified Penning Discharge",
of the IEEE International Conference onPlasma Science- May 22-2I,
1989, Buffalo, NY IEEE Catalog No. 89CH12760-7 (1989) pp. 73-74.
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Real Plasma Effects of Microwave Radiation

Propagating Perpendicular to a Magnetized Plasma*

Lili Jiang and J. Reece Roth

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996-2100I

Microwave absorbtion near electron cyclotron
resonance has been investigated in a magnetized plasma
over a wide range of frequencies, from 2 to 18 GHz. We have
used a Hewlett Packard 8510 network analyzer, which is

capable of swept frequency measurements, and of measuring
reflection and transmission coefficients over these
frequencies with 80 dB dynamic range. In previous work', a
microwave beam was made to propagate along the axis of a
magnetic mirror field. This radiation in the plasma column
was attenuated up to 20 dB as it propagated along the axis of
the magnetic mirror field at frequencies between 4 and 10
GHzI. This result suggests the feasibility of making targets
disappear from radar screens by absorbing radar pulses in a
a. ignetized plasma.

New experimental investigations have been
undertaken on the attenuation of a microwave beam
propagating across a uniform magnetic field with
extraordinary and ordinary modes. The experimentally
measured level of attenuation, absorption peak half-width,
and phase angle are compared with the predictions of the
Appleton equation 2.

i The classical Penning discharge used to generate the
plasma consists of a uniform magnetic field with a maximum
value of 0.195T. An approximately 12 cm diameter and 118
cm long steady state plasma column is generated with acharacteristic density of a few times 109 electrons/cma, and
electron kinetic temperatures of a few tens of electron volts.
Axial and radial Langmuir probes are used to measure
electron number density and kinetic temperature.

1. L. Jiang and J. R. Roth, "Experimental Results of
Microwave Absorption with Varying Magnetic Field in
a Modified Penning Discharge", APS Bulletin, Vol. 25,
No. 27, p. 1900, (1988).

I 2. M. A. Heald and C. B. Wharton, Plasma Diagnostics
with Microwaves, (1978) New York.

U *Supported by AFOSR contract 86-0100 (Roth)

I
Jiang, L. and Roth, J. R.: "Real Plasma Effects of Microwave Radiation
Propagating Perpendicular to a Magnetized Plasma", Proceedings of
the 1989 IEEE Internatonal Conference on Plasma Science, May 22-24,
1989, Buffalo, NY, IEEE Catalog No. 89CH2760-7 (1989) pp. 14 5 -4 1 .
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A Data Handling and Reduction System for langmuir
Probes, F. GHANNADIAN, J. E. CROWLEY, and J. R. ROTH,
University of Tennessee-Knoxville.*--Having a computer-aided I
data acquisition system with high accuracy and on-line data
reduction for a Langmuir probe is a desirable feature in a plasma
laboratory. For this purpose, a data acquisition system was
designed, built, and tested to be applied to a Langmuir probe. The
system consists of a IBM- PC/ AT, digital to analog and analog to
digital converter card (DASCON-1), a transmitting and receiving
network, and a voltage amplifier. The transmitting and receiving I
network consist of low voltage to frequency and frequency to
voltage converters, and high voltage to frequency and frequency to
voltage converters. These two parts are connected by fiber optic I
cables to eliminate the risk of arc to the low voltage part of the
system. A computer program has been developed in QUICK
BASIC to read the data, and by interaction with the user calculates
the plasma potential, floating potential, electron temperature, ion
temperature, and electron number density.
*Supported by AFOSR Contract 89-0319.

I
I

Ghannadian, F.; Crowley, J. E.; and Roth, J. R.: "A Data Handling and
Reduction System for Langmuir Probes", APS Bulletin, Vol. 34, No. 9
(1989) pp. 2109.

I
I
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Plasma Heating by Collisional Magnetfi Pumoing
in a Magnetic Mirror Confiurntion.* MIN WU and J. REECE
ROTH, University of Tennessee- Knoxville- TN 37996-2100 -- This
paper presents results from the experimental application of
collisional magnetic pumping to plasma heating. This heating is
accomplished by superimposing a sawtooth magnetic perturbation on

a DC magnetic field in a steady-state Penning discharge plasma in a
magnetic mirror configuration 1-2 Experimental data relating the
electron kinetic temperature to such plasma parameters as the
electron kinetic temperature, the electron number density, and the
background steady-state confining magnetic field will be presented.
In addition, the effects of two primary variables of the collisional
magnetic pumping driving circuit, the rf driving frequency and the
maximum exciter coil current, on the electron kinetic temperature
will be reported. The diagnostic used to measure the change in
electron kinetic temperature during collisional magnetic pumping is a
Langmuir probe.

*Supported by contract AVOSR-86-0100, AFOSR-89-0319.
1. Wu, Min, L. Jiang, and J. R. Roth, AP BuJllin Vol. 33, No. 9,
p2019, (1988).
2.Wu, Min, P. F. Keebler, and J. Reece Roth, Proceedings of the 1989
IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science. May 22-24, 1989,
Buffalo, NY, IEEE Catalog #89CH2760-7 (1989) pp. 73-4.

I
I
I
I

Wu, M. and Roth, J. R.: "Plasma Heating by Collisional Magnetic
Pumping in a Magnetic Mirror Configuration", APS Bulletin, Vol. 34,
No. 9 (1989) pp. 2132-33.

I
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I
MICROWAVE INTERACTIONS WITH A

MAGNETIZED PLASMA NEAR THE
ELECTRON CYCLOTRON FREQUENCY*

L. Henry Combs, Chaoyu Liu, and J. Reece Roth

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2100 I

ABSTRACT

Microwave absorption and reflection is being
investigated near electron cyclotron resonance of a hot,
magnetized plasma for the ordinary and extraodinary modes
of propagation, and over a range from 2 to 18 GHz. In an
initial study1, a microwave beam was made to propagate
along the axis of a magnetic mirror field at frequencies
between 4 and 10 GHz. These studies revealed broad-band
absorption of up to 20 dB over most of this range, in plasma

cc with densities of no more than 1011 per cubic centimeter. In
later work2', a microwave beam propagating across a uniform
magetic field in the ordinary mode was investigated. This

6- study revealed what are presumed to be hot plasma effects
not predicted by the Appleton equation, including an
asymmetric absorption resonance, secondary absorption

, peaks, and an unaccounted for degree of attenuation away
-.9 rrom the resonance peak.
-5 r This paper will describe new experimental

investigations on the attenuation and reflection of a
0 microwave beam propagating across a magnetic field uniform

to within 1% in the plasma volume, in the ordinary and
":extraordinary modes. These attenuation and reflection

measurements are made with a Hewlett-Packard model 8510
.• -high frequency network analyzer, which is capable of

operating over frequencies from 45 MHz to 18 GHz.
"•.• Experimental data such as the plasma attenuation and

0 • reflection, absorption peak half-width, and phase angle will
g w be measured as functions of the plasma parameters, and

S.9 compared with the predictions of cold plasma theory as I
described by the Appleton equation. The classical Penning
discharge used to generate the plasma consists of an
approximately uniform magnetic field with a maximum
value of 0.32 Tesla, corresponding to electron cyclotron
resonance at approximately 9 GHz. The plasma is steady
state, approximately 12 cm in diameter, and has densities
ranging up to 1011 per cubic centimeter.

*Supported by AFOSR contract 89-0319.

1. L. Jiang, Min Wu and J. Reece Roth, APS Bulletin, Vol.
25, No. 27, p. 1900, (1988).
2. L. Jiang, Min Wu and J. Reece Roth, Proceeding of The
16th IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science,
IEEE Catalog #9CH2760-7 (1989) pp. 145-46.

i
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6R 20 Studies of' N11crowave JboLnto by•PMmmNar
the Elect~ron Cyclotr'on lX.euen* L. HENRY COMBS.
CHAOYU LIU. and J. REECE ROTH. University of
Tennessee. Knoxville, TN 37996-2100. -- We report
experimental measurements on the absorption of
microwave radiation near the electron cyclotron
frequency which propagates In the extraordinary mode.
in a single pass. through a weakly ionized. turbulent.
Penning discharge plasma. The plasma number density
was on the order of 109/cm3. and the plasma diameter
was approximately 12 centimeters. We report the
absorption in dB as a function of the electron number
density. the level of turbulence. and of other plasma
parameters. Our results are compared with a cold
plasma theory based on Appleton's equation. and are
based on propagation between specially designed horns
connected to a HP 8510 microwave network analyzer.
We find that a single pass through such a plasma is
sufficient to provide several tens of dB of attenuation.

Microwave radiaption nyaPam ear the electroncylto
fylto requency"wihrpaae in th extrarinar mo.35od. 9(90

and tht t of agee 9 /thcold pand theopasadimee

a Spproximtely 12ntrcetmterFS.-01 WeReortthe

McoavAbsorption Idbya a functio ofa the Electron nme

pylam thot ryn basedunc" App~leton's eqaton.3, aNd. are99

I p. 2068.

I
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Space-Charge Wave Theory of FEL*

Liu, Shenggang 3
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Abstract I

The linear theory of Free Electron Laser (FEL) is provided from the point of view 3
of space-charge waves. It is shown that this formulation is helpful in understanding the

beam-wave interaction physics in FELs. To enhance the interaction efficiency by taking

advantage of the space-charge wave, a new kind of hybrid free electron laser with a 3
periodic structure is proposed. I

I
*Postdeadline paper presented at the Int. Conf. on IR/MM waves. 10-14 Dec. 3

1990. Orlando. USA. Supported in part by AFOSR Contract 89-0319. I
I
I
U
I

Liu, S.: "Space-Charge Wave Theory of FEL", U
Postdeadline paper at the Int. Conf. on IR/MM Waves,
10-14 Dec. 1990, Orlando, FL.. .
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I A Special Quasi-Optical High Power Combiner System*

3 Xie Wengkai*; Liu Shenggang**

* Abstract

A high power millimeter and submillimeter combiner by means of a special

Il axisymmetric three-mirror Quasi-optical system is presented, and its theoretical analysis is

3- given in this paper. Experimental verification has been carried out and the results are

discussed.

II

3 *Postdeadline paper presented at the Int. Conf. on IR/MM wave. 10-14 Dec.

1990. Orlando. USA. Supported in part by AFOSR contract 89-0319.I
I

I

*China University of Electronic Science and Technology, Chengdu. P.R.C.

"**University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Visiting Distinguished Professor.

Xie, W.; and Liu, S.: "A Special Quasi-Optical High
Power Combiner System", Postdeadline paper at the
Int. Conf. on IRIMM Waves, 10-14 Dec. 1990,
Orlando, FL.
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I
RELATIVISTIC THEORY OF THE TWO
INTERPENETRATING BEAM - PLASMA I

INTERACTION*

by

Shenggang Liu, Senior Member, IEEE
Visiting Distinguished Professor

and
J. Reece Roth, Fellow, IEEE

Professor of Electrical Engineering

Plasma Science Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Tennessee, Knoxville 37996-2100

ABSTRACT I
The beam-plasma interaction resulting from two equal

density, oppositely directed electron beams interacting with heavy
background ions has been studied both theoretically and
experimentally in previous work (1,2). The nature of the
interaction mechanism considered in this paper is illustrated
schematically in Figure 1, a less constricted version of the model
considered in references 1 and 2. We use perturbation theory to

ELECTRONS1

+VI ELECTPONS

8 G-

e (-- --

extend the previous non-relativistic model to include relativistic
electron beams and the influence of relativistic effects on the beam- I
plasma interaction. In addition, the previous model was restricted
to oppositely-directed electron beams with equal speeds interacting
in a heavy-ion plasma. We generalize this model to include, along
with relativistic effects, two beams of unequal velocity which are I
either parallel or anti-parallel. This generalized theory not only
exhibits relativistic effects explicitly, but also facilitates
comparison with familiar devices and processes such as the
traveling wave tube, the Buneman instability, and the Pierce
instability. A general relativistic dispersion equation has been
obtained, and a new class of FEL based on this relativistic
interaction is proposed (3).

1. J. R. Roth, I. Alexeff, and R. Mallavarpu, Phys. Rey-
Lte, Vol. 43, No. 6 (1979) pp. 445-49.

2. I. Alexeff, J. R. Roth, J. D. Birdwell, and R. Mallavarpu, I
PEbyiy•,o.•L•,i•, Vol. 24, No. 7 (1981) pp. 1348-57.

3. Shenggang Liu, Nuclear Instr. and Methods Vol. A296, I
(1990) pp. 403-.

*•Work supported by contract AFOSR-89-0319. I
Liu, S. and Roth, J. R.: Relativistic Theory of the Two Interpenetrating Beam-

Plasma Interaction. 1991 IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science, June

3-5, 1991, IEEE Catalog No. 91-CH3037-9, (1991) p. 173.



REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
RADIATION FROM A NON-UNIFORM PLASMA

SLAB AT AN ARBITRARY
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE*

Mounir Laroussi and J. Reece Roth

UTK Plasma Science Laboratory
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Tennessee

fu y Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2100

.0 In this paper, we study the transmission, reflection, and
Z c -,absorption of microwave radiation near the electron cyclotron

"-t5 ._ ,- frequency by a non-uniform plasma slab. The wave is launched,% U •at an arbitrary angle of incidence (Fig. 1).
W.E-,ý

* 0

E E
r 0 Fig. 1. Microwaves incident on a non-uniform plasma

"U U •Our plasma model is a cold, steady state, weakly ionized
ez ,slab with a uniform background magnetic field parallel to the

!t2. surface. The plasma density profile is parabolic with a maximum
-= 7 at the center. This geometry is intended to approximate the

"U Q ocylindrical plasma column which is the subject of our experimental
0 '• measurements. We find that a single pass through such a plasma,.0 provides several tens of dB of attenuation across the slab diameter,

:S ý . and in the reflected signal. The transmission, reflection, and
.-= absorption depend on the magnetic field, number density, collision

frequency, and the angle of incidence. These parametric
two ,dependences are calculated for our model from cold plasma theory
.. ! (Ref. 1). These computer simulations are compared vith

:E 2 experimental measurements made previously (Ref. 2), and more
recently, on a plasma generated by a classical Penning discharge,
using a network analyzer as a diagnostic instrument.

(1) M. A. Heald and C. B. Wharton, Plasma Diagnostics With
Microwaves, Krieger Pub., Huntington, NY, 1978.

(2) P. D. Spence, "A Study of the Effective Electron Collision
Freuency in a Weakly Ionized Turbulent Penning Discharge
Plasma", Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, August 1990, University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor, MI.

*Supported by AFOSR contract 89-0319 (Roth)
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Kinetic Theory of Electron Cyclotron Maser I
with Azimuthal Standing Wave*

Liu Shenggang I
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Abstract I
The Kinetic theory of the Electron cyclotron maser and gyrotron with azimuthal

standing wave has been carried out in this paper. The dispersion equation of ECRM and

the starting current of the gyromonotron are given. The analysis shows that the right-hand

rotating waves produce the right-hand cyclotron harmonics and the left-hand rotating waves I
give the left-hand cyclotron harmonics. It turns out that the beam-waves interactions of the

two rotating wave are different from each other. The standing wave pattern in the

azimuthal direction, therefore, may not remain during the interaction process and mode

competition may take place.

I
*To be presented at 18th IEEE Int. Conf. on Plasma Science, 3-5, June 1991. 3

Williamsburg, USA. Supported in part by AFOSR contract 89-0319. I
I

Liu, S.: "Kinetic Theory of Electron Cyclotron Maser
with Azimuthal Standing Wave", Submitted Feb. 1991
to the IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science,June 3-5, 1991, Williamsburg, VA.

I
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Kinetic Theory of the Electron Cyclotron Maser with

Asymmetry Between Electron Beam and Cavity*

Liu Shenggang

University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Abstract

The kinetic theory of Electron Cyclotron Maser (ECM) with asymmetry between

theelectron beam and cavity is given in the paper. The dispersion equation of ECM and the

expressions for starting current and frequency shift of the gyromonotron with asymmetry

between beam and cavity have been derived and discussed.

*To be presented at IEEE Int. Conf. on Plasma Science, 3-5, June 1991.

Williamsburg, USA. Supported in part by AFOSR contract 89-0319.

Liu, S.: "Kinetic Theory of the Electron Cyclotron Maser
with Asymmetry Between Electron Beam and Cavity",
Submitted Feb. 1991 to the IEEE International Conference
on Plasma Science. June 3-5, 1991, Williamsburg, VA
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Numerical and Experimental Investiations of the
Attenuation of Microwaves bv a Non-Uniform Plasma*
MOUNIR LAROUSSI, CHAOYU LIU, and J. REECE
ROTH, University of Tennessee. Knoxville. TN 37996-2100 -- I
Experimental measurements have been made on the attenuation of
microwave radiation by an axisymmetric, cylindrical, non-uniform
magnetized plasma generated in a classical Penning discharge. The
wave is launched in the extraordinary mode. The transmitting and
receiving horns are connected to an S-parameter test set of a HP 8510
network analyzer which measures the transmission and reflection of the
wave(l). The radial number density profile is measured by a Langmuir
probe and may be hollow, flat, or peaked on the plasma axis. The
experimentally determined radial profile is entered into our computer
simulation and a comparison between the experimentally measured
attenuation and the simulation results is accomplished. Our simulation
is based on cold plasma theory(2 ) and has been improved from a slab
model to a cylindrical one.

(1) M. Laroussi and J. Reece Roth, Proceedings of the 1991 IEEE
International Conference on Plasma Science Williamsburg, VA,
CAT #91CH3037-9. (1991), p. 146.

(2) M. A. Heald and C. B. Wharton, Plasma Dianostics with
Microwave, Krieger Pub. Huntington, N. Y., 1978.

*Suppored by AFOSR contract 89-0319.

I
I

Laroussi, M.; Liu, C.; and Roth, J. R.: Numerical and Experimental Investigationsof the Attenuation of Microwaves by a Non-Uniform Plasma. APS Bulletin, Vol.
36 (1991) p. 2485.

I
I
I
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EXPERIMENTAL GENERATION OF A
STEADY-STATE GLOW DISCHARGE

AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE*

J. Reece Roth. Mounir Laroussi. and Chaoyu Liu
UTK Plasma Science Laboratory

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-2100
ABSTRACT

In industrial plasma engineering, a steady-state atmospheric
glow discharge would allow many surface modification and other

"Cu -• plasma processing operations to be carned out under atmospheric
4 r_ conditions, rather than in expensive vacuum systems which
r. ,, enforce batch processing. In this paper, we report some

5 encouraging results of an experimental program conceived
•'.0 independently of the work reported by Kanda. et al. (Ref. 1 ). Our
r_ experiments were conducted on an experimental apparatus shown

0 schematically in Figure 1. A parallel olate plasma reactor with

"square electrodes 25 cm on a side, covered with an insulating

4 . surface (rubber or glass), and with variable spacing, was set up in
an enclosed box which made it possible to control the type of
'working gas used. This reactor was energized by a very

U specialized RF power supply c4pable of supplying up to 5
kilowatts of RF power at rms voltages up to 5 kilovolts, and over A

W W frequency range from I kHz to 100 kHz.

E C14 RF INPUT

POWER AMPLIFIER WATER COOLING
0'. IkHr-IOObHz

i---------S: , . . . . .I . .

d & PLASMA INSULAT ING

-,'-,-GAS INLET

25cmn x 25crn
e COPPER PLATE ELECTROOES

Figure 1. Atmospheric Plasma Reactor

.• -• We performed experiments at one atmosphere in heliuma
-• mixture of helium and air, and, after Kandaet ai., argon with an"-r"- && adixtur of acetone. We have been able to generate a steady III=

t 2 -glow discharge in one atmosphere of helium at an electrode
"separation of 4.5 cm, yielding a 2.8 liter volume of helium plasma
at one atmosphere. The power levels appeared to be low, no more

than a few hundred watts. The largest volume helium plasma was
achieved with 5 kV rms applied to the electrodes with a frequency
in the vicinity of 4 kHz. Higher and lower frequencies were less
effective. With electrode separations less than 4.5 cm in helium.
the plasma was uniform. Similar volumes of plasma have been
produced at one atmosphere in argon with acetone vapor. Work is
continuing to maintain a steady-state glow discharge in
atmospheric air.

*Supported in part by AFOSR Contract 89-0319

1) N. Kanda, M. Kogoma, H. Jinno. H. Uchiyama, and S.
Okazaki, Paper 3.2-20, Proc. 10th Intl. Symposium on
Plasma Chemistry, Vol. 3 (1991).
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2B3 Plasma Filled Tunable Notch U

Absorber Microvave Filtere

Nounir Laroussi 3
Plasma Science Laboratory
University of Tennessee

Knoxville. Tennessee 37996-2100

At the Plasma Science Laboratory of the
University of Tennessee,Knoxville,we have
built and operated a compact,tunable microwave
filter. This device is a direct spin-off of
our plasma cloaking research~l]. It isbasically a magnetized cylindrical plasma

column(see Fig.l).

RECEIVING

PLASMA ~ TRANSMITTING
T HORN

Fig.1 Cylindrical-shaped filter 3
When a microwave propagating in the extra-
ordinary mode traverses the plasma column,it
is attenuated if its frequency is near the
electron cyclotron frequency. This attenuation I
occurs according to the Appleton equation
(2],(3]. The bandwidth and depth of the
attenuated band are functions of the collision
frequency and the plasma number density. The
center frequency of the attenuated band can be
preselected by adjusting the applied axial
magnetic field strength. This filter could
have various applications in broadband
microwave measurement systems, by removing I
aliasing,unwanted harmonics,and spurious
signals. Performance data will be reported.

[1] J.R.Roth, Nicrowave Absorption
System",United States Patent
#4,989,006,Jan.29,1991.

(2] N.A. Heald and C.B. Wharton,PlaM
Diagnostics with Nicrowa~e",Krieger I
Pub.,Huntington,N.Y.,1978.

(3] N.Laroussi,C.Liu,and J.R.Roth,"Numerical
and Experimental Investigations of .he
Attenuation of Microwaves by a Non-Uniform
Plasma",APS Bulletin,Vol.36,No.9,p.2485,
October 1991.

*Supported by AFOSi contract 89-0319(Laroussi) 3

M. Laroussi: "A Plasma-Filled Tunable Notch Absorber Microwave
Filter", Proc. 1992 IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science,
Tampa, FL, June 1-3, 1992 IEEE Cat. #92TH0460-6 Paper 2B3,
p. 106 (1992). n
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BP 27 Chang'tensics of a Steady-State. -Low Power Glow Discharwg
at Atmosnheric Pressure.* C. LIW and J. R. ROTH, LTK Plasema
Science Laboratory. University of Tennessee. Knoxville. TN 37996-

We have generated a steady-state, low power glow discharge
at one atmosphere pressure in helium, a mixture of helium and air,
and, after Kanda. et al. (ref. 1), argon with a mixture of acetone. The
Plasma can be made uniform, and occupy volumes as large as 2.8
liters. Power inputs have ranged from below 60 wars to as much as
180 watts, and am proportional to the excitation fiequency. Our
plasma reactor consists of two plane panalel plates 25 cm on a side,
covered by an insulating layer, and separated by up to 5 cm. The

ates m energized by an RF power supply which can dEliver up to 5ruts over the frequency ranp from I kHz to 100 kHL The glow
discharge is resistive at low frequency, and capacitive at high
frequency. We will report on the phase angle between the voltage and
current waveforms as a fuftion of frequency, and the behavior of the
power input as a function of frequency and of the type of gas.

I *Supported in pan by AFOSR Contract 89-0319

I. N. Kanda, M. Kogoma, E. Jinno, IL Uchiyarna, and S. Okamki:
Paper 3.2-20, Proc. 10th Intl. Symposium on Plasma Chemistry,
Vol. 3 (1991).

a
SLiu, C.; Chen, D.; and Roth, J. R.: Characteristics of a Steady-State, Low Power

Glow Discharge at Atmospheric Pressure. AS.. Bullein Vol. 37 (1992) p. 1563.

I

I
I
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PLASMA-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS OF A STEADY-
STATE GLOW DISCHARGE AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE*

C.Liu, and J.R.Roth
UTK Plasma Science Laboratory

University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN 37996-2100.

ABSTRACT

Following Kanda, et al.(ref.1), We have
generated a large volume (up to 2.8 liters),
low power (less than 200w), steady-state glow
discharge plasma (ref.2) which allows many
surface modification and other plasma

processing operations to be carried out at one
atmosphere, rather than in expensive vacuum
systems which enforce batch processing. We I
have shown that the phase angle between the
maximum of the voltage waveform and current
breakdown is a function of frequency (1KHz to
100KHz) as well as voltage (up to 5KV(RMS)).
Also the power increases with RF frequency as I
well as voltage (ref. 2).

The present study concentrates on the
plasma-related characteristics and surface-
treatment applications of this atmospheric I
pressure, steady-state glow discharge. The
plasma floating potential will be measured as
a function of RF frequency, RF voltage, and
type of working gas. Helium, a mixture of
helium and air, and argon will be used as I
working gases. The results of surface
treatment of organic materials a~so will be
reported. This plasma can modify the physical,
chemical and electrical surface properties of I
the materials. We will show some correlations
between the type and extent of the surface
modifications and the plasma discharge
parameters.

INtTFREQUINC'Y

POWER AMPLIFIER

O-shvwsWaER COOLING
/

(311) ANSLLATINGS. . .. .. COV1ER

PLASMA MTREATLD

MATERIAL

m'25cm. 25c-
CO~PPER PLATE ELECTnOO(S

Fig.1 The experimental set up. I
* Supported in part by AFOSR contract 89-0319. I
1. N.Kanda, M.Kogoma, H.Jinno, H.Uchiyama, and
S.Okazaki: Paper 3.2-20, Proc. 10th Intl.
Symposium on Plasma Chemistry, Vol.3 (1991).
pp 3.2-20-1 to 3.2-20-4
2. C.Liu. and J.R.Roth: Paper 8P-27, 34th I
Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Plasma
Physics, eattle. Series II, Vol. 37, No.6(1992). i 563

Liu, C. and Roth, J. R.: Plasma-Related Characteristics of a Steady-State Glow
Discharge at Atmospheric Pressure. 1993 IEEE International Conference on
Plasma Science, June 7-9, 1993, Vancouver, B. C., IEEE Catalog No. 93

CH3334-0 (1993), p. 129.
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IS 18 Preliminary Measurements of the Plasma Properties of a
One Atmosphere Glow Discharge Plasma* J. REECE'ROTH,
PAUL D. SPENCE, and CHAOYU LIU, University of
Tennessee. Knoxville. TN 37996-2100.-- We have recently
generated a uniform glow discharge at one atmosphere in helium,
argon , and other gases. The active species from the plasma are useful
for various forms of plasma surface treatment, such as improving the
wettabiity, wickability, and printability, of fabrics made of PPL,
nylon, and other normally non wettable materials. This superficial
treatment can be done without batch processing, or the capital and
energy costs of a vacuum system. In this paper we will report on the
plasma related characteristics of the glow discharge plasma, and
measurements designed to experimentally check a theory which
predicts the range of frequencies which produce a positive space
charge build-up, and hence the regime which produces uniformI discharge.

*Supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Contract
AFOSR 89-0319 (ROTH).

(1) C. Liu, P. Tsai and J. R. Roth: Paper 2P18, 20th IEEE Intl.
Conference on Plasma Science, 93CH3334-0, p. 129 (1993).

I

Roth, J. R.; Spence, P. D.; and Liu, C.: Preliminary Measurements of the Plasma

Properties of a One Atmosphere Glow Discharge Plasma. APS Bulletin Vol. 38

(1993)
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I P26 1
AN ATMOSPHERIC GLOW
DISCHARGE PLASMA FOR

AERODYNAMIC BOUNDARY LAYER
CONTROL* 3

Chaoyu Liu and J. Reece Roth
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering I

University of Tennessee

Knoxville, Tennessee 37996 USA

Abstract !

A steady-state uniform glow discharge plasma has
been generated between two insulated, parallel a
electrodes at one atmosphere pressure in helium, air, and
other gases in the UTK Plasma Science Laboratory'.
Preliminary measurements of this plasma have been I
reported.2 Industrial applications of the atmospheric
glow discharge plasma have been studied3, Exploratory
research to extend this mechanism to the formation of a I
plasma layer on the surface of aircraft is underway in our
lab. We intend to use the plasma layer to effect boundary
layer control, using the electric field body force to I
reduce drag, minimize turbulence, and accelerate or
decelerate the boundary layer on the surface of an
aircraft. IIn this paper, we will report recent experimental
results from our exploratory research program, aimed at 1
creating a layer of uniform glow discharge plasma oln
the skin of a model aircraft at one atmosphere in several
working gases, including air. The characteristics of this S
surface layer of uniform glow discharge plasma also will

be reported.

* Research supported by AFOSR contract 89-0319

Roth. 1. R: Liu. C.. and Laroussi. M Expcrinetal Generation of a
Sic.idy-Stalc Glow Discharge at Atmospheric Pressure 1992 IEEE
International Confcrcnce on Plasma Scicnce, Tampa. FL. June 1-3. 1992.
IEEE Cat. #92TH0460-6, (1992) pp. 170-17 1.
2. Rolh, J. R.: Spence. P. D.: and Liu. C.: Preliminan. Measurements of theI
Plasma Properties of a One Atmosphere Glo%% Discharge Plasma. APS
Bulletin Vol. 38 (1993) p.1901.
' Rolh, J. R.V Wadswoonh. L. C.: Spcncc. P. D., Tsai, P. P.-Y.; and Lit. .
One Atmosphcrc Glow Discharge Plasma for Surface Treatment of
Nonw ovn Tcxtiles. Proc. 3rd Annual TANDEC Confcrencc, Nov. 1-3. 1991.
Knoxville. TN (1993).
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APPENDIX C

AIR FORCE SPONSORED PATENTS AND PATENT FILINGS

I item# Publication Page #

1. U.S. Patent 4,989,006, Jan. 29, 1991, "Microwave
Absorption System", John Reece Roth, Inventor,
Assigned to the Secretary of the Air Force ................................... C-1

2. U.S. Patent Filing #48568.68, "A One-Atmosphere
Uniform Glow Discharge Plasma". ............................................... C-16

3. U.S. Patn't Filing #372,6002P/mr, "Method and Apparatus
For Covering Bodies With A Uniform Glow Discharge
Plasma and Applications Thereof'. ............................................... C-45£
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United States Patent o91 ciij Patent Number: 4,989,006
Roth (431 Date of Patent: Jan. 29, 1991

,541 MICROWAVE ABSORPTION SYSTCM ics Hg'ol|ywcmd, rla. Oct. 31l-Nv -. 41996. All Bulle.
175] Inventor: John R. Roth, Knoxville. Tann. tin, vol. 33, No. 9. p. 1900 (1989).Primary £Exairno-Nelson Moskowitr

[73] Asigp.t: noc Untted States of America as Asjsant Ezamine--Mark Hellter
representse by the Secretar7 of the Atrwome Agoe'. ap ripm-William 0. Auton: Donaid J
Air Force, Washington, D.C. Singer

[211 Appl. No.- 425.141 1571 APRSTR.AC1

122) Filed: Oct. 17, 1989 Microwave absorption in a varying magncuc; field is I
investigated near electron cyclotron resunance with a

[511 Int. CL, ............................................. H01Q 17/00 network anelyzer which Is capable of swept frequency
t52] U.S. Ci ............................................. 342/1; 342/2 mc.surmrnts, aid of memunn$ reflection and tral•-
158] Field of Search ........................................ 342/), 2 mLs.ion cocfN-cWnL% from 0.045 to 15 OHzf with grmater
[561 References Cited than 80 d81 dynamic range. The axpcrimental conditions

are such that the plaqma is generated in a modified
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS Penning di.charge in a a&grietic mirror configurauon. a

3,127.608 3/1964 EWPOse ............................... 343/1A A microwave beam as caused to propagate along the
3.73.157 1/1973 August .................................. 343/1A axis of the mapnetic mirror field in the pl.mma column.
3.773.614 1 /4973 Murks .................................. 252/309 The mirowave beam at atwnuate•d near the electron
4,030.093 6/1977 Roth . cyclotron meso nce frequency. providing microwave
4,191.,419 2/19•5 Eubamnk ................................. 342/1 absorption over a range of frequencies spanning the

OTHER. PUBLICATIONS electron cyat~iuron freqluencia• presenct in the axially
varying magncti: fkid. The attenuation. aonsg with

L. Jiang et &I, "Ezxpcrimctnal Results of Microwave hot-plasma effect, arc mcamured as a fuinction of fre.
Absorption with Varying MagnetW Field in A Medi- quency by the network analyzer.
fled Penning Discharge", Presented at the Thirtieth
Annual Meeting of the APS Division of Plasma Phys. 14 ClaimS, 7 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 7
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4,989.0062 *
forward progress through the ionized gas cloud pro.

MICROWAVE ASSORPTION SYSTE' videx the nesary coverae of the objeci. This patcnt
teachcs that the ionized gas cloud will ttenuate: and IISTATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST refract ainy incident elctiromagnetic wave'x, which of.

The invCntion dcscribed herein may be manufactured 5 fNCUvely makes the object invisible to radar.
and uised by or for the Government for goCrnmCntaL The Mark. Patent. Dipolar Elecuo.optic Compost-
purposm without the payment or any royalty thcrcon. tinf% and Mcthod of Prepuration. teaches usuni a igs.

pcnsion of dipolar particles as a light -controlling means. IBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION The pa.nicls are in m epn.,un and are oriented hy the
The present invcnton relates generally to aircraft appliaction of an external electric or iigrnitic field.

protecto and antidatection systems and more .pecifl. This pateit teaches a method for creating such a dcvice
cally the invention pcrtains to a plasma eloaling device in which the particles am evenly distributed throughout 1
which provides microwave absorption usinI a varying the susipension. have a fast orientaion rosponse uponmalintic field. application of the appropriate exterior field, and are

aditional aircraft antidetection sytcms are divided IS sufficiently trmnsparent or reftctve to electromagnetic
into two broad categories: ac•tv systems (which gener. raidiaion. depending upon orientation, to allow e of rate radar jamming stgnals): and passive systcnm which the device as a practical light-ontrolling device.
rely on some characteristics of the vehicle to reduce the The Eubmtks Patent. Microwave Absorbing Mcans.
radar rcrur When the radar 3amming transmittcr is dcifi•s a devic which is dcsigned to absorb the micro.
located on the •ta•gt aircraft, the jamming sinal tras. 20 wave radiation used in traIc Iont! radar by using amitued by the aircraft can sometimes ac as a beacon tw cnroawav antenna connected to a microwave absorb.the radar trauking system. Passive systems, which i-. tig means This patent teachcx winding a wire around a
clude the use of radar absorbing materials on the vWhi. fluorcrent light bulb as a •elical microwave antenna.
cie's surface. are limited in their ability to reduce the E.ah end of the antenna is then electrically coupled tovehicle's radar cross section. 25 the absorbing ube (fluorescent light bulb) so that theThe "Ak of providing a microwave absorption system nucrowave radisauo reivod by the antetnn a trans.
which can reduce the datectability of 3atllits and nutted to the abqarboin tube where it is then absorbed
aircraft. and which can protect targets from directed by the gas contained within the tube.energy weapons is alleviated, to some ectent. by the While thi atiove-citd refeornces an instructive, theysystems disclosed by the following U.S. Patents., the A do not acknowledge that a varyinS magnetic field indisclosures of which ire incorporated herein by refer. poximnity with a piasm producas dramti ic microwave
ence,

U.S. Pat. No. 3,127,603, A. L Eldridge, Obe Cat . absorption. More SPcifticlly, m-crowave absorption is I
oulapt Method a& Appaertu-t eiharica when ghe varying mapetic field is produced

U.S. Pat. No. 3,713.17. Henry Augst, EZergy Ab- 35 Bear Ce0otrOn cycloton ronancae.
sorption by a Radioisotope Produced Psl The August referce discussed above mach•s the

U.S. Pat. No. 3,773,684, Alvin M. Marks, DilIIA use of a plansma to attenam radar snals and suggests
Electro-Optic Compcositioas and Method of Prepura. sup mposm|g a DC mapgcic field on the plma a& 1
tmon: AM m s of eal;ncing aumnuato. The Eldridge rdef.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,791,419. Gary L Eubanks, Micro. 40 once teache Usi an iOnZed gs cloud Wo Cloak An
wave Ab3orbing Means. objectu but faill to dislose or predict the use of a mag.I

The Augmut pautet, Energy Absor non by a Radioi. ac$ie field with the ionzed Va cloud to increase attcnu.
sotopc Produce Plasma, which describes a mcan of atio of the incident radar signals.
attenuatmig el•ctromagnetic radiation passing through The Eubans reference teaches thc absorption of
an ionized gas pLm adjacet to a body, teach•s p~we 45 radar signab so as to reduce or ncgate any reflected Iing a radioioýof mateial n a surface of the body in signal, but this reference ne•rhor claims nor predicts the
contact with the gasioux medium surrounding the ob. use of a dipolar magnetic field supplied with a weak
ject. Such radiou t wmtera ejects aergetic pati. plasmat o absorb mcoming radar signa. There are noclm tand quints into the medium and caum ionizatio plasmas in dd this b.of the gs, forming &a ionixd ga plasma sheath around So The Marks reference is not concernd with the ab-

the object. Thb plImet sheath would ahbsab any ci.- sorption of radar spils at all, but is a light-conrtrollla
tromagpic tneorgy emmueg it or woud so distort any device. Thre is no plasma present in this reference and
incomin signal dtt it would be urecognid am a a mageic fied, If present, is used for the sole purpoeI
radar signal upon ts return to its source. This patent of controlling the orientation of dipc Ia particles in
also suggests superunpouin; a DC magnetic field upon 33 SUSpcnsion.
the plasma in order to enhance asemnatio. While the above-cited rdfences ae usmructive.

The plasma armd the object is constantly replacd there remains the need to provide a system capable of I
by the coninuous release of energeti particles and clashing a target us9ug a dipolar magnetic field supplied
quanta into the gaseous medium surrounding the object. with a weak plasm to absorb probing radar signals.
Additionay, this p predicts a docrease in the 6o The prc t inventon is intended to tiy that need.p lm aw d e n sty as t h e d ist ian c fro m th o b • ct W ere as ic s S U M R OI I T E T
providiag impodum SUMMARY OP a INVENTION U
in the refectvity of the plasms sheath. The present invention inciudes a method and appara-

The E.Jridge Pato, Object Cammfle and App•. tis for the plama cloeig of military targets, such asnvav& wwtes maderiia ans objew inviible io radar by 65 spaic stellisca or aircraft This ý n nintion iticudic a l
use of an Iwized pa cloud surroviding the object. A supqonduc - l A aN em lc coil, which will generate inparticle acaelsessbr i "ie to conieuy ionize the dipole m anetsi fl In a targ. A weak tplma is
pa, imudlaWy in ftm of dh obJe sadi the objeas Mpplid to this magnemt Fe at orbital aluds dt

C-9
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field will fill up Witiplua sU 3does the arth'tn mane- of the electron kinetic tempenrture at V.4 -1.5
tosphcre. but in the atmosphere a plasma generating kV.lw4u4OmA.P = 100 Torr.,B=0.255 T.
means is needed. Incoming radar signals will then enter FIG. 4 Is an illustration of the test configuration alp.
this plasma and be absorbed. proach to the present invention to measure microwave

In a embodiment which has been demeonstrated in 5 attenuation produced by a varying magnctized plasma:
the inventor's laboratory, a modified Penning discharge FIG. S is a chart of attenuation vs. Frequency;
system is used to generate plasma by ionizing helium FIG. 6 is a schematic of an embodiment of the present
using: two cathodes, a ring anode and an electrical invention:
power source. The two cathodes are on opposite sides FIG. 7 is a chart of plasma attenuation. the upper
of the helium with the rMtg anode us the middle such 10 curve is with the plasma off while the lower curve ii
that they ionize the helium into the plasma. Note that in with the plasma on.
such Penning discharge systems. the clectrons are FIG. is a chart of normalized plasma accentuacion;
forced to oscillate between the two opposed cathodes, FIG. 9 is a chart of normalized plasma reflection:
anid are prevented from soing into she nag anode by the FIG. 10 is a chart of attenuation vs. anode current:
presence of a magnetic fkild. Accordingly, a plurality of 15 ad
magnetic coils surround the cathodes and generate a FIGS, 11 and 12 are illustrations of two potentW
varying magnetic fil with a mirror configuration. As radar targets that can = the present invention as a
mentioned above, when microwave signals cener the plsmia eloaking system.
mIneuze plasma, they are attenuated, particularlywhen they reach a magnetic induction which corre. 20 DETAILED DECRZPTZON 01 THE
sponds she electron cyclotoo resonance frequency. PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

In operatwn. the system described above provides a The present invention includes a system which pro-
plasma cloaking mems by which military targ could vides plauma protection by the interaction of electro.
be made to disappear from radar screens by surrounding mapetic radiation with magnetized plasma. The result.
them with a suitable magnetized plasma. Thefe targets 25 ing absorption and attenuation of microwave signals
include both endoatmosphenc aircraft, and exoatmos- allows the present invention to serve as a plasma cloak-
pheric satellites and spactcraft. However. it is impor. ing device, or a protection sys•.em which attenuates the
tant to note that the attenuation of microwave signals is output siginals of directed energy weapons.
a protective measure a8ain directed energy weapons Plasma cloaking can be effected by surrounding the
as well as an antidetection device. More specifically, 30 object to be shielded with a plasma which is capable of
there exist a categry of weapons which direcu a pow. eithe reflecting. caerin• , or absorbing the incoming
erful electromelnetic pulse (EMP) to disrupt the com- radiation. Approaches to plasma eloniing based on
purer, control and commuicauon system of targms rflAction and scattering must be handled with a greatThe present mvention providt a manetmizg d plasm deal of caution lest the act effect be to increase the

which can atteneum the effects of such threts. In a tast 35 apparent size of the radar image of 'he objec to beconfguration. tW• system described above loctudest a cloaked It sam= fairly €|cs that the safest of these
radio frequency (RM) traonmism a transmitting wave, three approaches is to absorb the radiation used to de.
guide which conducts the RF signal to radiate near one tect the urges. A consideration of the basic principles of
cathode; a colleetin wsveguide placed at the opposing interaction of electromiaeic waves with plasmas idl.
cathode; a feed hom receiver which collicts and men. 40 ctse that it is relatively diffiwcut to absorb microwave
sumos the attenuated microwave signals,, computer and power in unmagetized plasms. Experience in the field
a network analyzer which records the asuenaaion as a of fusion research indicates that A? plasma heating (and
measured fmnctton of frequency, therefore absorption) is most effectively done at three

As described above, it is an object of the present major frequencies; ion cyclotron resonance heating,
invention to provide a plasma eloaing system which 45 lower hybrid heating, sad electron cyclotron heain&
can hide satellites and aircraft from radar tracking sys. Ion and electron cyclotron heating are done at the
rems. gyro frequency of the Ions or elctro.ns, given by;

It is aother objeot of the invention to provide a
microwave attenutiat•o system which proteen targets eh (iI
from directed erly weapons. s0 "

It is another object of the present invention to pro.
vide a general purpose mirowave signal entidetection These frtuencies are a function only of the charge to
system. mass ratio and the magnetic induction. At magnetic

These objects togther with other objects, features inductions likely to be encountered in plasma eloaking
and advantages of the invention will become more 55 applications, the ion cyclotron frequency is likely to be

. readily apparent from the foilowins detailed descri- too low to be of intrest= in view of the normal opemt.
tion when taken inconjunctin with the am-ompaying in; frtequencies of system of Interest. Microwave fre.
drawings wherein like elements are given like reference queneics in the electomagctic spectrum range be-
numerals ghrout, tWcan 300 Mc and 300 Cc. A subset of these frequencies

DESCZZTON OF Tu DAWINGS o60 of special interest include the VHF. UHF and HF radar
frequecies listed below it Table It

FIG. I is a schemati of a complete Penning dis. TABLE I
charge System R. w fkMam, 4 IF ,, or

FIGS. 2 and 3 are osham of date produced by opera. .
sion of tdeo am of•Fla. & 45 UM.., 011.4m me

FIa. 2 isaohtm of the axi of e nn w L.00 o4ame
densy at V4m I.1 kV =40 MAPm- 0... 100.0m0-m me
Tort=O.ISS T, while FIG. 3 depicts the *ai profale x.., wko.u1oo Me

C-10
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frequency w. It can be shown that the full width of the

TABLE contined - bsorpn Mk. a1 half-Maximum amplitude at the glcc.
PA,. t 1•4• ¢R CM W IM4m. itron cyclotrnm frequency is related to the effe•ciwe tdce.
K... 12.4.19 a tron colligon frequency appearng in the AppletonX ... IV-26.5 k

K II2.-4 Oe 5 cqutition. Thum, a moat'wremea: of the resonant absorp-
MhIftmr.. 40 at tion Pak at the electron cyclotron frequency with Olt

microwave network nalylr will allow a mcsurement

In magntic inductions of a few tenths of a Tmla. the of the effective collison froquency.
e l ec t r nc c y cl o t r o f r q e c is c o m p a a b e t o t h e 1 0
frquencdes used by many radar sysem The third U)
possibility aorbing r power at t lower hybrid ftr--
quency, isnot ikcly tobe of•nterestforplaxm.eloaking (' - gI/Uz I
app~luctions. The lower hybrid frequaeny is electron '
number density dependent, and It could be very dim- . ..
cult. in operioni tat'ms. to maab th4plam numbct' 1
densityo rquoy. Considration of the Appleton
equatio which describcs ft interaction of electro- where
magnetic radiation with a magnedzed plasma, indius
that significant Absorltion should •ocw in the vicini•y
or t electron cyclotgr. frequency. For in- O -
ductons betweea 0.010 and 0.42 Tesl- (typical of outr
cxperiment), the electron cyclotron f'equency ranges and
from 1.76 gg!ahrtz to 70 gighertz the range of interest W.,plasm frquency.
for radar system Some experimnWl data ipmerated on s - wave frequency, and
the absorption of 9.75 gigahertz radiatic a:25 lcrn v- olso rqec
cyclotron frequency, obtained at the UTK Plasma S&. UQ the electron cyclotron frequency
'ace Laboratory, will now be described. The pmmeut and atr the wave propaption coa-

FIG. I Lb a schematic Of a Pm•u* dsrge SYeM stants. Consideration of the Appleton equation indicas
whose compments an usable in this invention. The that sit t absorption (several ten's of dB) shouldFIG. I system cum A wufm axial m3Pagn O 30 ocour in the vicinity of the electron cyclotro fte.
fied whih prod90ed AMe data of FIG. 5 which Will be quecy for plasmas of only moderate number dcaidesn
discussed below. The Penning discharge is operated in (101 and 109 eloctrmn pcr cubic ocatlmet). Por uA&
6h stady ftate. and at NMa mduco dui vary nede butactions between aboot 0.010 and 0.42 Testbetween 0.10 Tas Wd 0A2 Tasla. Pactnent fm•or of 35 (typieJ of our Azpwh 4), the *el = cyclotron.
this dischag ar th•a it is lectric Add domummxd, with freqruecy rgngs hosm 0.28 gigshat to 11.8 Sipheam.
trnM asiul haeddltelc 6 61 aomemm.. exceeds t u Mne of intneret for maRy radWr *

ing Several humd"ed Volta Per owbnusar. and it hasb~h Sona se a shown on Fan F . S. Hera.loveah of plas smrbualuue, m6inta ned by the eaney ahe doom Cylton frequency was approxaimatly
input from she appled deltdo AWL. The ions sa•
electron$ a re c by L% roatai whic g iv e A 0 gi, herm. At this krvey, she a&crpta of th@
to a ion popula tiJon " is houa than the e, n powe was aout 36 dD. The full width at half mauu.population. This Peanig e sem was uOW In mum of d curve yields an effeoive electron collison
a plasma heating aeht involving oacolu ma. frmieimy or 7.5 mpltarmt. mom thn a fac to
neuc pumping, lan pwlh Ma hag from hgher than the binary ela.cuneutral oollsiou f(t
magnewo-tfI wa'demoatesurused for the first time. sh e ih@y in Table 2 below. The value of the affec.O FIG& 3• ars shw som chasicteris-, tive 0oosion freuny, an the that tha it is %L~ y l

an aong the uts of tha dlbchwL The deonm sum- m•ch higher than the binary colision frquency in this
erentyWas typocll 10' Per cONi centmetat, mad itutubat plavine. is ofgrat iDtWftL

the ... was about 10 eV, This clssi. TABL 2
Wa Fenlo disc arewas Watrummeead with a variety So COUS cOIAezoi VuBuntCY. Ha
of dl eties, Ia"h r Lass Prowe Vin i. that _
produowd thaloa • 0 .2 agd & Also alude"NIU W5o. /

lam-Mm101L V3fogthe exame",taIl s et" sbown on FIG. 4 in which a Ia I.1otransmitting born and a recniving horn were put on uLaý. 930
ether side otthe). cydrlt plastia, &adoonaecod to a $3 Ntwia$-Nm 137
mcow ave ework maaly . Tbh ntwork analyme o Oks

rakes it possbto for u to irradiate * plimm with a M1 OdnM"
micowave sina of vatible freqenc over thmae .cup
from 0.2 to 18 g f pasing Waugh theptuas, the dpAd is psakad up by Ow r*Wovin8 Iwor 40 For the presew disassion of plasma. claig the m

and nald by the network anlyser. p- of in terst in Fio. $ is the ver lroe r syonutien..
The purpose of 1Mhonenu t tlon shOwn In FIG.4 acieVed int 0voliaote eOectr6 n 0 c9M oCron ft.-

was to implemma a new dcia mot iteded to wsa. qussy, 36 43 In F11. 8. This large awm ation was Is
swo= domaietctive cleotu esisln (fo. no way unu l ad eoen hgher suea •sion wer
qlooM is *Ae deleectri commu of a 5 obu•a l&Thaeprt mooarringi, h plaomes ara ra.-
plu do. e.Appleta. equaton, below. Thi ively e.mplH... and uot fo ly do e by tbe-

.qmsleoominos~sdem oyulsm~hq~iny ~ Aplet-I eq ati whM is buid&on the ao plaum.
t aneeem plainaeq y U, &.7% aie eslialo kpr~~i~h Flm~p a : n 1 10e *old&~.
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(lower frequency) of the electron cyclntron frequency The reader's attention is now directed towards FIG.
represents a hot plasma effect. The fact that only a 6 which is a schematic which presems a plan view of a
single such peak is seen, on one side of the electron modified Penning discharge system of the present in.
cyclotron frequency, strongly indicates a nonlinear vcntion. The system of FIG. 6 €enerates a plasma 150
interaction. The general magnitude of the observed $ by ionizing helium or argon into a plasma using two
attenuation is consistent with the predictions of the opposed cathodes 100, 110 with an anode ring fixed
Appleton equation, however, since this equation pre. between 2lern. A typical anode voltage would be 1,400
dicts attenuations that are typically 10's of dB for plas. volts with a current of 50-500 mA. In one experiment.
mas such as those in this clawcal Pnning discharge. helium was used with a pressure of 1.1 X 10'3 Tori, but
The average plasma density was approxunialy 10 these parameters will be varied depending upon the
1.5X 109 particles per cubic centimeter. The plasma application of the invention. The magnetic field was
diameter was typically 12 or 15 centimeters, thus mak. vaied between 0.167 and 0.261 Tesla, but this parmne.
ing the columnar density of the plasm no more than ter can also be varied.
about 2x 1010 electrons per square centimeter. Thus, at In FIG. 6. a waveguide 190 is shown to conduct a
the electron cyclotron frequency in a magnetized 15 microwave signal into the magnetized plasma. This
plasma. the electrons ca= very effectively absorb micro. waveguide 190 is depicted because it is part of a test
wave power in the gigahertz range. FIG. 6 is an exam. system which can be used to test the effectiveness of the
pie of absorption at 9.75 gigahert; in the experiments invention in damping and absorbing microwave signals.
on the classical Penning discharge absorption was ob. The modified Panning discharge used for generating
served from approximately 5 Oi8ahertz up to about !5 0 plasma consists of a magnetic field with a mirror config-
Gigahertz during the course of these experiments. usation. The mirror ratio is 1.6 (Bw•vr/,ms 1.6). A

It appears that very large attenuatios of microwave st,.'!i.state plasma is generated between two cathodes
power are possible in rarified plasmas and plsmas with witre the magnetic field is a maximum. The density
relatively small columnar densities, provided only that 2! used wes a few tnmes 109/cmn, with electron tempera.
they are ni a magnetic field. The datm referred to thus lture about 10eV. A microwave bem is caused to prop-
far and shown in FIO. S were taken for the extraordi. agate along the axis a maIgnetc mirror field in the
nary mode. in which the eiectrc field vector of the plasma columt. Two radiation antenmas (horns) were
wave is p•ependicular to the magnetic field. Similarly mounted behind the cathodes. A microwave beam
large absorpoos are not necessay to be expected in 10 propagtoS through an aperture at the center of ech

.the ordinary mode. with E parallel to B. cathode and is receied at the other endr The masure-
In eploiting the Iesonv= at the electron cyclotron meat Of trUmission and reflectim Coefficients from 2

frequncy as a cloaking mechnism, aone probably GHz to 12 OHS were taken with the network analyzer.
should use a ma dipole 8.5 the magnet contain. The system was normalized so that the normalized at.
meat condigmntlon. If on were w have an earth std 35 tenuation and absolute attenuation of microwave ab-
lite containing a large superconducting coil with geter. Sorption in the plasma were mesured by the network
ates a dipolar magnetic Rel one may reasonably expect analyzer.
this dipole to accumulate from its surroundings at orbi. Multiple ras of the test were made of the configura.
tal altitudes, maough plaama to be usdul for claosn tion show on FIG. 6 under the conditions described
purpos. pust as the earths mapei field accumulat 40 below in Table 3.
particles in the mapstospherc Elchyeagale tndia
non approaching such a plama-charged dipole would TABLE 3
first enter reatively weak magnetic rflds with low OPERATIW CONDOIONS
electron cyclotron frequencies of a few megahrtzn, and
would be absorbed by electron cyclotron resonnon. In 45 8 field (mu) 0.201 Teststravefing toward the dipole, the electromagnetc radia. n d (mrm) 0. 17 Tmin
tion would progessively So through magnetic fields I. Anod Volap 1400 V6116cc". spondins to ejec cyclotro re~onmce at •Jned , CW. M

higher and higher fiequencies until, before it reached edtpoo t 14. x 10-3 Tor
the surface of the spacecraft, the radiation traveled so And CaVotI 90 MA
throuSh a maetic field sufficiently strong that it was Hetprme 1.1 X 0"- STo
above all expected radar frequacaes. Any radiation in .Asode Vofta 14M veftthe ordinary mode which is nt absorbed by its pVmp Atd C TM IO- IRA
through the plasma would be scattered or reflected by et R ,8 X 1-3 Ta

the mteracuon with the complicated dipolar mugew 55 3 ft" (01s) 0,864 ThrW
field. 2 Add (ma) O.192 Tini

The implementation of this plasma cloaking concept I. Anoo Volage 1500 vohsaboard aircrat Md hin the atmosphere might be conski. Aeode Carva 50 MA

erably more difficult, because of the necessity of gener. 2. Ano Vo•lage "60 volu
&ting a plam in the difolar mape field to absorb do Anoef 10 mA
the irc i radiabon 14plame 1.1 x 10"3Torr

Returning to FIG. 6, note that microwave a4bopt o, nM vode ap 1700 vtsAnode Corrent I" MnA
at the electron c resonance frequmecy m peM Herlvwu 1.1 x Io-•"0IT
was uwed in the modified Peng disoarge with 4. Anode Vola 2=00 vol
nifor ufigurai. The eassurment was taken by is Abo* OaT'.u 270 mA

a model $510 ewmlet PackArd etwok analyzer which Ithess Ij X 1o-SrMis capalae of swept trequeocy froms 0045 to I1a OHx And Cmm - YA.N
with 00 dB dyuande nua$ Hermm ani7 X tO-) To"
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TABLE 3-continued O1 FIG. I is shown the absolute Attenuation of the
OIAIGUNDOSmicrowave sigal from approximately 4.3 GlHZ to 10.5i

OOHL Deyond these frequency limits, the microwave
C AAod Volam 14C0 vo0lt waveguide and other circuit componcnts cu off. The
AASd CVIMd 330 MA S upper curve il the attenuation of the system with theHcl~mm11 X~ 1 0-1 Te

am& plam off, The lower curve shows the truansuiSaion

3 kbd (es) =9 Tel& through the system with the plasma on. In this C€.,
fl kid (tn) 0.312 T06W there a up tu approximately 20 C11l of attenuation at1. Aaw voluS 14M voif frequencie which have an "o cyclotron rasontan-v in
ANoD trom 3IS mA tothe pl'aA Voilum .
MtPcussw 1.8 X 10- 1 To" T wnoalie attenuation is shown on FIG. 8,

which shows the attenuation curve normalized to the

Some characteristic data are shown on FIG. S. Her, Signal received without the plasma. Here the ttuenu.
the electron cyclotron frequency was approxamately tion is at lust 5 dB over the entire range, and a maxi-
9.75 sizahertz. At this frsquency. the absorption of the is mum of more than 20 dB. arke No. 2 and 1 on this
power was about 36 dD. For the present discussion of plot indicas. respoenvely, the electron cyclotron rmo. I
plasma cloaltig, the point of interest n FIO. 5 is the nance frequencies corresponding to the mWmum and
very luge attgenation achieved in the vicinity of the minimum of the malnetic induction in the pla...a vol.
electron cyclotron frequency, 36 dB. This largo attenua. um. It is interesting to note that significant attenuation
tion was m no way unusual, and even higher attenua- 20 occurs even at frequencies for which there s no elec-
tions were sometimes observed. The general magnitude iron cyclotron reomnce in the plasma containment
of the observed attenuation is consistent with the pro. volume. F10. g shows the normalized reflaction of
dictions of the Appleton equaton. since it predicts at. microwave signal from the plasma, In all ases. includ.
tenuations that arc typically 10's of dB for plasmas such ing this oae, the refleed signal was within the noiw S
as thost m this classical Penning di3churge. The average 23 limits of the system, Mad no morm than onf or two dB.
plasma density was approximately 1.5 X 10 particles per These data ae very encouraginS indication that magne.
cubic centimeter. The plama diameter was typically 12 tizd plasmas an not only absorb, but also not reflect
or 15 centimeters, thus making the columnar density of any significant signal whe the incoming radiation is in
the plasma no more than about I X 1010 electrons per the extraordinary mode, ard in electron cyclotron re-so
square centimeter. Thus, at the electron cyclotron fre. 30 Dance. inWlly, FIG. 10 shows the stinustion in dB as
quency in a ma tized plasma the electrons can very a function of the Penning anode current, which is pro-
effectively absorb microwave power In the riae onal to the electron number density In the plasma.must€. FIG. S is an CJupie of jkbsort'lta at 9.75S12 This shdows a monotone incroeat of' attenuation with

berm. In the experiments on the €aim" Pa dis- P #lemma number density, a dependence which is to be
charge. absorption was observed from approsimately S Ss expected on the basis of the Appleton equation and
gipaherts up to about 15I Sipheft duarig the course of elementary physial consderation.
thaee experlmenuL Tests On the present invention have indicated that

It appears that very harLe aftauvieons of microwave magnetixod phlums could absob several tens of dB of
power m possible in uars plmsmsad & plasmu with incoming microwave energy in the extraordinvy mode,
relatively small columnar densitim, provided only that 40 uuMSnrdlavely low density plasmns (no more than 10'
they arc in a vmryn magetic field. The data referred to 1et peir c c meter) and at frequenc.ies rMagg
to thus far and shown in FIG, S wer taken for the from 2 to 12 pgphaftl which $pans the range used by
extraordinary mode, in which the electric fild vector may military radar system.
of the wave is paepndicular to the mapnedc fieod. Siai- Many variations or the present invention as generally I
laxly large absorptions are not necessarily to be &X. 45 described above are possible. For e=amplet the plasma
pected in the ordinary mode, with R paral to B, cloaking system can use a SupercoductMng coil, which

More data was take. ushin the system of FIG. 6, would gnerase a dipole man l, in a target such
which is a modified PmnIn discharge with a magpntic ats n sirraft or a apaoc satollite. The dipolar magsncd
mirror configurtions having a ratio of maximum to field could be ownled with a weak plasma to frm a
minimum mgi fied of 1.6 to I along the axis. The so "magactophera" surrounding the taret. In this sys-
gometry is shown schemiully i. FIG. 0, the ash- twrt, probing radar sfts of a wide tane of frequen-.
odes of he Peng dsarg wre los• at th mag. aes would ater this tificial sroun

soc ft meimm, ad 1mmedU y ben each Ws w ig the iarge, ad be bsobd whe reaced a
located a microwave born which wan screened from the magnetic induction corraepndfi to the electron cy-
pluma by horizontal pid wirns, alged parallel to the 35 olotron frequency.
doctrio field of the m owave rdai This allowed FIGS. 11 and 12 am illustrations of potential radar
microwave rAddo from approdiaey 4 to 10 tip targes that may use the present invention as a plma
h o propoatl on this mazgdtid plasma, with a closking devic. F10. I is an illustration of a satellite
magn•tic field variation of at least 1.6 to I along the 12 that is being tracked by multiple ground-based radar
path of microwa propagti. The acwave horns (o systems. Wh this satellite 12 is equ ped with a super.
were hooked up to our Hewlett Packard Model 8510 conducting coia dtpol magetice= win surround
microwave network amwlý=, which was swept over the satellite. In orbt a stids the diolr field will fill
frequencies kau 2 to 12 igaetz. It was expected that up with plasma, much as the earth$a magetosphere

oer w prWic ve sa thRg does from its Msuroumdminup When the coil introduces A
a plm. mbeded aral magnetio field would 65 Varyinfmhe field in thi P1013114it Will attenuateI

ith, bridis the 1adwid3 ove Wh ecesa~ioamm""Wilds 'risexpew. airmf will be dififlcult to smr.
don ws ablne", Wou wi t 14h P,-Mm w1eel ads Veoct may
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311l1w Mne WIna 10 Un wyh ls a 011 round býerate it reaches "aid target.. wherein said micro,

leca theIGI irseant invustntion cfan aicraftd take W3ol said v ryi 3ng t1 m agtcfedwiathon OPlaMa ftc4-
without. the, dao.e ofS,! whihe i ls a lor o uatd by aency arsgnl which hasa val e aearathtrofrsquerady

being 1eft behind. Alternative, to this approach include frequency in order to enhance absorption and 3t.the generation of A steudy released nlow of ionized gas tcrnuation of said microwave electromagnetic radi.
around the aircraft which is replenished as it is left 10 ation as it interacts with said varying magnetizedIbehind. plasmia.

While the invention has been described in its pies. 4. A microwave absorption which protects a targetcody preferred embodiment it is understood that the from microwave electromagnetic radiation, said micro.words which have been used are words of description wave absorption system comprising-
rather than wvords of limitation and that changes within 15 a meanis of producing a plasma which will eircumlthe purview of the 3ppeded claims may be maiie with. scribe said target; and teey vrig..*.out departing from the scope and spirit of the invention a meants for generating A varying magnietic field in
in its broader aspects. said plasma to produce tebya vrigraeI What is claimed is: tized plasma which interacts with said microwave1. A microwave absorption system which protects a 20 electromagnetic radiation to absorb and attenuate ittarget from trucrowvaveelectromigrictie radiation, said before it reaches sad target, wherein said micro-microwave absorption system comprising: wave clectromagnetc radiation comprises an dclc-a en fproducing a isa hc ilcru. tromagrictic pulse signal directed at said target by asciesaid target: and

a means for generating a varying magnectic field in 'A directed energy weapon with a pulse frequency
said plasma to produce thereby a varying magne- that ranges between 300 megahertz and 300 giga.
tized plasma which interacts with said mirwv hertz. and whercin said genieraiting mencs generatesIelectromagnetic radiation to absorb and attenuate it sad vatrying magnetic field with a plasma fre'.
before it reaches said tairget-; where said generating quency which has a value near that of said pulse
meanis comprises a -plurality of magnetic col 30 frqec in order to enhance absorptio and at-
which ame fixed in proxtimity with said producing tenuation of Said microwave electromagnetic radi.a means, and which collectively output said varying acion is it interacts with said varying magnetized
magnetic field with.a variation factor in magnectic; pluinLt
induction, said variation factor being a ratio of ii S. A microwave absorption systm. as defined in

M 0 .1 =j -. AAA~ T -sis, 31 claim 1, wherein sad producing means comprises:
divided by a minimum of said varying magnetic a sour~ce of gas which may be convened into plama
field in Tesla., as produced by said plurality of mag. wheni subjmced to an electric arc said source of
netic cols gas outputting a gas cloud in proximity with said

I. A microwave absorption system which protects at Uge
target from microwave electromagnetic radiatiort, Said 4( first and second cathodes which are fixed on opposite
microwave absorption system comprising: -ides, of iaid gMe cloud; and

a source of gas which may be converted Into plasma a ring anode which is fixed between said first and
when subjected to an c~elneti arc, said source of second cathodes to conduct said electric arc there-Sgas outputting a gas cloud in proximity with said between and produce thereby said plasma so that it
target, AS may Ue magnetized by said gencrating means witha means for generating a varying, magnetic field in said varying magnetic field and absorb Sa" msicro-said plasma to produce thereby a varying mnagne- wave electromagnetic radiation before it reachesI tized Vlas=a which interacts with said microwave said tawtL
electromagnetic radiation to absorb and attenuae it 6. A microwave absorption system as defined in
before it reaches said target; So claim L. wherein said microwave electromagneatic radia-

first and second cathodes which are fixed on opposite dt~ c011prises tranmnitted radar signals which have aI ~sides of said gas cloud: and rada frequency that rangos between 300 mneghems anda ring antode which is fixd between said first and 300O gghertz and wherein SAWd geneatig mean g011'
second cathodes to conduct said electric arc there. crates &aid varying magnetic field with a plasma fre.
between and produce thereby sad plasma so that it 53 quency which has a value near that of said radar fre-
may be magnetied by said genierating masiss with quency in order to enhaince absorption uand attenuation
said varying magnetic field and absorb said micro. of sai microwave electromagnetic radiation as it inter.
wave electromagnetic radiation before it reahes act with satid varying magnetized plasma.
sAi target. 7. A microwave absorption System. as defined uiI3. A microwave absorption system which protects a 6a claim 2, wherein said microwave electromagnetic radia.target from microwave electromagnetic radiation, said tion coamprises traasmittcd radar signals which have amicrowave absorption system comprising; radar frequency that ranges between 300 megahertz and

a mean of producing a plasm which will circum. 300 gigahert. and where= said generatng means gon-B ~scribe saud taget; and craites said varying magnetic field with a plasma fm.a meains for generating a varying magnetic field In 6S quency which has a value near that of said radar fre-sad plaismat to produce thereby a varying magne. quency in order to enhance absorption and atteniuation
tized plasma which interacts with said microwave of said microwave electromagnetic radiation as it inter-Ielectromagnetic radiaition to absorb and attenuate it act with saod varying magnewued plasmas.
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I.A microwave Abcri system-i dcftnedi a means for generating a varying magnetic Ifteld in

6"ia 1. wh..rgla Said rfet dii. sid nlimfil to produce tbachy a V3IU~itl tUSI&le
tion compnss an electrmagnetic pulse signal directed fiud .plasma which intcercts with said microwave
at said target by a directed energy weapon with A Pulse elcctOinagietc raditaton to absorb and attenuate it
frequency that ranges between 300 meghaet &And 300 3 before it reaches said tarot;
giphenu. and wherein smid sciteramsi muna generates first and %econd Cuthodes Which ISM fie~d on OPpo'it
qaid varying magnetic field with a pkasma frequency sides of said Su cloud; and
which has a value wcar that of said pub.n frequecy in rin anod which is fixed between said first anda
order to enhance absorption and Attmnuaation of said secnd cathodes to condiom maid electric are there-
microwave electromagnetic radiation as at interac to between and produce: thereby said Plasma, so that it
with said varying magnetized plasm&a may be magnedtead by said #m=@ratio& moans with

9. A microwave aborpt~on system. as defined in said varying .84118W field and absorb smid micro.
claim X. wheretin said microwave electromagnetic radial wav electromagnetic radiation before it reaches
tion comprises an electromagnmet pulse signal directe sa ar

at sid trge by dircte enegy wapo wit a IL 2 A plasma cloaking system which protects targets
artuaic thargt ryangdsretwedenerywamwt 30 mep& nz fro bin detectedf by radar systems that emit micro. I

freuecytha cp*betee 30 mphm nd 00 wae.etrmanei radiation, sawd plasma, cloaking
gigahertz and wherein said generating moam generat" sste ooni is
salid varying magnetic field with a plasma frequency a1 means for producing a plassma which will circum.
Which has A value near that Of Said PUlse frequency i 2 wcribe said target; andI
order to enhance absorption and attenuation of said moann for generating a varyin magnetic field Is
microwave electromagnetic radiation U it interacts laid plamsnto produce thereY a varying MAP@-
with said varying ranea~tzod plasm=. tized plasma which interacts with said micowave

10. A plasma cloaking system which protects targets electomagneu radiation to absorb and attenuat itg
from being detected by radar systems that emit m=cro 25 before at reaches said targt, wherein said micro-
wave electromagnetic radiation, said plasma cloaking wave electromagnetic radiation comprises tran.
system comprisin: mitted rear signals which have a radar frequoncy.

a mcan. for producing a plasma which wig circumts and wheren smid generating means generstes s=d
%cribe aid target; and varying magnetic field with a plasma &rqueneY

a mean for genera ting a varying magnetic field in 30 which has a value near that of UaM rada frequency
said plasma to produce thereby a varying magna- Iin order to enhanc absorptio end attanuation of
died plasma which interacts with said microwave said microwaveoormante ra~daton a itI

eloriagnee radiation to absorb and attenuate it interm with sai vayn sagmtmttd pblasa
beforec it reaches said target; wheremsid, geacgut 13. A microwave absorption system, as defined 1n
ing meana comprises a plurality of magnetic coils 35 cli 10 WhaetSWilsd microwmv electromagnetic MagiI
which are fixed In proximity with said producig aticet coiiPt"c trasimitted radar signal. which have a
meams and which collectively output said varying ra eqio mwhenUM -ef IDO,
magnefic field with a variation facto in magetic gesist =W vayn magnetic field wIt a plenin

divided by a minimuam of said varying fieldl in interoma with said varying maganetized VWa=&a
Taid. a prducd bysai plaht of agntic 14.A microwave mbsorptios s1YMste AS Cdefld is
Coil&claim 1a wherein said microwave electromagnetic mtdl.

I1I. A plasma cloaking system which protects targets 45 tilon Comprises triasmittatd radar Signals Which have A
from beinig detected by radar systems thtat emft micro. radar frequency, and weri said genrating MOMr
wtlvf aleto apit crdain sad lasma cclasing PUI A varying magnetic f Ie ih a plasma
system eoitpfising frequeny WAhsa vlue noer doat of SWd madw.

a source of gSm which may be converted into plasma frequency in order to enhance obsorption and Attu0016
whosujecedto an eetic me, sai scumc of So ti f admirowtaveelectromagnetic aI&"=o 0 it
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3 A ONE ATMOSPHERE. UNIFORM GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMA

ABSTRACT

A steady-state, glow discharge plasma is generated at one

atmosphere of pressure within the volume between a pair of

insulated metal plate electrodes spaced up to 5 cm apart and R.F.

energized with an rms potential of 1 to 5 KV at 1 to 100 KHz.

Space between the electrodes is occupied by air, nitrous oxide, a

noble gas such as helium, neon, argon, etc. or mixtures thereof.

3 The electrodes are charged by an impedance matching network

adjusted to produce the most stable, uniform glow discharge.i

I

I
S
I
S

I
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License Rights

The U.S. Government has a paid-up license in this

invention and the right in limited circumstances to require the

patent owner to license others on reasonable terms as provided for

5 by the terms of contract No. AFOSR 89-0319 awarded by The U.S. Air a
Force.

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a Continuation-In-Part of U.S. Patent 5
Application Serial No. 08/068,508 filed May 28, 1993.

10 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 3
Field of Invention

The present invention relates to methods and apparatus i

for generating low power density glow discharge plasmas at

atmospheric pressure.

15 Description of the Prior Art

In the discipline of physics, the term "plasma" describes 5
a partially ionized gas composed of ions, electrons and neutral

species. This state of matter may be produced by the action of 9
either very high temperatures, strong constant electric fields or

20 radio frequency (R.F.) electromagnetic fields. High temperature or

"hot" plasmas are represented by celestial light bodies, nuclear

explosions and electric arcs. Glow discharge plasmas are produced 5
by free electrons which are energized by imposed direct current

(DC) or R.F. electric fields, and then collide with neutral 5
25 molecules. These neutral molecule collisions transfer energy to

the molecules and form a variety of active species which may 3
include photons, metastables, atomic species, free radicals,

molecular fragments, monomers, electrons and ions. These active 4
species are chemically active and/or physically modify the surface

30 of materials and may therefore serve as the basis of new surface 3
properties of chemical compounds and property modifications of

existing compounds. 3
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Very low power plasmas known as dark discharge coronas

have been widely used in the surface treatment of thermally

sensitive materials such as paper, wool and synthetic polymers such

as polyethylene, polypropylene, polyolef in, nylon and poly(ethylene

5 terephthalate). Because of their relatively low energy content,

corona discharge plasmas can alter the properties of a material

surface without damaging the surface.

Glow discharge plasmas represent another type of

relatively low power density plasma useful for non-destructive

3. 10 material surface modification. These glow dischara- plasmas can

produce useful amounts of visible and ultraviolet radiation. Glow

discharge plasmas have the additional advantage therefore of

producing visible and UV radiation in the simultaneous presence of

active species. However, glow discharge plasmas have heretofore

15 been successfully generated typically in low pressure or partial

vacuum environments below 10 torr, necessitating batch processing

and the use of expensive vacuum systems.

Conversely, the generation of low power density plasmas

at one atmosphere is not entirely new. Filamentary discharges

20 between parallel plates in air at one atmosphere have been used in

Europe to generate ozone in large quantities for the treatment of

public water supplies since the late 19th century. Filamentary

discharge plasmas are dramatically distinguished from uniform glow

discharge plasmas. Such filamentary discharges, while useful for

25 ozone production, are of limited utility for the surface treatment

of materials, since the plasma filaments tend to puncture or treat

the surface unevenly.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to

teach the construction and operating parameters of a continuous

30 glow discharge plasma sustained at a gas pressure of about one

atmosphere or slightly greater.
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INVENTION SUMMARY I
This and other objects of the invention to be

subsequently explained or made apparent are accomplished with an

apparatus based upon a pair of electrically insulated metallic J
5 plate electrodes. These plates are mounted in face-to-face

parallel or uniformly spaced alignment with means for reciprocatory I
position adjustment up to at least 5 cm of separation. Preferably,

the plates are water cooled and covered with a dielectric 3
insulation.

10 To broaden the range of operating frequency and other 5
parameters over which the desirable uniform (as opposed to

filamentary) glow discharge is observed, an impedance matching

network is added to the circuit for charging the electrodes. The

parameters of such a matching network are adjusted for the most 3
15 stable, uniform operation of the glow discharge. This condition

can occur when the reactive power of the plasma reactor is I
minimized.

A radio frequency power amplifier connected to both &
plates delivers up to several hundred watts of power at a working

20 voltage of 1 to at least 5 KV rms and at 1 to 100 KHz. To assist

the starting of the plasma, the electrical discharge from a

standard commercial Tesla coil may be briefly applied to the volume 5
between the R.F. energized plates. An electric field established

between the metallic plate electrodes must be strong enough to 5
25 electrically break down the gas used, and is much lower for helium

and argon than for atmospheric air. The RF frequency must be in 3
the right range, discussed below, since if it is too low, the

discharge will not initiate, and if it is too high, the plasma

forms filamentary discharges between the plates. Only in a

30 relatively limited frequency band will the atmospheric glow 3
discharge plasma reactor form a uniform plasma without filamentary

discharges.
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To stabilize the plasma and discourage the formation of

plasma filaments, an inductor may be connected from the median

plane to ground.

At least in the volume between the plates wherein the

5 glow discharge plasma is established, a one atmosphere charge of

helium, argon or other gas or mixture of gases is established and

maintained.

The median plane between two parallel electrodes may or

may not contain an insulating or electrically conductive screen or

10 plate which may be used to support exposed materials in the glow

discharge plasma environment. If electrically conductive, the

median screen or plate may be electrically floating or grounded.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Relative to the drawings wherein like reference

15 characters designate like or similar elements throughout the

several figures of the drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic of the present invention

component assembly.

Figure 2 represents a preferred embodiment of the

20 electrical circuit, including an impedance matching network and a

grounded midplane screen connected to ground through an inductor.

Figure 3, 4 and 5 represent alternative power supply

output stage circuits.

Figure 6 schematically represents the upper chamber of a

25 one atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor having a median grid

plate.

Figure 7 represents a graph of voltage, current and power

waveforms for a uniform glow discharge plasma.

Figure 8 represents a graph of voltage, current and power

30 waveforms for a filamentary discharge plasma.

Figure 9 is a log-log graph of total and plasma power

density in milliwatts per cubic centimeter as a function of RMS
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voltage applied to the electrodes.

Figure 10 is a log-log graph of total and plasma power I
density in milliwatts per cubic centimeter, as a function of R.F.

frequency.

5 Figure 11 is a graph of amplifier frequency and

corresponding breakdown current phase angles respective to a I
particular operating example of the invention.

Figure 12 is a graph of amplifier frequency and 3
corresponding total reactor power consumption respective to a

10 particular operating example of the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring to the invention schematic illustrated by

Figure 1, the electrodes 10 are fabricated of copper plate having

a representative square plan dimension of 21.6 cm x 21.6 cm.

15 Silver soldered to the plates 10 are closed loops 11 of 0.95 cm

copper tubing having hose nipples 12 and 13 connected therewith on l

opposite sides of the closed tubing loop. The edges of the

electrode plates should have a radius of curvature comparable to 9
the separation between the electrode plates and median plate to

20 discourage electrical breakdown at the edge of the electrodes. Not

shown are flutid flow conduits connected to the inlet nipples 12 for

delivering coolant fluid to the loop 11 and to the outlet nipples

13 for recovering such coolant fluid.

The integral metallic units comprising plates 10 and

25 tubing 11 are covered with a high dielectric insulation material 14

on all sides to discourage electrical arcing from the edges or back 3
side of the electrode plates.

Preferably, some mechanism should be provided for

adjusting the distance s between plates 10 up to at least 5 cm

30 separation while maintaining relative parallelism. Such a 3
mechanism is represented schematically in Figure 1 by the rod

adjusters 15 secured to the upper and lower plates 10. This
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arrangement anticipates a positionally fixed median screen or plate

30. Although parallelism is used here in the context of parallel

planes, it should be understood that the term also comprises

non-planar surfaces that are substantially equidistant. Also

5 included are the geometry characteristics of a cylinder having an

axis parallel :o another cylinder or to a plate.

Energizing the plates 10 is a low impedance, high

voltage, R.F. power amplifier 20 having independently variable

voltage and frequency capacities over the respective ranges of 1 to

10 at least 9 KV and I to 100 KHz. An impedance matching network 31 is

connected between the R.F. power amplifier and the electrode

plates.

Surrounding the plate assembly is an environmental

isolation barrier 21 such as a structural enclosure suitable for

15 maintaining a controlled gas atmosphere in the projected plan

volume between the plates 10. Inlet port 22 is provided to receive

an appropriate gas such as air, helium or argon, mixtures of either

with air or a mixture of argon with helium. Ambient air may also

be used. In any case, gas pressure within the isolation barrier 21

20 is substantially ambient thereby obviating or reducing the need for

gas tight seals. Normally, it is sufficient to maintain a low flow

rate of the modified one atmosphere gas through the inlet port 22

that is sufficient to equal the leakage rate. Since the pressure

within the isolation barrier 21 is essentially the same as that

25 outside the barrier, no great pressure differential drives the

leakage rate. A vent conduit 28 controlled by valve 29 is provided

as an air escape channel during initial flushing of the enclosure.

Thereafter, the valve 29 may be closed for normal operation.

To broaden the range of operating frequency and other

30 parameters over which the desirable uniform (as opposed to

filamentary) glow discharge occurs, an impedance matching network,

one embodiment of which is illustrated schematically by Figure 2,
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is added to the power circuit for charging the electrodes 10. The 3
parameters of this impedance matching network are adjusted for the

most stable, uniform operation of the glow discharge. This

condition can occur when the reactive power of the plasma reactor

5 is minimized.

Figures 3 through 5 represent alternative power supply

options having respective attractions. Figures 3 corresponds to a

configuration wherein the bottom electrode terminal T, is connected

to ground potential and the top terminal T2 is charged at the full

10 workl.g potential. Figures 4 and 5 are electrical equivalents

wherein the T, and T, voltages are 180" odt of phase but at only

half the maximum potential. Figure 4 represents a grounded center

tap transformer. whereas Figure 5 represents a solid state power

circuit embodiment.

15 Electric fields employed in a one atmosphere, uniform

glow discharge plasma reactor are only a few kilovolts per

centimeter, values which if D.C. would usually be too low to

electrically break down the background gas. Gases such as helium

and air will break down under such low electric fields, however, if

20 the positive ion population is trapped between the two parallel or 3
uniformly spaced electrodes, thus greatly increasing their lifetime

in the plasma while at the same time the electrons are free to

travel to the insulated electrode plates where they recombine or

build up a surface charge. The most desirable uniform one

25 atmosphere glow discharge plasma is therefore created when the

applied frequency of the RF electric field is high enough to trap 3
the ions between the median screen and an electrode plate, but not

so high that the electrons are also trapped during a half cycle of

the R.F. voltage. The electrons may be trapped by bipolar

30 electrostatis forces. 3
If the RF frequency is so low that both the ions and the

electrons can reach the boundaries and recombine, the particle 5
C-23 n



lifetimes will be short and the plasma will either not initiate or

form a few coarse filamentary discharges between the plates. If

the applied frequency is in a narrow band in which the ions

oscillate between the median screen and an electrode plate, they do

5 not have time to reach either boundary during a half period of

oscillation and are carried for long times. If the more mobile

electrons are still able to leave the plasma volume aid impinge on

the boundary surfaces, then the desirable uniform plasma is

produced. If the applied RF frequency is still higher so that both

10 ele ctrons and ions are trapped in the discharge, then the discharge

forms a filamentary plasma.

Without limiting our invention to any particular theory,

we are disposed to a relationship between the electrode spacing,

the RMS electrode voltage, and the applied frequency which results

15 in trapping ions but not electrons between the two plates, and

produces the desired uniform one atmosphere glow discharge plasma.

On Figure 7 is a schematic of the upper chamber of the one

atmosphere glow discharge plasma reactor. The lower boundary of

this space is the midplane screen or plate, the floating potential

20 of which should remain near ground if the RF power supply output is

connected as a push-pull circuit to the two electrodes with a

grounded center tap. In the data reported herein, the median

screen was grounded through an inductive current choke. In the

configuration of Figure 7, a Cartesian coordinate system is applied

25 as shown, with the applied electric field in the x-direction. The

maximum amplitude of the electric field between the grounded median

screen and the upper electrode is E., and the separation of the

screen from the electrodes is the distance d. The median screen,

with an exposed sample on it, is assumed not to allow ions through

30 the median plane from the upper chamber to the lower, or

vice-versa.

The electric f ield between the electrodes shown on Figure
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7 is given by 3

(1) 5
It is assumed that the one atmosphere glow discharge operates in a

magnetic field free plasma. The equation of motion for the ions or

5 electrons between the two plates is given by a Lorentzian model, in

which the electrons and ions collide only with the neutral 3
background gas and, on each collision, give up all the energy they

acquired from the RF electric field since the last collision to the 3
neutral gas. The equation of motion for the ions or electrons in

10 the Lorentzian model is given by 3
P=ma=-mvcv-eE,

(2)

where the first term on the right hand side is the Lorentzian 5
collision term, according to which the momentum mv is lost with

each collision that occurs with a collision frequency v.. The x 3
15 component of Eq. 2 is given by

I
d t 2 dt

(3) !

where the electric field E from Eq. 1 has been substituted into the

right hand side of Eq. 2. The general solution to Eq. 3 is 3
x=Csin6 t=Ccosu t,

(4)

20 where the constants C. and C, are given by *

I
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( I(5)

andB
-v~eEo

L. Owm (W2*v?)

3 (6)

The one atmosphere helium glow discharge is operated at

5 frequencies between w/2v = I and 30 KHz, where, for helium at one

atmosphere,I
v 1i=6.Sx0 9 ion collisions/sec.,

and (7a)

5 v1.=l. 8x1' 2 electron coll./sec.

3 (7b)

10 The collision frequency for ions and electrons given by Eqs. 7a and

7b is much greater than the RF frequency, V,>>w. The relation v,>>w

for ions and electrons, implies that C, is much greater than the

5 constant C,, or

eE. >> C1

15 The time dependent position of an ion or an electron in the

electric field between the plates is given by substituting Eq. 8

into Eq. 4, to obtain

C
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x(t) - eE° Co.. t.

(9)

The RMS displacement of the ion or electron during a half cycle is

given by 5
*..2 eE meters.

(lO) I
(10) 5

5 If V. is the driving frequency, in Hertz, then the radian RF

frequency is given by I

w=2wnv,

(11) 3
and the maximum electric field between the plates can be

approximated by the maximum voltage V. appearing between them, 5
E0 = 0- = -

d 2d

10 (12)

If the charge in question moves across the discharge width from the

median plane to one of the electrode plates during one full cycle,

then we may write 9
x <-d

(13) I
15 Equation 13 states that the RMS displacement of the particle has to

be less than half the clear spacing in order to have a buildup of

charge between the plates. In the geometry shown in Figure 7, the

distance d is identified with the distance between the grounded

median screen and the energized electrode. Substituting Eqs. 11 to
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13 into Eq. 10 yields the relationship

J e V.
2 2xmv,,vd'

(14)

If we now solve for the critical frequency v. above which charge

buildup should occur in the plasma volume, we have

evVO= r= Hz.
XMV'd2

5 (15)

In Eq. 15, the collision frequency v. is approximately given by

Eqs. 7a or 7b for ions or electrons, respectively, at one

atmosphere, and the RMS voltage is that which bounds the upper and

lower limit of the uniform discharge regime.

10 The range of parameters over which we have operated a one

atmosphere, uniform glow discharge plasma reactor is given in Table

I. The nominal pressure at which this discharge has been operated

is one atmosphere. The variation of several torr shown in Table I

is not intended to represent the day-to-day fluctuations of

15 barometric pressure, but the pressure differential across the

midplane screen which is intended to drive active species from the

upper plasma through the fabric being exposed. The RMS power shown

in Table I is the net power delivered to the plasma, less the

reactive power which does not appear in the plasma. The total

20 volume of plasma between the two electrode plates is gi ven by
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S=0.93 d(cm)liters, I
(16)

where d is the separation of a plate from the median screen in

centimeters.

The power densities shown in Table I are far below those

5 of electrical arcs or plasma torches, but also are several orders 5
of magnitude higher than the power densities associated with some

other forms of plasma treatment such as corona discharges. The m

power densities of the one atmosphere glow discharge plasma are

generally low enough not to damage exposed fabrics, but are also i
10 enough higher than coronal plasmas used for surface treatment that

they should provide far more active species than the latter. The

plasma parameters, such as electron kinetic temperature and number

density are somewhat speculative at this early stage in the

development of our invention. A few results from probing the

15 plasma midplane with a floating Langmuir probe indicates that the

plasma, without grounding the midplane screen, will float to

positive potentials of several hundred volts. The ion kinetic

temperatures are very likely close to that of the room temperature

atoms with which they frequently collide at these high pressures; 5
20 the electrons apparently remain numerous and energetic enough to

excite the neutral background atoms, hence making this a glow

discharge. The existence of excited states which emit visible

photons implies that the electron population has a kinetic 3
temperature of at least an electron volt. The diagnostic

25 difficulties of measuring plasma parameters at this high pressure I
are very severe, since ordinary Langmuir probing technique cannot

be applied due to the short mean free paths of the elect rons g

compared to a Debye distance. Electron number densities, however,

may be measured by microwave interferometric techniques. 5
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3 TABLE I

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ONE

ATMOSPHERE GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMA REACTOR

5 working gas e He, Be t 1-71 02, Ar, Ar + Be, Ar + 1-71 02, N20 and atmospheric air

I frequency 1 Ki z to 100 K•z

voltage 1.5 - 9.5 kVrs plate to plate

5 electrode gap d = 0.8 -3.2cm

pressure = 760 +15, -5 torr

5 . 10 RMS power= 10 watts to 150 watts

power density = 4 - 120 mW/cm3

plasma volue= 0.7 - 3.1 liters

On Figures 8 and 9 are shown two waveforms of voltage and

15 current taken in helium at the same electrode separation and gas

flow conditions, but at two different frequencies. Figure 8 wasJ taken in the uniform glow discharge regime at a frequency of 2.0

kHz, and Figure 9 was taken in the filamentary discharge regime at3 a frequency above the uniform plasma operating band at 8.0 kHz.

20 The high output impedance of our RF power supply results in a5 voltage waveform (trace B) that is very close to sinusoidal. The

reactive current waveform (trace C) is interrupted by a breakdown£ of the plasma twice each cycle, once when the voltage is positive,

and once when the voltage is negative. Trace A shows the reactive

25 current waveform at the same voltage and operating conditions, but

in air, rather than helium. There was no perceptible plasma

present in air under these conditions, and the power is completely

reactive. This purely reactive current of trace A was subtracted

from the total plasma current in trace C, to yield trace D. The

30 instantaneous power deposited in the plasma (trace E) is found by5 multiplying the excess plasma current above the reactive current
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(trace D) by the voltage at that point (trace B). The average

power is found by integrating over the duration of the pulses i

shown, and dividing by this duration. It is in this manner that

the power and power density into the plasma were calculated for

5 these highly nonsinusoidal current waveforms. Figures 8 for the

uniform discharge and 9 for the filamentary discharge show

characteristically different power waveforms in trace E; this is a

method of distinguishing the uniform from the filamentary 3
discharge.

10 The plasma power is of interest because it is 5
proportional to the production rate of active species in the

plasma; the reactive power is significant because it determines the 3
required power handling rating of the plasma power supply and

associated equipment. The total power is the sum of plasma and 3
15 reactive power. On Figure 10 is shown a log-log plot of the plasma

and total power density in milliwatts per cubic centimeter, as 5
functions of the RMS voltage applied to the parallel plates. The

active plasma volume in Figure 10 was 1.63 liters, with a 3
separation between the median screen and each plate of d = 1.75

20 centimeters in a plasma of helium gas. On Figure 11 is a similar I
presentation of the power density plotted on log-log coordinates as

a function of the frequency. The approximate bound of the uniform i

plasma discharge regime is shown by the arrow. These data wer6

taken in helium gas for the same plasma volume and electrode 3
25 separation as Figure 10.

In a first operational example of the invention, the

above described physical apparatus sustained a glow discharge

plasma in one atmosphere of helium at standard temperature with a

30 separation distance s of 3.0 cm between plates 10. The plates were 3
charged with a 4.4 KV working potential. Holding these parameters

constant, the R.F. frequency was increased as an independent 5
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variable. As the dependent variable, Figure 11 charts the

corresponding breakdown current phase angle. Similarly, Figure 12

charts the total power, reactive and plasma, used to sustain the

plasma at the respective R.F. frequencies.

5 EXAMPLE .2

In a second operational example of the invention, the

above described physical apparatus is used tc sustain a glow

discharge plasma in one atmosphere of helium at standard

temperature with a separation distance s of 1.0 cm between plates

5. 10 10. In this example, the frequency was held constant at 30 KHz

while plate potential was manipulated as the independent variable

and current breakdown phase angle, 6, (Table 2) and total power, P,

(Table 3) measured as dependent variables.

Table 2

15 V(KV) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

O(deg) 28 40 61 46 65 76.5

Table 3

V(KV) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

P(W) 7 13 22 57 50 44.9

A third operational example of the invention included a

one atmosphere environment of helium between a 1 cm separation

distance s between plate electrodes 10 charged at 1.5 KV rms

potential. R.F. frequency was manipulated as the independent

25 variable. As a measured dependent variable, Table 4 reports the

corresponding phase angle e of breakdown current. The measured

dependent variable of Table 5 reports the corresponding total power

consumption data, both reactive and plasma.
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Table-4

f(KHz) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

e(deg) 43 32 43 52 54 61 60 56 45 22.5

Table5

5 f(KHZ) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

P(W) 5 a 11 19 35 43 47 57 89 124 I
EXAHF!LL 4

The largest volume helium plasma of 3.1 liters was

achieved with the above described apparatus at a 3.2 cm plate 5
10 separation having a 5 KV potential charged at 4 KHz.

It will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the i
art that the present invention is capable of numerous arrangements,

modifications and substitutions of parts without departing from the 3
scope of the invention. In particular, Figures 3, 4 and 5

15 represent respective power supply options having respective

attractions.

Figures 3, 4 and 5 are electrical equivalents wherein the i
T, and T, voltages are 180* out of phase but at only half the

maximum potential. Figure 4 represents a grounded center top 3
20 transformer whereas Figure 5 represents a solid state power circuit

embodiment with or without a provision for a grounded center tap of 5
the output.

Although expansive data is not presently available, it is 3
to be noted that a uniform glow discharge plasma has been sustained

25 by the Figure 1 apparatus with a one atmosphere ambient air 5
environment and 8KV/cm R.F. electric field.

Having fully disclosed our invention, the presently I
preferred embodiments and best modes of practice,

WE CLAIM: 5

C
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Claim 1. A glow discharge plasma generation apparatus

comprising a pair of electrically insulated electrodes energized by

radio frequency amplifier means for energizing said electrodes with

an impedance matching network having a potential of 1 to at least

5 5 KV rms at 1 to 100 KHz, said electrodes being aligned and secured

in equidistant opposition with means to charge a volumetric space

between said electrodes with a glow discharge plasma sustaining gas

J at a pressure of about 1 atmosphere.

Claim 2. An apparatus as described by Claim 1 wherein

5.said means to charge said volumetric space between said plates

comprises a gas barrier envelope surrounding said plates and the

volumetric space therebetween.

Claim 3. An apparatus as described by Claim 2 comprising

gas supply means to maintain about one atmosphere of pressure

within said envelope by a substantially steady supply flow of said

gas.

Claim 4. An apparatus as described by claim 3 wherein

said gas is helium.

Claim 5. An apparatus as described by claim 2 wherein

said gas is a mixture of helium and air.

Claim 6. An apparatus as described by Claim 3 wherein

said gas is argon.

Claim 7. An apparatus as described by claim 3 wherein

said gas is a mixture of argon and air.

Claim 8. An apparatus as described by Claim 3 wherein

said gas is a mixture of argon and helium.

Claim 9. An apparatus as described by Claim I wherein

said gas is atmospheric air.

Claim i1. An apparatus as described by Claim 3 wherein

said gas is nitrous oxide.

Claim 1i. An apparatus as described by Claim 1 wherein

said plates are fluid cooled.
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Claim 12. An apparatus as described by Claim 11 wherein

fluid flow conduits are bonded to said plates to extract heat from

said plates.

Claim 13, A method of generating a glow discharge plasma

within a volumetric space between two electrodes energized by radio

frequency amplifier means having an impedance matching network, 3
said method comprising the steps of operating said amplifier means

5 to energize said electrodes with a potential of 1 to at least 5 KV 5
rms at 1 to 100 KHz frequency and charging the volumetric space

between said electrodes with a glow discharge plasma sustaining gas 5
at approximately 1 atmosphere of pressure.

Claim 14, A method as described by Claim 13 wherein said i
electrodes are enclosed by an environmental gas barrier internally

charged by a substantially continuous flow of said gas. a
Claim 15. A method as described by claim 14 wherein said

gas is helium. I
Claim 1§. A method as described by claim 14 wherein said

gas is a mixture of helium and air. V
Claim 17. A method as described by Claim 14 wherein said

gas is argon.

Claim 18, A method as described by claim 14 wherein said

gas is a mixture of argon and air.

Claim 19. A method as described by Claim 14 wherein said

gas is a mixture comprising helium and argon. I
Cim 20 A method as described by Claim 13 wherein said

gas is atmospheric air. I
lim 21 A method as described by Claim 14 wherein said

gas is nitrous oxide.

Clai 22, A method as described by Claim 13 wherein said

lectrodes are positioned at a separation distance therebetween of

5 cm or less. I
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COVERING BODIES
WITH A UNIFORM GLOW DISCHARGE PLASMA

AND APPLICATIONS THEREOF

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 3
5 This invention was made with Government support under

AFOSR Grant 89-0319 awarded by the Air Force. The Government has 1
certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION I

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus i
10 for covering the surface of a free-standing body, particularly a 3

vehicle such as an aircraft or a ship, with a uniform glow

discharge plasma, and for the use of such plasma covering for 3
various applications, including affecting the aerodynamic

properties of the body by decreasing or increasing the drag of the i
15 body in the atmosphere. The invention also relates to methods and 5

apparatus for treating a workpiece with such a plasma.

The term "plasma" usually describes a partially ionized 5
gas composed of ions, electrons and neutral species. This state of

matter may be produced by the action of either very high i
20 temperatures, or strong direct current (DC) or radio frequency (RF) 3

electric fields. High temperature or "hot" plasmas are represented

_AW O by stars, nuclear explosions and electric arcs. Glow discharge 3
SA &ASSWAIAO

,',,, plasmas are produced by free electrons which are energized by an

imposed DC or RF electric field and then collide with neutral
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molecules. These neutral molecule collisions transfer energy to

3 the molecules and form a variety of active species which may

include photons, excited atoms, metastables, individual atoms, free

5 radicals, molecular fragments, monomers, electrons and ions.

S5 Low power plasmas, such as dark discharges and coronas,

have been used in the surface treatment of various materials.

3 Because of their relatively low elergy content, corona discharge

plasmas can alter the properties of a material surface without

3 damaging the surface.

I 10 Glow discharge plasmas represent another type of

relatively low power density plasma. These glow discharge plasmas

3 can produce useful amounts of visible and ultraviolet (UV)

radiation. Glow discharge plasmas have the additional advantage

i therefore of producing visible and UV radiation in the simultaneous

15 presence of active species. However, glow discharge plasmas have

heretofore been successfully generated typically in low pressure or

3 partial vacuum environments below 10 torr which may necessitate

batch processing and the use of expensive vacuum systems.

The generation of low power density plasmas at one

I 20 atmosphere is not new. Filamentary discharges between parallel

plates in air at one atmosphere have been used in Europe to

* generate ozone in large quantities for the treatment of public

water supplies since the late 19th century. Such filamentary

3 discharges, while useful for ozone production, are of limited

25 utility because the filaments are indicative of a non-uniformi CVES

U -AI plasma with uneven properties and effects on exposed materials.SUTS S

SO - -EW" ST
-PA 19102

i .5) OYS83
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SUIMIARY OF THE INVENTION U
The present invention includes methods and apparatus for

I
covering a body with a uniform glow discharge plasma. The

invention also includes methods for treating a workpiece with such 3
5 a glow discharge plasma. The invention further includes bodies

which are covered with a glow discharge plasma. 5
The plasma may be formed in atmospheric air or in other

gases at about one atmosphere of pressure, or at pressures below or U
above one atmosphere. The plasma may also be formed in the I

10 atmosphere above ground level, provided there is sufficient

atmospheric gas in which to generate the plasma, or may be

generated in other gases of such reduced pressures.

In accordance with the method of the present invention a

steady-state one atmosphere glow discharge plasma is generated 3
15 above the surface of a body in a gas. The body may have disposed

thereon a first electrode terminal and a second electrode terminal, 3
wherein the first electrode terminal is connected to a first pole

of a radio frequency (RF) power source which has first and second I
opposite poles, and wherein the second electrode terminal is either 5

20 connected to the second pole of said RF power source or is

grounded. As used herein, the term "electrode terminal" is 3
intended to encompass any suitable electrode means for use in

generating an electric field. The plasma is generated by utilizing U
S the RF power source to energize the first electrode terminal 3

-ZaTrelative to the second electrode terminal with an RF driving
30 -EMWl ST
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II
I voltage, wherein the voltage is high enough to generate an electric

field above the surface of the body, and the applied frequency of

the RF electric field is high enough to trap the positive ions of

the plasma on electric field lines between the two electrode

5 terminals, but not so high that the electrons of the plasma are

also trapped during a half cycle of oscillation of the RF voltage.

In this manner, plasma is produced in the gas above the surface of

the body.

Many different types of bodies may be covered with a

10 plasma glow discharge in accordance with the present invention.

10 The body may be a vehicle designed for movement in the air (such as

3 an aircraft) on the water (such as a ship) or on the ground (such

as a car or truck).

The body may also be industrial equipment used for

15 applying the glow discharge plasma to a workpiece being processed

I by the industrial equipnnt.

The method and apparatus of the present invention are

suitable for use in atmospheric air. Such air may be at one

3 atmosphere sea level pressure (760 torr), or at the greatly reduced

20 pressures found higher in the atmosphere. Other gases in which a

I glow discharge plasma can form may also be used. These include,

but are not limited to, the noble gases, such as helium, neon and

argon, as well as carbon dioxide and nitrogen, or mixtures thereof.

In one embodiment of the present invention a steady-state

25 uniform one atmosphere glow discharge plasma is generated on theL OFICTESSW ATsurface of a body in the atmosphere. The body has an insulated
'0 _ENTh ST
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I

metallic skin on which are disposed strip electrodes which are

spaced from and generally parallel to each other. The adjacent 3
strip electrodes are connected to opposite poles of a radio

frequency (RF) power source. To generate the plasma, one or more 3
5 of the strip electrodes connected to one pole of the RF power

source are energized relative to one or more adjacent strip

electrodes connected to the other pole. The driving current is of 3
high enough voltage to generate the glow discharge above the

surface of the body. A voltage of more than about 10 kV RMS per cm 3
10 is suitable in one atmosphere of air. The current is of relatively I

low frequency. The frequency should be sufficiently high such that

the ions generated in the plasma between the electrodes do not have 3
time during a half cycle of oscillation along electric field lines

to impact either electrode. On the other hand, the frequency 3
15 should be sufficiently low such that the electrons of the plasma

are not also trapped in the plasma, but have time to impact the I
body or otherwise leave the plasma during a half cycle of 3
oscillation. A frequency in the range of about 100 Hz to about 30

kHz, depending on electric field and geometry as well as other 3
20 factors discussed below has been found suitable. In this manner,

the positive ion content of the plasma builds up, while the U

electrons can impact the body to build up a charge on the body. 3
This acts to allow a steady state uniform glow discharge plasma to

form above the body. 3
25 In another embodiment of the invention, at least a

OI cS I
•"SM portion of the insulated metallic skin of the body is used as one

PA I1I1
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I

of the electrodes for generating the plasma. That is, the skin of

the body, or a portion of the skin, is connected to one pole of the

RF power source, and thus acts as the first electrode. A second

electrode is provided spaced from the first electrode, such that

5 the plasma is generated between the electrodes. The second

I electrode may either be connected to the second pole of the RF

power source, or may be grounded.

In a particular embodiment of the present invention, such

a layer of plasma is applied to a moving vehicle, such as an

10 aircraft, ship or car, to reduce the drag and otherwise improve the

I aerodynamic characteristics of the atmospheric boundary layer on

I the vehicles. This is accomplished by reducing the level of

boundary layer turbulence and by suppressing the formation of

turbulent vortices.

15 In another embodiment of the invention, the plasma is

I generated on the surface of a vehicle, such as an aircraft, in a

peristaltic fashion to alter the speed of the vehicle in relation

to the surrounding atmosphere.

In a,.dition, the plasma may be generated on the surface

20 of a body, such as an aircraft, to prevent the formation of ice and

I to remove ice present on the body.

The glow discharge plasma may also be generated on the

surface of a body, such as a vehicle at night or in low visibility

conditions, to make the body more visible.

I'Tt!NTH ST
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U

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS UU
Figure 1 is a schematic representation of apparatus for

generating a plasma glow discharge between two plate electrodes. 3
Figure 2 is a schematic representation of a tubular body

5 with apparatus for generating a uniform glow discharge plasma on

the tubular body in accordance with the present invention. 3
Figure 3 is a photograph of an apparatus corresponding to

that depicted schematically in Figure 2

Figure 4 is a photograph of the apparatus shown in Figure

10 3 under power, showing the body of the apparatus coated with a i
plasma in accordance .ith the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 3

The present invention includes methods and apparatus for I
covering a body with a uniform glow discharge plasma. The

L5 invention also includes methods for treating a workpiece with such

a glow discharge plasma. The invention further includes bodies

which are covered with a glow discharge plasma.

The plasma may be formed in atmospheric air or in other I
gases at about one atmosphere of pressure or below or above 3

?0 atmospheric pressure. The plasma may also be formed in the

atmosphere above ground level, provided there is sufficient i

atmospheric gas in which to generate the plasma, or may be
5tugenerated in other gases of such reduced pressures.

iEf TM ST
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I The methods and apparatus of the present invention are

3 suitable for use in atmospheric air. Such air may be at one

atmosphere sea level pressure (760 torr), or at the greatly reduced

5 pressures found higher in the atmosphere. Other gases in which a

5 glow discharge plasma can form may also be used. These include,

I but are not limited to, the noble gases, such as helium, neon and

i argon, as well as carbon dioxide and nitrogen, or mixtures thereof.

Many different types of bodies may be covered with a

I plasma glow discharge in accordance with the present invention.

10 The body may be a vehicle designed for movement in the air (such as

I an aircraft) on the water (such as a ship) or on the ground (such

* as a car or truck).

The body may also be equipment used for applying the glow

3 discharge plasma to a workpiece. The electrodes may be in the open

15 when the plasma is to be generated in air. In those situations

I where an environmental risk may come about by exposure to the gases

generated or otherwise, the apparatus and the work piece treated in

accordance with the invention will advisedly be appropriately

I surrounded by a protective barrier. For instance, an enclosure of

20 material like PLEXIGLAS can readily be provided for the equipment,

I with suitable inlet and outlet for the workpiece to be plasma

treated. In cases in which the plasma gas is other than ambient

air, the enclosure may be designed to also retain the treatment gas

3 and prevent the surrounding air from entering the treatment zone.

25 In one embodiment of the present invention a steady-state

USW"-I"ATuniform one atmosphere glow discharge is generated on the surface
Wio CT-5NTNST
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of a body in the atmosphere. The body can have the plasma 1
generated on its outer surface or on an inner surface, as in a 3
hollow tube. The body has an insulated metallic skin on which are

disposed strip electrodes which are spaced from and generally 3
5 parallel to each other. The adjacent strip electrodes are I

connected to opposite poles of a radio frequency (RF) power source.

To generate the plasma, one or more of the strip electrodes 3
connected to one pole of the RF power source are energized relative

to one or more adjacent strip electrodes connected to the other

10 pole. The driving current is of high enough voltage to generate

electric fields above the surface of the vehicle, suitably of more I
than about 10 kV RMS per cm. The current is of relatively low

frequency, suitably within the range of about 100 Hz to about 30

kHz. On one hand, the frequency should be sufficiently high such i

15 that the ions generated in the plasma above the insulated skin of

the body and trapped on electric field lines do not have time I
during a half cycle of oscillation to impact the electrodes. On 3
the other hand, the frequency should be sufficiently low such that

the electrons of the plasma are not also trapped in the plasma, but i

20 have time to impact the electrode or skin or otherwise leave the

plasma during a half cycle of oscillation. In this manner, the i
positive ion content of the plasma builds up, while the electrons 3
can impact the insulated skin to build up a charge on the skin.

This acts to allow a steady quasi-neutral state uniform glow 3
25 discharge plasma to form above the insulated skin.

LAW aPlMSI
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i This embodiment of the invention could be used on a

vehicular body, such as an aircraft, ship or terrestrial vehicle,

in which the strip electrodes would be applied to the outer skin of

5 the vehicle to generate a glow discharge plasma on the exterior of

5 the vehicle. This embodiment could also be used on various types

of industrial equipment.

5 In another embodiment of the invention, at least a

portion of the insulated metallic skin of the body is used as one

i of the electrodes for generating the plasma. That is, the skin of

10 the body, or a portion of the skin, is connected to one pole of the

I RF power source, and thus acts as the first electrode. A second

i electrode is provided spaced from the first electrode, such that

the plasma is generated between the electrodes. The second

3 electrode may either be connected to the second pole of the RF

15 power source, or may be grounded.

In accordance with this embodiment, the first electrode

I i may be a first portion of the insulated skin of the body, and the

second electrode may be a second portion of the metallic skin which

I is electrically isolated from the first portion. In such an

20 embodiment, the RF driving voltage is applied between the two

U portions of the skin. When the body is a vehicle such as an

3 aircraft, there are any number of configurations that may be used.

The first electrode could comprise the fuselage, with the second

I electrode comprising the wings. Alternatively, the first electrode

25 could comprise the skin on a forward portion of the aircraft, with

* ,f- SSOIthe second electrode comprising the skin of an aft portion.
050 15ENTST
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Likewise, the first electrode could comprise the skin of a ventral

(lower) portion of the aircraft and with the second electrode 3
comprising a dorsal (upper) portion.

In another embodiment in which a portion of the skin is 5
5 used as the first electrode, a separate second electrode may be I

provided. In such instances, the entire skin may act as the first

electrode. When the body is a vehicle, such as an aircraft or 3
ship, the second electrode may be grounded to the atmosphere or

sea, respectively, or may be connected to the second pole of the RF

10 power source. In one such embodiment for a vehicle or other body,

the second electrode comprises a high porosity screen generally I
parallel to and between the skin and the screen. Suitably a 3
spacing of at least one centimeter is used. Alternatively, such a

screen can be essentially coextensive with the insulated skin of 3
15 the vehicle which is acting as the first electrode.

An alternative particularly applicable to aircraft is to i
use essentially the entire metallic skin of the aircraft as the 5
first electrode, with the secont electrode comprising a conductive

wire which is insulated from the metallic skin and is trailed in 3
20 the atmosphere behind the aircraft. In this manner, the

surrounding atmosphere is established as a grounded reference i
plane. I

Another embodiment is applicable when the vehicle is an

aircraft powered by one or more jet engines. The engines are I

25 electrically insulated from the rest of the aircraft. Such jet
LAW OFFKCES

s"Lengines generally have an exhaust containing partially ionized
Aumm
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I gases when under power. In this case, the metallic skin of the

* rest of the aircraft is used as the first electrode and the

partially ionized gases of the exhaust are used as the second

5 electrode. Again, as discussed above, the surrounding atmosphere

5 is thus established as a grounded reference plane. In addition,

* the exhaust portion of the jet engines can be surrounded with a

* suitable circular biasing electrode.

In like manner, when the body to which the plasma is

5 being applied is a ship in water, the water can be utilized as the

10 grounded second electrode. In such a case, at least a portion of

I the superstructure above the water line would be connected to the

RF power source and used as the first electrode. This works

particularly well when the surrounding water is highly conductive

5 salt water. If the ship is in fresh water which is not

15 sufficiently conductive to maintain the plasma, then the wake of

I the ship can be seeded with a suitable salt, such as an alkali

metal salt, to increase the conductivity and allow the utilization

of the high conductivity wake as the second electrode.

5 In a particular embodiment of the present invention, such

20 a layer of plasma is applied to a moving vehicle, such as an

I aircraft, ship or car, to reduce the drag and otherwise improve the

aerodynamic characteristics of the atmosphere boundary layer on the

vehicles. This is accomplished by reducing the level of boundary

* layer turbulence and by suppressing the formation of turbulent

25 vortices.

t FIESS&TES
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I

By turning the plasma on and off, and varying the I
intensity of the plasma through the input power density and the

applied RF voltage, it is possible to vary the drag coefficient of

an aircraft from the normal value without the plasma layer, to 5
5 values which may be much lower than those normally encountered.

The plasma would tend to be swept along with the aerodynamic I
boundary layer flow, and would tend to accumulate in areas of

stagnation or in vortices, thus making these aerodynamically drag-

producing structures subject to an electric field, which may be

10 manipulated by auxiliary or control electrodes on the surface of

the aircraft. U
In addition to reducing the drag and manipulating the i

geometry and position of vortices and areas of stagnant air flow,

the boundacy layer may be either speeded up or slowed down by

15 producing traveling electrostatic peristaltic waves along the

direction of movement of the aircraft. To accomplish thiis, the I
surface of the air-raft is cov'ered with a series of insulated strip i

electrodes, oriented perpendicular to the normal aerodynamic flow

of the boundary layer gases over the aircraft. These strip 5
20 electrodes can then be energized in sequence, to induce the

generation of peristaltic plasma waves along the surface of the I
aircraft. When such peristaltic waves are generated from front to 5
back on the aircraft, they exert an acceleration of the plasma in

the boundary layer, thus making the flow more laminar, and 5
25 discouraging the formation of vorticity. On the other hand, if

LAW FOICES

.IS-f&-,-I such waves are aenerated from back to front on t' ;rcraft, then
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the action would work against the aerodynamic f low and could

increase the drag on the aircraft, thus producing a braking effect

on the motion of the airct -if t though the atmosphere - Thus, the

peristaltic waves can be used to either accelerate or decelerate

5 the aircraft.

Various elaborations of this plasma-related boundary

layer control are also possible. For example, the surface of the

aircraft or vehicle can be fitted with a series of parallel

insulated electrodes, the contours of which are perpendicular to

10 the most laminar and least turbulence-producing boundary layer f low

over the aircraft, as determined by wind tunnel tests. Phased

excitation of these contoured parallel insulated electrodes could

provide a body force accelerating the boundary layer flow ovei the

aircraft in a direction which is least likely to lead to turbulence

15 and vortex formation. Such manipulation of the boundary layer by

electrostatic body forces may, in addition, have the effect of

raising the Reynolds number for transition to turbulent flow both

locally, and for the aircraft or ehicip as a whole.

if no peristaltic effe,-L is desired, then the electrodes

20 can be oriented in anv suitable direction on the aircraft, and all

powered simultaneously to create a uniform steady-state plasma.

The electrodes should be arranged in parallel strips on

the surface of the aircraft or other vehicle with adjacent strips

being operated at radio frequency voltages 1800 out of phase with

25 each other. The RF voltages should be sufficiently high such that
OFFICES

-IA- RMS electric fields of 10 kilovolts per centimeter (kV/cm) orSoo
no S' -TEENTH ST
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higher ar, generated above the surface of the vehicle suitably to

a height of about one centimeter or more. The width of the

individual strip electrodes should be wide enough to create a

uniform plasma layer over the surface of the vehicle. The strip

5 electrodes can be oriented on the surface of the vehicle as a

matter of convenience, in a quasi-parallel pattern, or the I
electrodes can be placed parallel or perpendicular to the velocity

vector of the gas in the boundary layer flowing over the surface of

the vehicle. The width of the individual strip electrodes can be

10 adjusted over the surface of the aircraft, in such a way as to

produce dense plasma where it is most needed, and more rarified I
plasma where that is satisfactory for the intended application of

the plasma layer.

In addition, the plasma may be generated on the surface

15 of a body, such as an aircraft, to prevent the formation of ice and

to remove ice present on the body. i
The glow discharge plasma may also be generated on the

surface of a body, such as a vehicle at night or in low visibility

conditions, to make the body more visible.

20 The apparatus required to generate a one atmosphere glow

discharge plasma around a body includes a low-frequency RF power i
supply capable of operating from below about 500 Hz up to at least

about 10 kHz, or even up to about 30 kHz, at RMS voltages up to

about 20 kV. One pole of the power supply is connected to the

25 first electrode, and the other is connected to the second
LAw OFFCES i
ul"s(ITu electrode, or grounded, as discussed above.
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U

I These connections should be made through an impedance

matching network, the function of which is to minimize the reactive

power in the RF circuit. Such an impedance matching network can

broaden the range of operating frequency and other parameters over

5 which the desirable uniform (as opposed to filamentary) glow

I discharge is observed. The parameters of such a matching network

are adjusted for the most stable, uniform operation of the glow

discharge. This condition can occur when the reactive power of the

* plasma reactor is minimized.

10 Tests conducted on a parallel plate uniform glow

* discharge plasma reactor operating at atmospheric pressure

i indicated that such glow discharges could be maintained by average

power densities ranging from below 10 milliwatts per cubic

3 centimeter to values higher than 100 milliwatts per cubic

15 centimeter. On the basis of these experiments, it is reasonable to

I suppose that a power density of about 50 milliwatts per cubic

I centimeter may be required to maintain a layer of plasma

surrounding an aircraft. If the aircraft has a total surface area

5 of 500 square meters, and if the layer of plasma is two centimeters

20 thick, 10 cubic meters of plasma would need to be generated at 50

I milliwatts per cubic centimeter. This would require an energy

input to generate such a plasma of 500 kW, a power level about one

percent of the total shaft horsepower generated by the jet engines

of typical aircraft. Thus, there appears to be no reason, on

25 energetic grounds, why full-scale aircraft should not be able to

.IC sso-TL supply the power requirements for generating such a uniform plasma
30SO F*-EENTH ST
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I

over their surface, at an energy cost in shaft horsepower that is

only a few percent of that developed for their flight requirements.

Even in an extreme case, the mass of the electrical power generator

and power supplies required to produce the high voltage RF needed I
5 to produce the plasma should require no more than about 1 kilogram

per kilowatt, thus burdening the aircraft in the example above with

no more than about 500 kilograms of additional equipment. In

practice, this is likely to be a very generous overestimate of the

mass of a single unit generating half a megawatt of electrical and

10 RF power.
An electric field established between the metallic

electrodes must be strong enough to electrically break down the gas

used, and is much lower for helium and argon than for atmospheric

air. The RF frequency should be within a suitable range, as

15 discussed above, since if it is too low, the discharge will not

initiate, and if it is too high, the plasma will form filamentary I
discharges between the electrodes. Within this suitable frequency

band a uniform slow discharge plasma forms without filamentary

discharges. 3
20 Electric fields employed in a one atmosphere, uniform

glow discharge plasma reactor are only a few kilovolts per

centimeter, values which, if D.C., would usually be too low to

electrically break down the background gas. Gases such as helium

and air will break down under such low electric fields, however, if

25 the positive ion population is trapped between the two parallel or

-8,sscIAuniformly spaced electrodes. This greatly increases the ions'SS TE• ST
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lifetime in the plasma, while at the same time the electrons are

free to travel to the insulated electrode plates where they

recombine or build up a surface charge. The most desirable uniform

one atmosphere glow discharge plasma is therefore created when the

5 applied frequency of the RF electric field is high enough to trap

the ions between the electrodes, but not so high that the electrons

are also trapped during a half cycle of the R.F. voltage. The

electrons may be trapped by ambipolar electrostatic forces.

If the RF frequency is so low that both the ions and the

10 electrons can reach the boundaries and recombine, the particle

lifetimes will be short and the plasma will either not initiate or

form a few coarse filamentary discharges between the plates. If

the applied frequency is in a narrow band in which the ions

oscillate between the electrodes, they do not have time to reach

15 either boundary during a half period of oscillation and be

confined for long times. If the more mobile electrons are still

able to leave the plasma volume and impinge on the boundary

surfaces, then the desirable uniform plasma is produced. If the

applied RF frequency is still higher so that both electrons and

20 ions are trapped in the discharge, then the discharge becomes

_ electrically polarized and forms a filamentary plasma.

3- The following examples are illustrative of the invention

but they should not in any way be considered as limiting the

3- invention thereto.

•W OFFICS
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EXAMPLE 1 I
Without being limited to any particular theory, it is

believed that a relationship exists between the electrode spacing, l

the RMS electrode voltage, the ion mobility, and the applied

5 frequency which results in trapping ions but not electrons between

the two electrodes, and produces the desired uniform one atmosphere

glow discharge plasma.

In accordance with this theory, Figure 1 presents a 3
schematic of an atmospheric glow discharge plasma reactor in which

10 the plasma is generated between upper plate electrode 50 and I
grounded lower plate electrode 52 connected to opposite poles of an

R.F. source 54. In the configuration of Figure 1, a Cartesian

coordinate system is applied as shown, with the applied electric 3
field in the x-direction. The maximum amplitude of the electric

15 field between the grounded lower electrode 52 and the upper i
electrode 52 is E0 , and the separation of the electrodes is the

distance d.

The electric field between the electrodes shown on 3
Figure 1 is given by

E = (E 0sinwt, 0, 0). ()

20 It is assumed that the one atmosphere glow discharge operates in a

magnetic field free plasma. The equation of motion for the ions or

kW electrons between the two plates is given by a Lorentzian model, in

'"TEPA Iglwhich the electrons and ions collide only with the neutral-II
.CS)-
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I
background gas and, on each collision, give up all the momentum in

the direction of the electric field they acquired from the RF

electric field since the last collision with the neutral gas. The

equation of motion for the ions or electrons in the Lorentzian

I 5 model is given by

F = ma = -mvcv-eE, (2)

I where the first term on the right hand side is the Lorentzian

i collision term, according to which the momentum mv is lost with

each collision that occurs with a collision frequency vc. The x

component of Eq. 2 is given by

d 2X dx
md t 2  + m c -eE0sinwt, (3)

I 10 where the electric field E from Eq. 1 has been substituted into the

right hand side of Eq. 2. The general solution to Eq. 3 is

x = C1sinwt = C2cosG t, (4)

where the constants C, and C2 are given by

CI eEo 1 (5)
m (G,2+v 2 )

and

&ASOCA TIES
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C VceEo (6)Wm (W6+VI
The one atmosphere helium glow discharge is operated at

frequencies between w/2n = 1 and 30 kHz, where, for helium at one

atmosphere,

= 7 6.8 x 10 ion collisions/sec., (7a)

and

v ce 7 1.8 x 1012 electron coll./sec. (7b) I
5 The collision frequency for ions and electrons given by Eqs. 7a and

7b is much greater than the RF frequency, vc>>w. The relation

V>>w for ions and electrons, implies that C2 is much greater than 1

the constant C1 , or

eEo (8)
- -- (A C I 8

The time dependent position of an ion or an electron in the

10 electric field between the plates is given by substituting Eq. 8

into Eq. 4, to obtain

x(t) Z- eE0  Cos(At. (9)

The RMS displacement of the ion or electron during a half cycle is

given by

- meters. (10)
OEST 

m v
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I.

If v is the driving frequency, in hertz, and Vrms is the RMS voltage

5 applied to the plate electrodes, then the radian RF frequency is

given by

w = 2nv, (11)

and the electric field between the plates can be approximated from

5 the RMS voltage Vrms applied to the plate electrodes,

IMs (12)

If the charge in question moves across the entire discharge width

d between the plates, on the average, during one full cycle, then

this would provide

xrms = .(13)

2

In accordance with Equation 13 the RMS displacement of the ions has

1 0 to be less than half the clear spacing in order to have a buildup

of charge between the plates, that is, Xrms < d/2 to have a charge

I buildup. Substituting Eqs. 11 to 13 into Eq. 10 yields the

U relationship

d~ eVrms (14)
n2 2 rmvvCd

E Solving for the critical frequency v0 above which charge buildup

15 should occur in the plasma volume, givesU
I1AMMGIALS
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I
2 e~ims
2e d2 HZ. (15)

n2mVcd2

In Eq. 15, the collision frequency vc for helium is approximately I
given by Eqs. 7a or 7b for ions or electrons, respectively, at one

atmosphere, and the RMS voltage is that which bounds the upper and 3
lower limit of the uniform discharge regime.

5 For helium ions, the following experimental conditions I
were used:

Vrms 1 1000 volts (threshold for discharge initiation)

d - 1.25 x 10-2 meters

VCi = 6.8 x 10 9 /sec

10 This gives, for singly charged helium ions:

V0 > 4.6 kHz, theoretical

This was in good agreement with the experiment which gave: 3
V0 =3.0 kHz, experimental.

For electrons, I
15 Vce = 1.8 x 10 12 /sec, and g

VMS =1000 volts.

The threshold for confinement of both species is: I
V0 - 127 kHz,

which is consistent with the observed formation of filamentary I
20 discharges below 100 kHz. 3

For helium, at one atmosphere pressure the voltage Vo

L should be greater than about 1.5 kVrms, and the frequency v between I
:f"I" about 1 kHz and about 3 kHz to produce an electric field E greater

C-6I
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I.

than about 1 kVrms/cm. Preferably, the minimum electric field E for

I helium is about 2 kVrms/cm.

For air, at one atmosphere pressure, the voltage Vo

should be greater than about 5 kVrms, and the frequency v should be

I 5 between about 1 kHz and about 2.5 kHz. Preferably, the minimum

electric field E for oxygen is about 8 kVrms/cm.

The above formulae are applicable to air and other gases

and mixtures thereof by substituting appropriate value for such

3 gases from scientific published literature or standard reference

I10 manuals, like the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, CRC Press,

69th Edition, 1988-1989, or others. Publications from the American

t Institute of Electrical Engineers or the I.E.E.E. may also be

useful sources for information.I
EXAMPLE 2

15 A laboratory simulation of apparatus made in accordance

with the present invention was prepared, as shown schematically in

Figure 2. The body to be coated with a uniform glow discharge

plasma was a length of 2-inch diameter copper pipe 60 which may be

grounded as shown. Strip electrodes 62 and 64 were provided in the

20 form of wires surrounded by plastic insulation. Two parallel

lengths of insulated wires were spiral wrapped side-by-side around

U the length of the copper pipe. To distinguish the two spirals in

the drawing, electrode 64 is marked along its length with x's. In

10, IAUTsthis case, the thickness of the insulation maintained a uniform
SUITE W
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spacing between the copper wires. The two strip electrodes were

connected to an RF power source 66. For purposes of this test, the 5
test apparatus was placed inside a closed chamber filled with

helium gas at one atmosphere pressure. As discussed above, helium I
5 requires a lower voltage than air for generating a plasma, and it

is for this reason that helium was used in this test. When power

was applied to the circuit, a uniform violet glow discharge plasma i
was observed covering the coated copper body. It is the steady

violet glow which shows that a uniform glow discharge plasma has I
10 been established. I

Figure 3 and 4 are photographs of an apparatus in

accordance with that depicted schematically in Figure 2. Figure 3

shows the apparatus unpowered and Figure 4 shows the apparatus

under power with a visible uniform violet glow discharge plasma I
15 covering the body of the apparatus.

I
I
I
I

I
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CLAIMSI
i What is claimed is:

1. A method for generating a steady-state one

atmosphere glow discharge plasma above the surface of a body in a

3 gas, said body having disposed thereon a first electrode terminal

and a second electrode terminal, wherein said first electrode

I 5 terminal is connected to a first pole of a radio frequency (RF)

power source which has first and second opposite poles, and wherein

the second electrode terminal is either connected to the second

3 pole of said RF power source or is grounded, the method comprising:

generating said plasma by utilizing said RF power source

i10 to energize said first electrode terminal relative to said second

electrode terminal with an RF driving voltage, wherein the voltage

is high enough to generate an electric field above the surface of

L the body, and the applied frequency of the RF electric field is

high enough to trap the positive ions of the plasma on electric

V 15 field lines between the two electrode terminals; but not so high

that the electrons of the plasma are also trapped during a half

cycle of oscillation of the RF voltage,

whereby a glow discharge plasma is produced in the gas

above the surface of the body.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said body has a skin

• Asun=f on which are disposed insulated strip electrodes which are spaced

5 C-70
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from and generally parallel to each other, wherein adjacent strip

electrodes are connected to the opposite first and second poles of

the RF power source, and wherein the strip electrodes connected to

the first pole comprise the first electrode terminal and the strip I
5 electrodes connected to the second pole comprise the seconds

electrode terminal. I
3. The method of claim 2 wherein said body is a

vehicle. i

4. The method of claim 3 wherein the vehicle is moving I
and said strip electrodes are oriented generally parallel to the

velocity vector of the movement of the vehicle. I
5. The method of claim 3 wherein the vehicle is moving

and said strip electrodes are oriented generally perpendicular to

the velocity vector of the movement of the vehicle. I

6. The method of any one of claims 2 to 5 wherein said

strip electrodes are all energized simultaneously to generate said

plasma.

I
7. The method of any one of claims 2 to 5 wherein said

strip electrodes are energized in a predetermined sequence to 5
generate said plasma.

-VeAt PA 190
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1 8. The method of claim 1 wherein said body has a

metallic skin covered with an insulating layer,

wherein at least a portion of the insulated metallic skin

£ is used as the first electrode terminal,

5 and wherein the second electrode terminal is provided

spaced from said first electrode terminal with the insulating layer

on said first electrode terminal interposed between said first and

second electrodes.I
9. The method of claim 8 wherein essentially the entire

metallic skin of the body is used as the first electrode.

I
10. The method of claim 8 wherein said body is a

S vehicle.

3 11. The method of claim 8 wherein a first portion of

ft said metallic skin is electrically isolated from a second portion

of said metallic skin, said first portion being used as the first

* electrode terminal and said second portion being used as the second

5 electrode terminal.I
a f 12. The method of claim 11 wherein the body is an

aircraft.

13. The method of claim 8 wherein the body is a ship

Wt'SSooIATEs having a metallic skin in water wherein a portion of the skin of
3oSO c-72ENTH ST
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the ship above the water level is utilized as the first electrode

terminal and the water is utilized as the second electrode I
terminal.

14. A method for decreasing the drag coefficient and the

production of vorticity on a vehicle moving through the atmosphere

comprising generating a steady-state one atmosphere glow discharge 3
plasma above the surface of said vehicle. I

15. A method of affecting the speed of a vehicle

relative to a surrounding atmosphere in which the vehicle is

moving, the method comprising generating a steady-state one

atmosphere glow discharge plasma on the surface of said vehicle by

5 the method of claim 5, and energizing said strip electrodes in a

peristaltic sequence which affects the speed of said vehicle S
relative to said surrounding atmosphere.

I
16. Apparatus for generating a steady-state one

atmosphere glow discharge plasma above the surface of a body in a

gas, the apparatus comprising: t
a radio frequency (RF) power source which has first and

5 second opposite poles,

"a first electrode terminal which is connected to the

first pole of the RF power source, and

"a second electrode terminal which is either connected to
LAW OFRVS I
UMaSM the second pole of the RF power source or is grounded,

SO W PM8fl1 SY
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wherein said RF power source comprises means to energize

5 said first electrode terminal relative to said second electrode

terminal with an RF driving voltage, wherein the voltage is high

'5 enough to generate an electric field above the surface of the body,

g5 and the applied frequency of the RF electric field is high enough

to trap the positive ions of the plasma on electric field lines

5 between the two electrode terminals, but not so high that the

electrons of the plasma are also trapped during a half cycle of

oscillation of the RF voltage.

£ 17. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said body has a

5 skin and wherein said first and second electrode terminals comprise

insulated strip electrodes disposed on said skin, wherein said

ft electrodes are spaced from and generally parallel to each other,

5 wherein adjacent strip electrodes are connected to the opposite

first and second poles of the RF power source, and wherein the

5l strip electrodes connected to the first pole comprise the first

electrode terminal and the strip electrodes connected to the second

fpole comprise the second electrode terminal.

1 18. The apparatus of claim 17 further comprising means

ft to energize said strip electrodes in a predetermined sequence.

1 19. The apparatus of claim 16 wherein said body

comprises a metallic skin covered with an insulating layer,

4IO IATES
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and wherein the first electrode terminal comprises at

least a portion of said insulated metallic skin, I
and wherein the second electrode terminal is spaced from

the first electrode terminal with the insulating layer on the first 5
5 electrode terminal interposed between said first and second

electrode terminals.

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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I I
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Method and apparatus for covering a free-standing body

with a uniform glow discharge plasma, particularly at atmospheric

Spressure. The method may be used to provide a body coated with

5 5 such a plasma, and also to treat a workpiece.

I
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A PUBLICATION FOR FACULT> ND STAFF VOL.7, NO.7 November 16, 1989

November 16, 196M, Context 1

TRAVELS-ii .. ,.

J. Reooe Roth, Professor of Electrical the team translating Roth's Introduction to In between a busy lecture schedule, hie
and Computer Engineering. Destina- Fusion Energy textbook into Chinese and toured the antenna laboratory, the laser
tion: China, June 25-July 15. visited the Tsinghua University Institute of laboratory, and the materials science _

Roth arrived in Beijing just three weeks Nuclear Energy Technology. He also laboratories. 3
after what the Chinese government called presented a lecture on "Ball Lightning as He was most impressed by the Micro-
"the turmoil." He spent the following three a Route to Fusion Energy." He presented wave Measurements Laboratory, which
weeks travelling through China, giving two lectures at the Beijing Institute of occupied an entire floor of a building and
lectures and observing the state of Physics and visited their tokamak (a contained top-of-the-line Hewlett Packar4
industrial plasma and fusion related device for producing controlled thermonu- microwave test equipment worth more
research. His travel expenses to and from clear power) laboratory. than $2 million. The staff are using the
China were paid by the U.S. Air Force, On the 18-hour train ride to Hefei, Roth equipment to develop new microwave
and his Chinese hosts paid all other had plenty of time to observe the frantic devices, Roth says.
expenses. construction that he says is taking place Roth also asked for, and got, an exten-U

Roth was surprised by his hosts' open- all over China. He toured the Institute of sive tour of the Guoguang Electron Tube
ness in discussing technical matters and Plasma Physics, which has two tokamaKs Works. Some of the new applications for
allowing him to observe technical in operation and one planned. The microwave power developed there 3
developments, even after he told them government has asked the Institute to include sterilizing and preserving foods
that his trip was sponsored by the U.S. begin tying its work to industrial applica- and artificially aging wines and liquors.
Air Force. For example, he was allowed tions, so officials were very interested in The last stop was the Southwestern
to photograph everything he wanted to Roth's recommendations for branching Institute of Physics in Leshan. Facilities 3
inside the Guoguang Electron Tube out into industrial applications, there include the H-i tokamak, the
Works in Chengdu, including products Roth also discussed the UT Knoxville largest in China. Roth presented lectures
still under development. Most U.S. Plasma Science Laboratory's work on on many topics, including the physics an,
companies would not have allowed this plasma ion implantation as a way to engineering issues of tokamaks, and alsE
on grounds of commercial secrecy, he improve the corrosion resistance of showed slides of major tokamak experi-
notes. In fact, the only restriction placed metals, and lectured on long-range ments.
on photographs was in Beijing, where he energy issues, industrial plasma engi- Roth left China with the impression that
was told not to photograph the soldiers. neering, and the theory of plasma ion basic fusion research in China is m i

Roth's memories of the soldiers are as implantation. danger of falling by the wayside, since if
good as any photograph, however. He In Chengdu, Roth visited the University the Chinese government is pushing
describes them as mostly "extremely of Electronic Science and Technology universities and research institutes to
young" and not particularly seasoned. (UESTC). This university, like others Roth enter the industrial marketplace with
"Twice, while driving through Beijing, I visited, showed signs of inadequate products. If researchers are made to
found myself staring down the barrel of a financial support---dirty buildings, concentrate on plasma industrial engi-
casually handled assault rifle," he writes, overcrowded dormitories, and poorly paid neering instead of, rather than in addition

While in Beijing, Roth met with Profes- faculty and staff. The only bright spot was to, fusion research, the government may3
sor Li, Xingzhong of the Tsinghua the UESTC's state-of-the-art equipment, lose its capability to participate in the if
University Physics Department. leader of funded by World Bank loans, development of fusion energy.
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A PUBLICATION FOR FACULTY AND STAFF VOLUME 8, NUMBER 1 AUGUST 30, 1990

Chinese Engineer First
Visiting Distinguished Professor

An internationally-known researcher knowledge between UT-Knoxville and
from China is the first visiting Distin- the Institute of Electroni:c Science and
guished Professor at UT-Knoxville, Technology in China."
Chancellor John Quinn has announced. The title of Distinguished Professor is

Dr. Shenggang Liu will spend one hold by eight UT-Knoxville faculty
year conducting research and teaching members. Liu is the first visiting scholar
for the Department of Electrical and to have the title.
Computer Engineering in the LIT College Liu was at LIT for two weeks in 1987
of Engineering. as a visiting lecturer. He has been a

Liu, a specialist in microwave electron- guest at several U.S. research universi-
ics, is on leave of absence from the ties, including the Massachusetts
China Institute of Electronic Science and Institute of Technology and the Univer-
Technology, where he serves as sity of California-Berkeley.
professor and president. The Institute, In addition to promoting student and
located in Southwest China 1,500 miles faculty exchanges, Liu hopes to learn
from Beijing, has about 8,000 students. about the U.S. educational system,

Liu also is a member of the Chinese environmental policies and applications
Association of Science and Technology, for microwave research while at LIT.
the Permanent Committee of Chinese "After a year here. we will be able to
Electronics, the Chinese Institute for understand our common interests more
Electronics and the Ministry of the deeply, and that will be a basis for
Electronic Industry of China. finding common projects," Liu says.

"We are especially grateful that an "When I return to China, I hope to show
international scholar of such eminence my colleagues things about this educa-
is willing to join our faculty in a visiting tional system that will help us make
capacity," Quinn says. "We hope that his beneficial changes to our educational
presence will help spark an exchange of system."--Mike Bradley
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News fromUT I
The Universitv o• Tennese/ News Center 107 Communication, Budiding Knxviic. Tenne•,ve ;7•a-00i15

FOR IMMEDIATE USE i
Radar (360)
Feb. 21, 1991 A

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. -- A new radar evasion system developed at

the University of Tennessee-Knoxville eventually may replace

stealth technology now used to shield U.S. warplanes from radar,

a UT electrical engineer said Thursday. 5
Dr. J. Reece Roth said the magnetized plasma cloaking system 5

he invented has several advantages over stealth technology.

Magnetized plasma cloaking traps intensely heated,

electrically charged gases -- known as plasmas -- in a magnetic

field around the intended target, Roth said. He said the plasmas:

"* Render radar ineffective by absorbing the radar signals. I
"* Shield the target from microwave energy weapons which can

disable electronic systems or cause structural damage. 3
Current stealth technology offers little protection against

microwave energy weapons, Roth said. 3
If used in military aircraft, magnetized plasma cloaking

would be effective regardless of the aircraft's shape, Roth said.

The shape of stealth planes inhibits radar detection but 5
compromises maneuverability and performance, he said.

Roth's system absorbs such a wide band of radar frequencies 1
that military personnel using it would not need to know the exact

frequency of enemy radar, he said. Some conventional radar

jamming devices are ineffective without incoming radar 3
frequencies, he said.
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Roth said magnetized plasma cloaking is ideal for spy

satellites and space stations that orbit high above the Earth's

atmosphere, where generation of plasmas around the aircraft is

relatively simple to achieve.

But inside the Earth's atmosphere, neutral molecules would

collide with electrically charged ions in the plasma, Roth said.

j Creating a magnetized plasma in the Earth's atmosphere by

conventional methods would require too much onboard electrical

power to be practical, he said. Roth is searching for a more

feasible means of creating plasma within the atmosphere.

" It may be difficult to find a practical way to create a

magnetic field in the Earth's atmosphere,'' Roth said. ''But with

the cost of a single stealth bomber at about $600 million, I

think we will be able to find a better, cheaper way to evade

enemy radar through magnetized plasma cloaking.''

Roth's system, which was patented in January, is financed by

the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

FILED BY UT NEWS CENTER (615-974-2225)-MKB
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W * The Knoxville News-Sentinel, Sunday, February 24. 1991 3
!
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UT-developed radar
may replace stealth

A new radar evasion sys- tie exact frequency of enemy
tern developed at the Universi- radar, he said. Some conven-
ty of Tennessee eventually tional radar jamming devices
may replace stealth technology are ineffective without incom- £
row used to shield U.S. war- ing radar frequencies, he said.

planes from radar, according to Roth said magnetized plas-
a UT electrical engineer, ma cloaking is ideal for spy

Dr. J. Reece Roth said the satellites and space stations
magnetized plasma cloaking that orbit high above Earth's
system he invented has several atmosphere, where generation
advantages over stealth tech- of plasmas around the aircraft
nology. is relatively simple to achieve. I

Magnetized plasma cloak- But inside Earth's atmo-
ing traps intensely heated, sphere, neutral molecules
electrically charged gases - would collide with electrically
known as plasmas - in a mag- charged ions in the plasma,
netic field around the intended Roth said. Creating a magne-
target. Roth said. He said the tized plasma in Earth's atmo-
plasmas: sphere by conventional nmeth-

N Render radar ineffective ods would require too much
by absorbing the radar signals. on-board electrical power to

0 Shield the target from be practical, he said. Roth is
microwave energy weapons searching for a more feasible
which can disable electronic means of creating plasma with-
systems or cause structural in the atmosphere. I
damage. "It may be difficult to rind a

Current stealth technology practical way to create a mag-
offers little protection against netic field in the Earth's atmo-
microwave energy weapons, sphere," Roth said. "But with I
Roth said. the cost of a single stealth

If used in military aircraft, bomber at about $600 million, I
magnetized plasma cloaking think we will be able to find a
would be effective regardless better, cheaper way to evade I
of the aircraft's shape, Roth enemy radar through magne-
said. tized plasma cloaking."

Roth's system absorbs such Roth's system, which was
a wide band of radar frequen- patented in January, is fi- I
cies that military personnel us- nanced by the Air Force Office
ing it would not need to know of Scientific Research. D

I
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Context, February 28, 1991 7

UT Radar Development May Replace Stealth Technology
BY MIKE BRADLEY radar detection but compromises plasma in the Earth's atmosphere by

A new radar evasion system developed maneuverability and performance, he conventional methods would
at UT-Knoxville eventually may replace says. require too much onboard
stealth technology now used to shield Roth's system absorbs such a wide electrical power to be
U.S. warplanes from radar, a UT electri- band of radar frequencies that military practical, he says. Roth is
cal engineer says. personnel using it would not need to searching for a more

Dr. J. Reece Roth says the magnetized know the exact frequency of enemy feasible means of
plasma cloaking system he invented has
several advantages over stealth technol- With the cost of a single stealth bomber at
ogy" about $600 million, I think we will be able

Magnetized plasma cloaking traps
intensely heated, electrically charged to find a better, cheaper way to evade en.
gases--known as plasmas-in a
magnetic field around the intended target, emy radar through magnetized plasma cloaking.
Roth says. He says the plasmas:

*Render radar ineffective by absorbing radar, he says. Some conventional radar creating plasma within the atmosphere.
the radar signals. jamming devices are ineffective without "It may be difficult to find a practical

"Shield the target from microwave incoming radar frequencies, he says. way to create a magnetic field in the
energy weapons which can disable Roth says magnetized plasma cloaking Earth's atmosphere," Roth says.'But with
electronic systems or cause structural is ideal for spy satellites and space the cost of a single stealth "-mber at
damage. stations that orbit high above the Earth's about $600 million, I think we will be able

Current stealth technology offers little atmosphere, where generation of to find a better, cheaper way to evade

protection against microwave enerigy plasmas around the aircraft is relatively enemy radar through magnetized plasma
weapons. Roth says. simple to achieve. cloaking."

If used in military aircraft, magnetized But inside the Earth's atmosphere, Roth's system, which was patented in
plasma cloaking would be effective neutral molecules would collide with January, is financed by the Air Force

regardless of the aircraft's shape, Roth electrically charged ions in the plasma, Office of Scientific Research.
says. The shape of stealth planes inhibits Roth says. Creating a magneti7ed
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An internationally known researcher
from China is the first visiting Distinguished
Professor at the University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.

Dr. Shenggang Liu will spend one year
conducting research and teaching for the
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering in the College ef Engineering.

Liu, a specialist in microwave electron-
ics, is on leave of absence from the China
Institute of Electronic Science and Technol-
ogy where he serves as professor and presi-
dent. The institute, located in Southwest
China 1,500 miles from Beijing, has aoout
8,000 students.

The title of Distinguished Professor is
held by eight UT, Knoxville faculty mem-
bers. Liu is the first visiting scholar to nave
the title.

Liu was at UT for two weeks in 1987 as
a visiting lecturer. He has been a guest at
several U.S. research universitie,. including
the Massacnusetts Institute of Technology
and the University of California-Berkeley.

In addition to promoting student and
faculty exchanges. Liu hopes to learn about
the U.S. educational system. environmental
policies, and applications for microwave
research during his visit.
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Even before te Tsingua lir.ace ýs another consecuence c: innaoe. a

agreement was signed last year. Roth pro- tanslalion team headed b~y Professor, Shene-,,ded videotapes of his industrial plasma gang Liu began translating a two-vo:ume

engineering courses, ECE 565-566. so Li textbook on industrial plasma engineering
could jump start an industrial plasma engi- Roth is now writing. The Chinese and
neering graduate course at Tsinghua. Last Ero'sh editions snould be punlished oy the
September, a colleague of Li's, Professor end t this year.
Chuntong Ying, came to UTK and presented Liu has asked the Chinese Naional
a seminar on China's isotope separation Science Foundation to fund a broad-scaie.
program. five-year effort in industrial plasma engi-

Roth went back to China last July. He neering. If the foundation comes through
visited Tsinghua in Beijing, the Institute ot UTK-UESTC linkage activities and
Plasma Physics in Hefei. the University of excnanges wil expand. Roth says.
Electronic Science and Technology of China
in Chengdu, the Guoguang Electron Tube Liu has asked Roth to return to China in
Works also in Chengdu. and Fudan Univer- 994 to lecture again in an industrial plasma
sity in Shanghai. Not only did Roth tour and engineering summer school.
consult, he delivered 20 lectures on various Liu surprised Roth when he was prepar-
phases of industrial plasma engineering and ing to go to China last summer. He informed
fusion energy. Roth that he, Roth. had been awarded the

Cooperation between UTK and the Uni- title of Honorary Professor by the UESTC
versity of Electronic Science and Technology faculty and administration, an action that
." China dates back to 1985 whp.n tlFqTf. had been approved by the Chinese Ministry
president. Professor Shenggang Liu visited of Education.

UTK and the College of Engineering. Liu, *1 felt a little strange a it being an
also a member of the Chinese Academy of honorary professor at a university whose

Sciences, returned for a week in 1987 and working language I could not speak," Roth
then for the full school year in 1990-91 as says, "but it was pointed out to me that i was
I shortly toa be the author ot a Chinese text-SUTK's first Visiting Distinguished Professor,.hrl ob h uhro hns et
In 1991, Liu signed an agreement that book I could not read!"created a formal linkage between his univer- Liu conferred the title on July 10. 'he
sity and UTK first day of the summer school at which Roth

ESM professor. Dr Igor Alexeff made was to deliver a series of lectures. For his
",cilrocal visits to UESTC in the summers lecture on that opening day. Rotn spoKe
it 1988 and 1991. Roth in July of 1989 about the historical and cultural roots of

and 1992. Western science and technology.
China sent Chaoyu Lu to UTK for doc- "1 thought a discussion of the Western

toral studies in the electrical and computer academic tradition might be of interest to an
engineering department. and visiting Profes- audience most of whom had never been
,sor Shan-Fu Yu just completed six months outside of China and were about as far away
of research in microwave-generated plasmas physically frnm Western institutions as it a

at UTK's Plasma Science Laboratory. possible to get. This lecture seeraed to be

UESTC furnished $3,000 wormnof micro- well received."

wave equipment to UTK's plasma lab ':hich Seventy people. inciudirg Tsinghuas
Yuuedt isolate themirwvpoeSeetpepeinldg sgha5
su used p o from the microwave nk administrators, the current and a former

s r the plasma-filled vacuum tank nresident of the university, and two members
e could stmplify the tuning ind rnro me Chinese Academy of Sciences. at-

nstability of the system. tended the lecture and the award ceremony.
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ABSTRACT I

The nonlinear behavior of plasmas has been studied by conventionai I
time series methods for many years. Since the advent of the concept of chaotic

dynamics in the early 1960's. many new theoretical approaches to turbulence

have been developed. In the past ten years these methods have been applied 5
to plasma fluctuations. In the last two or three years, commercial computer

software has become availabie which allows the ready application of a wide 3
range of analytical methods from nonlinear dynamics to laboratory plasmas.

Most applications thus far have been to pulsed or unmagnetized plasmas.

This report will describe the application of chaos theory to a steady-state. 3
magnetized plasma.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty-five years. research in nonlinear dynamics has I
flourished. In particular. new concepts have been developed to quantify 3
chaotic behavior. Many of these concepts had their origin in the work of

Edward Lorenz. a meteorologist interested in the behavior of a simplified set 3
of equations which model convection in the atmosphere (Lorenz, 1963). Since

then these concepts have been applied to fluid flow (Brandstater et al., 1983),

chemical reactions (Simoyi et al.. 1982). the spreading of diseases (Schaffer, 3
1985), and biological rhythms tGlass. 1983).

The purpose of this thesis research is to apply the various tools of 3
nonlinear dynamics to potential fluctuations measured in a steady-state,

magnetized plasma. The plasmas generated in the UTK Plasma Science I
Laboratory do not allow us to examine a well-defined transition from

coherence to turbulence. Therefore, this leaves two main goals: to look for

evidence of low-dimensional chaos: and to look for a trend. •,r lack of trend, in 3
the parameters which describe the state of turbulence. Chaos-related

concepts which were used in this study are reconstructed pha-e portraits. I
Poincare sections. correlation dimensions and Lyapunov exponents. 3

This report will consist of eleven chapters. including this one. Chapter UI

is a general overview of chaotic dynamics. Chapters III and IV are an 3
introduction to the fundamental mathematical concepts of chaotic dynamics

for those readers new to this topic. In Chapter V a brief discussion of the l

effects of noise is given. Chapter VI is for those readers wanting to learn more

about previous applications of nonlinear dynamics to plasmas. In Chapter VII

E
E-7 3



the experimental apparatus and data handling system are described. Chapter

\% gives a brief description of the software package that was used to study

the nonlinear behavior of the plasma fluctuations. Chapter [X consists of a

comparison of two 'Known reference cases to a particularly interesting set of

plasma data. Chapter X is compr~sed of the results of parametric variation on

the state of turtuience. Finaily. conclusions and suggestions for future work

are discussed in Chapter XI.
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ABSTRACT

Collisional magnetic pumping as a plasma heating method in a

3 modified Penning discharge set up as a magnetic mirror configuration was

experimentally investigated. The heating rate as a function of rf driving

I Icircuit frequency, rf maximum exciter coil current, Penning discharge

current, and background steady-state confining magnetic field was

experimentally verified according to the heating rate equation. The Penning

3 discharge electrode and magnetic field arrangement resulted in the formation

of two electron populations in a helium plasma. It was found that the

3 primary electrons were heated more than the secondary electrons. More

importantly, it was found that these four parameters had a functional

I dependence consistent with the heating rate equation in most cases, although

3 the magnitude of the heating %-as as muich as 100 times more than

theoretically predicted.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION I

In fusion reactors, it is necessary to heat a magnetically- I
contained plasma (ionized gas) to a kinetic temperature high enough so that 3
the plasma ions are sufficiently hot to overcome the Coulomb barrier and

fuse. In addition, the plasma must be dense enough, and the containment time

long enough so that a net power output is achieved. The amount of power

produced by a plasma is proportional to the number of fusion reactions that I
can occur in a given time. Thus, if more reactions are forced to occur by 3
sufficiently heating the plasma, more net power can be produced. The

concepts, understanding, and technique of plasma heating can be extended to 3
applications to high power lasers, military weapons, aerospace power and

propulsion systems, and industrial applications of plasma. I
Only a limited number of plasma heating methods are available, and so

alternate methods are of interest. Because the different plasma particle

species give rise to a limited number of different characteristic resonance 3
frequencies, many options are available for heating a plasma. Heating

methods recently adopted bv the international fusion resenrch cm'imunity are I
ohmic heating by binary Coulomb collisions and Spitzer resistivity; neutral

beam injection heating; and radio frequency heating, including ion cyclotron

resonant heating, electron cyclotron resonant heating, lower hybrid heating, 3
and collisional magnetic pumping (Roth, 1986), which is the subject of

interest in this thesis. I

I
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The goal of supplementing the plasma heating of fusion reactors by
magnetic pumping is to deliver radio frequency power at high efficiencies to

3 the plasma interior.

The "magnetic pumping" plasma heating concept orginated with3 Spitzer in 1953 (Spitzer et al., 1953), to heat a plasma confined in a

Stellarator magnetic containment device. About five years later, Berger
U (Berger et al., 1958) carried out the theoretical analysis necessary to show
3 that a confined plasma could be efficiently heated by oscillating

electromagnetic fields. Until recently, the literature on this subject was3 limited owing to the fact that it was initially a classified project, and the low

heating rates possible with the mechanism initially proposed.

I In previous work carried out by Laroussi in 1988, it was shown both

theoretically, computationally, and experimentally that plasma heating was

possible by first-order collisional magnetic pumping. In that research,
3 magnetic pumping was applied to a straight, cylindrical plasma, confined by

an axially uniform steady-state magnetic field, B-. The magnetic

perturbation is achieved by wrapping an exciter coil of length, 1, inductance,

L, and number of turns, N, around a cylindrical section of plasma and

I•,,�,,Ahiiur LU.K uiaing magnetic riela given by

I B = B,(1 + 8f(t))I
where B . is the uniform steady state background magnetic field, and 8 is the

I magnetic field modulation factor defined by

*2

3~E- 14
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which is much less than unity, and f(t) is a periodic function of time for the

current which is applied to the exciter coil. Figure I. 1 on the following pagei

depicts how the exciter coil is wrapped around the cylindrical plasma

containment vessel and then driven by the periodic current waveform, f(t).

Laroussi showed experimentally that a sawtooth-shaped function produced 3
an energy increase rate that is directly proportional to the magnetic field

modulation factor 8, compared to a sinusoidal function, f(t), which 5
produced an energy increase rate that is directly proportional to the square of II
this factor. The factor 8 is less than unity and when squared, becomes a

small number. Thus the potential improvement in the heating rate is evident.

Throughout the present research, this function, f(t), is a periodic sawtooth-

shaped waveform. 3
In magnetic pumping, the oscillating electric field is produced by

variation of the axial magnetic field and is thus perpendicular to it. This type I
of heating was called "magnetic pumping" due to the existence of a

compressional wave propagating perpendicular to the background magnetic

field, causing the plasma to be cylically compressed and relaxed by an 3
alternating E x B force. The compression and relaxation phases are

illustrated below in Figure 1.2.1

Raising the temperature of a potentially unstable plasma requires that

energy inputs occur on a time scale less than the particle confinement time,

while energy inefficiency is held to a minimum. Consequently, the heating 3
rate and energy confinement time are fundamental parameters to be

considered in establishing bulk plasma heating requirements. The heating i

3 1
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••" I

Figure 1.2: Plasma compression phase on left during positive half cycle of I
f(t); plasma relaxation phase on right during negative half cycle of f(t).
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rate is limited by the technological limitations of the heating system, which

includes the external circuitry generating the periodic current waveform,

f(t). The energy confinement time can be enhanced by energy deposition

deep within the plasma. The functional dependence of the heating rate on

3 such parameters as the Penning discharge anode current, the maximum

exciter coil driving current, the frequency of the current in the exciter coil,

and the background steady-state confining magnetic field are experimentally

investigated and are compared to the equation describing the relative energy

change of the particles.
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ABSTRACT t
The effective electron coilision frequency is studied on a weakly ionized. turbu-

lent Penning discharge plasma. The magnetized plasma of this discharge is radially

inhomogeneous and subject to a high level of low frequency electrostatic fluctu-

ations due to drift wave turbulence. An effective electron collision frequency is I
determined from collision broadened absorption spectra of the extraordinary mode 3
wave near the electron gyro frequency resonance. When the level of electrostatic

turbulence is excited above the level of thermal fluctuations. tile collision frequency

is significantly greater than the electron-neutral collision irequency. The scaline

Otf this collision frequency as a function of the absolute rms level of electrostatic I
fluctuations is investigated. 3
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